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Abstract
The essence of this study is to clarify the position of the Islamic tradition with regard to 
refugees based on the main Islamic Sunni sources and to examine the interface between 
this tradition and the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the status of refugees. This 
study is the first that carries such examination since the endorsement of the 1951 
Convention.
This study is composed of four chapters with an introduction and a conclusion. The first 
chapter explains the concept of jiw ai' (protection), which was a governing custom in the 
Arabs’ life in the jahiliyya , while the second chapter traces the concept of jiw ai* after 
the advent of Islam in Mecca. The purpose of the two chapters is to establish how the 
Prophet and his followers dealt with the jiw ar custom when they were oppressed and 
sought jiw ar of the non-Muslims and also when they were able to offer jiw ar to fleeing 
non-Muslims in Medina.
The third chapter deals mainly with aman (safe conduct) in the Islamic tradition. It also 
defines several relevant terms, such as dar al-harb, dar al-Islam, mustajh; muhajir, 
musta°min and dhimml\ in order to put the concept of aman in context. Due to its 
particular significance, the study undertakes an extensive examination of the different 
interpretations of the verse (9:6) which is considered the cornerstone in legalising, by 
analogy, the concept of refuge in the Qur3an.
The fourth and final chapter comprises a comparison between the Islamic tradition 
relating to the laws of aman and the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the status of 
refugees.
The conclusion however, highlights the close similarities between the Islamic tradition 
and the Geneva Convention and therefore recommends the Arab and Islamic 
governments to endorse the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the status of refugees. 
And if necessary to make reservations concerning certain Articles taking account of the 
internal circumstances of each state.
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Introduction
By any measure, the issue of refugees occupies an important place on the contemporary 
international agenda. Millions of people around the world have become refugees as a 
result of wars, natural disasters and other circumstances.
The challenges facing international agencies such as the United Nations Refugees 
Agency (UNHCR) are many and include “the plight of tens of millions of internally 
displaced people; widespread confusion over migrants and refugees; tightened asylum 
policies and growing intolerance”1.
A quick survey of elections, be they in the developed or developing world, shows just 
how sensitive the refugee question is. Parties of all political hues have a position on this 
issue. A considerable number of developed societies are witnessing “the re-emergence 
of racism, xenophobia and that brand of populism which always tries to generate 
confusion in the public opinion between refugees, migrants and even terrorists”2. The 
governments of many developed countries are seeking to reinterpret articles of 
international law relating to refugees in an attempt to circumvent then duties and free 
themselves of the refugee burden.
Arab and the Muslim states are not exempt from this problem. On the contrary, 
according to Antonio Guterres, the head of UNHCR, “the majority of refugees 
worldwide are Muslim”3. Notwithstanding, some UNHCR operations “in the Muslim 
world have been systematically underfunded ... [and] the generosity of host countries 
has not been matched by that of the international community”4. Moreover, “only a few 
of them possess domestic legislation which deals with refugees or migrants” 
(Elmadmad, 1991, p.462). In fact, only 35 out of 57 member states of the Organization 
of the Islamic Conference (OIC) have ratified the 1951 Geneva Convention and the 
1967 Protocol5.
1 (http://www.unha.se/en/News/State_World_Refiigees_2006_publ.html)/ [cited August 2007]
2 (http://www.unha.org/admin/AJDMIN/45edlea64.html)/ [cited August 2007]
3 (http://www.unha.org/admin/ADMIN/45edlea64.html)/ [cited August 2007]
4 (http://www.unha.org/admm/ADMIN/45edlea64.html)/ [cited August 2007]
5 (http://www.unha.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/home?id=search)/ [cited August 2007]
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The appeal that Guterres issued on the occasion of the 127th meeting of the League of 
Arab States (LAS) Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs in Cairo in March 2007 is 
very telling. He appealed to “the Muslim world, and in particular the Arab world, to 
play a greater role in the discussion, formulation and implementation of international 
refugee policy”6.
Given this reality, and the ambiguity of the Islamic position on such issues, the study I 
have carried out is especially relevant. Broadly, this study aims to clarify the attitude of 
the Islamic tradition towards refugees and establish whether this tradition has any 
views, principles, rules or regulations on a range of issues including the definition of the 
term refugee and the rights and duties of refugees and host states. In this sense the study 
will hopefully underline the relevance of the Islamic tradition concerning the refugee 
status and will contribute to the international legislation regarding this issue.
This study also aims at collating relevant sources on refugees in Arab history in the 
jahilliya (pre-Islamic period)7, such as the concept of jiw ai' (protection). The study will 
further examine concepts related to the refugee status in the Islamic tradition, for 
example the term hijra (migration) and aman (safe conduct). Together, these sources 
comprise a very useful store of information for future researchers seeking to examine 
Islamic parallels to contemporary regulations relating to refugees.
The significance of this study also derives from the fact that it is the first occasion since 
the endorsement of the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to refugees that a study has 
attempted to examine the interface between the Convention and the Islamic tradition, 
with a view to identifying the similarities and differences between the two.
The relevance of such a study is clear, especially given that no Arab or Islamic 
convention has been drawn up to parallel the refugee Convention, as is the case with 
international human rights conventions.
Remarkably little has been written on this topic from an Islamic perspective. In this 
sense, this study will I hope fill a gap in the Islamic library and provide experts and
6 (www.unhcr.org/admin/ADMIN/45edlea64.htmiy [cited August 2007]
7 According to Khalif (1959, p .l l)  and Dayf (1960, p.38) this period mainly is the last hundred and fifty 
years before the advent of Islam.
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legislators in Islamic states with a guide to interpreting the law on refugee issues, since 
this study provides huge amount of scholarly opinions in different field relating to the 
status of refugee in the Islamic state.
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Literature review of previous works on the topic
I have undertaken extensive research to survey the literature related to this topic, but 
there are hardly more than a handful of books and articles that touch upon it from 
different angles.
The book called “The Rules Concerning Dhimmls {non-Muslims) and Musta°mins 
(Seekers of Safe Conduct) in Realm o f Islam {Dar al-Islam)” jk
by cAbd al-Kaiim Zaydan, 1982 is 700 pages long and is divided into two 
chapters, with an introduction and conclusion. This work succeeds to agreat degree in 
clarifying many rules and jurisprudential judgments of non-Muslims in Islamic states.
In his introduction, Zaydan examines how Islamic law classifies the world and its 
people according to faith. People are either Muslims or non-Muslims and the world they 
inhabit is either dar Islam  or dar hm'b. The author goes on to define these terms as well 
as the terms dhim m l and m usta0min. He then defines the terms and conditions of caqd 
al-dhimma and °aqd al-aman.
In chapter one, which he divides into two sections, Zaydan discusses the rules of the 
dhimml and musta °min in terms of their relationship to the Islamic state. In the first 
section he deals with their rights. These include their political rights, the right of 
occupying governmental positions, the right of personal and religious freedom, the 
freedom of movement and the freedom to work, the right of protection and the right to 
enjoy material care from the state. Additionally he speaks about their duties towards the 
Islamic state with reference to taxation including jizya  (a per capita tax), kharaj (a tax 
on agricultural land), cushr (a tax on the commercial goods brought from non-Muslim 
countries) and so on.
In the second section, Zaydan deals with the crimes of dhim m l and musta °min be they 
against the state, for example insurgence and spying, or against people like robbery, 
theft, homicide, adultery, and the false accusation of committing adultery. He discusses 
the punishment of such crimes and the opinions of scholars on the subject.
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In chapter two, the author explores the rulings concerning personal status, such as the 
rulings regarding different kinds of marriage, the dowry, divorce, proving descent, 
alimony and so on. Additionally, Zaydan touches upon financial matters, including wills 
and inheritance between the dhim m l and the musta°min or between them and the 
Muslims. He ends this chapter by examining the relationship of the dhimml and the 
musta °min to the judicial system in the Islamic state and by discussing whether they 
have to adhere to it or if they have the right to their own juridical system.
Although the book is a lengthy jurisprudential study of non-Muslims in the Islamic 
state, the author does not address the special case of asylum seekers and refugees. 
Although many of the topics, especially the rights and duties of the musta °min} are 
relevant in the current context, the author deals with them only briefly. The majority of 
this work is dedicated to questions such as the punishment of crimes committed by 
aliens in the Islamic state, the taxes imposed on them, their marriage, wills and 
inheritance. Moreover, Zaydan frequently compares the opinion of the early scholars 
with the legal situations in Iraq, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, but does not compare these 
rulings to any international Convention on refugees.
Asylum  in the Arab-Islamic Tradition by Ghassan Ainaout (1987) is only 52 pages 
long, but nonetheless is an important book that covers many issues related to my topic. 
Arnaout begins with some historical background and touches briefly on the concept of 
asylum in the Arab tradition before Islam. In this chapter he deals with the religious 
origins of asylum among the Arabs and illustrates the central place of the Kacba in this 
context. In this chapter he also points to the social origins of asylum among the Arabs 
and their tribal humanism. He examines the hospitality and generosity that were deeply 
rooted in their traditions and which played a central role in maintaining this custom.
In chapter two, entitled Nature and Sources o f the Concept o f Asylum  in Islam , the 
author relates the accounts of refuge in Abyssinia and exile in Medina. He then 
addresses the issue of asylum under Islamic law and the forming of the institutions of 
asylum: aman and dhimma. On the last point he tries to identify the meanings of these 
two concepts and how they were implemented in the Islamic history. He also touches 
upon the concept of dar al-Islam  and its meaning in terms of refugees. He addresses the 
issue of dhimma or non-Muslim religious communities in the Muslim state in some
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detail and concludes that the Islamic state was not against ethnic and religious 
minorities. On the contrary, he says, the Islamic state encourages and respects 
“difference” and the dignity of non-Muslims living on its soil. Finally, Amaout 
discusses the foundations of the doctrine of asylum in Islam [the Qur°an and the Sunna 
of the Prophet] and states that these foundations obligate Muslims individually and 
collectively to grant asylum to the seekers and to provide them with the protection they 
require.
In chapter three, Amaout examines the implementation of previous principles in Islamic 
history. He comments on the Hispanic-Arab civilization and the Jewish-Islamic- 
Christian symbiosis. He discusses the Arab-Islamic civilization in Spain and how 
religious minorities enjoyed many rights there which were not available to minorities 
under the Christian emperors. Then he explains how these religious communities fled to 
the Arab countries after the fall of the Islamic civilization there and the start of the 
inquisition of all non-Christians. He also draws on the example of Islamic tolerance and 
the welcoming of non-Muslims in the Indo-Muslim civilization of south Asia.
In his final chapter the author summarizes the situation of asylum in the modem Arab- 
Islamic world. After stating the right of asylum in the constitutions and legislations of 
Arab and Islamic countries he points to the regional and international arrangements for 
the protection of and assistance to refugees. He also notes the attempt to formulate an 
Arab and Islamic convention related to refugees. Lastly Amaout, in his conclusion, 
stresses that civilizations should be based on science and technology as well as on 
ideologies and calls upon the Arab-Islamic countries to succeed in constructing a 
material civilization while remaining faithful to their traditional values.
There are a number of comments to be made on Amaout’s book:
Although the author tackles topics very relevant to this thesis, for example 
asylum in Arab history before Islam and the construction of social life at the 
time, his treatment of them is very brief. He does not address the reasons, the 
types or the formalities of jiwai) how it was contracted and how it ended.
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Regarding the concept of aman in the Islamic tradition, Arnaout does not delve 
very deeply into the commentary books, the books of slra and the jurisprudence 
schools. Nowhere in the book does he refer to any of the early Islamic sources in 
exegesis, history, sha, or jurisprudence. Hence the treatment of these subjects 
did not reflect the full scope of this concept in the Islamic tradition. In general, 
his work lacks documentation.
- Despite his position as the director of the division of refugee law and doctrine in 
the office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 
Amaout does not make any comparison between the Islamic tradition and the 
1951 Geneva Convention.
Overall, the work is very good and gives a fair idea about asylum in the Arab- 
Islamic history, but it is frustratingly short and does not cover all the issues 
related to this topic.
Hasan Moinuddin (1987) in his book entitled: The Charter o f the Islamic Conference 
and Legal Framework o f Economic Co-operation among its M ember States, touches 
upon the issue of aman in his discussion of the property of aliens in the Islamic state. 
After speaking briefly about the musta °min, the protected person in the Islamic state, he 
mentions the protection of the musta amin which includes his person and his property. 
However, this subject was not the focal point of the book and the treatment of this issue 
is limited.
In terms of articles, I found two pertinent articles by Khadrja Elmadmad entitled 
Asylum  in International Law and Islamic Law  ^
(1989) and An Arab Convention on Forced Migration: D esirability and Possibilities 
(1991). The first article is important. It gives a very brief historical background to the 
concept of asylum and types of asylum, a short review of the crucial elements of asylum 
in international law and a general review of asylum in Islamic law and its 
implementation by Arab and the Islamic countries. Unfortunately, the last point was 
only briefly discussed and the author only refers to a few verses of the Qur°an to 
indicate the general principles which call upon Muslims to help the needy and provide 
protection to refugees.
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The second article is more comprehensive. The author’s main focus here is the notion of 
an Arab convention on refugees, a point I will come back to in my conclusion to 
examine whether the Arabs require a separate convention or if they simply need to sign 
the Geneva Convention. Elmadmad makes a brief summary of forced migration and 
human rights in the Arab world. She then elaborates on some of the Islamic principles 
which oblige the Muslim to give asylum with a review of the Arab custom of protection 
before the advent of Islam. After that she makes a half-page comparison between the 
concept of asylum in Islam and modem refugee law. Finally, she concludes her article 
with a call for an actual Arab convention on forced migration. This article’s treatment of 
the concept of asylum in the Islamic tradition lacks depth and the comparison between 
the Islamic tradition and modern refugee law is confined to the concept only.
Important research on this issue has been carried out by a group of Islamic scholars 
commissioned by UNHCR who jointly published a paper entitled: Human Rights, 
Migration and Asylum : the Three Traditions in M iddle Eastern-Islamic Civilizations 
(1990?). It sheds some light on historical events such as the early Muslim migrations to 
Abyssinia and Medina. It also touches briefly on the issue of aman. Following that, it 
mentions the migrations and refugee flows into the Arab-Islamic world especially 
during the inquisition in Spain. Finally, it elaborates on the Ottoman period and how the 
Caliphate dealt with the issue of aman. Unfortunately, this research is both general and 
brief and does not focus on the issue of aman.
An article by Saeher A. F. Muzaffar entitled: Practicable Ideals? A  Proposal for 
Revitalizing the Rights o f Forced Migrants in Islam  (2003) is useful as it deals briefly 
with the principles of Islam that legalise the concept of asylum. The author discusses 
assistance to refugees from theory to reality and describes how Muslims in the past took 
care of the poor and the needy. Muzaffar also comments on policy and practice in the 
Muslim world and particularly the gap between theory and the practice with regard to 
refugees. The article does not tackle other aspects of refuge.
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Structure and methodology
This study is composed of four chapters with an introduction and a conclusion. The first 
chapter is dedicated to the concept of jiwar.; protection, which was a preponderant 
custom in the life of Arabs in the jahiliyya, before the advent of Islam. In this chapter I 
study the custom of jiw ar to understand the relationship between that custom and the 
Islamic principle of aman or safe conduct that emerged later. I point there to the process 
of contracting jiwai) the rights and duties of both the m ustajir (the seeker of protection) 
and the m ujlr (the one who provides protection) and the termination of the jiwar. Most 
importantly, I try to illustrate the importance assumed by the custom of jiw ar in that 
tribal society and its relationship to poetry.
The second chapter traces the concept of jiw ar after the advent of Islam, from the 
Meccan period, through the migrations to Abyssinia, the journey to al-Ta°f until the 
migration to Medina. The purpose of this chapter is to establish how the Prophet and his 
followers dealt with the custom of jiw ar on both ends of the situation, i.e., when they 
were oppressed and sought jiw ar o f non-Muslims and when they established their state 
in Medina and were able to offer jiw arto  non-Muslims.
The third chapter deals mainly with concept of aman in the Islamic tradition. However, 
it becomes relevant in this context to define some important terms as an introduction to 
the study of aman, including the terms dar al-harb, dar al-Islam, mustajir, muhajir, 
musta °min and dhimml. The study of these terms is very important in the sense that 
there is no direct equivalent to the term ‘refugee’ in the Islamic tradition. Those terms 
which are relevant and closest in the meaning to ‘refugee’ are *m ustajlf (who is usually 
non-Muslim), ‘muhajh’ (who is Muslim in the Qur3anic usage) and musta °min (also 
non-Muslim). The last term, musta°min, is the closest to the term ‘refugee’, though it 
refers to all aliens in the Islamic state whether or not they are refugees. As such, the 
argument in the thesis and the application of the term musta°min to refugee are by 
analogy.
Equally crucial is to go extensively through the different interpretations of the verse 
(9:6) which is considered the cornerstone in legalisation concerning the concept of 
refugee status in the Qur°an. Although the verse uses the term m ushrik (non-Muslim) to
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mean a refugee it still, by default, can be extended by analogy to include the Muslim. In 
other words if God obliges Muslims to give refuge to those who do not believe in Him, 
would not it be more appropriate and more obligatory on the Islamic state .to give refuge 
to fellow Muslims who adhere to the same religion.
I have studied more than 60 commentaries chronologically to trace the differences 
between scholars in understanding this verse and to find out whether these 
interpretations have been affected by the passage of time.
The fourth and final chapter is dedicated to a comparison between the Islamic tradition 
relating to the laws of aman and the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the status of 
refugees, in an endeavour to spot the similarities and differences, if any, between the 
two. Although musta °min is not the same as refugee, we can compare between them as 
they have exile in common. For the sake of convenience and ease, I set the articles of 
the Convention as a standard then referred to the jurisprudential Islamic sources to see 
how compatible such articles were from an Islamic perspective.
I have concentrated on 24 out of the 45 articles of the Convention because the other 
articles are administrative and do not affect the core of the Convention. I conclude with 
a summary of what I think are the right conclusions and recommendations relevant to 
researchers, scholars and the Arab and Islamic governments.
It is important to note that this study is not a conventional historical study, nor is it a 
legal or jurisprudential one. It is actually a literary study that draws on history, 
especially in regal'd to jiw ai’and its development between the jahiliyya  and Islam, to put 
the issue in its natural context. I do not delve into the detailed rulings on each aspect of 
the refugee issue, as this is not a comparative study between the different schools of 
Islamic jurisprudence. Rather it is a study that deals with al-Siyasa al-Shar ciyya and 
the diplomatic matters concerning the issue of refugees.
8 al~Siyasa al-Shar ciyya means governance in accordance with the the Shari0 a. It is a Sunni constitutional 
and legal doctrine emerging in late mediaeval times and calling for harmonization between the law and 
the procedures of Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) and the practical demands of governance (siyasa). Most 
responsible for crystallizing the doctrine were the two Hanbali scholars Ibn Taymiyya and his student Ibn 
Qayyim al-Jawziyya. This doctrine according to Khallaf, al-Siyasa al-Shar lyya, recognizes, in the state, 
authority to take legal acts as needed for the public good provided that the Shari ca is not infringed 
thereby (or, in another formulation, as long as the Shari°a has ‘no text’ on the matter). (Bosworth et al., 
1997, vol.4, p.694).
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Also, regarding the hadiths mentioned throughout the study I did not check the 
authenticity of them as this is beyond the scope of this study, however I was keen to use 
the main books of hadith where it was possible.The purpose of the study is basically to 
establish the principles of refugee status in the Islamic tradition and identify relevant 
sources that may help legal experts to device laws of refugee status in conformity with 
the Islamic tradition.
Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that the comparison here between the Islamic 
tradition and the Geneva Convention focuses on the principle on both sides without 
delving into the implementation of these principles in practice, whether in the past or in 
the present.
I should also point out that when I refer here to the ‘Islamic state’, I do not mean any 
particular modem Arab or Islamic country, or any historical Caliphate, as lots of dispute 
could arise against any country in the Arab and Islamic world in terms of its application 
of the Islamic rulings. Also regarding the Caliphate the same thing applies given that the 
Caliphate throughout history did not flow at the same level and we can find lots of 
valuations between the Caliphates in different periods of the Islamic history like the 
Umayyad, Abbasid and Ottaman Caliphate. What is intended by the term is the Islamic 
state that is based on the Islamic tradition which is the teachings of the Qur°an and the 
Prophet as formulated and implied by the Sunni Muslims.
Methodology
The methodology I followed in this study was to collect relevant historical material in 
the different fields dealing with the issue of refugee status and then try to formulate my 
understanding of the stance of the Islamic tradition towards refugees.
In the jahiliyya I tried to clarify the concept of jiw ai* and its implementation in the Arab 
life then. This required me to search not only the historical references but also 
references dealing with literature, poetry, language, biographies, and genealogy.
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After the advent of Islam, my research was directed towards Sunni references in the 
slra, the Prophet’s history, to find out how the Prophet and his companions dealt with 
the by then existing concept of jiw ar m  Mecca and Medina.
When it came to the concept of aman, it was essential to deal with the books of exegesis 
to see how scholars interpreted the verses of the Qur3an that touch upon the issue of 
refugee status. Due to its central importance in the research, I gave the verse (9:6) extra 
attention. I studied all the available commentaries I could find, around sixty books, in 
chronological order to spot variations in understanding the verse over time. In this 
context only did I go beyond Sunni references to the ShFite, Zaydl and Ibadi sources in 
order to observe any important additions from these schools of thought. In relation to 
the Qur°anic verses, the translation I have used is Asad’s translation entitled: The 
Message o f the Qui'°an (1980). After examining other translations I found Asad’s 
translation more accurate and gives close interpretation and relevant meanings to the 
study.
In dealing with aman, it was necessary to examine the different books of Sunni 
jurisprudence. As indicated above, since this study is not a comparative study between 
the different orthodox law schools I have dealt with the scholars without differentiation 
between them on the basis of their jurisprudential school.
In regard to the referencing system in this study I have followed the Harvard system 
with Arabic transliteration. For well-known geographical names, the common spellings 
have been preserved, like Mecca, Medina and so on.
Finally, I hope this study will provide a clear picture of the issue of refugee status in the 
Islamic tradition in the past. The comparison I have carried out between this tradition 
and the Geneva Convention will I hope provide legal experts and legislators in Arab and 
Muslim countries with an important instrument to deal with the problem of refugees 
according to the principles of Islam.
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Chapter I 
The Jiwar in the Jahiliyya
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The Jiwar m  the Jahiliyya
Introduction
When addressing the status of refugees in the Arab and Islamic tradition, writers often 
refer to the issue of jiw ai' among Arabs in the Peninsula before the advent of Islam. 
They consider jiwar, in essence, the equivalent of the modern concept of refuge as it 
meant granting protection and welfare to the needy and the fleeing person. The 
importance of this principle also derives from the fact that tribes in many modern Arab 
states still adhere to and preserve this customary practice.
Existing works on this subject, despite its significance, fail to convey the importance of 
jiw ar to Arabs in the jahiliyya. Those that have elaborated on jiw ai' do so only from a 
narrow perspective, where mention of it is limited to one particular context only.
Robertson Smith (1903) in his valuable book Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia 
does tackle the subject of jiwar. He sheds some light on the factors that sometimes 
necessitated jiwar, and the relationship between the m ustajir and his mujh: However, 
his treatment of jiw ar is also limited since he addresses it only in the context of the Arab 
tribe and unity of blood, and the relationship of the tribe with strangers to it, whether 
jar.; hallf{ally), or mawla (freeman).
In his book al-Shucara° a l-Sa^lik9, which deals specifically with the phenomenon of 
the sacallk.; the outcasts, from a social perspective, Yusuf Khallf (1959) speaks about 
jiw ar to show that the individual in the Arab tribe, where he was cast out, faced two 
options: either go into the desert as a su lu ko v  seek the jiw ar o f one of the tribes. He 
does address jiwar, but the treatment remained quite deficient.
This was also the case with Makka wa al-Madina fi al-Jahiliyya wa °Ahd al-Rasul, by 
Ahmad Al-Sharif (1965). The book deals with the state of the Arabs of Mecca and 
Medina in the period of the jahiliyya and the following period, the period of the
9 for more details about al-Sacalik and their famous poets seal-Marzuql (1953, vol.2. p.487), al- 
Zamakhshari (n.d, vol.2, p. 420), al-Baghdadl ( 1998, vol.3, p. 319) and Sarkis (1979, pp.181-212)
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Prophet’s message. The author speaks about Arab customs, but touches only fleetingly 
on the subject of jiw ai\
Also, Amaout (1987) in his book Asylum  in the Arab-Islamic Tradition discusses the 
custom as an introduction to refuge in the Islamic tradition. He does not explore the 
actual extent of this custom in that society, but does point to the social and religious 
factors in shaping this principle and how it was contracted.
Additionally, cAbd al-Gham Zaytuni (2001) in his book al-Insan fi  al-Shicr  al-Jahill, 
examines various aspects of life in the jahiliyya , while mentioning jiw ar in the context 
of social circumstances. Again, however, he does not present it comprehensively 
because this is a secondary rather than the primary topic of his study.
Thus, there is no thorough and unified study of this topic. For this reason, I begin this 
research with a study of the principle of jiw ar in the jahiliyya  as an introduction to the 
main topic. It should be noted that the scale of this study is limited to the Arabs who 
lived in the Arabian Peninsula in the period before Islam, which is the period Muslims 
later called the period of the jahiliyya, the age of ignorance.
The fact that so little has been written on this issue makes the task more difficult. Hence 
to form a complete and uniform picture of jiw ar before Islam I have referred to a range 
of texts, including history, literature, poetry, language, biography and genealogy in an 
attempt to collate the scattered evidence and produce a more complete picture of jiw ar 
as observed by Arabs in the period before Islam.
Method of the research
Due to the limited resources that tackle this topic in any depth, I have had recourse a 
broad range of texts from various disciplines, history, literature, poetry, geneology and 
linguistics in order to gather as much information as possible directly or indirectly 
related to the issue. However, the reliability of these will be discussed shortly in “A note 
on Sources”.
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After collating and organising the material, general features began to emerge. I then 
analysed each story, until I had a comprehensive understanding of the core of the topic.
On the whole, the analyses and generalizations that appeal” in the body of this study are 
my own words, and are a reflection of what I understand to be the true state of that time. 
Other than that, are quotes taken from the various sources, where I have indicated these 
references.
It is important to note here that jiw ai' was enormously important to the Arabs during this 
period. It was linked inextricably with the issues of honour and shame that played such 
a pivotal role in the life of the Arab tribes.
In this society, where honour and status were so highly prized, praise, fame and good 
reputation among the tribes assumed enormous importance. Poetry played a prominent 
role in the transmission of reputation as it was the only news medium widespread 
amongst the Arabs at that time.
The significance of poetry emerges clearly from the sources. Ibn c Abbas used to say: 
“Poetry is the record of the Arabs” (al-Hakim, 1990, vol.2, p.542).
Poetry was the main medium of communication and spreading news all over the Arab 
Peninsula. If someone wanted to praise or ridicule another, he would arrange verses of 
poetry that could be transmitted to far reaching places. What deepened the impact of 
such poetry was the remarkable ability of the Arabs then to memorize, arrange and 
transmit it, so that the effect was more powerful and enduring. Ridiculing somebody 
and deriding him could actually mean tarnishing his honour for life.
In this chapter, I clarify the cases where the relationship of jiw ar was initiated, the 
reasons an individual sought it from other tribes as well as the means by which jiw ar 
was contracted, and the way in which jiw ai* was publicised. I then examine the rights 
and responsibilities of the m ustajir and mujlr, the way in which jiw ai' was ended and 
the reasons for terminating it.
I do not claim to have covered the whole topic in every detail. Rather I say that the main 
lines of enquiry concerning this topic, the general features and much of its details have
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been included in this chapter and I hope that I have succeeded in painting a complete 
and homogeneous picture of jiw ar as practiced by the Arabs in the jahiliyya.
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A note on the sources
None of the reference texts related to jiw ar were written in the period of the jahiliyya. 
The texts closest to that period were written two to three centuries later, which might 
call into question the accuracy of these sources. Even the pre-Islamic poetry, al-shicral- 
jahill\ which we depend on to a large degree in narrating the history and the various 
aspects of life of the Arabs before Islam, this poetry was a subject of debate between the 
scholars of litreture in terms of its authenticity. Some of them like Taha Husayn refutes 
its authenticity and declares that “he does not have doubts that it is fake”10 
(Husayn, 1927, p. 116). However, other scholars defended the authenticity of this poetry 
like Majd Husayn who dedicated a book called “Naqd Kitab F I al-Shi °r al-Jahiir to 
refute what Taha Husayn said and Asad in his book iMasadii' al-Shicr  al-Jahill wa 
Qlmatuha al-matuha al- Tarlkhiyya711.
Perhaps the most likely reason why there are no contemporary written references to 
jiw ai'in  the sources is the fact that the Arabs then were largely illiterate and made little 
use of writing in their everyday lives. Rather, they relied on word of mouth and 
memorization to transmit news and poetry. The predominantly nomadic lifestyle of the 
tribes did not encourage the use of writing, which only spread after the appearance of 
Islam and the call to seek knowledge and learning, found in many Qur°anic verses and 
hadiths, Prophetic traditions. Because of then* dependence on word of mouth rather than 
written text, then a degree, small or great, of change, loss or ambiguity may have 
entered into the sources.
Of greater concern is the fact that the Muslim scholars writing about and documenting 
the jahiliyya  period in the second and third centuries AH, did not commit themselves to 
the highest levels of authentication and verification in taking the narrations from 
narrators, and following the chain of narrators, as they had done for hadiths. This was 
because the hadiths dealt with the Islamic creed, which was not the case for the 
accounts of the affairs of the Arabs before Islam.
10 See also (Husayn, 1926)
11 For more discussion about this issue see also (Badawl,1979 ) and (Kliafaji,1973 )
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And yet we have no alternative but to refer to these sources. To reduce the degree of 
error, and to arrive at the closest possible depiction of the truth, I have used sources 
from a range of disciplines and forms, including history, literature, poetry, biography, 
parable and genealogy.
In what follows, I will present a short description of the sources that I will use 
chronologically according to the death of the author, giving an indication of the content 
of the book, its author, date of writing and its relevance to the issue of jiwar.
I will stall with the historical texts, which dedicated significant parts to the tribes in the 
Arabian Peninsula, and the events they passed in the time of jahiliyya'.
Al-Munammaq fi Akhbar Quraysh and al-Muhabbar both by Ibn Habib (245 
AH). These two books contain accounts of the history of the Arabs in the 
jahiliyya and after the advent of Islam. Among other issues, Ibn Habib 
mentions accounts of jiw ai\ how it was contracted and from whom it was 
asked.
- Al-K am il f f  al-Taiikh by Ibn al-Athlr (630 AH): a comprehensive historical 
work spanning from the beginning of time up to the year 628 AH, this 
naturally contains different accounts of jiwar.
Tai'Ikh Ibn Khaldun and al-Muqaddima by Ibn Khaldun (808 AH). These 
works examine the historical and social aspects of Arab lives. Their 
importance to this research derives from the light they shed on the social 
aspects of the Arab tribe, the issue of blood ties and its relation to the issue 
of jiwai'.
Mawsu°at al- Taiikh al-Islam l wa al-Hadara al-Islamiyya by Ahmad Shalabi, 
published in 1974. This is an encyclopaedic work dedicated to Islamic 
history and civilisation from the appearance of Islam to the late Caliphate. It 
contains incidents of jiw ai' that demonstrate the duties of the m ustajir 
towards his mujir.
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Naturally, the researcher in this field cannot exclude works of literature and what they 
contain of poetry. As elaborated above, the poem was the recording medium of the 
Arabs and strongest and quickest way to spread the news of fame and ridicule which in 
turn have a strong impact on the issue of jiwar.: Many incidents of jiw ar are related in 
poems either as a praise or ridicule to the mujlr. Hence, these books are an important 
sources for this research. These are:
AJ-Kamil fi  al-Lugha wa al-Adab wa al-Nahw wa al-Tafsir by Muhammad 
Ibn Yazld al-Mubarrad (285 AH). As is apparent from the title, this work 
addresses the language, its construction, grammar, and many stories of 
literature, novels, comedy, poetry, Arab customs and traditions including 
jiw ai:
Al-Aghanl by Abu Faraj al-Asfahanl (356 AH). This book has been the 
fascination of scholars over the centuries. Its author not only collated the 
news of singers and biographies of many poets that none but he mentioned, 
but embraced the literary tradition, and gave a picture of the pulsing life in 
the various literary periods. For “Al-Aghani’ as its publisher said, is the 
storehouse of Arabian tradition, literary, social, political and civilisation 
encyclopaedia. It was written by Al-Isfahani (bom 284 Hijri), as he said, by 
command of one of his superiors, who directed him to collate all the singers, 
so he collected all that he could of poetry, old and new, referencing each to 
its creator and musical composer. He added to this, traditions, news, 
biographies, poetry related to the famous days of the Arabs, and of narrated 
news, stories of kings in Jahiliyya, Caliphs in Islam, genealogy of poets, and 
all that concerned them. This book is one of the main texts of this study.
Al- cIqd al-Faiid by Ahmad Ibn c Abd Rabbu al-AndalusT (356 AH). This 
work tackles politics and authority, wars and then* causes, parables, advice, 
condolences, the sayings of the Arabs, their speeches, genealogy, sciences, 
literary affairs, days, accounts of famous Arabs such as Caliphs and 
commanders, as well as verses from the Qur°an and hadiths, poetry and 
historical accounts. Al- °Iqd contains no less than ten thousand verses of 
poetry from more than two hundred poets from the jahiliyya , Umayyad, and
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Abbasid times. Thus, this also is one of the important reference texts for this 
study.
Al-Am ali by Abu CA1I al-Qalr (356 AH). This book is important in terms of 
the Arabic literary tradition. It contains news, poetry, parables, wisdoms, 
linguistics, explanations of the Qur°an and hadlth. Its author wrote it in 
Cordoba of al-Andalus.
Muhadarat al-Udaba0 wa Muhawaiat al-Shu°aia° wa al-Bulagha9 by al- 
Raghib al-Asfaham (502 AH). The author touches here upon almost 
everything. He speaks of good manners, wisdom, authority and governance, 
manners of food, drink and attire, treatment of servants, manners of 
companionship, types of animals, star's, the heavens, and such like. Its 
importance lies in its collection of verses of poetry, stories, customs and 
traditions of the Arabs and obviously jiw ai'is included in all of this.
Nihayat al-Aiab fi  Funun al-Adab by Al-Nuwayri (733 AH). This is a 
comprehensive book tackling many topics, including literature and poetry. 
The author details the genealogy of Quraysh and its constituent parts. He 
speaks about history and mentions many incidents of jiwar,: It is a 
comprehensive book which leaves no topic untouched and thus is important 
in the area of this investigation.
Khizanat al-Adab wa Lub Lubab Lisan al- cArab by cAbd al-Qadir al- 
Baghdadi (1093 AH). This book was an explanation of al-Shawahid al- 
Kafiya li-Najm  al-A °imma by its author Muhammad Ibn Hasan, famously 
known as Al-Radi Al-Astrabazi. In his book, al-Baghdadr mentions Arabic 
grammar- (nab w and sarf) in all its forms, and uses evidence from poetry for 
everything he says and details. Regarding jiw ai'he touches upon many cases 
including examples of treachery towards the mustajlr.
In addition to these books I have referred to biographies and genealogies in order to
understand the divisions of the tribal society in that period, the conditions in which they
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lived and the notable classes within that society. This provides important background 
regarding the custom of jiwar.
The books of genealogy I consulted were:
Jumal m in Ansab al-Ashraf by al-Baladhuii (279 AH). This work discusses 
the genealogy of the Arab tribes from Adam to the Umayyad Caliphate. The 
author goes into detail regarding the Prophetic biography and the events 
therein. During his presentation of tribal genealogy, he mentions stories and 
poetry, as well as events in the lives of the personalities he was discussing. 
This work deals with the period of the jahiliyya  and as such is an important 
reference text for this research.
Nihayat al-Arab f i  Ansab al- cAi'ab by Ahmad Ibn CAII al-Qalqashandl (821 
AH). This book focuses on the genealogy of the Arab tribes, then roots and 
origins. The author addresses the science of genealogy and its benefits, 
defining those who came under the term Arab, and mentioning the types. It 
also elaborates on the classes of lineage which is closely related to the issue 
of war and the members of the tribe who are entitled to give jiwar.
The books of biography I have consulted are considered secondary sources. These are:
- M u jam  al-Shucava° by Al-Marzubanl (384 AH) presents a brief biography 
of poets, birth, death and some of then poetry.
Al- Wafi b l al- Wafayat by al-Safadi (764 AH). The author starts with the 
biography of the Prophet followed by the biographies of the companions and 
scholars in alphabetical order. The book also contains a large amount of 
poetry and stories.
M u jam  al-Udaba0 - Irshad al-Arlb ila M acrifa t al-Adlb by Yaqut Al- 
Hamawl (1229 AH). This work is dedicated to the biographies of poets, 
historians, and famous writers, and discusses origin, lineage, place of birth
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and death and personal histories. It also mentions their standing among 
scholars and teachers, and includes some of their poetry and literature.
Secondary sources dealing with the Arabic language were also valuable. Their 
importance lay in what they contained of poetry and stories of jiw ai'from  the jahiliyya'.
- Al-Ishtiqaq by Ibn Durayd (321 AH). This contains poetry, stories, and 
parables related to the period of jahiliyya.
Al-Khasa°is by Ibn Jinni (392 AH). This book is similar to the previous one. 
The author deals with the Arabic language from all angles, including 
grammar and punctuation. It contains much poetry that is related to jiwar.
Sharh Diwan al-Hamasa by al-Marzuqi (421 AH). This book discusses 
Dlwan al-Hamasa by Abu Tammam which contains a large and varied 
amount of poetry dealing with the warrior spirit, praise, ridicule, elegy, 
literary gems, women, guests, and biographies.
In addition to these books, I studied collections of Arab parables, such as Jamhai'at al- 
Am thal by al-cAskari (395 AH) and M ajmac al-Amthal by Al-Maydanl (518 AH), who 
worked to collate the parables of the Arabs as well as the reasons behind them. Some 
people were well-known for their protection of the m ustajlr and thus some parables 
were said to praise them, so studying the context of these parables sheds light on the 
issue of jiwar.
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The Definition of jiw ar
Looking up the three-letter root of the word, and that is jawara (Jlm-Waw-Ra0), we find 
the following in the language dictionaries:
“/a war Bam Fulad’ sought jiw ar o f BanI so-and-so: became sacred, i.e. protected due to 
then* jiw a i '^ j j^  Jar and mujm  “he is who protects and grants you jiw a f j* 
(Ibn Manzur, 1956, vol.4, p. 154). Al-FarahTdT (1980, vol.l, p.490) however, 
defines the ja r as “your neighbour in dwelling, who has contracted your jiw ai' and 
protection”. So, the term ja r could be used to mean the protector, the mujlr, or the 
protected, the mustajlr. For the sake of clarity, I will use the term m ujlr to mean the 
protector and the term m ustajlr to mean the protected.
Thus, jiw ai' could in essence be defined as a contract between two parties where one 
asks for protection and the other grants it to him or her.
In fact, the right to grant jiwai'w as reserved solely for the tine-blooded members of the 
tribe (al-Jumayll, 1972, p. 198). It was their premier right and the most perilous, because 
as a result the tribe would take in foreigners and bear the consequences of their actions, 
even if that meant war or loss in wealth and lives. Granting jiw ai' was therefore a serious 
decision for anyone to take other than the freemen of the tribe.
Protection and welfare
Granting jiw ai' by definition meant providing protection and welfare to the mustajm  The 
relationship between the two, however, “varied according to circumstances. Sometimes 
it was quite temporary, and other times it was permanent and even hereditary. At one 
time the protector only promised to aid his mustajlr against some particular enemy; at 
another time he undertook to protect him against all enemies” (Smith, 1903, p.51).
By and large, the protector would do his utmost to provide protection to his mustajlr. 
Some of them took pride in the fact that then* mustajli' was in a safe and elevated 
position in the tribe so that no one could harm him. Marwan Ibn Abl Hafsa praised 
Macn Ibn Zarida, and his tribe by saying (al-AndalusI, 1987, vol.l, p. 122):
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(JjiA (jjSLa-uiil (jjU (_gJ2ki J^t>
They protect the jar.; until it is as though 
their mustajtrhas a place among the Samakayn12
Others went even further in honouring the mustajlr, considering him equal to the sihr, 
the relative by marriage. Ibn al-cArabi says: M ushir is said to one who is given sanctity 
by marriage, blood relation, or jiw ai'” (al-Zamakhshari, 1979, p.268).
The extent of their generosity and honouring sometimes made the m ustajlr feel that he 
was one of the tribe’s true members, such that his lineage would be dissolved into the 
lineage of the tribe to become one of them (Ibn Khaldun, 1900, p. 50). To praise Bam 
Shayban the poet Yazid Ibn Haman al-Sakunl described them (al-Marzuqi, 1953, vol. 1, 
p.301)13:
jUJi _^ia jUii V ^  qaj
j A  J  QiJL) j i  j l  j c -
And of their honouring of the mustajlr during the hardships that 
he does not know that he is a mustajlr 
until he becomes a noble one of them 
or goes away out of free choice
In addition to generosity, some tribes were also concerned with the psychological state 
of the mustajlr. They preserved his feelings and made him feel as if he were closest 
family, while disregarding his faults and mistakes and listening to him attentively, so 
that he would not feel a stranger far from home and family. The poet Qays Ibn cAsim 
al-Minqarl describes them (al-Marzubam, 1935, p.324):
They do not sense the fault of their mustajlr 
and they are in observing his protection, alert14
12 Samakayn: name of stars, see al-ThacalibI (1982, vol.l, p.65)
13 See also al-Qali (1980, vol.l, p.41)
14 Al-Qall (1980, vol.l, p.239)
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Moreover, some tribes cared so much about the m ustajlr that they would continue to 
care about him even after he left them for other places. cUmayr Ibn al-Ayham al- 
Taghlibi praised his tribe saying (al-QazwInl, 1998, vol.l, p.340):
VLa dux Ajtiijj Ilia UjLa. £ jS jj
And we put up well our m ustajlr amongst us 
and follow him, honouring him wherever he goes
In some cases, protecting the m ustajlr took extreme forms and the m ujlr had to pay a 
heavy price in order to keep hismustajh’safe. One such example is the famous story of 
al-Samaw°al who kept the shields of Imru°u al-Qays with him. When al-Harith Ibn 
Zalim came to take them from him, al-Samaw°al took refuge in a fortified position. al- 
Harith took al-Samaw3al’s son hostage in return of the shields. Despite that, al- 
Samaw°al refused to hand over the wealth of his m ustajlr and break his trust. 
Subsequently, al-Harith swung his sword and cut the boy in half, while al-Samaw°al 
looked on. On this occasion, he said his famous verses (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol. 12,
p. 116):
i“n j s l  ( j lA  La l i j  ^
I am true to my promise for [keeping] shields of the Kindi 
if people betray, I fulfil
In other verses he depicts the moment of decision to protect the shields of his mustajlr,; 
and sacrifice his son (Ibn al-Athif, 1884, vol. 1, p.235):
{_s £ iL a  (^j] td jA uii JjSI 4_i (JLi j j p - tiduia
So he pondered little then said to him 
kill your prisoner, Fll protect my mustajh'
For this great sacrifice he became subject of the popular saying on observing trust:
“More faithful [to his promises] than al-Samaw3al” <> (al-Maydam, 1987,
vol.2, p.441).
Protection was sometimes even extended to include beasts and roaming animals. Mudlaj 
Ibn Suwayd al-Taai, for example, gave protected status to the locusts if they were in his 
vicinity, and prevented his people from collecting them, and thus was called: “Protector
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of the locusts” j ^ 15 (al-AndalusI, 1987, vol.l, p. 122). The illustration of these 
extremes is that they are considered a sign of power, chivalry and warrior spirit. If 
locusts could not be hunted on tribal lands, then what about persons taking refuge there, 
let alone anyone thinking of harming the tribe or any of its members.
To show their status, power and strength some tribes even went so far as to build a 
special dwelling for those who request their jiwar. The tribe of BanI Abd al-Mudan, for 
instance, “built a dome of adobe they called Kacba. If entered by a seeker of jiw ar they 
would grant him their protection and if entered by a person with any need like food, 
water or money they would give him what he is asking for” (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol. 12, 
P-7).
Using the word Kacba to name that tent was probably to give a sense of sanctity to the 
place, as was the case of the Kacba in Mecca. For this reason, Arnaout says that jiw ar 
was “essentially religious” (Arnaout, 1987, p. 11). In fact, even the normal tents in 
which the Bedouin lived had a certain sanctity and inviolability, such that it was 
sufficient for the m ustajlr simply to touch it or its ropes to be considered a legitimate 
request for jiw ar (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol.3, p.57).
The family of Muhlam Ibn Dhuhal, nobles in al-jahiliyya, built a dome in the valley of 
cAwf and called it Dome of Mucadha. Whoever sought refuge in it would be protected 
(Ibn Durayd, 1958, p.358). By the same meaning, al-Acsha took pride saying (Ibn Jinni, 
1913, vol. 1 p.389):
We have a mount, no humiliation comes to it
the m ustajlr comes to it for refuge and he will be protected
The reasons for asking jiw ar
One of the main factors in formulating jiw ai' was khalc, which means “abolishing all 
sorts of lawful responsibilities placed on the relatives or the tribe of the outcast person. 
If he commits a crime he should be solely responsible for that and nobody would protect
15 Al-Maydam (1987, vol.l, p.285) states that he was subject to the parable: i>  <jr^ “More
protective than the protector of locusts”.
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or defend him” (al-Tahir, 1973, vol.4, p.410). The expelled person was left, in most 
cases, with no option but to seek jiw ar from other tribes and prominent figures in the 
neighbourhood.
Still, there were other motives that drove people to seek jiw ar,; such as protection from 
drought and hunger. The harsh desert conditions were sometimes merciless and people 
sometimes struggled to find any kind of sustenance for their families or their animals. 
Such conditions forced some people to seek jiw ar of other rich and powerful tribes. Al- 
Hutay°a, the well-known poet, sought refuge with BanI Muqallad Ibn Yarbu0 when he 
suffered hunger and poverty. They granted him jiw ar fearing his ridicule in poetry if 
they were to refuse him. However, when the difficult times past, he left saying (al- 
Asfahanl, 1983, vol.2, p. 150):
I stayed with BanI Muqallad and am grateful
for not all those granting jiw ar are worthy of gratitude
Some, however, would seek refuge during the winter months only, when the need was 
great, and leave for his own home and tribe when the season was over. The m ujlr was 
obliged to treat him with honour, take care of his needs, protect his wealth, if he had 
any, and compensate him for any loss during his stay with them (al-Marzuql, 1953, 
vol.l, p.302).
Some would seek jiw ar for protection from certain harsh environmental conditions like 
the wind. Ibn al-Mujawir (1954, p. 165) reports that a group of people asked jiw a i'o f 
Hijr Ibn al-Muhalhal from the wind. After accepting them, he built them a wall from 
stone and mortar and stopped the wind blowing on them.
Such examples demonstrate the impact of the harsh environment on the custom of jiwm\ 
They also indicate that asking jiw ai’ was not a complicated process, nor was it shameful. 
If someone needed help, he would not hesitate to seek it from the wealthier and more 
powerful members of that society.
Exacting vengeance was another reason which forced some people to seek jiwar.; 
especially when that person was weak and unable to achieve his goal. He would seek
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protection of someone until he could exact his revenge, like what Imru°u al-Qays tried 
to do when BanI Asad killed his father Hijr al-Kindl (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol.9, pp.87- 
91).
This type of jiw ar is an example of a very politically motivated request for jiw ar since 
Hijr al-Kindl was a king when he was killed. Revenge by his son was a way of 
regaining honour after taking his father’s place. Nevertheless, jiw ar in general always 
had a political dimension, either to highlight honour and prestige or to show the power 
of the tribe to protect the weak and needy in addition to members of the tribe itself.
Protecting the trade caravans was another valid reason for seeking jiwar. This type of 
jiw ar covered wealth rather than its owner. Even if the owner was safe, if his goods 
were passing through insecure territory he might be forced to request the protection of a 
tribe to safeguard it. After al-Nucman Ibn al-Mundhir killed the brother of Balca° Ibn 
Qays, the latter attacked his caravans in Tihama and robbed them twice, so al-Nucman 
had no choice but to “ask protection for his caravans from the Arab tribes there” (Ibn 
Habib, 1985, p.45)
More interestingly, some people went further to ask jiw ar from death knowing that 
nobody could ever stop death. However, the idea behind that is illustrated in the 
incident of al-Acsha with cAmir Ibn Tufayl. Al-Acsha came to him asking jiw ar from 
jinni, men and death. When Ibn Tufayl accepted, al-Acsha astonishingly asked how 
would you protect me from death? He said: “If you die while in my jiwm \ I will send to 
your family your blood-money16. He said: Now I know that you have protected me from 
death. So, he complimented cAmir and insulted °Alqama in his poetry [for refusing to 
protect him from death]” (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol.9, p. 117)
Some people would even seek jiw ai' of poets so as not to become the subject of their 
contempt and derisive poetry. When “al-Farazdaq composed poetry maligning BanI 
Jacfar Ibn Kilab, a woman feared he would mention her name and insult her. To escape 
this severe threat she sought refuge at the grave of his father, Ghalib Ibn Sacsaca. As al- 
Farazdaq knew this, he accepted her jiwai'znA  did not mention her name or lineage” (al- 
Mubarrad, 1956, vol.2, p. 87).
16 See also (Smith, 1903, p.50).
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The examples above demonstrate the general relationship between jiw ar and poetry. 
The incident involving al-Farazdaq and the woman is significant in the sense that it 
exposes the direct relation between jiw ar and poetry. The influence of poetry in the life 
of the Arabs at the time is clear. This gives justification to the unhesitating nature of the 
decisions to grant jiw ai'to  whoever sought it, despite the heavy price they might pay as 
a result.
In the above examples, some tribes not only gave protection to the m ustajh• but were 
exceedingly proud of then actions and extended then hospitality to the extent that the 
mustajh' became one of them. In all previous examples, the m ustajh’ used his ability to 
arrange poems to praise the m ujlr in the best form possible. This praise was extremely 
important to the m ujh' as it would spread all over the Peninsula and would be 
transmitted for generations.
Granting jiw ar necessarily entailed the ability to provide protection and welfare. As a 
demonstration of power and strength, spreading news of jiw ar could be very beneficial 
to the tribe. This was particularly so in that environment, where power could mean 
survival and freedom from slavery.
Thus, jiw ar was basically an exchange of bounty between the m ustajlr and mujh: While 
the mustajh' got the material help and protection needed, the m ujlr received praise, fame 
and high status among the tribes. This status would certainly mean an increase in power 
and would reduce the likelihood of raids and attacks: Tribe that was ready to defend 
foreigners would definitely fight fiercely to protect its own members and property.
Other factors that made the custom of jiw ar so entrenched in the lives of the Arabs were 
the nature of then personalities and the structure of the tribe. The surahaD of the tribe 
were usually distinguished by the character of bravery, generosity and protectors of the 
weak. “They considered nothing worse than subjugation and oppression” (Dayf, 1964, 
vol.l, p,69). Therefore, defending and protecting the mustajh' was the cause of much 
pride and praise amongst them.
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Based on this understanding it was a matter of pride and honour to protect the jar. One 
of the strongest phrases of praise was to depict somebody as follows: “He is protective 
of the m ustajlr and defender of morals” jM  (al-AndalusI, 1984, vol.l,
p. 86).
It seems that the Arabs generally took pride in this issue among other nations. 
According to al-Andalusi (1987, vol.l, p.278), when al-Nucman Ibn al-Mundhir came to 
Khosru, king of the Persians, while many emissaries from Rome, India, and China were 
praising their kings and lands, al-Nucman showed great pride in the Arabs and held 
them above all other nations for their protection of their jar. Part of what he said was: 
“One of them [the Arabs] may hear news that a person who had sought his protection
had been harmed, perhaps far away from his land. Then he would not be content until
he annihilate the tribe which had harmed the seeker of his protection or his own tribe be 
wiped out”.
On the other hand, mistreatment of the m ustajlr ox refusing his yi*war was very shameful 
and such persons or tribes would be subject to costly ridicule and derision in poetry. 
When al-Hutay°a wanted to insult his stepfather, the worst that he said of him was that 
he was from a tribe that did not protect them mustajlr (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol.2, p. 135):
May God cast ugliness on a tribe who did not protect 
them m ustajlr from  Faqcas on the day of Mujaymir
Abu Wasic from BanI Asad Ibn Khuzayma derided Ibn Hassan in poetry, saying; not 
only do they not protect them mustajlr.; but he lived in fear of their treachery (al- 
Asfaham, 1983, vol. 15, p.91):
h -^5a.a jbdJ U»j
^ L h J l  C ll_L a ^ L f u j  S f, j b d l  ( J b j
When the mustajmcom.es to you 
BanI al-Najjar, he finds no protector 
The mustajm  sleeps on his hands 
in fear of you, when night falls
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The poet al-Burj Ibn Mushir insulted BanI Kalb after he left their jiw ar saying 
sarcastically (al-Marzuql, 1953, vol.l, p.359):
^  tijlj til jjc.
CjLuLdl J l  (JAJ t A&A J Jiill (jta
The best of neighboui’hoods is [the tiibe of] Kalb, except that 
we saw in their jiw ai\ problems 
Treachery has resided night and day
between Khabt [name of place] and al-Masat [name of place]
How jiwar'was contracted
If we can use the term “contract” to describe this customary relationship, then jiw ar was 
contracted by a clear request and answer, or by acting in a manner by which it was 
understood that this relationship now existed. However, the most prominent actions
17undertaken to request jiw ai' were tying the camel to the tent pole , lowering the spears 
in front of the m ujlr until he gets his jiw aiJ8, tying the end of one’s clothes to the tent19, 
mentioning the name of the m ujlr even if that person was not present20 and seeking 
refuge by the grave of a famous person21. The entanglement of a bucket with that of the 
others in the well22, or using the rope of the others23 sometimes obliged jiwar.
Sometimes, to affirm this contract, the m ustajlr would eat the food of his protector as 
Mucawiya Ibn al-Harith did when he ate some dates from al-Bajll after the latter granted 
him protection (Ibn Habib, 1942, p.208).
The contract of jiw ar required little in way of ceremony. The process was simple, like 
their lives in general. As soon as the mustajlr asked jiw a i'o f a person, and the other was 
able to bear the consequences, he was quick to take it on, stimulated by chivalry and
17 See an example of this in al-Qall (1980, vol.2, p.57)
18 See al-Baladhuri (1996, vol.l, p.49)
19 See al-Asfahanl (1983, vol.3, p.57). The tent meant a haram i.e. the sacred place for them where their 
women (hanm)dx& dwelling and enjoy the maximum security and safety. This custom is still respected in 
the contemporary Arab tribes in many parts of the Arab world like in Yemen, Egypt Jordan, etc.
20 See al-Asfahanl (1983, vol. 10, p. 18)
21 See Mubarrad (1956, p. 131).
22 See al-Sharif (1965, p.44)
23 See al-Maydanl (1987, vol.2, p.444) and Ibn Habib (1942, p.194)
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noble manners, and fearing ridicule and contempt if he were to refuse (Dayf,1960, 
p.69).
Announcing jiw ar
As when they were disowning a member of their tribe, the Arabs would also announce 
their protection of individuals. The protector would announce this in the presence of an 
assembly, so that everyone was clear on the matter. Henceforth, that individual was in 
his custody and protection, equal to his blood relatives and afforded the protection of 
family or tribe. The tribe would ratify this in line with the individual’s right to grant 
jiwar.; so the m ustajlr was now deserving of then collective protection. People would 
avoid harming him in any way, out of respect for the force of his protection. The 
announcement would usually be made in the markets and places of assembly of people 
(Ibn Abl Hadid, 1959, vol. 15, p.231).
In Yathrib, if a person asked their protection, they would give him an arrow and say to 
him: “Q aw qif4, cavort with this where you will, you are safe. They may say to him 
qawqil to the top of the mountain, so this group were called the Qawaqil”25 (Ibn 
Hisham, 1991, vol.2, p.280)
Rights and Duties of the m ustajir
The contract of jiw ar comprised a number of rights for the m ustajlr guaranteed by his 
benefactor. Even though these rights were not written, the Arabs were very observant of 
then' discharge in the best manner possible. The rights of the m ustajlr as a result of this 
jir war were various and included:
- Protection: This included protection of his person, family and wealth. Hani° Ibn 
Mascud, head of BanI Shayban summarised them when he granted jiw ai' to al- 
Nucman Ibn al-Mundhir: “I am obliged to protect your honour, and I shall 
protect you from that which I protect myself, my family, my children, so long as 
there is a man left in my tribe” (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol.2, p. 104). In other words,
24 Walk like bobwhite (al-Fayruzabadl, no.d, vol.l, p.1356)
25 See also al-Waqidl (1966, p. 167)
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he was taking it upon himself to protect him, even if that meant his family and 
tribe were wiped out, that wars flared and souls were killed. The Arabs 
witnessed horrific wars caused by aggression against the mustajlr.; like the war 
of al-Basus which lasted forty years26.
For such serious consequences some tribes used to apologise from being able to 
grant protection, when they knew that they were not able to afford it (Ibn al- 
Athlr, 1884, vol.l, p.257). Even the mustajlr may apologise, if he found that this 
was beyond the resources of his benefactors (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol.2, p. 104)
- Blood vengeance for the m ustajlr if killed: The Arabs used to seek retribution 
for the killing of the mustajlr as they would do if he was one of the tine-blooded 
members. The tribe would seek redress from the killer even if he were one of its 
own suraha^7. When Qays, the brother of cAwf Ibn Matar al-Mazini killed the 
m ustajlr of c Awf treacherously to get his wife, c Awf killed him in revenge for 
his m ustajh'saying (Ibn Habib, 1942, p.348):
£_LiLil Yj ‘Cjjuui jJ y CjIj]
I, O daughter of al-c Amri, not clothes of the corrupt have I 
put on, nor from treachery turned blind eye 
I went against Qays with the revenge of his mustajh' 
to defend my honour, my honour is well-guarded
- Seeking diyya [blood money] and paying it to the family of the mustajlr,; if he 
was killed: Diyya is an amount of money paid by the killer as a fine, in 
punishment for his crime. This is payable if capital punishment is waived by the 
family of the victim. The diyya for the mustajh' was asked by the tribe in the 
same way as it would ask for one of its own (al-Baladhuri (1996, vol.l, p.81).
26 See al-Nuwayn (1988, p.1700) and al-Andalusi (1987, vol.6, p.70),
27 Suraha0is die plural of Sarlh and it means the true-blooded member of the tribe. See Ibn Hazm (1948, 
p.198) and al-Asfahanl (1983, vol.3, p.57-59).
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- Preserving their wealth and recovering what had been stolen: If the mustajlr 
was wealthy and his possessions were stolen or harmed the m ujh' would bear 
responsibility and compensate him for all his loss28.
In return for the protection and welfare the m ustajlr received from his benefactors while 
among them, he had to respect the limits of good conduct in his actions, so as not to 
bring the tribe that protected him into disrepute. Generally, the m ustajh’s personality 
was subsumed in that of the tribe and become one of the tribe: “He rises when it rises, 
without asking why” (Shalabi, 1974, vol.l, p. 150), he even sometimes was attributed to 
his new tribe, especially if his stay was long. He had to cany out all the tasks that fell on 
him as an individual member of the tribe so long as he was their mustajh: In other 
words, the mustajh’observed the laws of the tribe that protected him, and submitted to it 
so long as he was with it.
Persons from whom jiw ar may be requested
As we have seen, jiw ai' was requested from the strong who were able to provide the 
protection and welfare needed by the mustajlr. Those who were not able did not take 
that obligation upon themselves. However, as al-Nuwayri (1988, p. 1812) and al- 
Asfahanl (1983, vol.22, p.47) report, we do find some cases where yYwarwas requested 
from women, especially if they belonged to powerful tribes. This matter was considered 
part of the tribe’s status and power, that a woman was able to provide protection of 
jiwar.
On rare occasions, we even find cases where people asked for the protection of boys, 
due to the sheer power and status of their tribe, like the incident of al-Harith Ibn Zalim 
with the son of Abjar al-cIjli (al-Asfahanl, 1983, p.1216). Such stories show the strength 
of this tribe and its status, where a young boy can make such a grave decision of 
granting protection; his tribe bearing the consequences of this decision, whatever they 
may be.
28 See al-Asfaham (1983, vol. 16, p.172).
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There are also interesting stories where a conquered tribe seeks the protection of the 
victorious tribe to save them from further harm and vanquish. Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn 
cUyayna describes such a situation saying (al-Safadl, 1931, vol.5, p. 127):
lla Ijj !jjtaJLui! a. C',1 )^j La3
Points of dark spears continued to eat them 
until they sought our protection, from us
In this, the poet points out that there was no tribe more powerful than his tribe, and so 
the conquered tribe was forced to ask their jiwar, even though they were enemies. In 
other words this meant the complete surrender of that tribe to the victorious one.
Some people even went so far as to ask jiw ar of jinn, especially when travelling in an 
unknown place. Al-Asfahanl (1961, vol.4, p.630) reports that when one of them “feared 
the jinn, he would say in a loud voice: I seek the protection of the master of this valley 
and this would be for him protection”
It seems that this case of jiw ar was more psychological than practical, for this jiw ar of 
the jinn would not prevent a highwayman from attacking him, killing him and taking his 
money. It does demonstrate, however, just how deep the principle of jiw ai* was 
embedded. Wherever there was danger, it was natural to seek protection from the party 
able to provide it. Some even went further: When one’s beast of burden moved away 
from him and he was left alone on the way, in the darkness of the night, he sang out (al- 
Baghdadi, 1998, vol.5, p.20):
She moved past him in the dark night
he calls to her echo, my she-camel, seeking its protection
He sought the protection of his she-camel from the night closing in on him; he needed 
its company to feel safe, as if he was asking her jiwar. This emphasises the 
psychological aspect of the matter, and the ease of asking jiw ar from those with the 
power and ability to give it.
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The termination of jiw ar
The tie of jiw ai'w as on the whole temporary and not permanent. It would be dissolved 
for various reasons, like for example, when the m ustajlr left the tribal territory, or when 
he gave back the protection and absolved his patron from it in public or if he did 
something shameful to the tribe’s honour or trespassed on one of its prohibitions. 
Henceforth, the protector no longer carried the responsibility for him, in case of 
aggression against the former m&s/a/zr(al-AndalusI, 1987, vol,6, p. 19).
When they wished to end the jiwar, the tribes would give the m ustajlr thxee days notice 
to prepare himself to leave the tribal territory. The Arabs would say, he gave his 
m ustajlr three days i.e. he allowed him three days before the end of jiw ar (al-Andalusi, 
1987, vol.6, p. 19).
However, despite the chivalry and nobility demonstrated by the Arab tribes in 
supporting the m ustajlr and the particular care and concern for him, his family and 
wealth, there are nonetheless examples of various tribes betraying the mustajh' , for 
example by robbing the money of the m ustajh'29 (al-Baghdadr, 1998, vol. 11, p. 186) or 
taking revenge on him (al-Asfahanl, 1983, vol.21, pp.247-249).
Examples of such betrayal are rare compared to the vast number of examples of 
fulfilment, nobility, and sacrifice for the sake of the m ustajlr and his rights. Whoever 
broke the contract of jiw ai' faced the worst possible criticism and ridicule in poetry, 
scorn, and contempt from a society that held good reputation and history in such high 
regard.
The continuity of the jiw ai'to  the modem age
The custom of jiw ar is still preserved and respected to some extent among Arab tribes in 
many parts of the Arab countries. In his valuable book, Dresch (1993, p. 108) deals with 
this issue and reports incidents in Yemeni society which are very similar in essence to 
the stories detailed here. Peristiany (1966, p.254-255) also elaborates on the issue of
29 See also al-Asfahanl (1983, vol.9, p.93)
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honour and shame and its impact on jiw ar in the life of the Arab tribes of Western 
Egypt, Through his treatment to the subject, the similarity becomes very clear between 
how the Arabs of the jahiliyya  and the contemporary Arab tribes deal with the issue of 
jiwar.
Conclusion
It is apparent then that the custom of jiw ai' was a comprehensive and recognised law 
practiced by all people, even though no written text existed detailing this law with 
respect to the party seeking jiwar, or the party granting it. Each party knew then’ rights 
and responsibilities and abided by them. If they violated them, they understood the 
consequences.
It could also be said that jiw ar in essence was a contract of mutual benefits for both the 
giver, the mujlr, and the taker, the mustajlr. Although the giver provided protection, 
care and welfare for the taker, and that may sometimes be costly, the giver received 
fame, praise and high status in the tribal society.
The reasons forcing a person to seek jiw ar in the jahiliyya  were various and included 
fear of revenge, fear of solitary living, discontent with one’s tribe, or harsh 
environmental conditions. In general, asking jiw ar was not a complicated process. It 
was natural and deeply rooted in the society such that one would not hesitate to seek 
jiw ar for any reason he believed appropriate to preserve his life, property or honour.
The issue of jiw ai' assumed grand dimensions in the customs of the Arabs before Islam, 
to the extent that a person would sacrifice himself, his family and property to defend his 
jar. Protection of mustajh' was strongly related to the preservation of honour and 
respect. Additionally, granting protection was also very much connected to the status of 
the tribe in that harsh environment. The level of protection a tribe was capable of 
offering was an indicator of its ability to protect itself and its members. Moreover, there 
were religious reasons for granting jiw ai' as was apparent in their observance of the 
sacredness of the Kacba and the refugees who come to seek asylum there. When they 
want to announce their jiw ai' they would go to the Kacba and declare that publicly (Ibn 
Abr Hadrd, 1959, vol. 15, p.231). Also, this was obvious in then’ building tents and
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naming them Kacba to imitate the sacred status of the Kacba and make it available for 
the mustajh: The tribe of Bani Abd al-Mudan, “built a dome of adobe they called the 
Kacba. If entered by a seeker of jiw ar they would grant him jiw ar, or entered by a 
person in fear they would afford him security, and if entered by a person with any need 
like food, water or money they would give him what he is asking for” (al-Asfahanl, 
1983, vol.l 1, p.382).
In this regal'd, poetry played a significant role in strengthening and maintaining this 
custom, as it was the strongest medium of communication and spreading news among 
the Arab tribes. Both praise and ridicule could be rapidly transmitted all over the 
Peninsula through verses of poetry.
Finally, jiw ai’ in the jahiliyya  was a common customary practice. It was entrenched in 
the lives of the Arab tribes well before the advent of Islam. This practice continued 
afterwards. But how did the Prophet and his companions deal with this custom? Did 
they fight against it? Or adopted as an Islamic tradition? The next chapter is dedicated 
to answering these and other questions.
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Chapter II 
Jiwar in the Islamic Tradition in the
Meccan period
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Introduction
As evident in the previous chapter, the essence of jiw ai' in the jahiliyya  was the 
provision of protection. Indeed, were we to undertake an examination of asylum 
throughout history, the provision of protection would surely emerge as a core issue and 
common factor in all such cases. Based on this, it is logical for me to start searching the 
Islamic tradition for cases of protection, whether the Muslims were providing or 
receiving it.
I begin with the Prophet who was born as an orphan and badly needed protection 
throughout his thorny mission. In the first section I seek to clarify how God provided 
His Prophet with His protection from birth, through the people who surrounded him in 
his different stages of his life. I then study attempts by the Prophet after the revelation to 
get protection from the Arab tribes, namely his migration to al-Ta3f, the migration of his 
companions to Abyssinia and the collective migration of the Muslims to Medina.
Heaven’s protection of the Prophet
Prophecy by its very nature requires a comprehensive revolution in peoples’ beliefs, 
visions and fundamental principles. Such revolutions are usually met with varying 
degrees of rejection depending on the society and the ideological, economic, political 
and social conditions.
Very often this rejection was translated into different forms of insult, abuse, offence, 
torture and, in some extreme circumstances, death, as the Qur°an (3:21) tells. Therefore, 
it was essential for those who would undertake this tremendously thorny mission to be 
psychologically, spiritually and physically qualified to cope with the potentially harmful 
consequences.
For His part, God, the divine source of the prophecy, would prepare the conditions and 
qualify His prophets for the mission they were to undertake. God not only protected and 
took care of His prophets during then* mission, but also during then childhood. For 
example, God protected the prophet Moses from the Pharaoh who would kill the
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newborn children of the Israelites by making the Pharaoh himself the guardian and 
protector of Moses (al-Tabari, n.d, vol.l, pp. 231-236).
In the case of the Prophet Muhammad, God began His protection of him by preparing 
the conditions for his mission long before his actual birth. Choosing him to be from 
among the noblest families in Mecca and a descendant of the prophet Ibrahim was the 
beginning.
The genealogical tree of the prophet Muhammad stretches back to the prophet Ismacil, 
the son of Ibrahim. This was emphasized in the hadlth narrated by al-Hakim (1990, 
vol.2, p.602): “I am the son of the two slaughtered” The two slaughtered to
whom he refers are his father cAbdullah and the prophet Ismacil, as al-Hakim (1990 
vol.2 p.609) states.
The issue of genealogy played a significant role in Mecca’s hierarchal society in the 
time of the Prophet. Some of the masters in Mecca rejected Islam on the grounds that it 
equalised between the masters and their slaves. As the Qur’an records (26:111): “They 
answered: “Shall we place our faith in thee, even though [only] the most abject [of 
people] follow thee?” ^  IjttS.
This hierarchal system, at many stages, played an important role in protecting the 
Prophet from the polytheists of Mecca.
The story of the Prophet’s father, c Abdullah, and his father, cAbd al-Muttalib, was not 
far removed from the preparations God had arranged for his Prophet. cAbd al-Muttalib 
made a commitment to slaughter the tenth child should God give him ten children. 
When God gave him what he wanted, he was obliged to fulfil his promise. The tenth 
was c Abdullah, the father of the Prophet, the most beloved one of his children. The elite 
of Quraysh rescued the situation by advising him to slaughter a hundred camels instead. 
After this incident the love of c Abdullah increased not only in the heart of cAbd al- 
Muttalib, but in the hearts of all people in Mecca. Therefore, when cAbdullah died in 
Medina at the age of twenty five, cAbd al-Muttalib was “saddened very much” as Ibn 
Sacd (n.d, vol.l, p.99) narrates. When the Prophet was bom months later, he was 
already an orphan and all the love of his father was later transmitted to him and
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eventually played a significant role in his life, especially in protecting him after the 
revelation.
Even before the Prophet was bom, heaven was caring for him and his mother. As his 
mother told, she felt no tiredness during her pregnancy. “All she noticed, and by which 
she knew she was pregnant, was that her period interrupted and somebody came to her 
while she was half asleep and asked her whether she was a pregnant and she said I do 
not know, then he told her that you are a pregnant with the master and the Prophet of 
this nation” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, p.98). When she gave birth to the Prophet, a flood of 
light came out with him and lit between east and west (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol. 1, p. 102).
God’s blessings continued to surround the Prophet after his birth and into the foster 
period. The Arabs in Mecca at that time would send then* newborn baby boys to women 
fosterers in the desert, believing that the children would grow up stronger, sharper in 
their intelligence and more eloquent. It was also said they did that because they 
considered it shameful that the mother only should foster the child (al-Halabl, n.d, vol.l, 
p. 146).
Some of the Arab tribes in the desert were well-known for their eloquence. Bani Sacd, 
the tribe that the Prophet was raised amongst, was one of those renowned for their 
eloquence. The Prophet later expressed his pride to his companions that he had been 
fostered in Bani Sacd and would say: “I am the most eloquent of you, I am from 
Quraysh and I was fostered in Bani Sacd” (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.2, p.277).
Thus, the choice of Hallma from Bani Sacd to foster and raise him was a very important 
qualification for the Prophet and one he would very much need in a society that valued 
eloquence, articulacy, fluency and poetry so highly.
As an orphan with no father to offer generous rewards, Halima was initially hesitant to 
foster the Prophet and wondered: “What good rewards would his mother give her?” (Ibn 
Ishaq, n.d, vol.l p.26). Finally though, not wanting to return to her tribe without a baby, 
Hallma agreed to take him and it seems she began to feel the blessings of fostering the 
Prophet from the first moment. Her breasts filled with milk such that this baby and her 
own child drank till they were sated. Their goat’s dug was full and even their lazy
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donkey became very strong and exceeded the others for the first time in his life (Ibn 
Ishaq, n.d, vol. 1 p.26).
When Hallma’s husband saw this he realized that all these blessings were because of the 
child they took and said to her: “O Hallma, by God you have taken a very blessing soul” 
(Ibn Ishaq vol.l p.26). The continuous blessings that shadowed Halima’s house in 
particular after they returned to then' tribe increased her love and care to the Prophet.
The incident which happened to the Prophet when he was two years old was decisive 
for Hallma to return the Prophet to his mother. The incident as narrated by Ibn Ishaq 
(n.d, vol. 1 p.27) was strange by any standard. While the Prophet was playing with other 
children, two angels in a shape of men came and took him away. They opened his heart 
and took out a small black clot, then washed his heart and returned it to his body (Ibn 
Ishaq, n.d, vol. 1 p.27).
Hallma was frightened when her son told her what had occurred and she decided that 
she must return the Prophet to his mother. At the same time, however, she was reluctant 
to do so because of the blessing she had enjoyed while he was in her care. When Hallma 
told the Prophet’s mother, Amina, what had happened, Amina said: “Ney, by God, the 
devil has nothing to do with him; my son will have a great status” (Ibn Ishaq, n.d, vol.l, 
p.27).
The act of opening the Prophet’s heart and removing the black clot, symbolising evil, is 
evidence of heaven’s nurturing of the Prophet and a means of preparing him for his 
mission. As a result, Satan the first enemy of the Prophet has nothing to do with him, 
and has no power to seduce or cause him to deviate from the right path. This is 
obviously one of the central means of protecting the Prophet. It was narrated that the 
Prophet said to his companions: “None of you but has accompanying Satan. They said: 
and you O Prophet? He said: and me but God helped me, so I am saved” jfal j l l j
4J& (Ibn Kathir, n.d, vol.l, p.67) and in another narration there is an extra 
paragraph which says: “And he does not whisper to me but good things” V] ^  
(Muslim, n.d., vol.4, p. 2167). In the latter narration the word does not mean to be 
saved but that his Satan has become a Muslim so he whispers to him the good things.
This matter was obvious in the life of the Prophet and particularly in his youth before 
the mission in Mecca. God save-guarded him not only from the doing but also from the 
intention to do what the youth in Mecca did at that time. Al-Tabari narrates a hadlth on 
the authority of the Prophet which confirms this fact: “I never intended to do something 
of what the ignorant people used to do except two times, in which God prevented me 
from doing what I was intending to do” (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l p.520). He mentions the 
two cases30, and after that he never had the intention of doing anything wrong until he 
was honoured by God’s mission.
The protection of Abd al-Muttalib
After HalTma al-Sacdiyya returned the Prophet to his mother, he lived with her until her 
death when he was six years old. It was natural tha tc Abd al-Muttalib would take care of 
him. Ibn Sacd narrates that: “c Abd al-Muttalib loved him more than his sons, he used to 
get him close to him. The Prophet was the only person who could enter to cAbd al- 
Muttalib when he sits alone. Moreover, cAbd al-Muttalib used not to eat until the 
Prophet joins him” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol. 1, p. 118).
What increased his love of the Prophet was what a group of Bani Mudlaj said to cAbd 
al-Muttalib. They told him to take very good care of the Prophet as: “We have never 
seen a foot similar to the foot in al-Maqam31 like Muhammad’s” (Ibn Sa°d, vol.l p. 
118). cAbd al-Muttalib also heard that the Jews said Muhammad was the prophet of this 
nation and so he ordered his nurse Um Ayman not to be distracted from the Prophet.
When death approached, cAbd al-Muttalib entrusted the Prophet’s care to Abu Talib. 
The Prophet was eight years old when his grandfather passed away.
30 “One night I asked a youngster from Quraysh to look after my sheep so I can get to Mecca and party 
there like the other people. Once I got to the first house in Mecca I heard music, then I asked: what is 
that? They said: somebody is getting married, so I sat to watch them, then God made me sleep and I slept 
and nothing woke up except the heat of the sun next day. He tried to do the same in another day the same 
happened to him” (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l p.520).
31 It is a place in the Kacba. The foot in al-Maqam was the print foot of the prophet Ibrahim.
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The protection of Abu Talib
Following the death of cAbd al-Muttalib, the Prophet joined his uncle’s family. Abu 
Talib acted precisely according to his father’s instructions and took very good care of 
the Prophet. He loved him more than his sons and used not to sleep unless the Prophet 
was beside him. When Abu Talib went out the Prophet would usually accompany him. 
“Abu Talib as well used to particularize him with food and special care” (Ibn Sacd n.d, 
vol.l, p.l 19).
When the Prophet was twelve years old, he accompanied Abu Talib on his trading 
journey to Syria. On their way they met Bahira, the saint. When Bahira saw the Prophet 
he recognized the marks of prophecy, which Bahira knew very well through his 
readings of the Old Testament. When Bahira was sure that this was the expected 
prophet, he told Abu Talib to “take the Prophet back to Mecca and to be careful of the 
Jews. By God, should they see him and recognize what I recognized they would harm 
him” (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l p.519). This incident made Abu Talib more careful and 
vigilant than ever towards the Prophet and his protection of him continued until his 
death.
Even after God commissioned his Prophet with his mission, Abu Talib stood by him 
shielding, defending and protecting him by all the means at his disposal. When a 
delegate of Quryash came to Abu Talib complaining about the Prophet and his 
preaching, Abu Talib said to the Prophet: “O my brother’s son, do say whatever you 
like, by God I will never disappoint you” (al-Tabari, 1986, vol. 1 p.545). When Quraysh 
intensified then pressure on the Muslims, Abu Talib called on his tribe, Ban! Hashim, to 
protect the Prophet.
The Prophet understood the full benefit of Abu Talib’s protection soon after he died. 
One day, while the Prophet was travelling home, a thug threw sand on him. His 
daughter started to cry while she cleaned it, and the Prophet said: “O my daughter, do 
not cry. God will protect your father. Quraysh could not reach me by something I hate 
until Abu Talib died” (Ibn Hisham, 1991, vol.2 p.264).
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This is perhaps the first time the Prophet mentions that God will protect him, meaning 
God will prevent Quraysh from killing him, but not from harming him. The offence and 
insult of Quraysh escalated so dramatically after Abu Talib’s death such that the 
Prophet said: “O uncle, how quickly I missed you” (al-Halabi, n.d, v.2, p.50).
These words reached Abu Lahab, the Prophet’s uncle, who decided to protect him and 
said: “O Muhammad, do whatever you want as you used to do when Abu Talib was 
alive. By Allat and cUzza no one would harm you until I die.” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, 
p.210) and he protected him for several days.
Nevertheless, Quraysh started to goad Abu Lahab, claiming that the Prophet had said 
his father was in hellfire. When he asked the Prophet about this and the Prophet replied 
positively, Abu Lahab said: “I will be your enemy as long as you say cAbd Al-Muttlib 
is in the hellfire” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol. 1, p.211) and he ended his protection.
Under enormous pressure from Quraysh, the Prophet decided to go to al-Ta°if in 
attempt to find shelter and a protector should the people there follow him.
Conclusion:
The Heavenly protection of the Prophet was wide-ranging and began well before his 
birth. This protection materialized at different stages through people, not through 
miracles.
The vulnerability of the Prophet, his status as orphan and his need of protection at 
different stages of his life ensured that the values of mercy and protection were deeply 
entrenched in him. Certainly, the difficult experiences he endured helped him to 
understand the needs of the destitute, the weak and those requiring protection. Finally, if 
we were to call the seeker of protection an asylum seeker then Prophet Muhammad was 
the first asylum seeker in Islam.
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The Journey of the Prophet to al-Ta°if
The Sources:
The story of the Prophet’s journey to al-Ta°if is depicted in more than one source. It is 
narrated by Ibn Ishaq (150 AH), Ibn Sacd (230 AH), Musa Ibn cUqba (141 AH) and al- 
Umawi (249 AH), although the later two reached us incomplete.
The narration of Ibn Ishaq does not exist in the text we have today entitled Slrat Ibn 
Ishaq. The original book survived in incomplete form. Thankfully, many writers after 
Ibn Ishaq depended on his book to narrate the slra of the Prophet, preserving most of his 
book. Ibn Hisham (213H) relied wholly on Ibn Ishaq’s book and copied most of it. Ibn 
cAbd al-Bair (463 AH) in his book “al-Durar fi Ikhtisar al-MaghazI wa a l-S iya f 
transmitted many parts of that book. In addition, Ibn Kathlr (774 AH) in his book “al- 
Bidaya wa al-N ihayd\ al-Halabi (1044 AH) in his sh’a and nearly all others who wrote 
about the slra of the Prophet, relied on the transitions of Ibn Ishaq.
In his book Masadir al-Slra al-Nabawiyya wa Taqwlmuha, Faruq Hamada (1980, p.71) 
says: “Ibn Ishaq was the master of this art to all those who came after him, without any 
argument. His book was the thorough source and the basic material for anyone who 
wants to write or talk about the slra of the Prophet”32.
The story of the Prophet’s journey to al-Tarif is also mentioned in Tabaqat of Ibn Sacd 
(230 AH) who depends basically on the narrations of Muhammad Ibn cUmar al-Waqidi 
(207 AH).
This account is also narrated by Musa Ibn cUqba (141 AH), one of the three students of 
al-Zuhii (124 AH), the sheikh of Ibn Ishaq. However he reported this account partially 
as Ibn Kathlr recounts in al-Bidaya wa al-Nihaya (n.d, vol. 3 p. 136).
These different narrations agree on the general course of the account, and disagree on 
some specific points. Generally, they agree on the reasons that drove the Prophet from 
Mecca to al-Ta3if , the dialogue that took place between the elite of Thaqlf and the
32 for more details about this issue see (Guillaume, 2006)
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Prophet, the ordeal of the Prophet after that, the conversion of the group of spirits and 
finally the return of the Prophet to Mecca. They differ in then* accounts of the Prophet 
asking the jiw ai’o f Mutcim Ibn cAdyy. Ibn Ishaq and Musa Ibn cUqba do not mention 
this incident at all, while Ibn Sacd mentions it only briefly in his Tabaqat and Ibn Kathlr 
transmits its details from the “MaghazI” of SacId Ibn Yahya al-UmawI (249H), the 
contemporary of Ibn Sacd. Al-Tabari also narrates this account, but without specifying 
his source as he says: “Some of them said” (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l, p.555).
Another difference between the narrations of Ibn Ishaq and Ibn Sacd is the story of the 
Christian slave c Addas. While Ibn Ishaq goes into the details of this account (Ibn Kathlr, 
n.d, vol.3, p. 136), Ibn Sacd mentions nothing about it.
Regarding the narration of Ibn Ishaq, Ibn Hisham, al-Tabari and Ibn Kathlr transmit the 
same story with the same phrases, whereas, Ibn cAbd Al-Barr (1982, vol.l, pp.59-64) 
reports the same account sometimes using his own phrases.
Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.l, pp. 212-213) reports it briefly without going into depth. He does 
not detail the dialogue between the Prophet and the elite of Thaqlf, nor does he explain 
what happened to the Prophet while returning to Mecca and the Duca° he made at that 
time. However, he does mention the y/war that Abu Lahab granted to the Prophet before 
his departure to al-Taif.
After this general overview of the different narrations and books, I will choose the 
narration of Ibn Ishaq transmitted by Ibn Kathlr, despite the fact that he is not the 
earliest to narrate the account. This is because his narration has more details than Ibn 
Sacd’s. Moreover, Ibn Kathir reports the narration of al-UmawI regarding the jiw ar of 
al-Mutcim, which is important in this context, in addition to transmitting Ibn Ishaq’s 
narration. I will use other sources, where the need arises.
The reasons that drove the Prophet to depart to al-Ta3if
With the death of Abu Talib and Khadija, the Prophet’s wife, within a month of each 
other, “two disasters have gathered on the Prophet. He stayed at his home and got out 
rarely” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, p.211). Quraysh could harm him in such way that they
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could not have hoped for in the life of Abu Talib. The Prophet lost the security and the 
economic security provided by Abu Talib and Khadlja respectively. He became 
vulnerable and subject to torture and harassment by the non-believers in Mecca, 
especially when Abu Lahab ended the protection he had offered the Prophet for a few 
days after Abu Talib’s death. The suffering of the Prophet and of the Muslims was 
unprecedented and the Prophet named it “the year of sadness”, as al-Halabl transmits 
(1979, vol.3 p.498).
Despite the torment and anguish faced by the Prophet in Mecca, he continued to speak 
out to the tribes about his new religion. None of them, however, was convinced and 
they would say: “His people know him better, and how would he straighten us who 
distorted his people?” (Ibn cAbd al-Barr, n.d, vol.l, p.62). The Prophet then decided to 
go out to al-Tiriif seeking protection and support.
He set out to al-Ta°if in search of the support and protection of the tribe of Thaqlf and 
hoping that they would accept what God had sent him with. He set out by himself 
according to the narration of Ibn Ishaq, while Ibn Sacd says he went out “with Zayd Ibn 
Haritha in the tenth year of his mission” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol. 1, p.211).
After meeting and preaching to the three masters of Thaqlf, the Prophet asked them to 
convert to Islam and support him in delivering his massage (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l, 
p.554). In seeking the jiw ar of Thaqlf, the Prophet was not looking for his personal 
protection and welfare only. He was asking them to follow his religion and to fight with 
him against those who opposed and oppressed him.
The elite of Thaqlf understood what the Prophet asked and what the consequences of 
their acceptance would be, particularly the price of supporting him against Quraysh, the 
most powerful tribe in Mecca. Eventually, they refused to follow his religion and gave 
him a harsh reply (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l, p.554).
When the Prophet heard their answer he asked them to “keep what happened a secret” 
(Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol. 3 p. 235). He did not want Quraysh to hear about it because he 
feared that this would encourage them to increase then' attacks on him.
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However, the three masters of Thaqlf not only revealed the secret, but ordered the 
Prophet to “get out of our country and go to a land where you can be saved” bdj ^  ^ jL\ 
<> (al-Halabl, n.d, vol.2 p.52). “They feared that he would spoil their
youth” edc, had he stayed there, as Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.l, p.212) says. They 
feai'ed that some of their younger members might convert to Muhammad’s religion and 
eventually offer him jiwar. The right of granting jiw ar was guaranteed for all the 
freemen in the tribe, and if given, the whole tribe would be obliged to defend 
Muhammad and protect him.
Moreover, they urged their thugs and slaves to abuse and harass him. “They stoned him 
until they blooded his feet. Meanwhile, Zayd kept trying to shield him by his body until 
he was injured in his head” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, p.212).
Finally, the Prophet managed to get away to a field of grapes belonging to cUtba and 
Shayba Ibn Rablca. When he settled there and felt safe, he made an impressive, 
powerful prayer asking God to help him. The prayer was extremely telling and 
explained much about the painful and traumatic situation the Prophet found himself in 
(Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.3, p. 136). “No man or a woman of Thaqlf believed him”, as Ibn 
Sacd says (n.d, vol. 1 p.212) and there was no glimpse of human suppoxt, especially after 
his relatives became his enemy and Thaqlf refused to give him jiwar. There was no one 
left to seek jiwar,; refuge and mercy from, except God.
This was the most difficult day the Prophet ever faced, as he himself revealed to c ATsha 
when she asked him whether if he had ever faced a day more terrible than the day of 
Uhud (al-Bukhari, 1986, vol.3, p. 1180).
However, when Rabica and Shayba saw him they sympathized with him, as they were 
relatives from the same tribe. They sent their Christian slave called 0 Addas with grapes 
to the Prophet.
After that the Prophet moved to a place called Nakhla, close to Mecca, and “stayed 
there for some days” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, p.212). One night, while he was praying a 
group of spirits came across him and listened to the Qur°an. The group of spirits 
believed in the Prophet and went to their people as wamers as the Qur°an states (46:29).
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Moreover, God sent the angel of the mountains to the Prophet ordering him to follow 
the instructions of the Prophet even if it was to collapse the two mountains of Mecca on 
the heads of its people. But the Prophet said: “I hope that God will bring out of them 
who worship God and make no partner with Him” (al-Bukhari, 1986, vol.3, p.l 180).
Through these incidents it could be that God wanted to tell the Prophet that He and His 
angels were with him and supported him. The message was that if the elite of Thaqlf did 
not believe in you, the poor people and the spirits believe in you, and your mission is 
not failure. It also could be said that God might wanted to raise the morale of the 
Prophet at this stage particularly, where he was in a desperate situation after the humans 
let him down.
However, on their way back to Mecca, Zayd asked the Prophet: “How would you enter 
Mecca after they had expelled you? (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l,
p.212). Although, Quraysh did not force him to leave and accordingly he still has the 
right to return, Zayd meant as al-Halabl comments “their aggravation and harassment 
were the reason behind your departure” (al-Halabl, 1979, vol.2 p.62). The Prophet 
replied: “God will ease things and make a way out of it. God will elevate his religion 
and support his Prophet” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, p.213).
Zayd’s question emphasizes that the Prophet’s journey to al-Ta°if was considered by 
Quraysh as an apparent rebellion, a kind of declaration of war by seeking support from 
another tribe to fight his own. The Prophet knew this well, and knew that he could not 
re-enter Mecca without jiwar.
Thus, he sent a messenger called Urayqit to al-Akhnas Ibn Shurayq with a clear 
message: “Muhammad asks you: Would you be m ym ujir until I deliver the message of 
my Lord?” ^  ^  ^  (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l p.555). The
message was brief but it contained two important elements. The first was that the 
Prophet had not lost hope of convincing Quraysh of his message. He was trying to 
return to Mecca in such a way as to preach to them again. The second point was that 
the Prophet was not concerned about his personal safety as much as he wanted to 
deliver his message. This explains his condition that the m ujir ought to protect him until
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he delivers God’s message. This condition was very serious and hence, the m ujh 'should 
be strong enough to undertake the risk to protect the Prophet and face the powerful elite 
of Quraysh.
This was beyond the powers of Ibn Shurayq who replied: “The h a llf o f Quraysh does 
not give jiw ar against the samlm33 of Quraysh” J d. j V lAjjS d' (Ibn
Kathlr, n.d, vol.3, p. 137), or “the h a llf34 does not give jiw ai'against the saiW  u) 
Jl Jc. V (al-Tabari, 1986, vol.l, p.555).
Hence, Ibn Shurayq, the h a llf o f Quraysh, could not give jiw ar to the Prophet against 
Quraysh, the powerful tribe whom he made h ilf with because of his need of their power, 
and therefore, he cannot provide the Prophet with the protection he needs.
The Prophet then sent Urayqit to Suhayl Ibn cAmr asking him his jiwar, but Suhayl 
replied: “Barn cAmir Ibn Lu°ay do not give jiw ar against BanI Kacb Ibn Lu°ay” ^  d' 
<4 $  tii c V  4 $  Cx (Ibn Kathh*, n.d, vol.3, p. 137). This again shows the 
nature of the tribal relations and the importance of linage at that time. Ibn °Amir cannot 
give jiw ar because Ban! cAmir and Ban! Kacb are from the same origin and have the 
same grandfather, and therefore they cannot be in a position to fight each other should 
the need be there to defend the mustaju\ as the customs of jiw ar compel.
The third trial of the Prophet in seeking jiw ar was to ask al-Mutcim Ibn cAdyy. He sent 
Urayqit to al-Mutcim with the same message and al-Mutcim accepted. So, the Prophet 
went to him and spent that night at his home.
Next day, al-Mutcim went out with his sons carrying then’ weapons and “called upon his 
tribe that he had given jiw ar to the Prophet” (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, p.212). Then they
33 Samlm: means sarJh, i.e. the true-blooded man of the tribe. The Arabs were very proud of being in this 
hierarchal class. Abu Hilal al-cAskari (al-Nuwayri, 1988, p.568) praised a man after being classified sanh 
saying:
j^Jl Aic. ^3 J j  .IS
The number of nobles increased by a noble one 
a clear, indigenous and true-blooded amongst the nobles
34 Half-, the man or the tribe who has a contract of alliance with other tribe. Such a contract “in some case 
was concluded between the clans of the same tribe” Ibn Habib (1985, p.75)
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entered the Kacba and told the Prophet to make his tawaf, circumambulations. 
Hurriedly, Abu Sufyan35 came to al-Mutcim and asked him: “Are a m ujir or a 
f o l l o w e r ? ” , ^ *  ^ (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.3, p. 137) Al-Mutcim said: I am a mujir.
Then Abu Sufyan said: “Then your |jiw af\ will not be disrespected” V b] (Ibn 
Kathlr, n.d, vol.3 p. 137)
This question and answer reflect the deep and significant changes that took place in 
Meccan society in regard to the principle of jiw ar after the advent of Islam. By asking 
al-Mutcim that question, Abu Sufyan wanted to say: If you are a follower of 
Muhammad then your jiw ai' is void, but if you are not, then your jiw ar is respected and 
your m ustajir is protected.
This means that those who became Muslims would lose most of, if not all, their tribal 
rights and especially, the right to grant jiwar. The Muslims were treated as if they were 
sacallk or rebels against society. They did not worship the idols of Mecca and hence 
they were out of society and had no rights at all.
The other point worthy of note is the central place the principle of jiw ar occupied at that 
society. Despite the bitter enmity of the Prophet, especially after his trip to al-Ta3if 
looking for support against them, Quraysh could not do anything to the Prophet when he 
got the jiw ai'of al-Mutcim.
The jiw ai’ of al-Mutcim did not include the protection against the physical harm only, 
but also against the verbal abuse. When they were at the Kacba, al-Mutcim rose on his 
horse and shouted: “O the people of Quraysh, I have granted my jiw ai' to Muhammad, 
so nobody deride him” ^  5b cjjsJ .iS ^1 ufajS b (ibn Sacd, n.d, vol. 1
p.213)
Al-Mutcim’s noble stance was remembered by the Prophet and the Muslims in general. 
When the Muslims captured some prisoners of Quraysh after the war of Badr, the 
Prophet said in an indication of his thankfulness to al-Mutcim: “Had al-Mutcim been 
alive and asked me to release them I would have done so” (al-Bukhari, 1986, vol.2, 
p.305).
35 In the narration of al-Tabari (n.d, vol. 1 p.555) it was Abu Jahl who asked that question (are you a mujir 
or a follower) and when al-Mutcim replied Abu Jahl said: (> b . a  “We grant jiwar to whom you
grant”.
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Conclusion:
The journey of the Prophet to al-Ta°if was a clear example of seeking protection 
through jiwar. It was also considered by the Prophet and Quraysh an apparent rebellion 
against them, and a kind of declaring war by seeking support from another tribe to fight 
his own. Therefore the Prophet could not enter Mecca without jiwar.
The Prophet’s seeking protection of non-Muslims shows that Islam does not reject the 
well-established principle of jiwai'. On the contrary, this affirms that the custom of jiw ar 
has been legalised by the Prophet, on the condition that this jiw ai' should not contradict 
with the principles of Islam.
Moreover, the attempts of the Prophet to seek jiw ar of al-Akhnas Ibn Shurayq and 
Suhayl Ibn c Ami* and then* refusal to grant him jiw ai' indicate the structure of the Arab 
tribes and the rules governing relations between them in regard to the custom of jiwar. 
However, the acceptance of al-Mut°im to grant the Prophet his jiw ar and the acceptance 
by Quraysh despite their enmity towards the Prophet, emphasise the central place the 
custom occupied in that society.
Abu Sufyan’s question to al-Mutcim reflects that those who converted to Islam were not 
considered suraha0 of the tribe and therefore did not have the full rights of others and 
certainly had lost the right to be protected by the tribe, let alone grant protection to 
others.
Nonetheless, after the advent of Islam some significant changes altered the custom of 
jiwai'. The apparent shape of the process remained intact, but the essence of jiw ar and 
the deal done between the m ujir and the m ustajir was altered. Previously, the m ujh' 
would give protection, relief and care. In return he got fame and good reputation. After 
the advent of Islam, the mujh' was offered something extra in return for his jiwar. In 
addition to fame, he was promised to enter Paradise, should he accept Islam, in 
exchange for his jiwai'. This new deal was revolutionary to the tribesmen who used to 
receive the bounty of then jiw ai' immediately, through verses of poetry that spread 
rapidly throughout the tribes.
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The migration to Abyssinia
A quick overview of the sh'a books gives us a sense of the important role of the two 
migrations to Abyssinia in the life of the Muslims in Mecca. After five years of 
harassment, torture and abuse the Prophet permitted his companions to search for 
safety, security and protection in Abyssinia. It was only when they migrated to 
Abyssinia those Muslims could worship openly, without fear or intimidation.
In this regal'd it is appropriate to examine the factors that drove Muslims to migrate to 
Abyssinia in the first wave, the reasons for choosing Abyssinia as then- destination, and 
the number of Muslims who migrated. It is also relevant here to touch upon the second 
wave of migration to Abyssinia and the reasons behind that, in addition to the accounts 
in which returnees sought the jiw ar o f Quraysh.
For the sake of consistency, I will adhere to my methodology in this section by 
choosing six of the main and earliest books of slra. We can classify them into two 
categories according to their chains of narration. The first is the chain of Ibn Ishaq (150 
AH) who transmits from his Sheikh, al-Zuhii (124 AH). His book is called Shat Ibn 
Ishaq. The second chain is Ibn Sacd (230 AH) who transmits from his sheikh, al-Waqidl 
(207 AH). His book is called al- Tabaqat
The main writers of sh'a, for different reasons , depended on the narration of Ibn Ishaq, 
like Ibn Hisham (218 AH), the student of Ibn Ishaq, in al-Sha al-Nabawiyya,, al-Tabari 
(310 AH) in Taiikh al-Tabari.Ibn °Abd al-Barr (463 AH) in al-Durar and Ibn Kathir 
(774H) in al-Bidaya wa al-Nihaya.
In the coming pages, I will give a general sense of how these books dealt with this story, 
and will then select one account from which to narrate the story.
Stalling with Shat Ibn Ishaq, Ibn Ishaq (150 AH) begins his narration with the terrible 
circumstances the Muslim faced in Mecca, and then the Prophet’s permission to his 
companions to migrate to Abyssinia. He also narrates the names of the Muslims who 
migrated and the disagreement between the scholars on who was the first to migrate.
36 For further details on this see (Hamada, 1980, p.71)
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Then, he summarizes the story of al-Gharanlq37 and the return of the Muslims according 
to that. Finally, he details accounts in which some of the returning Muslims sought the 
jiw ai' of Quraysh to enter Mecca. However, he mentions nothing about the second 
migration to Abyssinia.
Ibn Hisham (218H), the student of Ibn Ishaq, offers more details in his book al-Slra al- 
Nabawiyya, which is a summary of SiratIbn Ishaq. This work is particularly significant 
because Shat Ibn Ishaq has not survived in its entirety. Ibn Hisham had transmitted 
most of Shat Ibn Ishaq, as he himself claims in the introduction of his book.
The common accounts in Shat Ibn Ishaq and Shat Ibn Hisham were the circumstances 
of and the reasons for the migration, the main events in the first migration and the story 
of cUthman Ibn Mazcun in seeking jiw ai'o f al-Walid Ibn al-Mughira.
However, Ibn Hisham reports other accounts in his slra on the authority of Ibn Ishaq 
which were not mentioned in the book called Shat Ibn Ishaq. These accounts were the 
delegation of Quraysh to al-Najashl and the dialogue that took place between them, the 
conversion of al-Najashi to Islam, and the account of Abu Bakr in seeking jiw ar o f Ibn 
al-Dighna. Interestingly, Ibn Hisham does not report the details of al-Ghai'aniq despite 
the fact that his sheikh, Ibn Ishaq, mentions it in his sh'a. He only refers to it briefly 
when he speaks about the returning migrants to Mecca. This is probably due to his 
methodology. In his introduction, Ibn Hisham stipulates that he will not mention things 
that Ibn Ishaq narrated in his book, because “it was ugly to mention it, or mentioning it 
will irritate some people or al-Bakka°i38 did not approve it” *
lA*-) (Ibn Hisham vol. 1 p. 12).
On the other hand, this phrase of Ibn Hisham means that he was committed to transmit 
the whole sh’a o f Ibn Ishaq, but there was a process of filtering and this is why he did 
not mention the story of al-Gharanlq. Nevertheless, another student of Ibn Ishaq also
37 In brief, the story of al-Gharanlq was about the two “verses” which praised the idols that Satan put in 
the mouth of the Prophet. When the Prophet said them the non-Muslims prostrated with the Muslims. 
Once they heard this, Muslims who had migrated to Abyssinia thought that Quraysh had converted to 
Islam, so they returned to Mecca only to find that this was not true. The full details of the story will be 
presented in the following pages.
8 Ziyad Ibn 0 Abdullah al-Bakka’i (183H) was the student of Ibn Ishaq and at the same time the sheikh of 
Ibn Hisham, who transmitted the slra of Ibn Ishaq to him.
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transmitted his slra, though this has not survived in its complete form. His name was 
Ibrahim Ibn Sacd (157H). All that survived of his work were odd bits of his narration 
within other books, like al-Rawd a l-A nifauthored by al-Suhayl! (581H) and others.
As for al-Tabari, he does not narrate the story from one source, as is usual for him. His 
methodology is based on gathering the material from different sources regardless of 
whether its chain, sanad\ is strong enough or not. He narrates different parts of the story 
from different sources and chains. First he reports on the authority of Aban al-cAttar 
(160 H), and Hisham Ibn cUrwa (146 H) on the authority of cUrwa, the circumstances 
the Muslim faced in Mecca and the Prophet’s permission for them to migrate to 
Abyssinia. However, he reports the number of the Muslims who migrated, their names, 
and how they migrated quoting Ibn Sacd, i.e. on the authority of al-Waqdi. Then on 
other occasions, he narrates on the authority of Ibn Ishaq.
He also narrates in detail the account of al- Ghaianlq and its impact on the Muslims in 
Abyssinia and its role in making them return to Mecca, on the authority of Yazld Ibn 
Ziyad on the authority of Muhammad al-Qurazi. He then reinforces this account from a 
chain other than Ibn Ishaq. He narrates it from the chain of Hajjaj on the authority of 
Abu Macshar on the authority of Muhammad al-Qurazi, with some differences in the 
details. Al-Tabari does not mention the second migration to Abyssinia.
Ibn cAbd al-Barr (463H) relies wholly on the narration of Macmar Ibn Rashid (154H), 
one of the three students of al-Zuhri39, on the authority of al-Zuhri. This narration offers 
an excellent opportunity to compare the narrations of the two pupils of al-Zuhri, Ibn 
Ishaq and Macmar.
The narration of Ibn cAbd al-Barr includes the circumstances before the migration, the 
Prophet’s permission for the Muslims to migrate, the first migrant and the names of all 
migrants. He also discusses the stay in Abyssinia, and finally he names the migrants 
who returned to Mecca after they heard that Quraysh had converted to Islam.
In comparing this narration and the narration of Ibn Ishaq, we find that Ibnc Abd al-Barr 
does not mention the delegation of Quraysh to al-Najashl, the incident of al-Gharanlq,
39 The other two students are Mnsa Ibn cUqba (141H) and Muhammad Ibn Ishaq (150H).
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the second migration, or any incident when the returning Muslims sought the jiw ai’ of 
Quraysh.
Notable in the account of Ibn cAbd al-Barr is the fact that he recounts the long list of 
those who migrated and those who returned to Mecca without indulging too much in the 
details and dimensions of the story.
As for Ibn Kathlr (774H), he follows in the footsteps of al-Tabari in narrating the 
different parts of the story from different sources. For instance, he narrates on the 
authority of al-Waqidi the reasons behind the first migration of the Muslim and their 
names. Then he emphasizes this by mentioning Ibn Ishaq’s narration. He also makes 
comparisons between the narration of Ibn Ishaq and the narration of his counterpart 
Musa Ibn cUqba (141H) and states his opinion on which is most accurate. He states the 
date of the first migration and quotes Musa Ibn °Uqba saying it was when Quraysh 
imposed the boycott on Bam Hashim, the tribe of the Prophet. He then says of this: “It 
is doubtful” jlaj li* </j. (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.3, p.67)
Moreover, he ponders the opinion of Ibn Ishaq about Ja°far Ibn Abu Talib and whether 
he migrated in the first wave or the second. Musa Ibn cUqba says that he was in the 
second migration while Ibn Ishaq says he was in the first. Then Ibn Kathlr said: “What 
Ibn Ishaq mentioned about his migration in the first wave is stronger” t> £jI * > I* 
j^ k.1 JjVI lSjc- JA ^  (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.3, p.67).
He goes on making comparisons and agrees with Ibn cUqba on the delegation of 
Quraysh. Ibn Ishaq said it consisted of cAmr Ibn al-cAs and c Abdullah Ibn Abl RabTa, 
while Musa Ibn cUqba said it consisted of cAmr Ibn al-cAs and cAmara Ibn al-Walld. 
Then Ibn Kathlr said that “What (Musa Ibn cUqba) said was mentioned in the hadlth 
narrated by Ibn Mascud and Abu Musa al-Ashcari”. (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.3, p.75)
Ibn Kathlr supports his ideas with reference to the relevant hadiths from al-Bukhari, as 
in the account of Abu Musa al-Ashcari and whether he migrated from Mecca with the 
Muslims or joined them from Yemen, and as in the Prophet’s prayer for al-Najashi after 
his death.
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In addition to that, he narrates on the authority of al-UmawI the delegation of Quraysh 
to al-Najashi and what happened to them afterwards.
Overall, Ibn Kathlr depends essentially on the narration of Ibn Ishaq. His account is 
comprehensive and covers all the main topics of the story. He starts with the 
circumstances that drove the Muslims to migrate to Abyssinia and then narrates their 
names and numbers. After that he recounts what happened to them in Abyssinia. He 
then focuses on the delegation of Quraysh that came to Abyssinia to demand the return 
of the Muslims to Mecca and how al-Najashi responded to them. Moreover, he names 
the Muslims who decided to go back to Mecca after they heard the story of al-Gharamq, 
which he does not detail “lest it be heal’d by he who does not put it in its place [not 
appreciate it]” V t> ^  (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.3, p.90). Finally, he
recounts some of the stories in which some Muslims sought jiw ai' of the non believers, 
like the story of Uthman Ibn Mazcun who sought the jiw a i'o f al-Walid Ibn al-Mughhra 
and the story of Abu Bakr who accepted the jiw ar of Ibn al-Dighna.
With reference to the second chain, we find that Ibn Sacd’s narration is very brief. He 
reported the difficult circumstances that drove the Muslims to migrate to Abyssinia and 
named those who migrated. He also talked about the story of al-Gharanlq and its role in 
making the Muslims, who migrated to Abyssinia, return to Mecca.
An interesting point in Ibn Sacd’s narration is that the sheikh of Ibn Sacd, al-Waqidl 
(207H), in one of the very rare occasions, narrates on the authority of al-Zuhri (124H), 
the sheikh of Ibn Ishaq, in some parts. That was when he mentions the circumstances 
the Muslims faced in Mecca before the migration to Abyssinia, the news of Quraysh’s 
conversion to Islam and its impact on the decision the Muslims who had migrated made 
to return to Mecca. After that, he narrates the rest of the story from his own chain, i.e. 
from al-Waqidi and his teachers.
In the following account, I will refer to the narration of Ibn Hisham simply because it 
covers all the main topics of the story and it is considered one of the earliest narrations.
I will use other sources where appropriate either to support and explain an idea or to 
clarify important points. In these cases I will put the references in accordance to the 
Harvard system.
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The circumstances that drove Muslims to migrate to Abyssinia
Despite the fact the Prophet was safe and protected by his uncle Abu Talib, he did not 
feel comfortable. His followers were harassed and tortured day and night and he was 
incapable of protecting them. Thus he gave them permission to migrate to Abyssinia 
saying: “If you were to go to Abyssinia you will find a king with whom nobody is 
oppressed, and it is a land of truth, [stay there] until God grants an ease for you”
U.J3 £^1 (jiaj\ y-Aj V l£L l*j jli jl (ibn Hisham,
1990, vol2. p. 164).
The Muslims escaped to Abyssinia individually and in groups, to escape the torment 
they faced in Mecca. Some of them took then wives, while others migrated alone. In 
total, 11 men and four women formed the fust migration in Islam.
Regarding the very fust migrant, there is some dispute among the scholars although 
most of them agree that cUthman Ibn c Affan and his wife Ruqayya, the daughter of the 
Prophet, were the fust to migrate40.
Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.l, p.204) says that they set out to Abyssinia in the fifth year of 
Prophet’s mission, in the month of Rajab41. Once they got to the shore they found two 
trading ships travelling towards Abyssinia. The captains agreed to take them across the 
sea for half a Dinar. Upon hearing about then flee, Quraysh followed them to the sea, 
but could not catch up with them.
When the Muslims reached Abyssinia, al-Najashi gave them his jiwar. For the first 
time, they felt secure and could worship without fear. They showed then appreciation to 
al-Najashi, and wished then fellow Muslims in Mecca could be with them.
The delegation of Qur aysh to al-Najashi
The news that Muslims were living in safety and security in Abyssinia were not good 
for the elite of Quraysh. They wanted to bring them back to Mecca and to force them to
40 See Ibn Hisham (1990, vol.2, p.164), Ibn °Abd al-Barr (1982, vol.l, p.48), Ibn Kathir (n.d., vol.3, p,66)
41 The seventh month in the Hijrl Date.
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abandon Islam. After discussing this matter among themselves, they decided to send a 
delegation to al-Najashi consisting of cAbdullah Ibn Abi Rablca and cAmr Ibn al-cAs. 
The aim of this delegation was to convince al-Najashi to hand the Muslims over to 
Quraysh. The delegation took valuable presents not only to al-Najashi but to all the 
cardinals surrounding al-Najashi.
As soon as the delegation arrived in Abyssinia, they gave the cardinals then presents 
and revealed their intentions. The cardinals agreed to help them. When they met al- 
Najashi and gave him then gifts, they stalled to explain their mission. They told him 
that the Muslims were scurrilous people who had rejected then religion and mocked 
their Gods, and at the same time did not follow his religion.
Attentively, the king listened till they finished. He then told them that he would not 
hand over those who had asked for his jiw ai' and preferred his country to any other 
country, until he had questioned them about the delegation’s claims. If they were as the 
delegation alleged, then he would return the Muslims to Mecca. Otherwise he would 
protect them and grant them jiw ai' as long as they were in his country.
When the Muslims were told they were to meet al-Najashi for this reason, they gathered 
to discuss what they should say to him. Finally, they decided to tell him “what the 
Prophet, peace be upon him, taught and ordered us regardless of whatever may happen” 
(jjl£ jA Lu dlli ^  tutS -lLiij 4j1c. M (_slwa Uui Ujd tide. La,
This decision is significant. It shows how the principle of jiw ar is affected by the new 
religion. It shows the insistence and resolve of the Muslims to say what they believed in 
regardless of whether this belief would impinge on the jiw ar or not. Then faith came 
first for them, and whether this would offend al-Najashi, the m ustajh’, or not, was 
another issue. They understood the consequences very well. They knew that al-Najashi 
would send them back to Mecca if he was not happy with then answer, but they 
resolved to say what they believed in.
When the Muslims stand before al-Najashi, he quizzes them about this new religion that 
made them abandon the worship of the idols and at the same time prevented them from 
converting to his religion. Jacfar Ibn Abu Talib is the spokesman of the Muslims. He
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replies that they had been ignorant people who used to worship stones, eat dead animals 
(without proper slaughter), commit adultery and the powerful eat the weak. God then 
sent a Messenger from among them; they knew his lineage, his truthfulness, honesty 
and sincerity. He called upon them to worship God only and leave behind the worship 
of the idols. He also ordered them to be truthful in then* sayings, fulfil their promises, 
visit then relatives and be friendly with then neighbours. He also prohibited them from 
killing each other. Moreover, he enjoined them to pray, give zakat42 and fast. So, they 
believed in him and followed him. Their people, Quraysh, were unhappy with that and 
started to harass them and torture every believer to force him to return to the worship of 
the idols. The Muslims could not bear this torment, so they migrated to his country and 
preferred his jiw ar to any other jiw ar hoping that they would not be oppressed in his 
land.
Al-Najashi is deeply affected, especially after he listened to some verses of the Qur°an. 
When Jacfar finished reciting al-Najashi said: “This and what Jesus came with, come 
from one lantern. Go free, by God, I will not hand them over to you (the Meccan 
delegation)” ^aLul y yi UUku! j  sl£2L& ^  ^  m e  ^ i i l j  14a (jl (Ibn
Hisham, 1990, vol.2 p. 180).
Next day, the delegation comes back to al-Najashi in a second attempt to turn him 
against the Muslims. They tell him that the Muslims believed Jesus to be a slave of God 
and not a son of God, as al-Najashi believed.
Once again al-Najashi calls upon the Muslims to explain these claims. Though mindful 
of the potentially disastrous consequences, the Muslims decide to tell al-Najashi what 
they believed in regardless of whether or not this would displease him.
With all his cardinals surrounding him, al-Najashi asks the Muslims about Jesus. 
Without hesitation, Jacfar replies: “He is a slave of God, His messenger and His word 
that He cast into the virgin and worshipper Maryam” 1*1311Aid£j a ^ j j j  aI^sjj ^  y* 
i}jbl\ eljiJl (Ibn Hisham 1990, vol.2, p. 180)
42 Zakat is the obligatory payment by Muslims of a determinate portion of specified category of their 
lawful property for the benefit of the poor and other enumerated classes (Bosworth, et al, 2002, vol.6, 
p.406-407).
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Yet again, the Muslims emphasized that belief had priority over anything else and jiw ar 
should not compromise the faith. Otherwise it should be ended whatever the price to be 
paid.
The Muslims stay in Abyssinia in safety and security in the jiw ar of al-Najashi until 
they heard the story of al-Gharanlq and the conversion of the Quraysh to Islam. They 
took the decision to return to Mecca three months after their migration to Abyssinia.
The story of al-GharanI<f3 in brief as Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.l p.204) and Ibn Ishaq (n.d, 
vol.2 p. 158) report is that:
Hoping for the conversion of Quraysh, the Prophet wished that nothing of the revelation 
would descend to him that puts his people away from him. He began to get closer to 
them. One day he joined them in their club around the Kacba and started to recite the 
verses of surat al-Najm. In the middle of his recitation Satan put in his mouth two 
“verses”: “Those elevated Gharanlq will have promising concession” uJj ^
^ujSi (Ibn Sacd n.d, nol.l p.205). The Prophet said these two “verses” and
continued the rest of the sura. When he recited the verse where he should prostrate, he 
and the non-Muslims of Mecca prostrated including the elite of Quraysh like al-Walid 
Ibn al-MughTra who took some earth and put it on his forehead, as he could not prostrate 
because he was too elderly.
After that, the non-believers say to the Prophet that they would be with him as far as he 
made their idols welcome in the Hereafter. The Prophet is very upset at this and when 
Jibiil, the Angel, descended to him, he denys that he had taught the Prophet these two 
“verses”, which saddened the Prophet even more.
To counsel him, God later reveals to his Prophet the verse (22:52): “Yet whenever We 
sent forth any apostle or prophet before thee, and he was hoping [that his warnings 
would be heeded], Satan would cast an aspersion on his innermost aims but God renders 
null and void whatever aspersion Satan may cast; and God makes His messages clear in
43 Al-Gharanlq is the idols. Some scholars refuted this story and rejected it and spoke about the weakness 
of it in regard to the sanad (chain) and die matn (text). Others accepted it. See al-cAym (n.d, vol.7, 
p.100), al-Mubarakfuri (n.d, vol.3,p. 136),Ibn al-JawzI (1997, vol.l, p.274) and al-Halabl (1979, vol.2 
p.9).
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and by themselves for God is all-knowing, wise” VJ y  Vj dji«j Of <2lhS Of
^  -Jc. iilj 4jbi ill fS ofL^ Sl ^  U ill £lujS 4jfcd <\i t!A4^ '
The news of the prostration spread amongst the Arabs, and reached the Muslims in 
Abyssinia. They thought that Quraysh had become Muslims, so most of them decided to 
return to Mecca.
When they got closer to Mecca they found out the truth. After discussions as to whether 
to go back to Abyssinia or enter Mecca, they chose the latter option. However, they 
could not do that without jiw ai' from the people of Mecca, as they were still wanted by 
Quraysh.
Most of them sought jiw ai* and entered Mecca. cUthman Ibn Mazcun was granted the 
jiw ar of al-Walld Ibn al-Mughira. Nevertheless, when he felt that he could come and go 
securely and without fear, while his fellow Muslims were tortured and harassed, he felt 
ashamed and he decided to give back jiw ar to al-Walid,
Al-Walid was amazed and asked if anybody had harmed him. °Uthman said: “No, but I 
am satisfied with the jiw ar of God and I do not want jiw ai' from anybody else” y i j  
Ci Yj ^  (Ibn Hisham 1990, vol.2, p.214). Then al-Walid asked
him to do that publicly, as he had granted him his jiw ai' publicly. When they got to the 
Kacba, al-Walid said that cUthman wanted to give me back my jiwai: cUthman said: 
“He is right, I have found him sincere and generous to his mustajir,; but I liked not to ask 
jiw ai' except from God, so I give him back his jiw a i’ y i j  « &
1 (Ibn Hisham 1990, vol. 2, p.214).
Some days later, cUthman quarrelled with some people of Quraysh over a matter of 
faith and was injured in his eye. Al-Walid was in the area and saw what happened to 
cUthman. Indirectly, he blamed him. He told cUthman that this need not have happened 
to his eye and that he had been in a secure jiwai'. cUthman replied that his second eye 
was in sore need of what had happened to the first eye, and that he was in the jiw ar of 
the One, More Powerful and More Glorified. Al-Walid once again offered his jiw ai' to 
cUthman, but he refused.
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Clearly, cUthman did not reject the jiw ai' of al-Walid because a new Islamic legislation 
had emerged. He refused it because he wanted to feel like his fellow Muslims who were 
being tortured in Mecca. This in itself indicates the strong bonds Islam had created 
among its followers. These emotional bonds were stronger than the tribal ties and blood 
lineage. This was the real revolution that the society was experiencing.
Another important aspect of this account is the fact that the Muslims kept on dealing 
with the mechanism and formalities of jiw ai' in the same way the Arabs had. cUthman 
accepted jiw ai' and later went to the Kacba and publicly released al-Walid from the 
responsibility of jiwar. In other words, the changes Islam had applied to jiw ai' were not 
in the form, or the rights and duties, but in the sense that the principle itself should not 
contradict the Islamic faith.
Abu Bakr accepts the jiw ar o f Ibn al-Dighna
Another example of a high profile Muslim accepting the jiw ar of a non-Muslim is Abu 
Bakr. The second person after the Prophet to lead the Muslims, his faith according to 
cUmar Ibn al-Khattab (al-Dhahabi, 1992, vol. 8 p.405) was heavier than that of the 
whole nation if it were to be weighed.
Like the Prophet and other Muslims, Abu Bakr is harassed and persecuted by Quraysh 
because of his conversion. He asks the Prophet’s permission to migrate and Prophet 
gave it. Abu Bakr leaves Mecca and after two days of travel, he meets Ibn al-Dighna 
who asks him where he was going. Abu Bakr explains that his people had harmed him 
and that he is leaving Mecca. With enthusiasm, Ibn al-Dighna tells Abu Bakr that he is a 
noble man and that he used to help the needy and do well to everyone. Eventually, he 
offers him his jiwar. Abu Bakr accepts and they return to Mecca together.
Upon their arrival to Mecca, Ibn al-Dighna announces that he had granted his jiw ar to 
Abu Bakr and that nobody should do him any harm. Accordingly, Quraysh stopped 
harming him.
The days after that went peacefully until the elite of Quraysh complained to Ibn al- 
Dighna that Abu Bakr had harmed them by his prayers. They told him that the prayer
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room Abu Bakr had established outside his home had become a focal point for their 
children, women and slaves, and that they were afraid Abu Bakr would spoil them. Ibn 
al-Dighna went to Abu Bakr to discuss the complaint. He asked him either to pray 
inside his home or to give back his jiwai'. Without hesitation, Abu Bakr renounced his 
jiw ai' and told him that he would be satisfied with God’s jiwai'. Instantly, Ibn al-Dighna 
announced that he was no longer the m ujh' of Abu Bakr.
Again this example underlines the acceptance of jiw ar by different Muslims. Moreover, 
the Muslims adhered to the conditions of the m ujir and in case of dispute they were 
more than willing to give back the jiwai'.
Conclusion:
The migration to Abyssinia was the first collective migration in Islam. The Prophet’s 
permission to the Muslims to migrate was an Islamic legislation of immigration to seek 
protection in non-Muslim countries when oppression and injustice occur. However, this 
migration should not compromise the faith and if there is a contradiction between them, 
the faith should take priority.
On the other hand, Muslims should fulfil their promises and adhere to the conditions of 
the protection contract as far as these conditions were acceptable in Islam.
Another important aspect of this story is the migration of women alongside their men. 
Ibn cAbd al-Barr (1982, vol.l p.49) narrates that Hudhayfa Ibn cUtba Ibn Rablca fled 
from his father fearing for his religion with his wife, Sahla Bint Suhayl Ibn cAmr 
“challenging her father and fleeing with her religion” ^
This indicates that women were not migrating simply because their husbands were. On 
the contrary, they were fully aware of what they were doing. Sahla challenged her father 
when she converted to Islam and challenged him again when she migrated to find a 
place where she could worship without fear.
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This shift in attitudes to women in the ja h illsociety, which according to some sources44, 
considered women a property to be inherited after the death of her husband, could be 
atributed to the moral and intellectual revolution Islam had brought about among its 
followers in a very short period of time.
This was the first time the Arabs witnessed women migrate in search of justice. The 
thorough search of the sources I have conducted has not revealed an example in Arab 
life before Islam of a woman migrating in search of jiw ai'from  another tribe.
Ibn Kathlr makes reference to another case that emphasizes this understanding, that of 
Um 0Abdullah Bint Harmala. She and her husband decide to migrate to Abyssinia. One 
day, as she is preparing to set out and her husband, c Amir, goes to get some things, and 
cUmar Ibn al-Khattab comes. Noticing that they are preparing to travel, he asks her 
about what was going on. Without hesitation, she replies: “Yes, by God we will go out 
to a place in God’s earth until God grants us a way out of this. You have harmed and 
oppressed us” W- hi 4il i] ji ^  jl ^  ^ j a i l  <&lj (Ibn
Kathlr, 1964, vol.3, p.78).
Clearly, she was fully aware of the implications of her acts. She was migrating for 
God’s sake to find a place where she could worship without fear. This was something 
the Arabs had not witnessed in the jahiliyya.
It can safely be concluded that the Islamic tradition rejects oppression and tyranny and 
calls for freedom and protection. If this protection is not available in a particular place, 
the oppressed should migrate to a safer place. The Prophet’s order to his companions to 
migrate to Abyssinia formed a clear Islamic legislation of migration to non-Muslim 
countries. It is true that the Arabs of the Peninsula would move from one place to 
another due to the nature of Bedouin life, and in some cases to seek jiwar. But this 
collective migration was the first in Islam and it is the precedent that made the jah ill 
custom an Islamic one. The Prophet, in giving permission to his followers to migrate, 
was legalizing the migration of oppressed people to any place were there was justice.
44 After the death of her husband, his son from another woman, or one of his dose relatives once he put 
his cloak on her, had the right to do anything with the woman. He could marry her, make her marry 
someone else or even keep her without marriage for ever. God forbade this in the Qur°anic verse (4:19). 
See on this al-Qurtubl (1952, vol.5 p. 94), al-Bukhari (1987, vol.4 p.1670) and Ibn Kathlr (1980, vol.l 
p.466).
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Moreover, this legislation was not only for the Muslims at that time, but for all Muslims 
until the Day of Judgment.
In another sense, this legislation imposes heavy duties on the Islamic state. The early 
Muslims tasted torment and knew what oppression was. Their state should not only be 
free of any kind of oppression, suppression and tyranny, but should be ready to do 
whatever it could to protect the weak and the oppressed and be a safe haven for those 
seeking protection. Many verses and hadlths stress that God does not like oppressors: 
“God does not love oppressors” y M j (Q . 3:57). In the hadith Q udsiG od
says: “O My slaves, I have forbidden oppression for Myself and have made it forbidden 
amongst you, so do not oppress one another” u r^  J*5, <^A' b
(Muslim, n.d, vol.4 p. 1994).
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The Migration to Medina
When cUmar Ibn al-Khattab convened a meeting of the elite of the companions to 
decide upon a system of dating, according to one account45, some of the companions 
suggested the day of revelation to be the start point while others proposed the year of 
the Prophet’s death. Then cUmar said, as al-Tabari reports (n.d, vol.2 p.3): “Verily, we 
shall start dating from the [year] of the Prophet’s hijra, as his hijra was a severance 
between the truth and the falsehood” dkbilj ov oj* “j= ^  uP ^  j  j <Jj.
These words from the second Caliph sum up the absolute importance of the hijra and its 
significant impact on the course of history.
The hijra to Medina was not the first of its kind, as the hijra to Abyssinia preceded it by 
eight years. However, it was unique in the sense that it symbolized the start of the 
coming era, where Muslims established then own state for the first time in history, 
practiced then religion without fear of persecution and spread Islam outwards.
The sources and analogy of this topic
Adhering to my methodology, I will study the six compilations of sira that I have 
already used, and then choose one of them to trace and analyze the course of events that 
occurred before, during and after the hijra to Medina.
Ibn Ishaq (151 AH), Sirat Ibn Ishaq
Unfortunately, what the surviving sections of this book make no reference to the hijra to 
Medina, other than short sketches about the Prophet’s preaching to the Arab tribes who 
came for pilgrimage.
45 There are various accounts of this occurrence. Some of the accounts state that cAli Ibn Abi Talib was 
the person who suggested die hijra to be the start point of dating, other accounts cite that it was the 
Prophet himself who pointed out to calculate dates from his arrival in Medina, and used this date when he 
sent letters to the Christians of Najran inviting them to convert to Islam. For full details about these 
accounts see; al-Tabari, (n.d, vol.2 pp.3-6) also, al-SuyUtl, (1978, vol.l p.19-23), Ibn al-Jawzi, (1939, 
vol.4. p.228), Ibn Sa°d, (n.d, vol.3 p.281 and Ibn Kathir (n.d, vol.3 p.206).
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Ibn Hisham (213 AH), Sirat Ibn Hisham
Ibn Hisham who narrates on the authority of Ibn Ishaq, reports the whole course of 
events concerning the hijra to Medina. He starts with the attempts of the Prophet to 
convert the Arab tribes and details the names of tribes and how they replied to the 
Prophet. He then reports the account of the group of Ban! al-Najjar who met the Prophet 
in Mecca and converted to Islam (Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2, p.277)
After that he describes the first allegiance, bay°at a l-cAqaba ah °ula including the names 
of the Ansar who swore the allegiance and the wording of the allegiance itself. He then 
relates the account of Muscab Ibn cUmayr in Medina and his successful efforts to spread 
Islam, including the conversion of the elite of the tribesmen there, such as Usayd Ibn 
Hudayr and Sacd Ibn Mucadh (Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2, pp.279-282).
After that Ibn Hisham goes on to detail the second allegiance, byacat al-Aqaba al- 
thaniya. He names the 71 men and two women who attended that night. He also relates 
what the Prophet and his uncle al-c Abbas asked for and the reply of the Ansar. He 
affirms the incident of the devil al-Shaytan when he shouted loudly to warn Quraysh of 
al- Aqaba meeting, and the incident of the capture of Sacd Ibn cUbada and his release 
(Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2, p.287).
Additionally, Ibn Hisham cites the Prophet's permission for the Muslims to migrate, but 
he exclusively details many accounts of Muslims migrating to Medina and the suffering 
they experienced from Quraysh upon that (Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2, p.314).
He then reports the conspiracy of Quraysh to get rid of the Prophet and his miraculous 
escape from them. In addition, he narrates the pursuit of the Prophet by Quraysh, 
including the story of Suraqa Ibn Malik, the Thawr grotto, the way and the places the 
Prophet and his companion passed through to Medina (Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2, p.320).
Finally, Ibn Hisham states the warm welcome of the Ansai' to the Prophet, the building 
of the mosque, the brotherhood bond between the Ansar and the Muhajirun and the 
details of the new constitution, which arranged relations among Medinan society 
including the Jewish tribes (Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2, p. 324).
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Ibn Sacd (230 AH), Tabaqatlbn Sacd
Ibn Sacd reports the hijra to Medina from the beginning. He describes the circumstances 
before hijra, the Prophet’s attempts to conveit one of the pilgrim Arab tribes to Islam 
and his eventual success in converting the six people of Barn al-Najjar in the season of 
pilgrimage. He relates a superficial account of the first allegiance baycat a l-cAqaba al- 
‘ula and the dispatch of Muscab Ibn cUmayr to Yathrib, but a more detailed account of 
the second allegiance byacat a l-cAqaba al-thaniya, the terms and conditions of the 
Prophet and his uncle al-c Abbas and the acceptance of the Ansai- (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l,
pp.216-218)
After that Ibn Sacd reports the permission of the Prophet to the Muslims to migrate to 
Medina, the conspiracy of Quraysh against the Prophet and his miraculous escape from 
them. He then reports the migration of the Prophet and his companion Abu Bakr 
including then refuge in the cave of Thawr during the failed chase of Quraysh. He also 
mentions in this context the account of Um Macbad and the account of Suraqa (Ibn 
Sacd, n.d, vol.l, pp.225-229).
Finally, Ibn Sacd ends his narration by reporting the very warm welcome of the Ansar to 
the Prophet and his companion and touches briefly upon the brotherhood between 
theAosJrand the Muhajirun (Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.l, p.238).
Al-Tabari (310 AH), Tarlkh al- Tabari
Al-Tabari adopts the narration of Ibn Ishaq fully with almost no variation on what Ibn 
Hisham narrates on the authority of Ibn Ishaq (al-Tabari, 1984, vol.l, p.558).
Ibn Kathrr (774 AH), al-Bidaya wa al-Nihaya
Ibn Kathlr also relies generally on the narration of Ibn Ishaq, but also makes some 
comparisons in certain places between the narration of Musa Ibn cUqba, the counterpart 
of Ibn Ishaq, and the narration of Ibn Ishaq. In addition, Ibn Kathlr includes more detail 
from other traditions and narrations, like the spinning of the spider’s web over the
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entrance of the cave and the pigeons that laid their eggs there (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.3,
p.228).
Al-HalabI (1044 AH), ah Sira al-Halabiyya
Al-HalabI depends on the narration of Ibn Ishaq, but adds significant detail from other 
traditions and sometimes even from the narration of al-Waqidl, the sheikh of Ibn Sacd. 
He also comments on the course of events and supports his claims with quotations from 
the jurisprudents and history scholars.
Regarding the compilation, I will rely on Slrat Ibn Hisham to trace and analyse events 
because Ibn Hisham covers the migration to Medina in most detail, in particular the 
condition of the Muslims in Medina, the brotherhood, the constitution and other 
elements pertinent to this research. Also the narration of Ibn Ishaq (150 AH) is 
considered one of the earliest narrations and many scholars depended on it to report the 
events of Sira. In his book Masadir al-Sira al-Nabawiyya wa Taqwlmuha, Faruq 
Hamada (1980, p.71) says: “Ibn Ishaq was the master of this art to all those who came 
after him, without any argument. His book was the thorough source and the basic 
material for anyone who wants to write or talk about the sira of the Prophet”.
The atmosphere in Mecca before hijra to Medina
In this period, the torture and oppression of Muslims by the Quraysh continued, making 
the need for a safe haven a priority. Some Muslims sought refuge in Abyssinia, while 
others stayed in Mecca, for various reasons, despite the dreadful conditions there.
The Prophet’s efforts to convert people to Islam, especially the elite of the Arab tribes, 
does not stop after the experience in al-Ta°f. He exposes himself to various troubles in 
preaching to the tribes who come to perform pilgrimage in Mecca. These tribes, in most 
cases, not only reject his message but also harass and mock him. As Hamldullah (1974, 
p.54) says: “The fifteen tribes he had approached without any result represented the
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whole of the Arabian Peninsula; tribes from the North, the South, the East, the West and 
the Centre of the desert continent”. However, this bitter and harsh rejection does not 
deter him. He remains confident that the day would come when all the Arabs would 
convert to Islam. This was particularly the case after his miraculous journey al-Isra° wa 
al~Micraj to heaven, where he saw the world of the unseen, Paradise, Hellfire, the 
previous prophets, the angels and much more.
A spark of hope comes from Yathrib
The meeting between the Prophet and the pilgrims from Khazraj who eventually 
convert to Islam gives hope to the Prophet that the achievement of his mission is 
drawing closer.
A year after this crucial meeting, a group of twelve people, nine from al-Khazraj46 and 
three from al-Aws, come to meet the Prophet in Mecca. They meet in Mina valley in a 
place called al-c Aqaba, after which the allegiance was named al-cAqaba allegiance.
The members of the delegation stand out. The three men from al-Aws in this delegation 
are a powerful indication of the absolute sincerity and earnestness of the Khazrajite 
group who promised the Prophet to spread the word in Medina. They did not spread it 
only amongst their tribe, al-Khazraj, but also triumphed over their enmity and 
approached al-Aws with the new religion. Watt (1994, p. 146) describes the situation in 
Medina at the time: “No formal peace was made after Bucath47, but the combatants were 
too exhausted to continue the struggle actively. For the most part, the enemy groups 
avoided one another, but there was a state of hostility, and, if a man was careless and 
gave his opponents an opportunity, he was liable to be murdered”.
46 From these nine, there were two men horn Ban! cAwf who were known by al-Qawaqil. They were 
called by this name because they used to give jiwar to whoever asked for it, and when they did so they 
used to give die mustaJir an arrow and tell him i.e. walk proudly in Madina (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.2
p.280).
It is the last famous battle between al-Aws and al-Khazraj, and the victory was to al-Awas and its allies 
over al-Khazraj and its allies. See al-Shayban! (1994, vol.l p.538)
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This could mean that the Khazrajite Muslims took some risk in approaching al-Aws 
with this religion. Once again, this demonstrates that their enthusiasm for the new 
religion was not a matter of political interest, as Watt says (1994, p.I) but an intellectual 
convention and an emotional belonging. Otherwise, they might have restricted their 
preaching of Islam to their own tribe, al-Khazraj, and not spread it to all the tribes in 
Medina as Hamldullah says (1974, p.55).
The essence of the allegiance, which the delegation came to swear before the Prophet, 
was adherence to monotheism and the rites of Islam. The literal text of this oath, as Ibn 
Hisham (1990, vol.2 p.280) states, was: “Not to ascribe anything as a partner to God 
and nor to steal or to commit illegal sexual intercourse, nor kill our children, nor 
fabricate any calumny either by hands [or to walk into it] by feet, nor disobey him in 
any good” Vj ^ V
L-fljJX* yk  VJ U k jlj .
Should they stick to these commands and fulfil their promises, the reward would be 
Paradise. Otherwise, “then fate was up to God Exalted is He, either He forgives or 
punishes them”, as the Prophet said (Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2 p.280).
This oath of allegiance was called the allegiance of women, bay0at al-nisa3, because 
fighting was not obligatory on them. However, by this allegiance a new base for the 
oppressed Muslims in Mecca was in the making. To strengthen this base, the Prophet 
sent one of his intimate companions, Muscab Ibn cUmayr, to teach the Medinan 
Muslims the Qur°an and spread Islam among the tribes.
Mus°ab’s mission was a great success. After only a year, there was no house in Medina 
that had not heard about Islam. In addition, seventy three high profile Medinan Muslims 
came to the Prophet to swear allegiance to him, in what is known as the second 
allegiance, bya°atal-°Aqaba al-thaniya.
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The second allegiance, bya°at al- cAqaba al-thaniya48
Accompanying five hundred non-Muslim pilgrims from among then people, the seventy 
three Medinan Muslims, including two women, went to Mecca to meet the Prophet. The 
meeting was arranged at the same place, al-cAqaba. Discreetly, the Medinan Muslims 
went along without then non-Muslim relatives suspecting anything.
The Prophet is there, accompanied by his non-Muslim uncle al-c Abbas who comes to 
ensure the quality of the deal they would strike with the Prophet. Being the first one to 
speak, al-cAbbas, as narrated by Ibn Hisham (1990, vol.2, p.290) says: “O people of 
Khazraj49, verily Mohammad is in [a unique] position within his tribe, as you know. We 
have protected him from our own people who do not believe in him like me50. He is 
respected within his people and protected in his country. However, he refused but to 
align and depart to you. Should you think that you can fulfil what you have promised 
him and protect him from his opponents, then it is up to you to face what you have 
borne. But, if you think that you may surrender him and let him down after he departs 
with you, then leave him now, as he is respected and protected in his country and 
amongst his people” i^dc. \i* y] jr jjih  i** U
t j j j j  L))i (jja iilj  jUauV! VJ ^  oaL ^  jc. tijij
e d j j  AxijS (jxi AjiI a j  j c . 4 j l i  s jc .^ 3  t j l \
Respectfully, the delegation answers that they had listened and then asked the Prophet 
to speak and set whatever conditions he likes. After preaching and reciting some verses 
of the Qur’an, the Prophet puts before them his condition to migrate, as Ibn Hisham 
(1990, vol.2 p.291) states: “I accept your allegiance [on the condition that] you protect 
me from what you protect your women and children” ^  jl
48 Ibn Sa°d call it Bya cat al- cAqaba al-Akhira
49 He called upon al-Khazraj only although al-Aws were there because the Arabs used to call both of al- 
Awas and al-Khazraj al-Khazraj, either because al-Khazraj was the majority or because they were the 
powerful tribe.
0 In the narration of Ibn Sacd he added: "By God we all protect him, irrespective whether we follow him 
or not. Those who do not follow him protect him out of linage and honour” t> j ^  iilj -ui^
t—'um -ll <U jii L1a c£i d ’
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Obviously this was the condition for the Prophet’s migration to Medina. He wanted a 
protection, a safe heaven and a base for him to set out preaching and spreading his 
message.
To demonstrate then- sincerity and acknowledgement of the serious implications, al- 
Bara° Ibn Macrur stands full with pride, takes the Prophet’s hand and says, according to 
Ibn Hisham (1990, vol.2 p.291): “Yes, by He Who has sent you with the truth, we will 
protect you from what we protect our women, so accept our allegiance O the Messenger 
of God. By God we are the sons of wars and the people of battle, we have inherited it 
from noble grandfathers” 4)1 j  L  l i j j l  A l a  ^ i a j  L a *  tA\* \a\\ J j s d l j  I I j  J U
(jc. Ia U Q j Agi-dl (JaIj L - 4ll j .
By this reply the jiw ai' is struck between the Prophet and the Muslims of Medina. It is a 
clear manifestation that the Islamic tradition accepts the contract of jiw ai' and endorses 
it. They promised to protect him as they protected their women and children, which 
meant they were ready to die, if need be, to defend him. Nonetheless, then reasons for 
accepting such a risky and dangerous deal were different from the motivations of 
ordinary tribesmen who gave jiwai: Then motives were not mainly fame and reputation 
but reward in Paradise. This kind of reward was unfamiliar to the Arab tribes. From 
then on, the factor of religion was present when making the jiw ai' contract.
The start of migration to Medina
Unconfirmed news of the allegiance reached Quraysh who intensified then torture, 
harassment and persecution of the Muslims in Mecca. If the news turned out to be true, 
then their trade would be threatened and Yathrib would provide a military base for the 
Muslims to launch attacks against them.
According to Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol. 1 p.224), God reveals to His Prophet through a vision 
the permission for Muslims to migrate to Medina. The Prophet then tells his 
companions that: “God, Exalted is He, has made for you brothers and a home where you 
should be safe” Wj ^  t-lpj je. 4il jl (ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2
p.314). Hastily, the distressed Muslims start to migrate individually and in groups. No 
Muslim remains in Mecca, except for the Prophet, Abu Bakr, and CA1I as well as those
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who are compulsorily detained and locked up, or too sick or weak to travel (Ibn Sa°d, 
n.d, vol.2 p.224).
With the mass migration of the Muslims, Quraysh realizes that their worst fears were 
materializing. The Prophet would join his followers sooner rather than later and 
consequently fight them with his zealous followers. Hence, they convened an urgent 
assembly in Dar al-Nadwasl, to decide how to deal with the Prophet. After lengthy 
discussion they agree upon killing the Prophet by a group of men selected from 
different divisions of Quraysh, so that the Prophet’s tribe, BanI cAbd Manaf could not 
seek revenge after his killing.
This plot and the alternatives discussed in dealing with the Prophet were swiftly 
revealed to the Prophet by Jibril, the Angel (8:30): “And when those who disbelieve 
plot against you to pin you down, or to kill you or to exile you; they plot and plan, and 
Allah too plans; but the best of planners is Allah” aL ijj
This was the awaited permission for the Prophet to migrate as al-Razi says (2000, 
vol. 16, p.51). Divine Providence intervened to protect the Prophet. God aborted the plot 
of Quraysh and saved his Prophet from the fighters who surrounded his home. The 
Prophet then went to Abu Bakr to accompany him on his journey to Medina.
The details of the Prophet’s journey to Medina and the precautions he took reveal the 
deep sense of insecurity he felt. His order to CA1I Ibn Abi Talib to sleep in his place, the 
choice of an unconventional route to Medina, the use of the goats that cAbdullah Ibn 
Abu Bakr used to graze to wipe out then’ footsteps and the refuge of the Prophet and his 
companion at the Thawr Grotto during the pursuit of Quraysh, all demonstrate the 
Prophet’s reliance on God and the employment of every possible human measure to 
achieve his goal. These measures also indicate the fear experienced by the Prophet and 
his companion in fleeing from Mecca and escaping the assassination attempt.
51 A place Quraysh used to convene meetings in, to take crucial decisions, as Ibn Ishaq says, see (Ibn 
Hisham, 1990, vol.3, p.5).
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Whether this departure was flight or expulsion is something of a philosophical debate, 
as discussed by Rubin, (2003, p.44), and is of less relevance here. It was Quraysh who 
created the harsh conditions and made the atmosphere intolerable for the Prophet to live 
there any longer, hence he had to flee, as al-Razi says (2000, vol. 16, p.51). They also 
pursued him to kill him while he was fleeing, and in this sense he was expelled forcibly. 
In any case, the outcome of both flight and expulsion was the same, as both drove the 
Prophet to Medina, where he established the first Islamic state.
Establishing the Islamic state in Medina
Upon the arrival of the Prophet in Medina, acceptance of Islam was spreading and the 
Muslims there waited eagerly for the Prophet to be among them. The welcome was very 
warm, as Ibn Hisham (1990, vol.3 p.20) states. However, there were a few tribes, 
specifically Khatma, Wa°il, Waqif and Umayya, who were called “Aws Allah” that did 
not convert according to Ibn Hisham (1990, vol.3 p.29). The reasons for then refusal are 
not evident. However, Watt (1994, p. 178) tried to explain it by the fact that “these clans 
were closely linked with the Jews. Then lands were apparently not in a solid block, but 
mixed among Jewish lands. Then position was thus weak, and it is understandable that 
they were not ready, without further observation at close quarters, to commit themselves 
irrevocably to a movement that was looked on with disfavour by then Jewish 
neighbours.”
Some members of these clans converted to Islam covertly, but after the killing of 
cAsma3 Bint Marwan al-Khatmi, who had arranged poems abusing the Prophet and his 
religion and inciting the men of her tribe to kill him, they openly declared their 
conversion without any fear*52.
Opposition to the Prophet was not exclusive to these clans and the Jewish tribes also 
kept aloof from Islam. Given that the Prophet was not from among them, as they were 
expecting (Ibn Hisham, 1990, vol.2 p.276) they were disappointed. As Watt, (1994, 
p. 198) says: “The great majority of the Jews did not merely accept Muhammad, but
52 These tribes eventually converted to Islam and were the last in Medina to convert. For details see Ibn 
Kathlr (n.d, vol.5 p.221) and Ibn Hibban (1975, vol.l, p.136).
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became increasingly hostile. Very soon after the hijra it must have become clear that 
few Jews were likely to accept the Gentile Prophet”.
Opposition of the Prophet in Medina also included the munafiqun, the hypocrites, who 
overtly adopted Islam as their religion but clandestinely devised plots against the 
Prophet and his followers.
Having been about to be crowned as the king of Yathrib,c Abdullah Ibn Ubayy, the head 
of the hypocrites, considered the Prophet his enemy. The Prophet dealt with him gently 
and tried to win his heart but with no success. On the contrary, cAbdullah Ibn Ubayy 
kept trying to hurt the Prophet by inciting the Muslims against him, as occurred during 
the expedition of BanI al-Mustaliq. When the Prophet heard about this he got angry but 
‘Usayd Ibn Hudayr intervened and asked the Prophet to forgive him as narrated by Ibn 
Kathlr, (vol.4, p. 157): “O the messenger of God, be kind [to him]. Verily, God has sent 
you to us and his people were arranging the pearls to crown him and he sees that you 
have taken his kingship” ^  4il U*U. & <39J  J L
1 ri'nti. ill
The role of the munafiqun, and especially this incident involving cAbdullah Ibn Ubayy 
in the expedition of Ban! al-Mustaliq, is important to understand the nature of Medinan 
society at that time.
The bond of brotherhood between the Muslims
The first step in his venture to establish the first Islamic state was the Prophet’s 
construction of the Mosque and his dwelling within it. This mosque functioned as a 
place for worship, for learning the teachings of Islam and for receiving the revelations. 
In addition, it was the government headquarters, where policy, social affairs, foreign 
affairs, economy, peace, war and anything else of importance to the Muslims, 
individually or collectively was decided upon. In brief, Islam for Medinan Muslims as 
Watt (1994, p. 146) says: “Provided an economic, social, and political system. Of this 
system, religion was an integral part; it may be called the ideological aspect of the 
system”. There is little wonder then that the mosque played such a central part in the life 
of the Muslims.
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To strengthen the internal front, the Prophet set an unprecedented course in the life of 
the Arabs then. He diminished their tribal relations and founded a new relationship 
called al-mu °akha brotherhood between the emigrants the muhajrun and the people of 
Yathrib the Ansar. According to Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.l, p.238) the Prophet: “Made them 
brothers on [the basis of] truth and equality and to inherit each other after death 
excluding their [non-Muslim] blood relatives” ujUdl a y j  (>31 
u?y ay-
This relationship the m uDakha was new to them, but they embraced its implementation. 
One interesting account of this m u °akha was that between cAbd al-Rahman Ibn cAwf, 
(.muhajir) and Sacd Ibn al-RabIc (from the Ansar). According to the narration of Ibn 
Sa°d (n.d, vol.3, p. 126) and Ibn Kathlr (n.d, vol.3, p.228) Sacd told Ibn cAwf: “I am the 
wealthiest man in Medina, so look at half of my riches and take it. I also have two 
wives, have a look at them and see who you fancy more, so that I divorce her [so you 
can then marry her]” jkili j  1^=^  jkjU VL* JaI jjSI Ui
t ^ ciliS l
This portrait of generosity exceeded the familial' boundai'ies and customs of the Arab 
tribes before the advent of Islam. Generosity was one of the elevated characteristics the 
Arabs were proud of. The poets frequently arranged poems praising the generous and 
this praise played a crucial role in motivating people to help the needy either by 
providing them with food and shelter or by granting them protection and jiwai'. 
However, the motivation here was not the poets’ praise but the Prophet’s praise and 
reward in the hereafter. This again shows that a new society based on new relations was 
emerging in Medina.
It is worth noticing that the mu°akha was not merely between the Muhajh'un on one side 
and the Ansai- on the other. It was actually between all sectors of society regardless of 
their position in the hierarchy at that time. The Muhajirun themselves were bonded 
together as brothers by the mu°akha. The Prophet and CA1I Ibn Abl Talib became 
brothers and Hamza Ibn cAbd al-Muttalib, the Prophet’s uncle and Zayd Ibn Haritha, 
the servant of the Prophet, also became brothers in the light of this mu°akha. Hence, the 
ultimate aim of the mu°akha was not just to help the destitute and needy immigrants, but
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to demolish the tribal ties and relations and build new allegiances based on religion 
alone. This new bond aimed at strengthening the internal front and constructing a 
harmonized society.
The mu°akha also shows the power of Islam and its innovation to establish strong 
relationships between its followers which could be needed badly in the Arab and 
Islamic world these days.
It is perhaps one of the rare occasions, if any, in history that we see such harmony 
between the immigrants and the indigenous people of a country. This success was due 
to the Islamic ideology on which the whole system was based. The Ansar gave 
limitlessly because they wanted rewards in the hereafter, as they had been promised by 
the Prophet on the first day they met in al-cAqaba and swore the allegiance to him. 
Without such unity and harmony, the newborn state probably could not have withstood 
the challenges inside and outside Medina.
For this unique hospitality and warm welcome from the Ansar towards the Muhajirun, 
they deserved eternal praise from God. In the jahiliyya, the poem was the most effective 
way to praise and honour. Now it was the Qur°an and the Prophet’s sayings that took 
this position, although poetry continued to play a reduced role. An example of this 
praise was in the Qur°anic verse (59:9): “And [it shall be offered, too, unto the poor 
from among] those who, before them had then- abode in this realm and in faith - [those] 
who love all that come to them in search of refuge, and who harbour in their hearts no 
grudge for whatever the others may have been given, but rather give them preference 
over themselves, even though poverty be their own lot for, such as from their own 
covetousness are saved - it is they, they that shall attain to a happy state!” j&l
jij  (JjJJjjJj IjJjl AikLk ^  (JjAaa Yj  (jA (j?
(jjpdaiiil j^uj 3 ^  lAj AjAaLLeA
Regarding the M uhajkun they were also praised in the Qur°an (59:8) for their sacrifices: 
“[Thus, part of such war-gains shall be given] to the poor among those who have 
forsaken the domain of evil those who have been driven from their homelands and their 
possessions, seeking favour with God and [His] goodly acceptance, and who aid [the 
cause of] God and His Apostle: It is they, they who are true to their word!” eljSalj
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fc liiijl J&I L jljjk Ja_Jj jjll {_yz ^L^aS  ^ L ^ ljp jljl l^ a .^ ) i.1  L j j i l l  (JJ^a.L^JaIl 
Despite the spirit of generosity, unity and brotherhood that spread across Medina, there 
were some isolated incidents which hint at the difficulty felt by some in relinquishing 
the blood-feud and jah ily  tribal attitude. These incidents were fuelled by those 
representing the opposition in Medina, i.e. the munafiqun and the Jewish tribes there.
One of these incidents, narrated by Ibn Hisham (1990, vol.4, pp.254-256) occurred 
during the expedition of Bam al-Mustaliq. It stalled when Jahjah, the servant of cUmar 
Ibn al-Khattab, scrambled with Sinan Ibn Wabar, an ally of al-Khazraj, then Sinan 
shouted: “O the people of the Ansai”53 and Jahjah shouted: “O the people of 
M uhajtiud\ Hurriedly, two groups of the two sides gathered and carried their weapons, 
as a sign of readiness to fight. When cAbdullah Ibn Ubayy heard this, he became angry 
and stalled to abuse the Muhajirun and blame his people for their hospitality towards 
them. He said: “They have become more than us and confronted us in our country. By 
God, we and those of the low class of Quraysh have become like what the predecessors 
said: Feed your dog and he will bite you. By God, if we return to Medina, the 
honourable will expel the meaner. Then he turned to those who attended his gathering 
of his people and said: This is what you have done to yourselves; you opened your 
country to them and shared your possessions with them. By God, if you had not given 
them what you have, they would have turned to anywhere other than your country”54 jS 
L i x ^ j  ( j jS  j i i l j  L a i d L K  (J a jo i  ( J l i  L a £  V ]  U ^ c .1  L a  j i i l j  U T i L  l j j  L i j ^ a L i
^ A jrtiN -d  M'tib ^ i ix i  La IfA ;ijLia *Caj3 q a  ^j^a ^^ic- tjja l .cJ^V l tgA* j& V l  ^ > ^ 1  <^1]
j j c .  ^ 1  Ijljsk jS  La ^ - ic .  ^SjuLal j l  j i i l j  Lat ^£51j^al j^alajjiLSj Pail of this
occurrence was recorded in the Qur°an (63:7-8).
53 These shouts are for calling help If om the tribe when one is in danger and obviously the tribesmen must 
answer this call according to the blood-feud that they sacred and considered as a means of survival in that 
environment. See Watt (1994, p.261)
54 It is remarkable how closely the words of Ibn Ubayy resemble the addresses of many extreme right- 
wing parties in the developed countries these days regarding immigrants. The logic and even the wording 
are similar. These parties speak about the immigrants who come to their countries to take over their jobs 
and share with them the benefits and the wealth of their countries. Thus they express the necessity to 
reduce their numbers, if not prevent them totally from entering their countries. Moreover, one can detect a 
kind of racist attitude within many of these extreme right-wing parties as they consider themselves 
superior to any other foreigners living with them in their countries, exactly as Ibn Ubayy thought. He 
believed that he was superior and honourable, and the migrating Muslims meaner and inferior.
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The munafiqun were a kind of fifth column in the Medinan society. Despite that the 
Prophet did not take any direct action towards them, especially Ibn Ubayy. This could 
be due to the Prophet’s intention to concentrate on building and nourishing the positive 
side of the society, hoping that the munafiqun would die away in the course of time. 
Also it could be that the Prophet did not want to send a wrong message to the other 
tribes by killing cAbdullah Ibn Ubayy. This was clear in the Prophet’s response to 
cUmar Ibn al-Khattab who asked the Prophet to kill him: “How would it be O cUmar if 
people propagate that Muhammad kills his companions?” o ^ '  h
J jSj It was then for political reasons that the Prophet did not kill him. The 
Prophet was proved right, when the closest circle of Ibn Ubayy stalled to blame and 
stop him from saying, let alone doing, anything to harm the Prophet (Ibn Hisham, 1990, 
vol.4, p.256).
Another powerful indication of the changes taking place in the society’s tribal relations 
was the offer by the son of c Abdullah Ibn Ubayy after hearing what his father had said. 
He went to the Prophet and expressed his readiness to bring the head of his father to the 
Prophet, should he order him. The Prophet refused, however, and told him to be gentle 
with him as long as he was alive55 (al-Tabari, 1984, vol.28, p. 116).
After this incident and what followed for Ibn Ubayy, the influence of the munafiqun 
stalled to fade while the Muslims continued to gather strength and might in establishing 
the new Islamic state, which became a safe haven for any Muslim seeking refuge.
The integration of the migrants into Medinan society perhaps has no historical 
precedent. The migrants did not only integrate fully into that society, but also became 
the governors of the country, not with occupation and oppression but with the 
cooperation of the indigenous people.
Giving jiw ario  non-Muslims
Until the oppressed Muslims in Mecca started to migrate and build their state in 
Medina, they only knew one side of jiwar, that is to ask for it and be mustajfrrather than
55 See also Ibn Hajar (n.d, vol.8, p.650)
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mujlr. However, as the first Islamic state in Medina grew capable of defending itself, 
Muslims began to experience the other side of jiw ai\ that is to be mujir, the one who 
gives jiwar.
Interestingly, we find in this period, examples of women giving jiw ai' to non-Muslims 
and the Prophet himself endorsing this jiwar. The account of the Prophet’s daughter 
Zaynab giving jiw ai' to her non-Muslim husband al-c As is well known. As narrated56 by 
Ibn Kathlr (n.d, vol.3 p.332) al-cAs Ibn al-RabTc refused to convert and stayed in 
Mecca, while his wife Zaynab migrated to Medina to join her father. One day al-cAs 
went out on a trade journey to Syria as he used to do. On his way back a group of armed 
Muslims faced him and took all his trade, money and belongings, while he managed to 
escape. Secretly, he went to his wife Zaynab in Medina who gave him jiwai'. To declare 
it to all Muslims Zaynab shouted from the back lines, while the Prophet was leading the 
morning prayers: “O people I have given jiw ai'to  al-cAs Ibn al-RabIc” jS uJril 1*j1 
da U CjjsJ. When the Prophet finished his prayers he turned to people asking 
whether they had heard what he heal'd, they said yes. To assure people this was not 
made up before hand, the Prophet swore that he knew nothing about this until he heard 
it with them. Then he said: “The weakest of the Muslims gives jiw ai” ^  j& i
Another well-known example of women giving protection to non-Muslims is the jiw ar 
of Um Hard3 to two of her brothers-in-law of Bam Makhzum, as narrated57 by Ibn 
Hisham (1991, vol.5 p.72). When the Prophet entered Mecca triumphantly, some from 
Quraysh tried to save themselves in different ways. Al-Harith Ibn Hisham and Zuhayr 
Ibn Umayya (al-Halabl, n.d, vol.3 p.41) sought jiw ar of Um Hani° who granted it. Her 
brother CA1I Ibn Abl Talib came across and saw the two men. Astonished as to how his 
sister could give jiw ar to non-Muslims, he decided to kill them, but she confronted him 
and refused to hand them to him. Hurriedly, she then went to the Prophet and told him 
what had happened, the Prophet said: “We give jiw ai' to whom you have given jiw ai'to, 
and we secure whom you have secured. He [CA1I] should not kill them” i> h j J
UghSj diiol (j>i Uxiij
56 See al-AndalusI (1997, vol.2 p.45), Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.2 p.87) and al-Shayybanl (1991, vol.5 p,372)
57 See also al-Halabl (1979, vol,3 p.41), Ibn Kathlr (n.d, vol.4 p.281) and Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.2 p.144)
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In these two examples we see that women could give jiw ai'to  non-Muslims and that all 
the Muslims had to keep this j i  war intact and respect it.
Conclusion:
The hijra of the Prophet and his companions to Medina was a major event the impact of 
which changed the course of history thereafter. It was the clearest shape of seeking 
protection through jiwm \ where the Prophet and his companions migrated en masse 
from Mecca to Medina seeking protection and care from the People of Medina. The 
latter accepted that because of mainly the great reward they would get in the hereafter.
It was the first time in history that Muslims had a state where they could practice their 
religion without fear, oppression or persecution. The Prophet managed to demolish 
many of the tribal customs, tradition and relations, and form instead a very strong and 
coherent society which later was capable of vanquishing huge empires.
The hospitality of the people of Yathrib towards the Meccan migrants was a rare 
incident in history, notwithstanding the opposition of some factions there, like the 
munafiqun, the Jewish tribes and the non-believers.
The integration of the migrants in the Medinan society was also uniquely smooth. It was 
unprecedented that migrants could take power in the host society without oppression or 
tyranny. It was due to the Islamic faith that dissolved jahili relations and shaped new 
bonds that did not differentiate between the migrant and the indigenous people and 
made them one nation.
This new society, due to its history and components, was able to feel the pain of the 
oppressed and the refugees. It was natural then to see the endorsement of the Prophet of 
the principle of jiw ar and even more for it to become a Heavenly obligation on Muslims 
through the Prophetic practice and verses of Qur°an.
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Chapter III:
Aman [Safe Conduct] in the 
Islamic Tradition
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Introduction
After elaborating extensively on how the Muslims in the Meccan period and the early 
days in Medina dealt with the issue of protection, I will, in this chapter, examine how 
the Muslims dealt with those who came to them after establishing their- state in Medina 
seeking their protection.
Research across the various sources of exegesis, sira, hadith, literature, history, poetry 
and linguistics suggests that there were three terms used to identify the person who 
sought protection with the Muslims. These terms were mustajh; m uhajirand musta °min. 
This issue also led me to identify other people living in the Islamic state and enjoying 
protection, called the dhimmls. Studying the issue of dhimma in this context is crucial 
in order to differentiate between them and those who came from outside the Islamic 
state seeking temporary protection, such as the mustajli' and musta °min.
Before delving into the definition of each term, its usage and the similarities and 
differences between them, it is essential to define other terms relating to these such as 
those relating to the land the mustajm; muhajir and musta °min may have come from. 
Some scholars, as we shall see, divided the world into two main categories: dar al-harb 
and dar al-Islam. The importance of studying these dais lies in the fact that each has its 
own rulings and the movement of a person from one dai- to another could have an 
important impact. It is also significant to study these dais as this study is concerned with 
the movement of the mustajh', muhajir and musta 3m in from dai' al-harb to dai' al-Islam  
and not vice versa, so as to examine how the Islamic tradition dealt with them in the 
Islamic state {dai'al-Islam).
After identifying all of these terms I undertake extensive research of the Qur3anic 
commentary books to see how scholars, throughout the course of Islamic history, 
understood and interpreted the verse (9:6) which is considered the cornerstone in 
legalising the protection of the non-Muslims when they seek it in the Islamic state.
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Dar al-Harb and Dar al-Islam
Muslim scholars in general divided the world into two and sometimes into three 
categories , as Zaydan states (1982, p. 18). The first category is dai' al-Islam, the second 
is dai' al-hai'b and the third is dai' al- cahd9. While this categorization seems not to have 
any supporting evidence in the Qurian, the early scholars might have relied on the 
account narrated by al-Bukhari (1986, vol.5, p.2024) on the authority of Ibn cAbbas 
which states: “The disbelievers were two categories in the eyes of the Prophet and the 
Muslims. [The first category] was disbelievers of war who used to fight the Prophet, 
and the Prophet used to fight them. The [second] was the disbelievers of cabd, covenant, 
who did not fight the Prophet and the Prophet did not fight them” qI£
Dar al-Harb
Dai' al-harb60 is also sometimes referred to as dar al-kufr,; aid al-kufi61, dar al-shirk52 or 
ard al-shh'jk63. {Dai' al-Islam  is also sometimes known as aid al-Islam). Ibn Taymiyya 
(hanball- 728 AH) (n.d, vol.27, p.47), is the only scholar who called it once ardal-Iman.
The hanafites, who are renowned for their fondness of thorough debates, have discussed 
this matter in more detail than other scholars. Al-SarakhsI (hanafi- 490 AH) had a
58 That is also obvious from the coming discussions of the scholars and their definition to dar al-harb and 
dar al-Islam. See the sources below.
59 Some scholars consider dar al- cahd part of dar al-Isalm, as we shall see later.
60 See for example, al-Tabari (n.d, vol.5, p.207), Ibn al-cArabi (n.d, vol.2, p.441), al-Shawkani (n.d, vol.l, 
p.218), ), Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.l, p.208), al-Buhuti (1996, vol.2, p.389), Ibn Taymiyya (n.d, vol.19, 
p.217) and al-Shafici (1973, vol.4, p.193).
1 See al-Tabari (n.d, vol.6, p.213), al-Qurtubi (n.d,vol.l3, p,339), al-Shawkani (n.d, vol.3, p.410), al- 
Buhuti (n.d, 1981,vol.3, p.43), Ibn Hazm(n.d, vol.7, p.284), al-Mubarkfuri (n.d, vol.8, p.304), al- 
Tilmisanl (1986, vol.l, p.25), al-Suyuti (1961, vol.2, p.511) and Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.l, p.211),
62 Al-Shafici (1979, vol.2, p.13), al-Tabari (n.d, vol.6, p.217), Ibn Kathlr (n.d, 1980, vol.l, p.442), Ibn al- 
Jawzi (1983, vol.6, p.281), al-Mirdawi (n.d, vol.6, p.358), Ibn Muflih (1979, vol.6, p.156), al-Shafi°i 
(1973, vol.4, p.160), al-Nawawi (1997, vol.2, p.82), al-Shirazi (n.d, vol.i, p.25), al-Shaybani (1975, vol.l, 
p,237), Ibn cAbdin (2000, vol.8, p.387), al-Siwasi (n.d, vol.6, p.109), al-Sacdi (1984, vol.l, p.309), al- 
cAbdarI (1977, vol.3, p.375), Ibn °Abd al-Barr (2000, vol.8, p.224), al-Qurtubi (n.d, vol.l, p.291), al- 
Daraqutni (1966, vol.4, p.112), Ibn Hibban (1993, vol.l, p.343), Ibn Hajar (n.d, vol.l, p.52), Abu al-Faraj 
(1979, vol.4, p.419) and al-Tahhawi (1978, vol.3, p.245).
63 Al-Jassas (1984, vol.3, p.228), al-Tabari (n.d, vol.5, p.223), al-Shawkani (n.d, vol.l, p.506), al-Shafi°i 
(1973, vol.7, p.333), al-Sacdi (1984, vol.2, p.726), al-°Abdari (1977, vol.4, p.160), al-Dusuqi (n.d, vol.2, 
p.482), al-Maghribi (1977, vol.3, p.382), al-Nasa3i (1991, vol.2, p.297), Ibn Hazm (n.d, vol.9, p.302), al- 
Hakim (1990, vol.3, p.15), Ibn Hibban (1993, vol.15, p.471), Ibn Abi Shayba (1988, vol.6, p.505) cAbd 
al-Razzaq (1982, vol.5, p.196) al-Zuraci (n.d, vol.l, p.270) and al-Fayiuzabadi (n.d, vol.l, p.1276).
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criteria for defining a land as dar Islam  or dar kufr. For him, the implementation of 
Islamic rules in the new land was a precondition for its classification as dai' Islam : 
“Conquering (the land) only without implementing the rules of Islam does not make it 
dar Islam” ^ 4  jb  V JjS getiM a ( a l - S a r a k h s i ,  n.d, vol. 10 p.23).
Al-Kasanl (hanafi- 580 AH) summarized the opinion of the hanafite school on this issue 
saying: “There is no dispute between our ashab64 that dai' al-kufr turns into dar Islam  by 
the prevalence of the Islamic rules there” p5bn) jb  j&i! jh  jl ^  V
l$ja (al-Kasani, 1982, vol.7, p. 130). However, there was disagreement
on what factors turned dai' al-Islam  into dar kufr. Abu Hanifa said (al-Kasani, 1982, 
vol.7, p. 130) that: “It {dar al-Islam] does not become dai' ku fr  unless three conditions 
are available; the first is the prevalence of the disbelief rulings, the second is the very 
closeness to dai' al-kufr and the third is that no Muslim or dhim m lcould be safe by the 
first security convention, i.e. the security convention of the Muslims65” jb  V l*i]
V (3^  cLiilliilj A  ^ -U'La 3fJ jSSS!
qUI jAj JjVl o^Vb U*1 Vj {I***, Abu Yusuf and Muhammad, the companions 
of Abu Hanifa, however, were at variance with Abu Hanlfa and adopted the first 
condition only to turn dai' al- Islam  to dai'kufr (al-Kasani, 1982, vol.7, p.130).
Al-Kasani comments on Abu Hanifa's opinion as follows: “If the Muslims were 
absolutely secure in that land and the non-believers were fearful all the time, then it is 
dai' Islam  and if the non-believers were absolutely secure and the Muslims were fearful 
all the time then it is dar kufr. The judgments are based on the security and fear, and not 
on Islam and disbelief” jb  ^  sjKll Uijiilj ^  1*j5 1> U I1 jj
.jiSW jb  ^  J5U.VI *>■ (jyri-uudi J Lslc. 1^ -13 (jbiSfl jtS jjj  3^LuiVI
y £ \\j V obiVl J& (al-Kasani, 1982, vol.7, p. 130).
Al-Kasani here stressed the issue of security, which should be available at all times to 
Muslims, dhimmis and those tied to the Muslims by other conventions such as jiwar.; 
hilfov  other contracts. This was apparent in the saying of Abu Hanlfa JjV' u^Vb lid and 
the first aman is the aman that springs from the soul of Islam and guaranteed by the
04 Asbab means members of the same school (Bosworth, et al., 1995, vol.8, p.83G)
65 The first aman is the aman the Muslims give to all the residents in the Islamic state including the 
dhimmis who live there.
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head of the state to the Muslims, dhimmis and other covenant people alike. The non­
believers, al-Kasani mentioned are those who are at war with the Muslims and not all 
non-believers.
The issue of security emerges here as another condition that defines dar Islam  or dar 
kufr. Al-Siwasi (hanafi- 681 AH) asserts this, saying: “Dai' al-hai'b becomes dar Islam  
by implementing the [Islamic] rules and by guaranteeing security to the Muslims living 
there” q* pjldi jb  jb  (al-Siwasi, n.d,
vol.5, p.480).
Al-Asbijani (hanafi-700 AH) goes further in defining dar Islam  and its features. 
Speaking about the Muslims countries invaded by Mongols in the eighth AH century, 
he states that the observance of worship rituals like adhan, congregational prayers, 
Friday prayers, etc. keeps the country dai' Islam  (Zaydan, 1982, p.21). Al-Asbijani is 
clearly keen to retain the attribute of dai'Islam  for the Muslim countries despite the fact 
they were invaded by Tatars, the rulings of Islam were not implemented and the 
Muslims had no sovereignty over the land. Thus, the Islamic doctrine is reduced to the 
very basic principles such as prayer.
The insistence on continuing to classify the land dar Islam  despite all that had taken 
place could be explained by his hope that this invasion and occupation was only 
temporary. Another factor in al-Asbijam’s approach might be that to define these 
countries as dai'kufr would mean there no land on Earth could any longer be considered 
dar Islam. The Tatars had invaded the symbol and the capital of the Muslim world, 
Baghdad, and the other countries.
In accordance with the Hanbalites strict approach regarding the implementation of the 
Islamic rules, Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (hanball- 751 AH) defined dai' al-Islam. “It is the 
land that the Muslims conquered and the rules of Islam have been applied to it. If the 
rules of Islam have not been implemented, then it is not dai' Islam f 1*1 j j  ^
jh  pi pl£L=J 1$j1& pi Uj p5L«yi IgJc. cjja.j (Ibn Qayyim, 1997, vol.2, 
p.728). Therefore, the decisive factor became the rule of Islam and the implementation 
of its commands there. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya does not accept the implementation of 
the rituals only, but requires the implementation of the main Islamic rules.
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Al-Asbijani and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya differed significantly in their views on this 
issue despite living in the same period. This demonstrates the enormous impact the 
nature of the madhhab has on scholars and their views.
Although Ibn Taymiyya (hanbali-728 AH) does not clearly state the implementation of 
the Islamic rules as a condition, it is certainly implied. He states that: “A place could be 
dai' ku fr if its people are non-believers then it becomes dai' Islam  should its people 
convert to Islam” ^  (Ibn
Taymiyya, n.d, vol.27, p. 143). By the nature of things, converting to Islam means the 
adherence to its commands and implementing its rules.
An interesting opinion was expressed by al-Haskafi (hanafi-1088 AH) in the eleventh 
AH century. When commenting on the three conditions of Abu Hanlfa regarding dai' al- 
Islam  and dai' al-kufr.; he says: “Dai- al-harb becomes dar Islam  by implementing the 
rules of Islam like the Friday and cId  prayers although some disbelievers may stay there 
and despite the fact that it is not connected to dar Islam” *b=4-i jh  jb
jIa j r i-a jj  j ] j  U r P  i j k  u J j  (JaI (al-Haskafi, 1966,
vol.4, p. 176). This opinion is interesting in the sense that al-Haskafi, like al-Asbljanl, 
was satisfied with prayers as evidence of the implementation of Islamic rules, despite 
the fact that the implementation of Islamic rules goes beyond the apparent rituals. In this 
context, most lands would today be considered dai' Islam  in the sense that even western 
secular states respect individual religious needs including the congregational prayers 
like Friday and cId  prayers, and many other rituals in addition to political, religious, 
economic and social freedoms.
To add strength to this understanding, we find some scholars in the Shafici school like 
al-Bujayraml (shaficI-l 155 AH) in the twelfth AH century, supporting this approach: “If 
the non-believers conquered a county where Muslims live, like Tarsus it would not 
become dai' ha i'tf jh  V 0 * ^ jlaS 1 $V\ 1 ; sJj j i j  (al-
Bujayraml, n.d, vol.3, p. 189). He says these countries are originally Muslim countries, 
either built by Muslims like Baghdad and Basra, or converted to Islam like Medina and
66 See al-Shirwam (n.d, vol.6, p.204) and al-Shirblni (n.d, vol.2, p.362).
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Yemen, or conquered by force like Egypt and Iraq. In all these cases, these countries 
remain Islamic regardless of whatever happens afterwards.
Al-Dusuq! (Maliki- 1230 AH) affirms this in the thirteenth AH century: “The Muslim 
countries do not become dar ku fr by conquering of disbelievers, as long as the rituals of 
Islam are still performed” M i-rij i_jjp. jta V f k
(Al-Dusuqi, n.d, vol.2, p. 188). Again we find more scholar's from different 
schools at different times lay emphasis on the rituals as a sign of the implementation of 
Islam.
Ibn cAbdin (hanafi-1307 AH) goes further and quotes from some late scholars who said 
that if the three conditions Abu Hanlfa set up for turning dar Islam  to dai' hai'b, were 
evident and a Muslim Judge was appointed to implement the Islamic ruling, then dar al- 
harb becomes dai'Islam  (Ibn cAbdm, 2000, vol.4, p. 175). Apparently, the Islamic ruling 
in the environment of an occupied country does not mean rulings concerning governing, 
political affairs, home or foreign affairs, but rulings on personal affairs like marriage, 
death, inheritance and so on.
Perhaps the most extreme opinion was that of al-Shaybani (hanafi- 189 AH). He 
exceeds all the boundaries when he says: “The fact that one of us Muslims remains in a 
country whose people have become apostates prevents it from turning into dai'hard' 
SO* jb  J  i> s ij  sJj ^  U* (al-Shaybanl, n.d, vol.8, p. 168). This
opinion implies that a single Muslim performing Islamic rituals such as prayers, fasting, 
etc would ensure that the title of dar Islam  was retained in that place.
To sum up, it is apparent that while many scholars make the implementation of Islamic 
rules a pre-requisite for dar Islam  or dar kufr, there are different opinions as to the 
meaning and signs of implementation. It is also significant that scholars such as al- 
Shaybanl, Ibn c Abdin, Al-Dusuql, al-Bujayrami and others who were keen to retain the 
attribute of dai' al-Islam  for lands once considered Muslim, all defined a land as Muslim 
regardless or whether it was originally for the Muslims or its people converted to Islam. 
In other words, they were quick to define a land as dar Islam  but reluctant to withdraw 
this characteristic despite the apostasy and occupation that may occur, as long as the 
basic Islamic rituals such as Friday and Sprayers were performed.
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Dar al- °Ahd
Al-Shafi°i (204 AH) was perhaps the only scholar to refer to dai* al- cahd as dar al-aman. 
He (1973, vol.7, p.350) says that this dai* should be protected like dai* al-Islam. “It is 
prohibited to launch an attack on [a place] if it is dar Islam  or dar aman [which becomes 
so] by a covenant that is struck by the Muslims, and nobody should be allowed to attack 
it” ^  .i&u ljUiI jl pXjJ dul£ Iji qa jl'dl
So, it is not only that Muslims are not allowed to attack, but also they have a duty to 
protect it since they made the deal with its people. He also mentions dar al- cahd in the 
context of what the Muslims are allowed to do in each land they conquer, (al-Shafici, 
1973, vol.4, p.257)
Literally, cahd means aman, security, as al-RazI (1995, vol.l, p. 192) says. 
Conventionally, it means the land Muslims conquer without force and with whose 
people they agree that the land remains theirs, provided they pay the tax, kharaj, as al- 
Mirdawi (Hanball- 450 AH) states. While explaining the status of lands conquered by 
pacification, he defines dai* al- cahd. “The second [choice] is to reach an agreement with 
them that the land is theirs and a duty, khai’aj, to be paid. This kharaj is equivalent to 
jizya  and when they convert to Islam it will be abolished. Their land does not become 
dai* Islam  but dm* cahd. They also have the right to sell or mortgage it” ji
Y j) Ja iu l I^a LuiI lil& j 1 g.'C. (j^
j j  ^  J* uj&j  (al-MirdawI, n.d, vol. 1, p. 157).
This meaning was reaffirmed by Ibn Muflih (Hanbali-884) in the ninth AH century67. 
Al-Buhuti (hanbali-1051 AH) supports Ibn Muflih in this opinion and adds that this 
“land is theirs and they are free to do anything with it” (al-Buhuti, 1996, vol.l, p.648). 
They can even build a church on it or any other worship places68.With the exact 
wording al-Suyutl (Hanball- 1243 AH) asserted the same meaning regarding dai* al- 
ca h (f\
67 See Ibn Muflih (1979, vol.3, p.379).
68 Al-Buhuti reaffirmed this in another book (1981, vol.3, p.96).
69 See al-Suyutl (1961, vol.2, p.566).
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Conclusion
Throughout Islamic history, scholars have differed in their definitions of dar al-Islam  
and dar al-hai'b. Some made the full implementation of Islamic rules an essential 
characteristic of dai-JsJam, while others were satisfied with the practice of the 
congregational prayers to consider that place dar-Islam. The scholars were generally 
influenced by the environment they lived in, and shaped their definition accordingly. It 
could be concluded that the definition of dar al-Islam in modem times should be based 
on implementation of the main Islamic principles and on the rights Muslims enjoy 
concerning their- freedom to practice their religion and express their beliefs and 
opinions.
Nonetheless, categorizing the world into two or three dais requires further scholarly 
discussion, especially given that the Prophet did not categorize the world as such, nor 
did the Qur°an. Additionally, the world at the time of the Prophet differs significantly 
from the world today. Today, the world is dominated by national states with recognized 
borders, with international laws and universal conventions, which, theoretically at least, 
govern the relation between states.
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The definition of the term mustajir
The term mustajir.; as explained in chapter one, was used by Arabs in the jahiliyya to 
describe the person who flees his land seeking protection and welfare, regardless of the 
reasons that might drive him to do so. After the establishment of the Islamic state in 
Medina the custom of jiw ar continued to exist, depicting the non-Muslim who seeks 
protection with the Muslims, like for example, when Um Hani3 gave protection to two 
brothers-in-law and Zaynab, daughter of the Prophet, gave jiw ar to her husband al-cAs 
Ibn al-RabF70.
However, it should be noted that Muslims might also seek jiw ar from other Muslims to 
protect them, particularly when they had committed a crime and fled fearing
71punishment . As such, it could be concluded that the term m ustajir was used for 
Muslims and non-Muslims.
70 See for more details see (ch.2 pp.86-87) of this thesis.
71 See examples of this in Ibn Kathir (n.d, vol.7, p.247), al-Shaybanl (1994, vol.3, p.365), Ibn Khaldun 
(1984, vol.4, p.675) and al-Tabari (n.d, vol.3, p.375).
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The definition of the term muhajir
The word hijra in Arabic is derived from the verb hajara which, according to al- 
Fayruzabadl (n.d, vol.l, p. 637) originally meant: “To leave a land to [another] land” 
lk 'J  A  l k J  Ibn Manzur (1956, vol.5, p.251) defines it as: “The nomad or the
civil who departs his country to live in another country” q; J  i> * A JjIA 
jL\ Idj (ji i^ J  like the Arab tribes who migrated from Yemen to Mecca, Medina and 
Syria following the destruction of the Ma°rib Dam (Ibn Kathlr, n.d, vol.2, p. 159).
In the Islamic tradition, the term hijra has been used to describe the emigration of 
Muslims from Mecca to different places like Abyssinia and other areas, however, they 
used it “most commonly to refer to emigration from Mecca to Medina in the time of the 
Prophet” (Crone, 1994, p.352). Later on, and particularly in the post-conquest period, a 
non-classical usage was developed according to Welhausen: “Hijra no longer meant 
flight, but emigration (with wife and children) to a military and political centre in order 
to serve there” (Crone, 1994, p.352).
Yet the term hijra has other subtle and important meanings associated with it. It means 
as Ibn Manzur (1956, vol.5, p.251) states: “To abandon something completely and 
neglect it” hj This meaning of the term is supported by
some traditions as al-NasanI reports (1991, vol.5 p.214) that the Prophet said: “The 
muhajir is the one who abandons what God has forbidden” ^  4il ^  U jA A .
So, hijra is at once physical and psychological. It is physical by moving from one place 
to another, and psychological in the sense that the muhajir leaves not only his tribe, 
relatives and kinsmen but also then* customs, tenets and rites.
It could also be said that hijra from a metaphoric perspective means the opposite of hijra 
in a literal sense. Hijra literally means leaving one’s own place to a foreign place, while 
metaphorically, is leaving a foreign place to one’s own place. It is leaving disbelief, 
which is against the instinct, according to the tradition narrated by Muslim (al-NawawI, 
1972, vol. 16, p.207) on the authority of Abu Hurayra that the Prophet said: “Every child 
is born with innate character [faith of Islam] but his parents convert him to Judaism, 
Christianity or Magianism, as the animal delivers a perfect animal, do you find it
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mutilated?” Then Abu Hurayra said: Read if you like (Allah’s nature with which He has 
created human beings. No change let be in the creation of Allah) (Q. 30:30) VJ U
3^ qa Laja (J& <ULuni^ tijj a ‘iIj. *1 ^ jla S^ Jail! -djJj
( 4 l l  (3 l= d  (JjA li V  ^ L a  ^ 1  4 ll 6^)la3) { S u l  q I  I j j j a l  3 j j j A  j j !  ( J jS j
Thus, disbelief according to the Islamic understanding is something foreign to man, and 
migrating to the absolute truth, the Creator who gives life, sustenance, satisfaction and 
security, is the original and right place for man to be in.
Regarding the Qur°anic usage of this term, the search of the Qur°an revealed that the 
term hijra and all its derivatives have been mentioned 31 times in 27 verses in 17 suras. 
The verses are; (2:218), (3:195), (4:34/89/97/100), (8:72/74/75), (9:20/100/117), 
(16:41/110), (19:46), (22:58), (23:67), (24:22), (25:30), (29:26), (33:6/50), (59:8/9), 
(60:10), (73:10), (74:5). Interestingly, in all these verses the term hijra or its derivatives 
came in a context where Muslims are the main focus, except in two verses (23:67), 
(25:30) which spoke about disbelievers.
On the whole, it is difficult to divide these verses into completely separate topics 
without repetition, since many verses speak about multiple issues at the same time. 
However, in terms of the subject and the context in which they are mentioned, it seems 
the vast majority of these verses speak positively about those who emigrated for the 
cause of God and his Prophet. The emigration from Mecca to Medina was a focal point 
in many of these verses in terms of praising, honouring and promising rewards to the 
Muhajh'un and the Ansar and also calling upon those who had not yet emigrated to do 
so. The verses that could fall in this category are: (2:218), (3:195), (9:20/100/117), 
(16:41/110), (22:58), (24:22), (33: 50), (59:8).
In these verses God’s generosity to those emigrants and the rewards awaiting them in 
this life and the next are apparent. The rewards of this life included victory over their 
enemies (16:41), (9:20), entitlement of the public money (24:22) and assuring them of 
God’s satisfaction and gratification (9:100). In the hereafter, the rewards would be 
greater by forgiving then sins (9:117), having mercy upon them (2:218), (16:110), 
providing them with sustenance in Paradise (22:58), putting them in a higher hierarchy
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over the rest of people (9:20), rewarding them for their good deeds however small 
(3:195) and granting them a permanent living in the eternal pleasure of Paradise (9:21).
In addition, the Qur°an urges Muslims to migrate and imposes an obligation on them to 
do so. In this category, the Qurian motivates Muslims to emigrate in order to find 
comfort and affluence (4:100). Moreover, the Qur°an goes further, making the 
emigration a condition for the loyalty muwala of Muslims and the membership in their 
society (4:89), (8:72) (8:75), (33:6). More importantly, not migrating and accepting 
oppression as an excuse would be a cause for punishment (4:97).
Regarding the third category it is the praise and extolling of those who welcomed and 
gave hospitality to the emigrants. In the verse (59:9) God describes the Ansar in a very 
positive way because they did not welcome the Muhajirun as a duty, but out of 
affection, warmth and love for those who emigrated. Furthermore, in the verse (8: 74) 
God gives the Ansai' a great honour by stipulating that they are the true believers, thus 
they deserve forgiveness and great sustenance in the hereafter. In addition, God urges 
the Muslims to be generous towards the M uhajhvn and sets rights for them (60:10).
The fourth category in this respect is the use of the term hijra to give the metaphorical 
and physical meaning of abandonment and rejection, like the verses; (4:34), (19:46), 
(73:10), (74:5). In the verse (4:34) we find the word ^  means abandon
the disobedient wives in bed as a kind of punishment. Then we find a similar* meaning 
in the verse (19:46) where the father of the prophet Ibrahim orders his son angrily to 
leave him and go away if he does not follow his faith. In the verse (73:10) God orders 
his Prophet Muhammad to keep psychologically away from the disbelievers but at the 
same time to be kind in this hijra. Casewit (1998, vol. 88, no. ii, p. 109) comments on 
this verse as follows: “The Prophet is enjoined to patiently endure the abusive language 
of his oppressors and to dissociate himself from them in a dignified manner j
(Q.73:10). Here we find the imperative form of the verb hajai'a with its 
accompanying verbal noun hijr used with the conventional social implications of a 
deliberate, though not necessarily permanent, abjuration of social interaction and verbal
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communication with a particular person or party.” In the same sense the verses (23:67) 
and (25:30) speak about the psychological and physical abandonment of the disbelievers 
to the Qur3an as a sign of rejection of the message of Islam. In the last verse (73:10) in 
this category God orders his Prophet to keep physically away from the dirt and filth.
Conclusion
The term hijra goes beyond the apparent legal text to a much wider and more 
complicated context. It holds a philosophy that deals with the emigration from a new 
perspective which combines the heavenly and the earthly needs. It does not overlook the 
suffering and the hardship of the emigrants, caused by the departure and deseition of 
families, tribes, properties, businesses and homeland, but at the same time it does not 
stop there and considers it the end of the world. Even more, Islam portrays the human 
life in this planet through many verses73 and hadiths74 as a journey or emigration from 
Paradise, where Adam and Hawwa3 were created and lived, to earth as a temporary 
station. Then, the journey continues from earth to the hereafter. In other word, all 
humans on earth are just migrants waiting to return to their homes in the hereafter.
The Islamic tradition deals with the obstacles to emigration and tries to ease them in two 
ways. First, it tries to make the emigration a kind of worship and sacrifice in the cause 
of God. In return great rewards, in this life or in the hereafter, await those who emigrate. 
Secondly, God makes it obligatory on Muslims on the other side to welcome the 
emigrants and be generous in then hospitality towards them. This is what the Ansar did 
in Medina, for which they deserved the praise and honour of God in this life and on 
Judgment Day.
With appreciation of the torment, this philosophy considers emigration as part of the 
religion and the sacrifice that should be made by its followers. It puts it bluntly that this 
was the way of the prophets and their followers in the past, and it is the way of Prophet 
Muhammad and his followers as well.
72 Casewit in his paper titles “Hijra as history and metaphor: a survey of Qur’anic and hadith sources” 
brings more examples to support this meaning and draws comparison in an articulate way, between the 
hijra of the Prophet and the hijra of other prophets like Noah and Abraham.
73 See the story of Adam in siirat al-Baqara (2:30-39)
74 See the hadith narrated by al-Bukhari (1987, vol.5, p.2358) on the authority of Ibn cUmar that the 
Prophet put his hand on his shoulder and said: “Be in this life as a foreigner or a passer-by”.
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Within this philosophy there is no holiness to the place just because it is a place of birth. 
It gives the first priority to the religion and the freedom to practice it. It even makes the 
rejection of emigration a cause for blame and punishment in the hereafter.
Finally, it should be noted here that the term muhajir is used in the Qur°an exclusively 
to describe the Muslim emigrants and in most cases it was connoted with positive 
merits, while the term m ustajir was used for both the Muslims and non-Muslims alike.
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The definition of the term musta °min
The term aman literally means “the opposite of fear” ^  (Ibn Manzur,
1956, vol. 13, p.26). The Islamic encyclopaedia defines it as “safety, protection, safe 
conduct [and] musta °mln [is] the person who has received an am ati’ (Bearman, et al., 
2000, p.429).
In the sixth century, al-Kasanr made the earliest attempt I could find to define this term: 
“The musta °min is one of the people of dar al-harb, he enters dar al-Islam  not to stay 
there permanently, but [enters] for a temporary need which he satisfies and then goes 
back to his country” (jJbjUi <Jj .'w.-vil V jb  j^J! jb  JaI ^
J] pj (al-Kasanr, 1982, vol.7, p.236). In this definition, al-Kasanr 
considers the musta °mln a disbeliever and does not determine the reason for his asking 
aman.
In the seventh century al-Nawawr (shaficr, 676 AH) explains little in his definition. He 
states that: “The m usta0min is the fighting disbeliever who enters dar al-Islam  with 
aman (contract)” lMj jb  Ja j j* i>^Ld! (al-Nawawr, 1987, vol.l,
p.325). Al-SrwasI, (hanafr 681 AH), the contemporary of al-NawawI also gives very 
little detail in his definition. He states that: “The musta°min is the one who leaves dai' 
al-harb and enters dar al-Islam” s-1 ^ j b  6^ (al-NawawI, n.d,
vol.6, p. 109). However, both consider the musta°mln a disbeliever and do not verify the 
reason for entering dar al-Islam.
In the eighth century Ibn Kathrr (774 AH) counts the cases where the non-believer 
should be considered a musta °min. He says: “Whoever comes from dar al-harb to dai• 
al-Islam  for delivering a message, trading, asking peaceful settlement or truce, carrying 
jizya  or something like that, and asked the Imam or his deputy aman he should be given
i t ”  j-*-*' j l  4 ^ 3 ? “ cka;aL C_lila j !  jjl 'ULulJ p b ]  j b  j j l j  j b  3 ^  o A
lid  Uld ji L^>yi t> s-jb^ Vl i> db (Ibn Kathrr, 1980, vol.2, p.338). Thus the 
term musta °min applies to several people according to their' circumstances and not is 
confined to those who come to dai' al-Islam  to learn about Islam as the verse (9:6) 
stipulates.
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Moving to the ninth century we find Mulla Khusru (hanafi, 885 AH) gives a general 
definition of the musta °min and applies this term to Muslim and non-Muslim alike. He 
says: “The musta °min is the one who enters another country with a (contract) of aman 
whether he was a Muslim or a disbeliever fighter” lMj JF
^3* j l  By this definition Mulla Khusru becomes the first scholar to consider the 
musta °min to be probably a Muslim.
Nonetheless, in the tenth century al-QawnawI (hanafi, 987 AH) follows Mulla Khusru 
in this consideration. He defines the m usta0min in general terms saying: “The 
musta °min is [derived] from asking aman and it is asking aman from the enemy whether 
he is a Muslim or a non-Muslim fighter” t> u ^ '  4^ =* j&j  uW^V!
J  (al-QawnawI, 1985, vol.l, p. 185). In this century also we find al-Shirbinl (shafiri 
- 977 AH) defining caqd al-aman as “a contract of safety between the Muslims and the 
non-Muslims to stop the killing and fighting” (n.d, vol.4, p.236). Al-Shirbinl adds a new 
communal dimension to this contract. In his understanding it is not an individual 
contract but rather a contact between the Muslims and the non-Muslims as a whole.
This meaning was also affirmed by another hanafite scholar in the eleventh century, 
Shaykhizada (1078 AH), who states: “The musta°min is the one who enters another 
country with a (contract) of aman, and this includes the Muslim when he enters their 
country with aman and the disbeliever who enters our country with amait'’ i> 
jUL IjjI5 riki IjalSj jbL cPh 3^ (Shaykhizada, n.d, vol.4,
p.333).
However, it should be noted that this term is generally applied to the non-Muslims who 
enter dai’al-Islam  for a short period, as the Muslim by the virtue of being Muslim or the 
disbeliever by conversion to Islam enjoys aman. This is well founded in the hadith 
narrated by al-Bukharl (1986, vol.2, p.507): “I was ordered to fight people until they say 
no deity woithy of worship except Allah, and whoever says it then he will protect his 
money and soul save the rightful reasons and God will hold him accountable” 3^  ^ 3 ^  
4ll VJ AJbi a f^ b  HI <4ll V) V I l s - ^  (_>uUil tJjlst.
Other hadlths show that the Muslim’s soul, money and honour should always be saved 
and secure. Al-BayhaqI (1994, vol.8, p.249) reports on the authority of Abu Hurayra
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that the Prophet said: “The Muslim is forbidden to harm the other Muslim in anything; 
his blood, money and honour” jc-j  *** A^uidl ^c- (JS.
Additionally, the sira of the Prophet holds for us a number of incidents where the 
Prophet offered aman to certain tribes should they accept Islam.
One of the relevant examples of this is the account of Malik Ibn Ahmar who came to the 
Prophet and after converting and asked him to write a letter to his people to invite them 
to Islam. The Prophet agreed and the letter read according to al-Tabaram (1994, vol.7, 
p.50): “In the name of God the most Gracious the most Merciful. This is a letter from 
Muhammad the messenger of God to Malik Ibn Ahmar and whoever follows him from 
the Muslims. This is aman to them as long as they perform the prayers, give zakat, 
follow the Muslims, avoid the disbelievers and give the one fifth of the war gains, the 
share of al-GhanimJn, etc. [Should they do that] they will be secure by the aman of God 
and the aman of his Prophet” tibd 4*41 ^  4il ^  i_AjS 11a
I j 4 J  (jid-uuxll j J l  La I
.4)1 (Jjjjj j^Lalj 4)1 (jLab (jjldi _^ulj I
Al-cUqayli (1983, vol.3, p.201) reports another account on the authority of cUthman Ibn 
Abu Rashid al-Azdl that he went with his brother to the Prophet and converted. Then 
the Prophet sent a letter with him to his people, Bam Azd. It reads as follows: “From 
Muhammad the messenger of God to whoever listens to my message; Whoever bear the 
witness that no God but Allah and Muhammad is his messenger and perform the prayers 
then he will have the aman of God and the aman of his messenger” i> J ]  4il j  <> 
( jL a ij  J&l (jLal Ala 'O L - J l  4)1 (Jjjuij ( j l j  4)1 V j *0j V  (j^ -^ -4  tiA  4aic- l^ i) .
With the same spiiit the Prophet sent letters to other tribes. Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.l, pp.258- 
291) reviewed most of these letters and mentioned the aman contracts the Prophet made 
with Arab Christian tribes. In these letters the Prophet offers his aman in exchange of 
jizya. An example of this is the case of Dawma, Ayla and Tayma0 tribes, who came to 
the Prophet headed by Yahna Ibn Rawba, the king of Ayla accompanied by the people 
of Syria, the people of Yemen and the people of Bahrain. The Prophet wrote them a 
letter saying: “This is aman from God and Muhammad, the Prophet and the messenger 
of God to Yahna Ibn Rawba and the people of Ayla and their ships and caravans in the
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land and sea. They and the people of Syria, Yemen and Bahrain will have the custody of 
God and Muhammad His Prophet” j  u* ^  (> ft*
(JaIj  (3^3-^  (JaIj  L^uili (JaI (3* *» a (3  ^<3^ J idll jllI ‘Laj g^l ^3 «»g Wml
(Ibn Sacd, n.d, vol. 1, p.289). The letter goes on to state the terms and the conditions 
of this contract.
Conclusion
The term musta°min refers to the non-believer who comes to dai' al-Islam  seeking 
protection regardless of the reasons that might drive him to do so. He could be a trader 
needing to enter dai• al-Islam  to sell his products or a messenger or a person fleeing dar 
al-harb out of fear or any unfortunate circumstances to dai' al-Islam  seeking protection. 
Thus, the term musta °min encompasses all the aliens in dar al-Islam  including refugees 
and asylum seekers. If he comes to dai' al-Islam  he should be protected but his stay is 
temporary to fulfil his need.
The contract of aman could be for individuals and groups also. It could be obtained by 
converting to Islam or paying jizya.
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Dhimmls in the Islamic tradition
The issue of dhimma is one of the central issues concerning modern writers, scholars 
and researchers, be they Muslims or non-Muslims. Its significance has varied according 
to the motives and intentions of each writer. Some have used this subject to defend the 
Islamic position, as a theory and a historical practice like, Al-Qaradawi in his book 
entitled: ^XaiVi ^  jaL “Non-M uslims In The Islam ic Society ’ (1977). In
this he seeks to clarify “the legal position, the rights and duties of the dhimmls in the 
Islamic society as well as to refute the accusations of the others who falsified the 
historical events and intentionally misinterpreted the legal texts in order to distort the 
unprecedented tolerance of Islam” (Qaradawl, 1977, p.4). Also, MawdudI, who was 
“under the influence of the events that led to divide India between the Muslims and the 
Hindus” (Zaki 2006, p.l 15) wrote a lengthy article about the subject entitled “Rights o f 
Non-M uslims in Islamic State” (1982) to clarify the positions of minorities in Pakistan, 
from an Islamic point of view, after its independence75.
Other writers who have focused on this issue have done so in order to criticise the 
Islamic tradition and its treatment of the dhimmls, like Bat Ye°or who wrote a number 
of books on this topic: “D him m i Peoples, Oppressed N a tio n (1984) and 11 Islam And  
Dhimmitude: Where Civilizations Collidd* (2002) and “The DhimmI: Jews And  
Christianity Under Islam” in which she states: “A truly scholarly, ‘objectivity’ study 
becomes extremely difficult (though personally I don not believe in objectivity in the 
humanities... and yet, precisely, as has been said, passion is involved” (Ye’or, 1985, 
p.31). Also in this regard we find a book called “The M yth o f Islam ic Tolerance: How  
Islamic Law Treats Non- M u slim  J  ’ (2005) by Robert Spencer.
Other scholar's have dealt with this topic from an academic perspective without any 
obvious agenda to defend or attack the Islamic tradition, like for instance the book 
edited by Hoyland named “M uslims and others in early Islam ic society'’ (2004).
In discussing the term dhim m i in greater detail I will begin with the early scholars to see 
how they defined the dhim m l and what rights and duties they allocated to them. It will 
then be appropriate to see how contemporary scholars viewed this issue and whether
75 See also (Siddiql, 1969), (Chaudhry, 1995), (cAmara, 2003) and (Doi, 1981).
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there is a difference between the early and modern Muslim scholars in dealing with this 
matter.
The definition of the term dhim m i
Starting with the lexical definition, Ibn Manzur (1956, vol.5, p.251) says: Al-dhimma is 
al- °ahd and “the dhim m i is a man who has °ahd i.e., agreement” <1
±4* and “the people of dhimma are people of covenant” <Ja1 . Also, al-
Razi (1994, vol.l, p.94) defines al-dhimma to be al-aman.
Conventionally, al-Ghazall (1996, vol.7, p.55) and cUlaysh (1988, vol.3, p.213) define 
the contract of dhimma as: “Granting them [the non-Muslims] a permission to stay in 
our dar,; protecting and seeming them [on condition that] they pay jizya  and submit [to 
Muslims]” jadi Jin C-iiilj VjjUi Jjjii pi jjll.
Ibn Muflih (1979, vol.3, p.404) and al-BaclT (2002, vol.l, p.351) also define it to be: 
“Permitting some disbelievers to remain in their disbelief provided they pay jizya  and 
adhere to the rulings of the nation [the Muslims]” ^  -hjA?0 J jaj
Agreeing with this definition, al-Buhutl (1970, vol.2, p. 15) states that dhimma literally 
means: “Promise, protection and security” u^Vlj and the legal evidence is
the verse (9:29): “Till they [agree to] pay the exemption tax with a willing hand, after 
having been humbled [in war]” pAj ai
It is hence a contract between the Muslims and non-Muslims to allow the latter to stay 
in dar al-Islam  keeping then faith and enjoying the protection of the Muslims providing 
they commit themselves to pay jizya  and accept the general rulings of Muslims. More 
importantly, it is a contract that cannot be concluded without consent from both sides. 
Ibn Qudama (n.d, vol.9, p.252) and Ibn Muflih (1979, vol.3, p.404) describe it as “a
76 Regarding the amount of jizya, the scholars differed as there is no fixed amount mentioned in the verse 
(9:29) which obligated jizya. Some of them said it is dinar annually on the adult, others said it is 48 
dirhams, while others said the amount should be mutually agreed between the imam and the dhimmls (al- 
Jassas, 1984, vol.4, p.290). However, women, children, the monastic, the elderly and the poor dhimmls 
are not subject to jizya  (al-Buhiiti, 1981, vol.3, p.120) and (Ibn Muflih, 1979, vol.3, p.407).
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reciprocity contract that cannot be affirmed without mutual agreement” 5U Sic.
VI CLull.
The term “non-Muslims” in this context is also defined by scholars. Ibn Qudama (n.d, 
vol.4, p.346) states that those who are eligible to have the contract of d h im m a  are “the 
people of the book and the magians” al-Mirdawi (n.d, vol.4, p.217)
illustrates the meaning of the people of the book by saying that they are: “Jews, 
Christians and those who agree with them in believing in the Torah and the Gospel like 
the Samirites and Romans” 0^1  ^  0*3 Sj JjIi.
However, al-Fayruzabadl (1982, vol.l, p.236) clearly affirms that this contract cannot 
be concluded with: “Those who do not have a [heavenly] book or what could be a book, 
like the pagans” Vj a1 lJj& V o^ >^^ 1 ^  Vj. Yet, al-cAbdan (1977,
vol.3, p.380) reports that Malik [Ibn Anas] ruled that jizya  “could be taken from those 
who worship the idols and fire” O 'j^lj u^j^l Paying jizya  means that they
have the right to agree a dhimma contract with the Muslims.
Regarding the period of this contract there is apparent consensus between the scholars 
that this contract is perpetual and not temporary. Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p.240) and 
al-Suyuti (1961, vol.2, p.590) assert that it is “a lifelong contract” Sic.. To leave no 
doubt about its permanent nature, al-NawawI (1984, vol. 10, p.297) stipulates that “it is 
not permissible to conclude the contract of d h im m a  temporarily” ^^1 Sic. Vj. 
Additionally Ibn Muflih (1997, vol.6, p.244) states that even “the Imam  has no right to 
change this contract” or to cancel it, as al-Mirdawi (n.d, vol.4, p.220)
stresses.
Due to this everlasting nature on one hand and “its impact on the public interests of the 
Muslims” (Ibn Qudama, n.d, vol.4, p.346) on the other, nobody is allowed to conclude 
this contract with the dhimmls except the Imam or his deputy, as al-BacH (2002, vol.l, 
p.351) affirms. Al-Fayruzabadi (1982, vol.l, p.236) agrees with this opinion but allows 
the Imam  to delegate this right to anybody he deems suitable. Moreover, al-Mirdawi 
(n.d, vol.4, p.217) states that there are other opinions about this issue within the hanball 
school, yet the majority opinion is that it is the Imam  and his deputy only who are 
entitled to conclude this contract. However, Ibn °Abd al-Wahhab (1985, voLl, p.401), 
who is also from the hanball school stresses that: “It is not permissible [to conclude the
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contract] except by the Imam  or his deputy [and] we do not know any disagreement 
about Aja V t4 -u li j i  q* Vj V.
Owing to the sensitive nature of this issue and its relationship to the public interest, the 
scholars tended to stipulate certain conditions on dhimmls to ensure their contract 
would not have detrimental effects on Muslim society as a whole.
Al-FayruzabadI (1982, vol.l, p.237) emphasises that “the contract of dhimma cannot be 
struck without two conditions; adhering to the rulings of the nation and paying jizy d \ 
Ibn Qudama (n.d, vol.4, p.357) is in line with these conditions but elaborates on the 
rulings which they have to adhere to, such as the rulings regarding the rights of other 
people in contracts and [financial] dealings. After reiterating these two conditions, al- 
Husaynl (1994, vol.l, p.511) details that the contract of dhimma includes four 
obligations on the dhimmls: “To pay jizya, to apply the rulings of Islam on them, only 
to speak well about Islam and not to do anything that harms the Muslims” ajJhJ J  
La I j k L  V  VJ ^V-uiVl ( jJ J  V  ( j l j  t^V jaiV I ( j l j .
These very same obligations are repeated by al-Shirbinl (1994, vol. 2, p.573) and Ibn 
Yusuf (1969, vol.l, p. 104).
Conversely, the Islamic state has certain obligations towards these people according to 
the dhimma contract. The first obligation is protection and security. Al-Shlrazi (n.d, 
vol.2, p.257) affirms that “the sole purpose of the dhimma contract is the security from 
both sides” u^WJl quVl A-Aii sk. This means the dhimmlhas the right to be safe
and secure in the Islamic state while the Muslims have to be confident that the dhimmi 
will not act as spies for their enemies.
Al-NawawI (1984, vol. 10, p.303), however, asserts that “the dhimma contract gives the 
disbeliever the security for his person, his possessions and his slaves” ^
Vkj Luiii jallU. Speaking about the conquered land Ibn Salim (n.d, vol.l, p. 100) 
stresses that “once they pay what is obligatory on them it is compulsory [on the 
Muslims] to accept it and it is [then] forbidden to fight them”
^133  ^j s l j  Aljja.
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Nonetheless, al-Husaynl (1994, vol.l, p.511) elaborates further on these rights: “What 
we are obliged to are two things; the first is to stop harming them either in their persons 
or their possessions and anyone who does so, has to compensate them, because they 
paid jizya  to protect then' blood and money. The second thing is that the Imam has to 
defend them against anyone who intends [to harm them] from the people of dai'al-harb' 
Lai] ja^iV <. L a ^ la jJ a J j  VLa Y j  Luiii Y  ( j h  pg I—
ujjaJl JaI qa ^  L^aYl f jh  <ii yjliiil _>aVI <4^! The same opinion is
also adopted by Ibn Yusuf (1969, vol.l, p. 104) who says: “It is prohibited to kill the 
people of dhimma or take then moneys and it is obligatory on the Imam  to protect them 
and stop anyone from harming them” <4-*YI (Jc. l b j  ^ISI t>1 J2 ^
(j>a.
Hence, the dhimma contract in essence is a safety contract where the dhimmls reside in 
the Islamic state securely, provided that they keep the general order and pay jizya.
Concerning then rights in then daily life in terms of work, finance and welfare, for 
example, the scholars stipulated a general rule. This rule was deduced from a hadith in 
which the Prophet said: “If they accept the contract of dhimma, then let them know that 
they have the same rights of the Muslims and they are committed to the same 
obligations77”u^fll^l Jc. La La ^  3  lac. IjLi lil (al-Kasani, 1982,
vol.2, p.37).
Affnming then liberty in matters related to then beliefs, al-Zaylaci (1895, vol.2, p. 159) 
and al-Mirghinam (n.d, vol.l, p.214) lay down another rule that says: “We are ordered 
to leave them with what they believe in” ih  However, he exempts
the issue of committing adultery and usury from the things that they are allowed to do, 
as the first matter is “prohibited in all religions” ^  and usury is prohibited
by the hadith: “Except [who deals with] usury, there is no covenant between us”781>  V] 
^  (al-ZaylacI, 1938, vol.3,p.203)
77 This hadMh was narrated in different formats by many scholars like al-Nasa°i (1990, vol.2, p.279), Abu 
Dawud (n.d, vol.3, p.44), Ibn Hanbal (n.d, vol.3, p.224) and Ibn Jarud (1987, vol.l, p.260).
78 Regarding the detailed rulings of the dhimmls in dar al-Islam, the Muslim scholars debated these 
rulings in depth and naturally they differed in many of these details. Such debates are scattered through 
out the books of jurisprudence, like the one I mentioned above.
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Yet behaviour that was inconsistent with these rulings did not necessarily involve the 
abolition of their contract. The scholars generally were very reluctant to expand on the 
circumstances in which the dhimma contract could be cancelled, because of its 
everlasting nature, as mentioned above. Al-Ghamrawl (n.d, vol.l, p.555), al-Ramll 
(1983, vol.8, p. 109) and al-NawawI (1984, vol. 10, p.338) state clearly that “the dhimma 
contract cannot be terminated by [mere] accusation” ^  Moreover, Ibn
Nujaym (n.d, vol.5, p. 125) affirms that “the dhimma contract is cancelled by action not 
by words” <jiiSS3i$ Vj JiiL  oS&. So, there must be an action and irrefutable
evidence against the dhim m i for the Imam to be able to terminate his contract. Al- 
Shirazi (n.d, vol.2, p.257) rules that “if he fights against the Muslims, his contract is 
nullified, whether this condition [not fighting the Muslims] was stipulated in the 
contract or not, as the requisite of the dhimma contract is security from both sides, and 
fighting [against the Muslims] negates that, so it nullifies the contract” cJjIs j b
^ a tlj (J tk llj  j>a jLaVl ‘CoaJI Me. j V  M* ii ^2 {jla&ul
In addition, close to this case is returning to dar al-harb “to live there permanently
without returning to dai' al-Islam” (Ibn cAbdIn, 2000, vol.4, p. 171). Al-RazI (1996,
vol.l, p. 191) asserts that “the contract cannot be terminated unless the dhimmi joins dar 
al-harb or they take control over a place and fight us” jta  4) ch V] jSc. Vj  
bjJjboj Al-Mirghinam (n.d, vol.2, p. 163) mentions the same
scenaiio of joining dai' al-harb and justifies the termination by the fact that “they
become our enemies and that strips the contract off any advantage, i.e. preventing the 
evils of war” sdjaJl jju j  jc. 11 :><!& ^  Lnic. Uja. IjjU-a
The other valid reason for terminating the contract is refusing to pay jizya  and the 
disobedience to the rulings of the Muslims, as al-Fayruzabadl (1982, vol.l, p.239) rules. 
Al-Shirazi (n.d, vol.2, p.257) provides an explanation of this ruling: “The dhimma 
contract is not concluded without them [paying jiyza  and adhering to the Muslim 
rulings], so it will not stay still without them” y  cw ^  VJ V 3^11 mc., Al-Ramll 
(1983, vol.8, p. 104), still puts a reservation on terminating the contract in this case. He 
states that the refusal to pay jizya  should be without a valid reason to do so; otherwise, 
it should not be terminated.
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However, if the dhim m i commits crimes other than those mentioned above, like 
committing adultery with a Muslim woman, helping a spy of the disbelievers, showing 
the weak points of the Muslims, making a Muslim convert to another religion, or killing 
a Muslim, al-Fayruzabadi (1982, vol.l, p.239) states that if these crimes were stipulated 
in the contract not to be committed, then his contract will be terminated otherwise it will 
not.
Committing these crimes will obviously be met with punishment, but it will not 
invalidate his contract. Practically, this means that the dhim m i enjoys the right of a 
permanent stay in the Islamic state and he is not dealt with as an alien, but as a member 
of society who could be punished for the crimes and the wrong deeds he commits.
Lastly, during particular periods in Islamic history we find some scholars stipulating 
other conditions on the dhimmls in relation to their behaviour', worship, outward 
appearance, dress code, what to ride, where to reside, the height of their buildings and 
so on79 (al-Fayruzabadi, 1982, vol.l, pp.236-238). These conditions were later known as 
al-shurut a l-cUmaiiyya, cUmar ordinances (Ibn al-JawzI, 1961, vol.l, p.735). 
Furthermore, some scholars added that even paying jizya  should be done in a certain 
humiliating form, thinking that this is what was required according to the verse (9:29). 
Ibn Salim (n.d, vol. 1, p. 100) for instance says: “They should be humiliated when paying 
[jizya] and they should be made to wait for a long time and be dragged from their 
hands” j A  fA A  J A j  ^  o A A -  Al-Husayni (1994, vol.l, p.511) mentions 
other forms of humiliation that should accompany the process of taking jizya, like 
making the dhim m i stand while the Muslim [the taxman] sitting and to order him to take 
his hands out of his pocket, bend his back and bow his head whilst pouring what he has 
in the balance” cjtAj o* j  LajUi u A
u 'jA  ^  s- ^ j . Yet, after mentioning these forms al-Husaynl concludes that
these forms are rejected and false. The claim that these conditions are recommended or 
obligatory is more false bMkj as nobody transmitted these forms from the Prophet or 
anyone of his successors80.
79 For details of these condition see Hoyland (2004, pp.104-106), al-Zarkashl (2002, vol.3, p.229), Ibn 
Salim (n.d, vol.l, p.100) and (Ibn Yusuf, 1969, vol.l, p.104).
80 Al-Shirbinl (1994, vol.2, p.572) says the same thing.
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Noth (Hoyland, 2 0 0 4 ,  p. 1 0 4 )  c o m m e n t s  on these conditions saying that they “mainly 
deal with the sensitivities of the Muslims, not the victimization of religious minorities. 
These sensitivities only exist because the Muslims, as the victorious adherents of a 
different religion, had not demanded the conversion of the vanquished, but permitted 
them the concrete cultic manifestation of their faith”.
Despite agreeing to the above conditions, however, Ibn al-Jawzi (1961, p.30) states that: 
“They were not ordered to have a dress code, al-ghayav, in the Prophet’s era, but it was 
following cUmar’s ordinance” t»sjj ^ 1  ^  ^  jU*Aj So, there is no
sound hadith or verse of the Qur°an that legalize these regulations.
The Modern Muslim scholars and the issue of dhimma
After establishing the national states and the advent of the new Islamic movements that 
aim at reviving the Islamic tradition and advancing better understanding of Islam, the 
issue of dhimma in the Islamic society was revisited by many Muslim writers, 
researchers and thinkers.
In their different studies they tried to identify the meaning of the term ‘citizen’ and 
develop it to include all non-Muslims in the Muslim countries. El-Affendl (Nafic, 2001, 
pp.61-73) summarizes the position of many of the modern scholars, like Fathi cUthman, 
Fahmi Huwaydl, Tariq al-Bishri, Salim al-cAwwa, Ahmad Kamal, Rashid al-Ghannushl 
and other, towards this issue. In doing so he makes the following observations:
a) cUthman discusses this issue and calls upon the Muslim to go beyond the old 
classifications and categorizations and to accept the non-Muslims as full 
citizens who have as full rights as the others.
b) Huwaydl, after defending the old styles of dealing with the non-Muslims by 
saying that they fit the old times, indicates that the new developments and 
the rise of the concept of equal citizenship have superseded the old styles. 
He also points out that the old styles were customary treatment and not 
necessarily based on the Qur°an and the Sunna.
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c) Al-cAwwa developed a new theory based on what he calls ‘the legality of 
conquest’ and ‘the legality of liberation’ ^  jA . He says that 
the traditional Islamic authorities dealt with non-Muslims as a conquered 
people, while the new Muslim states came into reality following a liberation 
struggle that involved Muslims and non-Muslims alike. Thus, the latter 
deserve the rights of full citizenship and the old styles are not applicable 
these days.
d) Al-Ghanushi, however, argues that citizenship in Islamic political life 
depends on two thing; religious affiliation and residence. The non-resident 
Muslims and the non-Muslim residents are not full citizens and they do not 
have the right to occupy sensitive positions in the state, such as the head of 
the state and the leader of the army.
e) Based on the position of al-Mawardr who differentiates between ‘the 
minister of authorization’ j Oj  and ‘the minister of execution’ V 15 jrib 
and allows the non-Muslims to occupy the latter position, al-Bishri 
comments that ministerial positions in democratic states, including the 
position of head of state, are executive and there is no absolute authority. 
Hence all positions should be open to all citizens including the non-Muslims.
El-Affendr lastly concludes that Islamic attempts to redefine the faith to encompass the 
modem demands of equal citizenship are going in the right direction; however, they do 
not go far enough.
Conclusion
From this discussion it is clear that the contract of dhimma is a security contract in 
essence, but it is a permanent contract. The scholar's gave it more strength when they 
stressed its perpetuity and did not authorize the head of state to terminate it unless there 
was irrefutable evidence against the dhim m i invalidating his contract.
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The general rules the scholars stipulate to govern the non-Muslims rights and duties in 
the Islamic society show that to a large extent the dhim m i is considered a member of the 
Muslim society and not an alien.
The jizya  was a tax paid by the dhim m i to enjoy, in return, the protection of the Islamic 
state without participating in the battles or serving in the Muslim army (cAmara, 2003, 
p. 15). Once these non-Muslims participate in the army they do not have to pay jizya  as 
al-Qaradawi (1977, p.57) states.
There is a clear gap between the early Islamic tradition and the contemporary Muslim 
scholars regarding the issue of dhimma. While some early scholars in certain periods 
deal with the dimmls as ‘second class citizens’, deprived of occupying sensitive 
positions in the state due to the fact that they are conquered people, modem scholars 
have tried to identify a concept of citizenship in order to give non-Muslims equal rights 
with Muslims in the Islamic states.
The vagueness and sometimes confusion of some modem scholars around the issue of 
dhimma in terms of equalizing them with the Muslim citizens is due to their attempt to 
accommodate and apply the concepts of the Caliphate rulings regarding the dhimmls to 
the non-Muslims residents in the national states. Although MawdudI makes the same 
mistake by implementing the ruling of the Caliphate to the national state, he (MawdudI, 
1961,1) says: “It should be clearly borne in mind that an Islamic State is essentially an 
Ideological state, and is thus radically different from a national state. This difference in 
the very nature of these two types of states has important beating on the problem under 
discussion”.
It is important to note that many of the historical circumstances and concepts have 
changed and modern scholars should revisit the concept of dhimma to be understood in 
the light of the new developments regarding the principle of equal citizenship in the 
modem national states.
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The Interpretation of the verse (9:6) and its relation to aman
The revelation of the verse was in the ninth year of the hijra in Medina, as al-Razi 
(2000, vol. 15, p. 176) says. Most scholars from different schools when writing about 
°aqd al-aman make it the basis of its legalisation. They started their arguments with this 
phrase: “The basis of the aman is the verse (And if any of those who ascribe divinity to 
aught beside God seeks thy protection," grant him protection, so that he might [be able 
to] heai' the word of God)” J** * ^ j UU y* .^1 jlj)  aj!
(<*1 ^ 81.
Thus, due to its great importance in this regard I have examined 54 books of exegesis82 
written by different scholars from the Sunni, the Shlcites, Ibadi83 and Zaydi84 schools.
My approach in studying this verse will be chronological and by topic. I will try to 
analyze the commentaries of scholars regarding each topic in different periods to spot 
any changes in their interpretations of this verse. I will also try to establish whether 
contemporary scholars differ from earlier scholars in looking at this verse and how the 
passage of time has added to the meaning of the verse, if at all. In addition, I will try to 
analyse the impact of the environment and the madhhab of the scholars in terms of then' 
understanding of this verse and its implications.
However, in order to understand the full significance of the verse it is necessary to be 
acquainted with the context, the historical background and the environment this verse 
was revealed in.
81 See for example; al-Shaybanl (189 AH) (n.d, vol.9, p.56), al-ShafPl (204 AH) (1979, vol.2, p.64), al- 
Bukharl (256 AH) (1987, vol.6, p.2733), al-Tabari (310 AH) (1984, vol. 10, p.80), al-Jassas (370 AH) 
(1984,vol.4, p.273), al-Bayhaql (458 AH) (1994, vol.8, p.3l), al-Qurtubl (1986, vol.l, p.209), Ibn Muflih 
(1979, vol.3, p.389) , al-Ansarl (1997, vol.2, p.306), al-Shirbinl (n.d, vol.4, p.236), al-Buhuti (1982, vol.3, 
p.104), al-Suyutl (1961, vol.2, p.577) al-Shawkanl (1973, vol.7, p.155).
2 All the books I could find in libraries and online.
83 Ibadyya  is one of the main branches of the kharijites. The sect takes its name from that of one of those 
said to have found it, °Abd Allah Ibn Ibad al-Tamimi. This sect is spread nowadays in Oman, East Africa 
and southern Algeria (Lewis, 1971, vol.3, p.648).
84 Zaydiyya is a branch of Shi°ites, arising out of the abortive revolt of Zayd Ibn cAli al-Husayn in Kufa, 
in 122 AH. During the preparations for the revolt, a part of the Kufan Shlcite withdr ew their support from 
Zayd in protest against his refusal to condemn unconditionally the early caliphs preceding °Ali and 
backed Zayd’s nephew Jacfar al-Sadiq. The Zaydiyya, as moderates, did not classify the Sunni Muslims 
generally as infidels. In political terms, however, they were in contrast to the radical but quietest 
Imamiyya, militant, espousing revolt against the illegitimate Sunni rulers as a religious duty (Bearman et 
al, 2002, vol.6, p.478)
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Ill short, the first five verses of this sura are ordering the Muslims to cut relations and 
declare war against the disbelievers who continuously fight the Muslims and violate 
treaties with them85. However, the verses exempt those who respected their treaties with 
the Muslims (al-Tabari, 1984, vol. 10, p.62). Hence, none of the disbelievers is allowed 
to enter the holy mosque in Mecca, al-Bayt al-Hai'am,, in particular or Muslim land in 
general. Should anyone of them do so he will be putting himself at risk and could be 
killed. Then verse six comes to exclude those who come to the Muslims asking for 
aman.
Taking into consideration this historical and ideological background, the majority of 
scholars tend to interpret the reason for aman as the hearing of God’s word.
However, in the first two AH centuries we find three commentaries, the first is Tafslr 
Ibn cAbbas86 (68 AH), the second is Tafslr M ujahid (104) and the third is Tafslr M uqatil 
(150 AH).
The three of them interpret the verse only briefly saying that if a m ushrikcomes to the 
Muslims asking for aman, they should give him aman until he hears the word of God. 
Then he should be safe to return to his land. Yet, there is a slight difference in their 
interpretations regarding the “word of God”. Ibn c Abbas interprets it as: “Your 
recitation of the Qur°an” M f  while Mujahid (1976, vol.l, p.273) interprets it
“to hear what you say and what has been revealed upon you” Jjpi I* J j Sj 
4 ^  and Muqatil interprets it to be the Qur°an.
This could be interpreted to mean that Ibn 0 Abbas would like to shorten the period al- 
mushi’Ik  could stay in the Muslim land, as he deems the recitation itself would be 
enough for the disbeliever to convert, while the other two scholars want it to be longer 
so as the disbeliever could hear and contemplate upon the whole Qurian and the 
Prophet’s hadlths.
85 See also al-Zamakhsharl (n.d, vol.2, p.230), al-Tabari (1984, vol.10, p.70), al-RazI (2000, vol.15, 
p. 176) and al-Qurtubl (n.d, vol.8, p.70)
6 Some scholars shed doubts on the authinticity of this book and its reference to Ibn c Abbas. See for 
example Abu Shuhba (1971, p.69) and al-Dhahabl (2000, vol.l, p.56)
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In the third century AH I could find three commentaries, the first is Ahkam al-Qur°an 
by al-Shafi°I (204 AH), the second is Tafslr al-Kitab al-c,Aziz by al-Hawwari (third AH 
century, Ibadi) who is from the Ibadi school, and the third is Tafslr Furat al-Kufi by 
Furat al-Kufi, who is from the Zaydi school. The general understanding of the verse 
remains close to that of previous scholars. However, al-Shafici affirms this meaning and 
stresses “the word of God” by saying that: “Whoever comes from the disbelievers 
wanting [to know] about Islam, then it is obligatory upon the Imam  to protect him until 
he [the Imam] recites before him the Book of God and preaches to him in a way that he 
hopes God will make him accept Islam” J  <5=^  fXAM <> <>
AjIc. 4)1 (jl jc- -4)1 c_Aj£ -‘bic- jili (1979,
vol.2, p.64). So it is not simply a matter of making him hear the Qur’an, but taking 
every possible means to convince him.
Al-Hawwaii, like al-Kufi, affirms the general meaning and quotes al-Hasan saying that 
this verse is decisive and not abrogated. However, he reports a significant story about 
the implementation of caqd al-aman in the period of the Prophet. He narrates on the 
authority of al-Kalbi that a group of disbelievers, who did not have any treaty with the 
Prophet and did not attend the pilgrimage season, heard that the Prophet had ordered to 
fight the disbelievers who had no treaty with him after the month of Muhairam, and so 
came to him in Medina to make a treaty. The Prophet refused that and invited them 
instead to convert, but they declined. So the Prophet let them go until they reached then 
place of safety J** The story goes on to tell us something
noteworthy: “They were Christians from Banl Qays Ibn Thaclaba. They went to 
Yamama until the people conveited. Some of them converted and some of them adhered 
to then Christianity” ‘fhJ q* t^USl ^  u* lsjl*-=j Ij4£j
Jc. This account may lend itself to prove that the term disbeliever
mentioned in the verse is not confined to pagans and atheists only but includes 
Christians and all non-Muslims. This is quite important in this context, since it widens 
the range of people who are entitled to ask for aman in Muslim lands.
The scholars in the fourth century AH, I could find, generally do not go far beyond the 
general meaning of the verse, except in small details, such as the period that the 
musta °min could stay and his legal status after he enters dai' al-Islam. In this period we 
find five commentaries, the first is Jamic a J-Bay an fi Tafslr al-Qur°an by al-Tabari (310
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AH), M a°anl al-QurDan by al-Nahhas (338 AH), Ahkam al-Qur°an by al-Jassas (370 
AH) Tafslr Bahral- cUlum by al-Samarqandr (373 AH) and the first Shicite tafsir known 
as Tafslr al- Qw°an by al-Qumml (the fourth century).
Al-Tabari reports an account narrated on the authority of SacId that in one battle the 
Muslims caught a disbeliever and were about to kill him when he said: Take your 
weapons off me and let me hear’ the word of God. After telling him the main principles 
of Islam he converted (al-Tabari, 1984, vol. 10, p.80).
Significantly, this account emphasises the practical side of al-aman and shows that it 
was not simply a theoretical and intellectual concept but also a practical one.
This meaning is also reaffirmed by al-Nahhas (338 AH), who says: “If he [the 
disbeliever] asked to save him from killing to hear' the word of God, then [you have to] 
give him amah’ A\ JsSil jU3*nl j] (al-Nahhas, 1984, vol.3, p. 185).
In his commentary, al-Jassas also concentrates on this issue. He elaborates on the duty 
of the Muslims to spread the message of Islam in a way that makes the non-Muslims 
understand it clearly, by providing all the necessary proofs and logic. He also states that 
the period the mustajh' is allowed to stay in the Muslim land is subject to fulfilling his 
needs, and then the Imam  should order him to leave. “Should he exceed a year’, after the 
Imam  ordered him to leave, he becomes a dhim m i and khai'ajWAl be imposed upon him 
£■!jiJ! aAc. jb-o jta ^  Aiui 4jJ1 3^111 (al-Jassas, 1984, vol.4, p.273).
This opinion is obviously important as it is related to the legal status of the musta smin 
and how he gets the permanent stay in dar al-Islam  by becoming a dhimmi.
Al-Samarqandr and al-Qumml do not add any new meaning to the verse but repeat 
briefly the general meaning.
Moving to the fifth AH century we find six commentaries without any significant 
addition to the meaning of the verse, but with different approaches to its interpretation. 
The first is concerned with the abrogation and is contained in al-Nasikh wa al-Mansukh 
by al-Muqrl (410 AH). The second is al-Nukat wa al- cUyun by al-Mawardr (450 AH). 
The third is ShTite tafsm  called Tafslr al- Tibyan al-Jamic 11- cUlum al-Qw'°an by al-Tusr
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(460 AH, Shrite) who concentrates mainly on the linguistics and the grammar in the 
verse. The fourth is completely different from the others we’ve seen so far as it takes the 
suff, mystic approach. It is named Lata°f al-Isharatby al-Qushayrf (465 AH). Then we 
find Tafsh'al- W ajiz by al-Wahidi (468 AH) which is really wajlz, brief. The last one is 
Tafslr al-Sam °anlby al-SanTam (489 AH) who takes the conventional approach and is 
concise.
Due to the fact that al-Muqrf is mainly concerned with the abrogation side of the verse I 
will defer it to the last section specified for abrogation. Al-Mawardi comments on the 
“word of God” by saying that this could mean either the whole Qur°an or Surat Bara°a87 
only. Being the first scholar to specify this sura as an obligation on the m ust a °min to 
learn in order to “know what it contains of the rulings regarding the mu°ahid, [the 
m usta3mm], the rulings concerning those who breach then' covenant, besides the fate of 
the disbelievers and the difference between them and the hypocrites”88 t> 1* fW
LjjSalld! (j^Jj \n j  S j  a! (jiaSljil j  < ■Ig.adl
After elaborating thoroughly on the linguistics and grammar in the verse, al-TusI (1960, 
vol.5, p.205) explains the meaning of the phrase “make him attain his place of
safety” and says that “attaining [literally] is making [something] proceed to the ultimate 
end” In other words he wants to say that the Muslims should
do their best to protect the musta °min till he reaches his safe place regardless of 
whatever it may cost.
Al-Qushayii, the sufi, brilliantly articulates his argument that God orders us to give 
aman to the disbeliever who does not know anything about Him. God also obliges us 
not to turn him away without letting him listen to His word. All this is out of His 
Compassion and Mercy. Al-Qushayri continues to wonder how then would His 
treatment be of those who asked Him the aman considering that they worshipped Him
QQ
during then entire lives and knew how great and exalted is He. Al-Qushayri supports 
his view by the verse of poetry:
87 Another name of Surat al-Tawba.
88(http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=0&tTafsirNo=12&tSomNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2007]
(http://www.altalsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=3&tTafsirNo=31&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProflle=0)/ [cited April 2007]
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And how would we neglect those who lean at our door 
while [We give] those who turn away abundant luxury
He wants to say that God, out of His infinite generosity and mercy, gives plenty of 
sustenance to those who turn away of his path and do not follow his orders. So how 
would He treat those who love him and come to knock on His door for mercy and 
forgiveness.
Al-WahidI and al-Sam°anr reaffirm that the Prophet and the Muslims were ordered to 
fight the disbelievers; however, this verse makes an exemption for those who ask aman 
to listen to the word of God.
In the sixth century AH the five scholars who interpret this verse agree unanimously 
that if the m ustajlr asks for aman in order to listen to the word of God, the Muslims 
should give him this opportunity. Apparently, they reiterate the general meaning of 
listening. However, some variation remains between them. Some of them make the 
listening brief, while others make it a slow process that requires an extended time to 
accomplish.
Starting with al-Baghawr (510 AH), he states that: “If the disbeliever asked for aman 
after the end of the haram months to listen to the word of God, then secure him and 
make him safe until he acquaints his rights, duties as well as the reward and 
punishment” ^  Wa (^ il ^  * in) <*^ uaul lij
qa (al-Baghawr, n.d, vol.2, p.270).
Al-Zamakhshari reads the same meaning: “If he asked for aman to listen to what you 
preach about monotheism and the Qur°an, and to verify what you had been sent for, 
then give him aman so as to listen and contemplate the word of God and reflect on the 
true nature of the matter” U yiil a2] jc.^ 3 U £<luuS udidiuil
M ^uy (al-Zamakhshati, n.d, vol.2, p.236).
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It is noticeable that al-Zamakhshaii in this phrase interprets the listening to a lengthy 
process of discovering the truth. This means, by default, an extended period to finish 
this process and not confined to any restriction rather than knowing the truth.
Another interesting matter al-Zamakhshari adds in this context is the account o f c AH Ibn 
Abl Talib with the disbeliever who asked: “If a man of us [the disbelievers] wants to 
come to Muhammad, after the end of this date, [the Haram months]90 to listen to the 
word of God or for a need, would he be killed? c All said: No, because God exalted is He 
says: “If one of the disbelievers sought your //war grant it to him” ^  J  d* uj
(S^ )adl (2ljLajLuil
The importance of this account in this context is that it states clearly that a disbeliever 
may come to dar al-Islam  to ask for something other than listening to the word of God, 
and CA1I whose position is known in Islam affirms this and supports it by quoting the 
verse.
However, Ibn cAtiyya (542 AH) interprets this verse by saying that the musta°min 
comes to dar al-Islam  “to listen to the Qurian and see the state of Islam”91 £^43 
fXA/i JU csjjj. Hence, it is more than listening. It is listening and wandering about in 
the Muslim land to see the social, economical, political aspects of Muslim daily life. By 
virtue of things he needs lots of time to do that and the liberty to move around in the 
Islamic state92.
Al-Tabarsi (548 AH, Shlrite) does not go far beyond this meaning. He (al-TabarsI, 
1980, vol.3, p.17) affirms that: “If the musta°min comes to listen to your preaching and 
argument from the Qur°an, give him aman, explain to him what he wants and give him 
enough time to listen and ponder upon the word of God”93 o' j&U 4^ =-
^  “ds-dj .i}jj I* <d jL j Aidi Again, the matter is not just a question and
90 These months were the period that God gave to disbelievers before declaring the state of war against 
them in the verses prior to this verse (9:1-5).
91(http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=0&tTafsirNo=14&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
92 The issue of ‘freedom of movement1 for the rnusta °min will be discussed in ch.4 when comparing the 
Geneva Convention 1951 to the Islamic tradition.
93(http://www.altaIsir.com/Tafash'.asp?tMadhNo=4&tTa£sirNo=3&tSoiaNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay=y 
es&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
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answer, but a process where the musta°min needs unrestricted time to listen, 
contemplate and reflect upon Islam.
Although Ibn al-JawzI (597 AH) is brief in interpreting this verse, nonetheless he makes 
clear that “if [the m u s ta  °m iri\  asked for your aman to listen to the Qur°an and look into 
what he is commanded to do and prohibited from doing, give him amah” ‘AaAU
ftjaAa <Uc. 4j Uji (jljSSl (Ibn al-Jawzi, 1983, vol.3, p. 399)
The scholar's of this period generally affirm the musta 3m in’s right to be given the full 
opportunity to learn about Islam, without making time an obstacle.
Moving to the seventh century we find four commentaries; the first is al-TafsIr al-Kablr 
by al-RazI (604 AH), the second is al-Jamic li-Ahkam  al-Qur°an by al-Qurtubr 
(642AH), the third is Tafsir al-Qur°an by Ibn cAbd al-Salam (660 AH) and the fourth is 
Tafsir Anwar al-TanzIl wa Asrar al- Ta°wll by al-BaydawI (685 AH), The scholars in 
this period vary in regard to the length of their* comments on the verse. At the time 
where we find al-RazI and al-Qurtubl elaborate extensively on the verse and the rules it 
sets, we find Ibn cAbd al-Salam and al-BaydawI comment in a few words about the 
direct meaning of the verse.
After stating the aforementioned account of cAlr Ibn Abl Talib with the disbeliever, al- 
Razr takes the historical approach to put the verse in its context. He directly links it to 
the previous verses to show that the flow of events leads to the legislation of this verse 
which exempts the musta °min from killing, as the previous verses stipulate. He then 
stresses several points in this verse.
One of them is the arrangement of wording in the verse, especially the phrase “if one of 
the disbelievers asked your protection” Aj UIiA i> -i=J o)j. Grammatically, he
says, the verb “asked your protection” ^ s h o u l d  be mentioned before “one of the 
disbelievers” uj^A JI i> ^  and repeated after it. So the verse would be j j j
jArii (>. However, the Qur°an did not repeat the verb and put it before 
the subject, the disbeliever, because God wanted to focus attention on the musta °mm 
himself. Al-RazI supports this opinion by quoting Slbawayh, the famous linguist, who 
says: “They [the Arabs] bring forward the most important thing which they want to
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highlight” (al-Razi, 2000, vol. 15, p. 181). Then al-Razi
comments that “the apparent meaning in the previous verses (verses from 1-5) was 
killing the disbeliever, so the Qur3an puts forward the disbeliever in this verse to give 
him more attention in terms of saving and protection” (al-Razi, 2000, vol. 15, p. 181). 
This interpretation meets the difficult and desperate situation the musta °min must be in 
when he flees asking for protection and security.
The other issue al-Razi concentrates on is the period the musta°min should be allowed 
to spend in dar al-Islam. He says: “There is no evidence in the verse that shows the 
limits of the period; however, it may only be known by customary practice. When the 
marks of him being a seeker for the truth and a searcher for the proofs are evident then 
he should be given time and permitted to stay, while when it appeal's that he rejects the 
truth and wants to gain time by lies, then take no account of him [and end his amari\”
dljajLal! V) b j IaL i V ^  ,a\1 bAA (jl (Jaj La
UilA Lp Liaja-a 4a1g. J$la dijJj (Jg-ai (JV-^ tusV! ^ J  Lp LJUa 'LjS
aA\ cjiiL ^ l_liaI£VL jLajlS (al-Razi, 2000, vol.2, p. 182).
Al-Razi is the first scholar who states this directly, while previous scholars, as in the 
sixth century, touched upon the issue and reiterated the same meaning in various 
phrases without relating it so clearly.
In addition, al-Razi points to some jurisprudential rules about the musta °min and who is 
entitled to give aman in dai' al-Islam.
Depicted as a jurisprudent as well as commentator, al-Qurtubl focuses on the rulings in 
the verse. After giving the general meaning of the verse he discusses different aspects 
from a jurisprudential angle, for example who is qualified to give aman, and the 
differences among the scholars on this. He also argues whether the verse is abrogated or 
not. Yet, he raises quite an important point regarding the kinds of people who may ask 
for aman in dai' al-Islam. He states: “The apparent meaning of the verse is [specified] to 
who wants to listen to the Qur°an and reflect upon Islam, however giving jiw ar for 
another reasons is subject to the interests of the Muslims and what could be benefit to
t h e m ”  *VaJu-auoi Laili tilli ^Asd SjLa.yl LaU fX uY I ^L<uji (jxLlS ^A  Laj] AjVI ^ p U a j
4_) j An AjxJ LaiS )^Liilb Lpduia 1* (al-Qurtubl, n.d, vol.8, p.75). Hence, asking for aman
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for reasons other than learning about Islam is principally acceptable if it does not harm 
the Muslims and may bring them benefits.
It is al-Qurtubi who is the first of the exegetes to widen the reason for granting aman. 
This could be due to the fact that he was living in Cordoba, a powerful, civilised and 
settled city in the golden era of the Muslims in Spain. So, he was not wonied by the 
foreigners entering dar al-Islam  or the state of Muslims, which was great enough to 
convince many people to convert, or at least to be impressed.
In regard to the other two commentaries, Ibn cAbd al-Salam (660 AH) and al-BaydawI 
(685 AH) interpret the verse in brief and do not go beyond the general meaning. 
Nevertheless, al-Baydawi stresses on listening and reflecting and the importance of 
acquainting the musta °min with the truth of Islam (al-Baydawi, n.d, vol.3, p. 130).
The eighth century AH witnessed the highest number of exegetes, so far. I found seven 
commentaries. They are chronologically; Tafslr M adarik al-Tanzil wa Haqadq al- 
Ta°w llby al-Nasafr (710 AH), Nasih al-Qur°an wa Mansukhih by Ibn al-Bazaii (738 
AH), al-Tashll li- cUlum al-Tanzil by al-Kalbl (741 AH), Tafslr Lubab al-Ta°wIl f t  
Ma °anl al- Tanzil by al-Khazin (741 AH), Tafslr al-Bahi' al-M uhlt by Abu Hayyan (745 
AH), Tafslr al-Qur°an al-Kailm  by Ibn Kathlr (774 AH) and al-Burhan fi cUlum al- 
Qur°an by al-Zarkashl (794 AH).
None of these books except Tafslr al-Bahr al-M uhlt by Abu Hayyan (745 AH) and 
Tafslr al- Qw°an al-Karlm by Ibn Kathrr, add any new or significant meaning to the 
verse. However, I will consider Ibn al-Bazaii, who is mainly concerned with the 
abrogation issue, to the next part of this section.
Abu Hayyan (745 AH) approaches his interpretation of this verse from different 
perspectives. He mentions the issue of abrogation and argues against the opponents who 
say it is abrogated. He also takes the jurisprudential approach and discusses some 
details in this regard, like the aman of the Imam, the slave, the woman and the boy and 
mentions the variations between the scholar's about these issues.
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The interesting thing in Abu Hayyan’s interpretation is his use of the same wording of 
al-Razi in regal’d to the lessons formulated from this verse, especially the issue of 
reflection upon monotheism and considering it the highest hierarchy in Islam, without 
referring to al-Razi.
However, Abu Hayyan’s comments on the word ‘until’ hatta are significant here. 
He says: “Hatta could mean the time, i.e. until he hears [the word of God], or it could be 
for justification [the reason for giving aman]. In both cases it is linked with [the verb] 
give him amad' ^  jjSi jl J  dJ qjSj J
OallaJI (Abu Hayyan, 1983, vol.5, p. 11). So, in the first interpretation the period of 
aman should be restricted to the limit and the time of listening. Once the listening is 
done his aman should be terminated. Yet in the second interpretation the word hatta 
gives the meaning of purpose, i.e. give him aman so that he may hear the word of God, 
and thus he will be given the opportunity to learn about Islam. In these two scenarios 
the verse has nothing to do with the purpose of asking aman by the musta °min1 since it 
deals only with the duration of aman in the first scenario or the purpose of granting 
aman in the second one.
Nonetheless, Abu Hayyan also mentions that some linguistic scholars could accept that 
‘until’ hatta is linked with the verb ‘sought your protection’ dljUlu.1. In this case the 
verse would be: ‘If one of the disbelievers sought your aman to listen to the word of 
God give it to him’ * ill ^ajju jl* . j i S ^  jjj . So, the verse would
mean that the disbeliever comes to dai' al-Islam  for the purpose of listening to the word 
of God, and thus the Muslims should grant him aman for that reason.
However, the majority of scholars, as Abu Hayyan (1983, vol.5, p. 11) says, reject the 
association of the word ‘until’ hatta with the verb ‘sought your protection’ ^  
because in this case we should repeat the phrase ‘until he hears the word of God’
M twice. The first phrase should be put after the verb ‘sought your protection’
tSijUiuii since it is associated with it, according to this understanding, while the second 
one should be put after the verb ‘give him amad So, the verse would be read: “If 
one of the disbelievers sought your protection ‘to hear the word of God’ grant him 
protection ‘until he hears the word of God’” ^  <> j) j
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In this scenario, however, the first phrase ‘to hear the word of God’ ^  ^  is
used here to show the purpose of asking aman, and that is to listen to the word of God 
only, whereas the second phrase ‘until he hears the word of God’ is used
to show the time and the limit, i.e. grant him aman until he hears the word of God, and 
once that is done the aman will be terminated. Nonetheless, there is a problem with this 
scenario, according to the Abu Hayyan (1983, vol.5, p. 11). The repetition of phrase 
‘until he hears the word of God’ ^  is not acceptable grammatically,
therefore the second repeated phrase should be replaced with a pronoun attached to the 
word hatta, instead. Hence the verse should be: “If one of the disbelievers sought your 
protection to hear the word of God grant it to him until he hears it” {> j) j
tils. £>j=di rijUiuil. Although in English it sounds right grammatically, in
terms of Arabic grammar, there is a problem since the pronoun cannot be attached to 
the word hatta as it is the case here di*.
Having said that, the word hatta cannot grammatically refer to the verb ‘sought your 
protection’ rijUlml i.e. ‘sought your protection to hear the word of God’. The 
significance of this approach is that the verse does not state the reasons for seeking 
protection, whether it is hearing the word of God or anything else. The verse practically 
lifts any restrictions on the disbeliever to ask for protection, so whenever he feels that 
there is a need to ask for protection in dar al-Islam  he should be able to do so. This 
would also mean that scholars who confine the reason for asking protection to the 
listening to the word of God are wrong, simply because it is against the Arabic 
grammatical and linguistic rules.
According to this conclusion the word hatta should not be interpreted to mean the 
limitation and duration of the aman, as many classical scholars claimed. That is because 
this interpretation was based on the assumption that the disbeliever seeks aman in dar 
al-Islam  to hear the word of God and thus once he hears it his aman should be 
terminated. However, since we have proved that this assumption is in contradiction with 
the grammar of the Arabic language, the meaning of the word hatta should be changed 
to mean ‘so that’ instead of ‘until’.
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Briefly, iu light of this discussion the verse should be interpreted as follows: “If one of 
the disbelievers, [regardless of his purposes], sought your protection, grant it to him 
[without limitation of time] so that he may hear the word of God”.
Adhering to his own method, Ibn Kathir (774 AH) tries to bring in everything related to 
the topic from different perspectives. He interprets the verse in general and quotes from 
various sources to support his opinion. Yet, most of what he says here is not new. The 
significance of his comments becomes apparent when he mentions part of the account 
of sulh al-Hudaybiya related to the subject here, and the account of the messenger of 
Musaylama al-Kadhhab to the Prophet. He does so to conclude that: “Whoever comes 
from dar al-harb to dai' al-Islam  for delivering a message, trading, asking peaceful 
settlement or truce, carrying jizya  or something similar to that and asked for aman from 
the Imam or his deputy, he should be given the aman as far as he stays in dar al-Islam  
until he returns to his safe place and his homeland” ebj ^  jb  JJ  jb  <> ^  ^> 
UUl jl L-ibuiSf I irib 4JLuij
-uiajj Al*L J ]  p^ Liiyi jb  ^  biju  ^bU UUt <_sJac.l (ibn Kathir, 1980, vol.2, p.338).
What is noteworthy in this quotation is that Ibn Kathir does not restrict the aman for 
these categories only but makes it open to similar cases, which could include cases of 
refuge of modern times.
In the ninth century I could find four commentaries; the first is Tafslr Ghara°ib al- 
Qursan wa Ragha°ib al-Furqan by al-Qummx (850 AH), the second is Tafslr al-Lubab fi 
°Ulum al-Kltab by Ibn cAdil (880 AH), and the third is Tafslr Nazm al-Durm'fi Tanasub 
al- °Ayat wa al-Suwar by al-Biqaci (885 AH) and the fourth is Tafslr al-A°qam  by al- 
Acqam (ninth AH, Zaydi).
As he states in his introduction, al-Qumml gathers material from his predecessors like 
al-Zamakhshari, al-Razi and others. So it is no wonder that we find in some cases the 
same wording of al-Razi, especially when he mentions the hierarchy of contemplation 
in Islam and that the verse does not have any specific limitation to the stay of the 
musta°min, and so on. However, al-Qumml reaffirms the last point by saying: “As for 
the time of stay for contemplation, there is nothing in the verse that shows it. [Deciding
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the limit] could be up to the judgment of the Imam”94 U ^  jLiJl (jU j  Ul
1 jjlajLa aAs*J^j iriii C5^c'.
Nevertheless, al-Qummi also discusses the juristic side of the verse in regal'd to who is 
entitled to give aman and so on. In addition, he supports his ideas by mentioning the 
account of Um Hani° with the two disbelievers she gave jlw ar to. After that he argues 
about the abrogation of the verse.
Like al-Qummi, Ibn cAdil (880 AH) quotes from the predecessors, yet without stating 
that. He almost copies what Abu Hayyan said about the word hatta and its relationship 
to the verb ‘grant him protection’ and the grammatical and linguistic justification 
for that. However, he adds more examples to support his position. In addition, he 
touches upon the abrogation argument between the scholars concerning this verse.
The other two scholars, al-BiqacI and al-Acqam, who is from the ZaydT school, do not 
bring forward any important addition to the meaning of the verse. They reiterate the 
general meaning and al-Acqam affirms that CA1I Ibn Abl Talib said that the verse in 
abrogated.
Moving to the tenth AH century we find three commentaries; the first is called al-Durr 
al-Manthur fi al-TafsIr bl al-Ma°thur by al-Suyutl (911 AH), the second is al-Jawahir 
al-Hisan fi  Tafslr al-Qur°an by al-Thac alibi (928 AH) and the last one is Irshad al- cA ql 
al- Salim ila Mazaya al-Kitab al-Kailm  by Abu al-Sucud (951 AH).
In addition to the general meaning of the verse, al-Suyutl discusses the issue of 
abrogation of the verse. However, he narrates on the authority of al-Dahhak that the 
Muslims were not only ordered to protect the disbeliever who wants to listen to the 
word of God but also “were ordered to take care of them financially as long as they are 
there” ^  jjiu J  j J j .
This account adds a new dimension to the issue of aman in which responsibility for the 
disbelievers lies on Muslims shoulders. They have to take care of them in terms of
94(http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=4&tTafsirNo=38&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
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welfare, protection and everything else they may need as long as they stay in the dar al- 
Islam,
With regal'd to al-Thac alibi, he comments on the verse briefly and stays within the 
general meaning the other scholars cited.
Like the others, Abu al-Sucud repeats the general meaning of the verse, but he also 
affirms what Abu Hayyan and al-Qummi said about the word hatta and its reference to 
the verb ‘grant him protection’ rather than the verb He justifies that by
saying: “Hatta, whether it is to show limitation or rationalization, is referred to what is 
after it [the verb ‘grant him protection’) and not to the verb ‘sought your protection’. [If 
it refers to ‘sought your protection’] this will lead to the use of hatta with the pronoun 
and that is what should not happen except by poetic license” J  ajUA! dul£
^jc. i£j V L-a diiij (jLac.1 AjV udjL^ Luil A l V  LaJ AsLiIa
S jjj— (Abu al-Sucud, n.d, vol.4, p.44).
Moreover, he goes on to comment on ‘the need’ mentioned in the account of CA1I Ibn 
Abl Talib with the disbeliever. He then interprets ‘the need’ by saying: “It is the need 
related to religion and not the general need or the earthly needs” V
CjULJI q* (Abu al-Sucud, n.d, vol.4, p.44). In this comment, Abu al-
Sucud becomes the first scholar to explicitly restrict the reason for requesting aman to 
the religious needs and exclude bluntly any other need. While other scholars mentioned 
the religious need, they did not exclude other needs so categorically.
In the eleventh century, I could find one commentary called al-Safi f i  Tafslr Kalam 
Allah al- Wafi by al-Fayd al-Kashanl (1090 AH, Shrike). The author of this work does 
not add any different meaning and sticks to the general meaning stated by earlier 
scholars (al-Kashanl, 1985, vol.8, p.921).
Like the century before it, the twelfth century I could find one book called Ruh al- 
Bayan fi Tafslr al-Qw°an by Haqqi (1127 AH). This does add new meaning rather than
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simply affirming the previous understandings, especially in relation to the word hatta 
which could mean ‘until’ or ‘so that’95.
The thirteenth AH century witnessed the production of three commentaries. The first is 
Fath al-Qadh' by al-Shawkani (1259 AH), the second is al-Bahr al-M adid f i  Tafslr al- 
Qui'°an al-M jid by Ibn cAjIba (1266 AH) and the third is Ruh al-Ma °ani f i  Tafslr al- 
Qur°an al-Azim wa al-Sab0 al-M athm l by al-AlusI (1270 AH). After examining these 
books, we find that the first two authors remain in the same area with the majority of 
scholars. However, al-Shawkani adds a new meaning to the word ‘his place of safety’ 
and says: “It is the place he is safe in” WjS i>k ^ 1  (al-Shawkani, n.d, vol.2, p. 
338). In other words, when returning the disbeliever it is not necessarily to be to his 
country of origin if it is not safe. Instead, the Muslims are obliged to send him to a safe 
place regardless whether it is his home country or somewhere else. This point is quite 
important as we shall see when discussing the concept of non-refoulem ent
However, Ibn cAjIba aligns himself with those who interpret the word hatta to mean ‘so 
that’. He says: “It is obligatory to give them jiw ar so that they may listen and 
contemplate and that becomes a reason for their conversion”96 ^
uw  tdli jjSua i QjjiShj Then he applies this verse to hierarchical system of
Sufism. He makes it obligatory on the higher Sufis to give jiw ar to the beginners in 
Sufism should they ask for it especially when the latter enter ‘the land of truths’
Nonetheless, Al-Alusi (n.d, vol. 10, p.53) concentrates primarily on interpreting the 
word hatta and its implications. He argues strongly that hatta is for justification and thus 
related to the verb ‘grant him protection’. He quotes al-Fadil Ibn cAdil saying that the 
majority of scholars refuse to consider hatta to be related to the verb ‘sought your 
protection’. He then continues to refute his opponents’ evidence. Lastly, he counters 
what Abu al-Sucud said about the account of cAlI and the word ‘need’ mentioned there.
95(http://www.al tafeir.com/Tafasir .asp?tMadhNo=0&tTafeirNo=36&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
96(http://www.al tafeir.com/Tafasir .asp?tMadliNo=0&tTafeirNo=37&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UscrProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
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In fourteenth AH century we find four commentaries; Hamyan al-Zad ila Dar al-M acad 
and Taysir al- Tafslr both by Muhammad Atfiyyash (1332 AH, Ibadt), Tafsir al-Tahiir 
wa al- Tanwii' by Ibn cAshur (1393 AH) and Bay an al-Sacada f i  Maqamat al- cIbada by 
al-Janabadhi (14th century, Shicite). All these works agree that the disbeliever could 
come to the Muslim land and ask for aman not only for religious reason but also for an 
earthly need.
Atfiyyash interprets the verse in his second tafsh' at greater length than the first one, but 
the meaning, remains relatively unchanged. In Taysir al- Tafslr he asserts that the 
disbeliever could ask for aman from the Muslims either for hearing the Qur°an or for an 
earthly matter. He also emphasizes the word hatta and says that it is for justification and 
relates to the verb ‘grant him protection’. He reaffirms that clearly saying: “He asked 
for aman generally, without the restriction of hearing”97 :uL V jUiwl. He
also comments on the phrase ‘make him attain his place of s a f e t y fi and states 
that his safe place could be his homeland or anywhere else, where he feels he will be 
safe.
Ibn cAshur (2000, vol. 10, p.26) states bluntly that the verse does not explain the reason 
behind asking for jiw ai\ because the reasons for that are different and nobody asks for 
aman without a valid reason. He also draws attention to the word ‘then’ fi and says that 
it gives the meaning of slow motion. This means here that Muslims should not hurry the 
disbeliever to his safe place, but should allow him to stay there whatever it takes.
Lastly in this century al-Janabadhl, the Shfite, confirms that the disbeliever could come
ORto Muslim lands for an earthly need rather than religious needs .
Arriving to the modern commentaries we find several books; F i Z ilal al-Qur°an by 
Sayyid Qutb (1387 AH), al-Mizan f t  Tafsh' al-Qui'°an by al-Tabataba°T (1402 AH, 
Shfite), al-W asIt f i  Tafsh' al-Qui'°an by Tantawi, Taysh' al-Tafsir by al-Qatan and 
Aysaral- Tafasirby As0ad Hawmid.
97(http://www.altafeir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=0&tTafsirNo=50&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
98(http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=0&tTafsirNo=42&lSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
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Generally speaking the above mentioned scholars do not go far beyond what the 
classical scholars stated, and in some cases they depend on then* work. However, they 
sometimes add new meanings or put more emphasis on particular issues.
The controversial F iZ ila l al-Qui'°an,, whose author was hanged in Egypt in 1966 for his 
controversial and revolutionary views, comments comprehensively on this verse and the 
previous verses, and approaches them from a different perspective. He first goes 
through the historical background to put this verse in context. After piecing the verses 
together he concludes that this particular verse is a landmark of the greatness of Islam 
since it allows the disbelievers to enter dai' al-Isalm  with guaranteed security so that 
they listen to and understand the core meaning of the religion (Qutb, 1967, vol.4, 
p. 142).
As for al-TabatbaT, he also gives a lengthy interpretation of the verse and touches upon 
different matters, which lie within the main topics of the earlier scholars. Yet there are 
some variations, like in relation to the word hatta. He says that it is “the purpose of 
asking for jiw ar and giving jiw aiv"  S jV dj AjU.. Later on he restricts giving
aman to those who ask for it to leam about Islam and not for anything else. He (al- 
TabatbaT, 1971 vol.9, p. 154) says: “Then asking for aman was only for listening to the 
word of God and to querying of what the Prophet has of the matters related to his 
message” aJLujII dj^ s j^  dc. I* jl mVnnlj dil £-bud jld bd jbdiuVU . Moreover, he 
emphasizes this in another place (al-TabatbaT, 1971 vol.9, p. 155) by saying: “The 
verse only obligates giving jiw ar to the m ustajlr if he asked for it for a religious matter 
that is likely to be of good benefit to the religion. But the general istijara [asking for 
aman] for non-religious reason and with no good of it to religion is not originally 
supported by this verse” ‘ jjdl Ad ^  j j  jU id  Id SjUl bd ajVI jl
bb-d Ade. Id aIV^  Ad) die- Vj (jdjd V SjUidiVI (jib-a Idj. By saying this al-
TabatbaT becomes the second scholar* after Abu al-Sucud to restrict asking for jiw ar to 
the religious need to the exclusion of all other needs.
After commenting on the verse extensively from different perspectives and reiterating 
what earlier scholars had said about it, Tantawi affirms an important issue concerning
99(http://www.aI{afsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=0&tTafsirNo=56&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
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the length of stay for the mustajm  He says: “It is obligatory on the Imam or whoever 
replaces him to give the musta °min the period he deems would be enough for him to 
understand the truths of Islam” IaIjj jr iw ll jl  <> jl pl#yi
He then quotes al-Razi to support his opinion.
Finally, he praises Islam for giving this opportunity to disbelievers and quotes Qutb, 
without mentioning him, saying that the aman is the pinnacle of Islam and an indication 
that Islam is “a system of guidance not a system of annihilation” since it not only gives 
them the opportunity to stay in his land, but also protects them and accompanies them 
until they reach their safe place should they refuse to convert.
Regarding al-Qattan and Hawmid, they interpret the verse briefly and stay within the 
general framework of earlier scholars.
The issue of abrogation
Twenty out of the 54 scholars address the issue of abrogation. After examining these 
commentaries it is apparent that the main debate concerning this issue is based upon 
two opinions. The first is that “the verse is decisive” 3jVI and that is al-Hasan’s 
opinion. The second is that the verse is abrogated by the verse (9:5) or the verse (9:36) 
and that is what al-Dahhak, al-Siddl and Sacid Ibn Abu cUruba claim.
However, the majority, 17 out of 20 scholars 10°, state in different phrases that the verse 
is decisive. Some of them even go further to say that “the verse is not applicable for 
abrogation till the Judgment Day”101 ^  However, others
mention the two opinions on the verse without clarifying then’ views, like al-Tabari 
(310 AH), Ibn cAtiyya (542 AH) and al-Kalbl (741 AH),
100 al-Hawwari (3 AH), Al-Baghawi (510 AH), al-Zamakhshari (538 AH), Al-Qurtubi (642 AH), Ibn al- 
Bazari (738 AH), al-Khazin (741 AH), Abu Hayyan (745 AH), al-Acqam (Zaydi, 9 AH), Al-Qumml, Ibn 
cAdil (880 AH), al-BiqacI (885), Al-Thacalibl (928 AH), al-Shawkani (1250 AH), al-AlusI (1270 AH), 
Itfayyisk (1332 AH), al-Tabatba3! (14 AH) and Qutb (14 AH).
1®1(http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=0&tTafeirNo=56&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay 
=yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
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Conclusions
After this thorough research it is apparent that the verse (9:6) forms the clearest 
Qur°anic evidence for legalizing aman. Interpretation of the verse was subject to change 
over the course of time and the understanding of scholars. Some scholars were satisfied 
with the apparent meaning in then interpretation whereas others were more open and 
went deeper in defining the musta °min.
From the meticulous discussions between the scholars about this verse, it is possible to 
conclude that the interpretation of the verse (9:6) should be that if a non-Muslim, 
whether he is a follower of another religion or even without a religion, seeks the 
protection of the Muslims they should grant him then protection. The reasons that may 
drive such a person to seek protection in dar al-Islam are of no relevance in this context, 
since the verse itself does not specify any reason for that.
Based on the above discussion I can say that the majority of scholars who based then 
interpretation on the assumption that the disbeliever comes to dai' al-Islam  to hear the 
word of God are not accurate as this interpretation is in contradiction with the 
grammatical and linguistic rule of the Arabic language. The apparent meaning of the 
verse and the Arabic y am mar supports my opinion.
The verse puts an obligation upon the Muslims to give aman to anyone who asks for it. 
On the other hand, Islamic society has a duty and a message of mercy towards other 
peoples, as stated in many verses of the Qur°an, and the greatest manifestation of this 
mercy is giving shelter and protection to those fleeing oppression and persecution.
More notably, the verse itself linguistically and grammatically supports this meaning. I 
agree with the scholars, including Abu Hayyan, Abu al-Su°ud and al-Qummi, who say 
the word hatta is referred to the verb ‘grant him protection’ and not the verb 
‘sought your protection’ ^ H o w e v e r  I disagree with them that the word hatta is 
for timing or to limit the duration of stay. I believe that it is for rationalisation of the 
whole process. In other words, Muslims are obliged by this verse to grant their 
protection to whoever requests it so that he will have the opportunity to hear, leam and 
contemplate the Islamic principles. Thus, regardless of any reason, be it oppression,
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persecution, poverty, natural disaster or any other unfortunate circumstances, the 
Muslims should grant this musta °min the aman he asks for.
This understanding was also adopted by Ibn Kathir who counted some cases from his 
time in which Muslims should grant aman to certain categories, and eventually he left it 
open to accept similar cases in other times. Clearly, modern cases of refuge could be 
included.
We also have to bear in mind the examples mentioned above and especially the 
examples of al-Tabari and Abu al-Sucud to assert that this matter was not theoretical but 
rather real and practical. In addition, the contemporary scholars like, Atfiyyash,c Ashur, 
al-Janabidhl and Sayyid Qutb made it clear that the musta°min should be granted aman 
quite separate from the reasons that drove him to seek it.
Another small, yet important comment in the structure of the verse is the use of the 
letter in the word <= and letter fi after the word According to the general 
Islamic belief every word and even every letter in the Qur°an is mentioned intentionally 
and there is no randomness in the Qur’an whatsoever. Even the apparent repetition in 
the Qur°an is meant to give extra meanings102. Therefore, the two letters should be 
understood in this context. The Qur3an uses the letter ^  which is usually employed for 
coupling with the sense of speed associated with the verb ‘grant him protection’ to 
tell the Muslim that they have to be hasty and swift in giving aman to those who 
seeh,jbnj8iuyck it. This sense of speed in granting protection is crucially important in 
the case of the destitute, distressed and fearful asylum seekers who flee their homes 
looking for a safe place to protect their souls.
When it comes to terminating the contract the Qur°an uses the letter ‘then’ fi which 
gives the sense of slow motion associated with the verb ‘make him attain his place of 
safety’ AiLI to order the Muslims to be slow in ending the contract of aman and 
give more time for the musta °min before returning him to his place of safety.
102 See al-Baqillani (n.d, p. 17) and al-Kirmanl (1976, vol.l p .l)
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This understanding of the verse harmonises with the mercy the Prophet was sent to 
deliver to the worlds as in the Qur°anic verse (21:107): “And we have not sent you but 
as a mercy to the worlds” V] lilULijt Uj.
Moreover, while the musta °min stays in the Islamic state the Muslims should take care 
of him in terms of protection, welfare and finance as al-Suyuti highlighted. Thus, it is a 
comprehensive responsibility ordered by God to all Muslims.
In addition, the phrase “make him attain his place of safety” is vital in our discussion, 
especially when comparing the Islamic concept of refuge with the concept of non- 
refoulem ent stated in the Geneva Convention 1954 relating to refugees. This phrase 
puts an obligation on the shoulders of Muslims to protect the refugee until he reaches a 
safe place, without defining it or restricting it to the country of origin or the country 
where refugee came from. The refugee’s safety should not be jeopardized or 
compromised under any circumstances. If the refugee were to be expelled from a 
certain place, his or her safety should be secured by all means.
To sum up, in the Islamic tradition we find three terms used to identify the person who 
comes to the Islamic state seeking protection. They are the m ustajlr which applies to the 
Muslim and non-Muslim alike, the muhajm that is used solely by the Qur°an to describe 
Muslims, and the musta °min which is a loose term that includes all the foreigners who 
enter the Islamic state looking for protection, whether they are refugees or not, without 
specifying the reason for that. After entering dar al-Islam  the status of each one would 
differ. The muhajrr, who is a Muslim, would enjoy permanent protection like the other 
citizens, while the m ustajlr would enjoy temporary protection. In regard to the 
musta °min, he would also enjoy temporary protection unless he became a dhimmi.\ in 
which case he would enjoy permanent protection like the Muslim. Diagram (1) explains 
the situation:
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f A
Islamic Tradition
 I---------
Dar al-Harb
M uhajir
M usta ^min
M ustajlr
I______
Dar al-Islam
Muslim 
(permanent protection)
DhimmI 
(permanent protection)
Temporary 
H (temporary protection)
Diagram (1)
However, in recent times and after the advent of national states, the situation changed 
somewhat. All those who come seeking protection are called refugees and their status is 
determined based on the laws of the national state. Theoretically at least they enjoy 
temporary protection and if they stay longer then they are entitled to enjoy the 
nationality of the state. Diagram (2) explains the situation:
Refugee status 
(Temporary protection)
Refugees 
(The three previous categories)
Nationals 
(Permanent protection)
Diagram (2)
However, after examining the three terms it might be said that the closest term which 
could apply to the term ‘refugee’ is the term musta°min, although the latter term 
encompasses other kinds of people. Hence from now on I will use it to mean a refugee.
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Thus, based on the above discussion, the definition of the refugee in the Islamic 
tradition is “the non-Muslim who enters the Islamic state looking for refuge, regardless 
of the reasons that drove him to do that, be it oppression, fear, natural disaster or any 
other unfortunate circumstances”. However, the authorities in the Islamic state have the 
right to organize the process according to the needs and the interests of Muslims 
without violating the right of the others to seek refuge in the Islamic state.
The crucial point here is that the verse makes it obligatory on Muslims to give refuge to 
the seeker as an Islamic duty, while “according to the modem refugee law, asylum is a 
right of the State and not of the individual” (Elmadmad, 1991, p.473).
Finally, it could be rightly said here that the Islamic tradition provides a different 
system of protection than the modern system but the basic value of protection is 
embedded in both and the traditional system could be implemented in a modem context. 
This justifies looking more closely at the type of protection granted by modem refugee 
status in comparison to the protection granted by aman and that is what I will be 
examining in the following chapter.
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Chapter Four:
The 1951 Geneva Convention 
Relating to the Status of Refugees in 
light of the Islamic Tradition
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Introduction
This chapter studies the articles of the Geneva Convention from an Islamic perspective 
and examines the interface between the Convention and the Islamic tradition, with a 
view to identify similarities and differences between the two. More importantly it 
examines international refugee protection and protection granted by aman in the Islamic 
tradition.
With regard to my methodology in this chapter, I will state the text of the Article and 
the comments of legal experts where it is necessary to clarify it. I will then move to the 
Islamic tradition to establish the evidence (if any) of endorsement, or otherwise.
I will follow the order of the Articles in the UN Geneva Convention relating to the 
Status of Refugees adopted on 28 July 1951 by the United Nations Conference of 
Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons convened under 
General Assembly resolution 429 (V) of 14 December 1950. The Articles I will discuss 
are the following:
- Article 1. Definition 
Article 2. General obligations 
Article 3. Non-Discrimination
- Article 4. Religion
- Article 12. Personal status
Article 13. Movable and immovable property
Article 15. Right of association
Article 16, Access to courts
Article 17, 18 & 19. Gainful employment
- Article 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24. Welfare
- Article 26, 27, 28 &29. Freedom of movement
Article 31. Refugees unlawfully in the country of refuge
- Article 32. Expulsion
- Article 33. Prohibition of expulsion or return "refoulem ent'
- Article 34. Naturalization
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I will exclude some Articles due to their administrative content which is not relevant to 
the core of this study. Also, due to its particular importance, I will bring forward Article 
33. Prohibition of expulsion or return 'refoulem ent'  and discuss it after the 
definition. I will follow this up with a discussion of the ‘safety of the refugee’ which 
is not an Article in the Convention. This is due to its importance in the context of 
protection on one hand and to clarify the debate that took place between the Muslim 
scholars on this issue on the other. Lastly, I assume that if the Islamic tradition does not 
disagree with the main Articles of the Convention, then by default it will endorse them.
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Definition of the term ‘refugee’ (Article 1)
The definition of the term ‘refugee’ is of critical importance “for it can mean the 
difference between life and death for an individual seeking asylum” (Chimni, 2000, 
p.D.
It is evident that there are many definitions to the term “refugee”. There is the definition 
of the 1951 Convention with the 1967 Protocol, the definition of the Organisation of the 
African Unity (OAU) and the Cartagena Declaration as well as the Asian-African Legal 
Consultative Committee definition.
Broadly speaking, these different definitions were to some extent influenced by the 
circumstances at the time of the legislation. This is evident from the 1951 Convention 
which names the categories of the people who are entitled to seek refuge, all of which 
relate to that particular period. Hathaway points out that “there is no avoiding the Cold 
War origins of the 1951 Convention definition and it Eurocentric focus” (Chimni, 2000, 
p.2). He adds that “in addition to their desire for the refugee definition to serve strategic 
political objectives, the majority of states that drafted the Convention sought to create a 
rights regime conducive to the redistribution of the post-war refugee burden from 
European shoulders” (Hathaway, 1991, p. 8).
Moreover, the OAU definition, as Chimni (2000, p.62) indicates, reflects more closely 
“the realities of Africa during a period of violent struggle for self-determination and 
national development”. The Cartagena Declaration, Arboleda explains, “broadened the 
definition still further recognising the special attention deserved by the Central 
American situation” (Chimni, 2000, p.62).
The Islamic definition was also influenced by the environment in which it was formed. 
Earlier pages demonstrate the diversity of Muslim scholarly opinion over the course of 
time regarding the definition of the term ‘refugee’.
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The Significance of the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol
This Convention with the Protocol, as Goodwin-Gill (1996, p.20) says: “Remain the 
principal international instrument benefiting refugees and their definition has been 
expressly adopted in a variety of regional arrangements aimed at further improving the 
situation of recognized refugees. It forms the basis for article I of the 1969 OAU 
Convention on refugee Problems in Africa.” Even the Cartagena Declaration is based on 
the elements of the 1951 Convention and the Protocol that broadened it. (Goodwin-Gill, 
1996, p.20)
However, it is appropriate to touch on these different definitions, before expanding on 
the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol.
The OAU Convention and the Cartagena Declaration
The Convention and the Declaration came about because the definition of the refugee in 
the 1951 Convention, as Arboleda puts it, “did not adequately respond to the variety of 
situations in the sixties and seventies; for the drafters of the early definitions neither 
considered nor anticipated the problems of the less developed world” (Chimni, 2000,
p.62).
The OAU Convention defines the term ‘refugee’ as: “[E]very person who, owing to 
external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disturbing 
public order in either part or the whole of his country of origin or nationality, is 
compelled to leave his place of habitual residence in order to seek refuge in another 
place outside his country of origin or nationality”.
The important addition of this Convention was, as Arboleda (Chimni, 2000, p.63) states 
that “for the first time, the legal term ‘refugee’, albeit at regional level, was extended to 
individuals forced to leave their countries owing to aggression by another State and /or 
as a result of an invasion”. Arboleda goes on to say that the OAU Convention marked 
the beginning of a refugee protection system that directly addressed the causes of mass 
refugee influxes, by emphasising conditions in the country of origin.
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Although the Cartagena Declaration did not grow out of a regional organisation, and is 
not a formally binding treaty, it “represents endorsement by the States concerned of 
appropriate and applicable standards of protection and assistance” (Goodwin-Gill, 1996, 
p.21).
The addition, the definition of this Declaration, according to Goodwin-Gill (1996, p.21) 
includes “persons who have fled their country, because their lives, safety or freedom 
have been threatened by generalized violence, foreign aggression, internal conflicts, 
massive violation of human rights or other circumstances seriously disturbing public 
order.”
In regal'd to the Cartagena Declaration, Arboleda (Chimni, 2000, p.63) maintains that it 
“was the first document in the Latin American context to establish guidelines for 
states faced with mass inflows of refugees. It was also the first instrumental 
declaration recognising that the victims of generalised violence, internal conflicts 
and massive human rights violations deserved refugee status”.
The 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol
The main object of this Convention is “to endeavour to assure refugees the widest 
possible exercise of the fundamental rights and freedoms enshrined in the Charter of the 
United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights” (Nicholson et. al., 
2003, p. 100).
This Convention and its Protocol are so important “it is unlikely that the Convention 
drafters envisaged the extent to which it would become a standard feature of courtroom 
dispute or generate so prolific a body of work amongst legal academics” (Twomey, 
1999, p.4). Notwithstanding this, the Convention has limitations and falls short of other 
conventions in terms of the definition of ‘refugee’. Nonetheless, it still forms the most 
important convention relating to the status of refugees. That, according to Hathaway 
(1991, p.V) is owing to the fact that “it has been subscribed to by more than one 
hundred nations in the only refugee accords of global scope. Many nations have also 
imported this standard into their domestic immigration legislation as the basis upon 
which asylum and other protection decisions are made”.
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The 1951 Convention, according to Nicholson (Nicholson et al. 2003,p. 100), defined 
the term ‘refugee’ to apply, first, to any person who had been considered a refugee 
under the earlier arrangements or under the IRO Constitution, and, secondly to any 
person who:
As a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 and owing to well-founded 
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of 
a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his 
nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of 
the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside 
the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable 
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.
In regal'd to the 1967 Protocol it states that;
.... For the purpose of the present Protocol, the term ‘refugee’ shall, except as 
regards the application of paragraph 3 of this article, mean any person within the 
definition of article I of the Convention as if the words "As a result of events 
occurring before 1 January 1951 and..." and the words "...as a result of such 
events", in article 1 A (2) were omitted.
The present Protocol shall be applied by the States Pallies hereto without any 
geographic limitation, save that existing declarations made by States already 
Parties to the Convention in accordance with article I B (I) (a) of the 
Convention, shall, unless extended under article I B (2) thereof, apply also under 
the present Protocol.
The key feature of that Protocol was that it “removed the temporal and geographical 
limitations in the 1951 Convention” (Chimni, 2000, p.7). It achieved the formal, but not 
the substantive, universalisation of the Convention definition of refugee status.
Overall, the Convention as Hathaway (Chimni, 2000, pp. 14-15) explains:
“May be viewed as comprising five essential elements, each of which must be 
established before status is appropriately recognised....
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The first is persons who have left their country of nationality, or in the case of 
stateless persons, then' country of habitual residence...
Second, the refugee claimant must be genuinely at risk. It is not enough that she 
truly believe herself to be in jeopardy. Rather, there must be objective facts to 
provide a concrete foundation for the concern which induces her to seek 
protection in another state....
Third, the claimant’s flight must be motivated by prospect of ‘persecution’, that 
is risk o f serious harm  against which the state of origin is unwilling or unable to 
offer protection....
Fourth, the risk faced by the refugee claimant must have some nexus to her race, 
religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political 
opinion. The critical question is whether but for her civil or political status she 
could reasonably be said to be at risk of serious harm...
Fifth and finally, there must be a genuine need for and legitimate claim to 
protection”.
The Arab and Islamic Declarations and the issue of refugee
Regrettably, Muslim scholars in modern times paid little attention to the issue of refuge, 
as far as their studies and debates are concerned. However, the Cairo Declaration on 
Human Rights in Islam, which was adopted by the 19th Islamic Conference of Foreign 
Ministers 1990, made mention of this topic in Article 12:
“Every man (sic) shall have the right, within the framework of the Shark ah, to 
free movement and to select his place of residence whether within or outside his 
country and if persecuted, is entitled to seek asylum in another country. The 
country of refuge shall be obliged to provide protection to the asylum-seeker 
until his safety has been attained, unless asylum is motivated by committing an 
act regarded by the Shaikah as a crime”103. ^ ^  jlLj ^  jluTj l&J
Jihll *dj (jjak lil j \  siki (Jihta Aiata]
^k C_al Jjal e <■. jd hi AlaLa Ailil
103 (http://wwwl.uinn.edu/humanrts/iastree/cairodeclaradoii.html)/ [cited February 2005]
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The Arab Charter on Human Rights, adopted by the League of Arab States in 1997, also 
touches on the issue of refugee in Article 22:
“Every citizen shall have the right to seek political asylum in other countries in 
order to escape persecution. This right shall not be enjoyed by persons facing 
prosecution for an offence under the ordinary law. Political refugees shall not be 
extraditable”104. Yj I^g-kjaYl bjA ^  JJ  ^LuiSl i_AL ^  (jjaJl <J£J 
(j-iiuAjjdl lim Yj cJ=d o-* '***y' 6 ^  dr* kg-i
In terms of the motives it appeal’s the same, stating that the reason for seeking asylum 
should be persecution, without extending it to other reasons.
Lastly, agreeing with the Cairo Declaration it cites clearly that political refugee should 
not be extradited.
The definition of ‘refugee’ in the Islamic tradition and the Geneva Convention
As explained above, in the Islamic tradition there are three terms that come close to the 
meaning of the modem term ‘refugee’. These are mustajlr, m uhajirand musta °nun. The 
usage and context of these three terms varied over time. Yet, the closest of them to the 
modern term ‘refugee’ is musta°min, as indicated earlier105.
For the purposes of comparison, however, I will consider the five elements employed by 
Hathaway as standards to see how far the Islamic definition I have reached of the term 
‘refugee’ agrees or disagrees with the 1951 Convention.
With regard to the first point about leaving one’s country, it seems that although the 
Muslim scholars did not state this formally, the fact of departure was implicit. When 
interpreting the Qur°anic verse (9:6) or discussing caqd al-amM  all scholars supposed 
that the disbeliever comes to the Islamic country asking for refuge. However, it should 
be noted here that the terms “borders” and “nationality” were not identified at the time 
of the early Islamic state as we identify them today.
104 (http://www.law.wits.ac.za/humaiirts/ins(ree/arabhrcharter.html##l) [cited February 2006]
105 See section entitled: “The definition of the musta °min ” of the thesis p.104.
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Such terminology is relatively modem. Instead, the early Muslim scholars flatly divided 
the world into three categories; dar al-Islam, dai' al-hai'b and dai' al- °ahd, with some 
variations between them, as demonstrated in chapter two. Yet they agreed that the 
conversion of the harbl to Islam allows him to enjoy all rights of Muslims in dai’ al- 
Islam.
The issue of nationality in the Muslim state will be discussed at a later stage. However, 
at this point it is important to note that religion played a significant role in determining 
geographical limitations and borders in the early days of Islam.
The second element, about genuine risk, is quite specific in the Convention, but not so 
detailed in the Islamic tradition. Even though the Qur’an did not stipulate it nor did the 
Prophet, we still find some scholars interpret the verse (9:6) to permit the disbelievers to 
come to dai' al-Islam  for reasons other than listening to the word of God. Moreover, as 
mentioned in the previous chapter about the interpretation of the verse, I proved that the 
verse does not specify any particular reason for asking aman in dai' al-Islam, thus the 
feel of genuine risk should be one of the valid reasons for asking protection in the 
Islamic state.
Based on this, it could be said that the Islamic concept on this point is wider than the 
Convention. This might be due to the nature of Islam as a universal religion with a 
message of mercy that tries to spread far and wide, by allowing the vulnerable to seek 
protection in its land and to learn about Islam. This could explain why neither the 
Qur°an nor the Prophet specified the reason for seeking refuge. Nevertheless, Muslim 
scholars did give some control over access to refugees by saying it should not contradict 
with the interests of Muslims as a whole. In theory, the borders of the Muslim state 
should be open to refugees regardless of why they seek refuge there. However, in 
practical terms, this should not be in conflict with State’s general interests, public 
security or even its capacity. Obviously, this matter is left to the authorities in the 
Islamic state to decide on.
The third, fourth and the fifth elements are related to the previous element. From an 
Islamic perspective, they are important despite the fact that Islamic jurisprudence did 
not detail such cases formally. All cases of refuge that Muslims experienced resulted
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from oppression and persecution. The Islamic tradition opened the door wide to 
refugees, but that is not to say that the Islamic state should not have certain regulations 
for controlling this process. On the contrary, as the scholars said, the head of state 
should ensure the regulations exist to manage the process effectively and to ensure a 
balance between the accessibility of the Muslim state for refugees and the national 
interest of the Muslims.
In brief, the differences between the Islamic definition I arrived at and the UN 
Convention definition is that in theory at least the Islamic tradition is wider than the 
UN’s definition and does not specify particular reasons for seeking refuge. Actually the 
Islamic tradition leaves this matter to the authorities in the Islamic state to decide who 
deserves to be a refugee.
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Exclusion Clauses
Regarding the definition of the term “refugee”, international conventions specify 
particular criteria for those who are entitled to the right of asylum. Nevertheless, “they 
also establish criteria by which individuals may be excluded from international 
protection” (Chimni, 2000, p.57).
Over the years “awareness of the background and past of certain asylum seekers has 
increased, inter alia as a result of the atrocities committed during the Yugoslav wars. 
Paying increased attention to the issue of the application of the exclusion clause was apt 
and timely” (Van Krieken (1999, p. 1).
Even, before the UN Convention saw the light of day, the drafters of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) in 1948, as Van Krieken (1999, p. 1) states, “ not 
only laid down the right to seek and enjoy asylum from persecution (Axticle 14.1) but 
they also added that certain categories of persons were excluded from seeking, not to 
mention enjoying, asylum”.
The exclusion clauses were stipulated in the Geneva Convention in Article 1. F. After 
defining the term at length the 1951 Convention excludes certain people from this 
definition:
F. The provisions of this Convention shall not apply to any person with 
respect to whom there are serious reasons for considering that:
(a) He has committed a crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against 
humanity, as defined in the international instruments drawn up to make 
provision in respect of such crimes;
(b) He has committed a serious non-political crime outside the country of 
refuge prior to his admission to that country as a refugee;
(c) He has been guilty of acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the 
United Nations.
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The crimes listed above have been subject to debate and analysis by legal experts, like 
for example Goodwin-Gill (1996, p.95-114) and Van Krieken (1999).
Obviously, “the primary purposes of these exclusion clauses are to deprive the 
perpetrators of heinous acts and serious common crimes of such protection, and to 
safeguard the receiving country from criminals who present a danger to the country’s 
security. If the protection provided by refugee law were permitted to afford protection 
to perpetrators of grave offence, the practice of international protection would be in 
direct conflict with national and international law, and would contradict the 
humanitarian and peaceful nature of the concept of asylum. From this perspective, 
exclusion clauses help to preserve the integrity of the asylum concept” (Chimni, 2000, 
p.57).
Having said that, it will be applicable to look at the Islamic heritage to see how much 
the Islamic tradition agrees or disagrees with this principle.
But before that I’d like to indicate that the Arabs in the jahiliyya  also exempted some 
people from enjoying their jiwar.
Jiwar in the jahiliyya, as explained thoroughly in chapter one of this thesis, was 
extensively applied, and occupied a significant place in their social life, due to different 
factors. Yet we could observe some examples where a number of people were exempted 
from getting jiwar. The main reason for that could be the weakness to defend the 
m ustajfr against the powerful people who are targeting him.
One of the examples of this exemption is the incident of al-Harith Ibn Zalim al-Mirrl 
who killed the son of al-Nucman Ibn al-Mundhir and fled asking many tribes to give 
him jiwar. They refused saying A “who will give you
jiw ar against Hawazin, the tribe, and al-Nucman after you killed his son” (al-Shaybanl, 
1994, vol.l, p.447). They replied with a question whose answer is self-evident and that 
is nobody will ever give him jiw ar after committing such a crime. They refused to give 
him jiwar,\ apparently, because of their inability to fight Hawazin, the tribe who were 
very powerful people and nobody could fight them.
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This excuse of weakness or moral responsibility, in some cases, continued in the Islamic 
state, where the custom of jiw ar was maintained, apart from °aqd al-aman. We can spot 
a number of examples where some of the elite and powerful personalities in the Islamic 
community refused to grant jiw ar to various people due to the nature of their crimes. As 
recorded in Ibn al-Jawzi’s History of Baghdad, (1939, vol. 12, p.22)106 in 249 AH al- 
MustacIn Billah, the caliph, refused to grant jiw ar to his minister Atamish, when the 
public revolted against him as a consequence of his crimes against them.
We also can find examples where the high personalities refused to give jiw ar to some 
people in order not to anger the ruler or the chief of that province they lived in. When 
Yusuf Ibn Abl cAyyad was defeated in Morocco by the Sultan’s forces he sough jiw ar 
of Makhluf Ibn cAbbu, but the latter refused to do that lest he upset the Sultan (Ibn 
Khaldun, 1984, vol.7, p.311)107. In addition when Yazid Ibn Rabfa reprehended 
cUbayd Allah Ibn Ziyad, the ruler of al-Basra dming the Umayyad period, and fled to 
Syria, al-Ahnaf Ibn Qays and Khalid Ibn Usayd refused to give him jiw ar so as not to 
anger the ruler (al-HamawI, 1990, vol.5, p.639).
Concerning the issue of exclusion in the Islamic tradition, there is no concrete evidence 
or a direct ruling in the Qur°an that stipulates a judgment on this issue. However, the 
concept of exclusion is mentioned in the Qur°an in reference to heavenly measurements 
on the Day of Judgment. Some Qur°anic verses stipulate clearly that particular sins will 
not be forgiven and then doers will be excluded from God’s forgiveness and mercy and 
will not enter Paradise. The greatest sin of all is the apostasy and association with God. 
The Qur°an (4:48) stipulates: “Verily, God does not forgive the ascribing of divinity to 
aught beside Him, although He forgives any lesser sin unto whomever He wills: for he 
who ascribes divinity to aught beside God has indeed contrived an awesome sin” V ffl oj 
\ iSu] <_g jSal ill) dljjuij (jri dWj (jji la aj (Sinful jiiu. This means all
sinners may be forgiven except those who do not believe in God or associate others with 
Him in worshipping. So, the association of others with God is the biggest sin in the 
Islamic creed and in the hereafter God will exclude those who associate others with him 
from his forgiveness and Paradise.
106 See also (Ibn Khuldun, 1984, vol.3, p.356), (al-Tabari, n.d vol.5, p.358) and (al-Safadi, 2000, vol.9, 
p.249).
7 See also (al-Nasiri, 1997, vol.3, p.93).
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This exclusion is also stressed clearly in the Qur°anic verse (5:72) where God forbids 
Paradise for the disbelievers.
Islam is a monotheistic faith and requires belief in God as the sole Creator and the only 
one worthy of worship. Disbelief or association in this context contradicts with the very 
foundations of the Islamic faith and this may explain why it cannot be forgiven and its 
doer will be excluded from mercy in the hereafter, while other sins could be forgiven.
In regal'd to the exclusion in this life concerning the refugees the sfra holds some 
relevant examples. One account is narrated by al-Suyuti (1993, vol.4 p.351) on the 
authority of Sacd Ibn Abl Waqqas: “On the day of Mecca conquest, the Prophet, peace 
be upon him, gave aman to all people except four men and two women, and said: Kill 
them even if you find them hanging to the cloths of the Kacba. [They are]: cIkrima Ibn 
Abl Jahl, cAbdullah Ibn Khatal, MaqTs Ibn Dababa108 and cAbdullah Ibn Abl Sarh” dd 
J (j]j (JlSj -LuJ V] (jJ-iii !^ulj Ajlc. Jill Alii (JJJJlJ L>oi A£jS ^jJ jl£
( j j  ( j j  ( J i a a .  ^ J E -J  ( j^  j l i u l l j
From the sti'ong wording of this hadlth we can guess at the nature of the crimes. The 
Kacba is the most sacred place and it gives security to anyone around it. The Qur°an 
states that clearly in the verse (3:97): ‘dk  ^ i> j “Whoever enters it attains
security”. Hanging to its cloth was the most extreme case of impunity one could get. 
Despite that, some would not benefit from the sacredness of this place and nothing on 
earth could save them from the punishment.
Regarding the two women, the narrations vary in identifying them. Some suggest that 
they were the slaves of Ibn Khatal who used to satirise the Prophet (al-Bayhaqi, 1989, 
vol.8, p.205). Other narrations identify them as Um Sarah who was: “A slave singer of 
Barn Hashim used to curse the Prophet every day and night” ^  aIS
(IrLjL^  (al-Fakihi, 1993, vol.5, p.220) and the other one was Bunana,
who was mentioned in the narration of Abl Barza that he heard the Prophet saying: “All
108 Some narrations name him as Maqis Ibn Subabah. See (al-Nasa°J, 1994, vol.7, p. 106), (al- 
Tahhawl,1978, vol.3, p.330), (Ibn Abi Shayba, 1988, vol.7, p.404), (al-Hindl, 1998, vol.l0,p.233).
109 In the narration of Ibn Hajar (n.d, vol.4, p.61) he states that the Prophet did not give aman to ten 
people, six men and four women. However, the majority of the accounts cite that they were four men and 
two women.
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people are safe exceptc Abdullah Ibn Khatal and the immoral Bunana” ^Ull
j^Ujj Jkk jjj ^  (ibn Sacd, n.d, vol.4, p.299).
Studying the different narrations carefully informs our understanding of the grounds on 
which the Prophet excluded these six people from the general aman extended to the 
people of Mecca, and facilitates the extraction of general rules and regulations in regard 
to exclusion.
Stalling with the first man named in the previous hadlth, cIkrima Ibn Abi Jahl, I could 
count 294 accounts of him, scattered throughout the sh'a, hadlth, fiqh and tafsir. 
Unfortunately, none of these state clearly why the Prophet excluded him from the aman. 
Many do describe him positively after his conversion to Islam while others give an 
indication of his enmity to the Muslims before converting.
When he came to the Prophet repentant and willing to convert, he admitted, according 
to the account narrated by al-Naysabuii (1990, vol.3, p270) that he was very active in 
his enmity towards the Prophet and had been plotting aggressively against the Muslims.
Yet, another account highlights some of the terrible acts that may have driven the 
Prophet to exclude him from the aman. Al-SuyntI (1993, vol. 1, p.571) reports on the 
authority of Abu Ishaq that cIkrima was one of those who enticed and encouraged the 
people of Quraysh to kill Khubayb Ibn cAdyy.
The story of Khubayb as narrated by Ibn Hibban (1993, vol. 15, p.512) was that the 
Prophet sent a group of Muslims to bring him news of Quraysh110. On their way to 
Mecca they were intercepted by the tribe of Barn Lahyan. After a fierce fight they were 
all killed, with the exception of Khubayb Ibn cAdyy and Zayd Ibn al-Dithna who were 
sold as slaves to Quraysh. Eventually, Quraysh killed the captives, encouraged by 
cIkrima.
110 In the narration of Ibn Hajar (1992, vol.2, p.604), the Prophet sent the men to teach the tribe of cAdal 
and Qarah the principles of Islam.
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The role of cIkrima in Khubayb’s death might be, in addition to his heinous acts, the 
reasons behind his exclusion from the general aman enjoyed by the people of Mecca at 
the time.
Despite this exclusion, the Muslims did not kill °Ikrima. According to the account 
narrated by al-Bazzar (1984, vol.3, p.350) cIkrima tiled to flee by sea. When the storm 
was about to tear his boat he promised himself to return to the Prophet and become a 
Muslim111. The Prophet accepted his repentance and forgave him112.
Concerning c Abdullah Ibn Khatal, I could count a hundred and twelve narrations that 
provide reports about him. Most of these accounts concentrate on the manner in which 
he was killed, but few explain why he was excluded.
The way he was killed is narrated by many scholars including Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.4, p. 
299), Ibn Abl Shayba (1988, vol.7, p.404), al-Bazzar (1984, vol.3, p.350) and al-Nasa°I 
(1991, vol.2, p.302). The narrations all agree that: “As for cAbdullah Ibn Khatal [he] 
was caught hanging onto the cloths of the Kacba. [When they saw him] SacId Ibn 
Hurayth and cAmmar Ibn Yasir competed to get him. SacId outran cAmmar as he was 
the younger of the two and killed him [i.e. Ibn Khatal]” 6^  j *j  ^ O j 4il Ufa
I jL c c .  JustiU  (J J  j L a c . j  ( j j  AUe_ui A-li] j l i u i t j  (Abu
Ya°la, 1984, vol.2, p. 100).
Several reasons are offered for his exclusion from the general aman. Ibn cAbd al-Barr 
(1967, vol.6, p. 170) and Ibn Hajar state that: “He ordered the killing of Ibn Khatal 
because he was a Muslim and the Prophet sent him as a messenger (to some people). 
The Prophet sent with him a man from the Ansar and a slave to serve him, and he was a 
Muslim. In then way they stopped over, and Ibn Khatal ordered the slave to slaughter a 
goat and make food for him. The slave slept and woke up without making anything for 
him. So he [Ibn Khatal] attacked him and killed him. Then he reverted to disbelief. He
111 This account was also narrated by Abu Yacla (1984, vol.2,p.101), Ibn al-Hasan (1995, vol.41, p.59), 
al-MaqdisI (1989, vol.3, p.249) and al-Haythaml (1986, vol.6,p.169).
112 In the account narrated by al-Suyutl (1993, vol. 1, p.571), his wife came to the Prophet and asked him 
to give cIkrima aman, then he came to the Prophet and converted to Islam.
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also had two slave singers who used to ridicule the Prophet”113 j k  ^  kdj
j r i i  ‘k L jb a  ( j t ^ j  4 -aA aJ Ajuz ( j l £ j  j l ^ V l  £ya *L*_a C L u u j t\V>><i< 4 ll  ( J j x u j  4Ji*a3 I 111.0
J^laa Ajiic. I^ t9 \ *j.i*o a! ^ ‘1 l .-ij ,h<j‘unl_j U^a 1 A t.ja *d hjyj ls^
ill jU ij jjlliia (Xbn Hajar, n.d, vol.4, p.61).
Not only then did he kill a Muslim without a valid reason, but also he revetted to 
disbelief and allowed his slaves to vilify the Prophet. His crimes were an explicit 
challenge to the Prophet that clearly could not be tolerated or forgiven.
Nevertheless, al-Suyutl (1993, vol.8, p.517) gives a different reason for the exclusion. 
He reports on the authority of Sacid Ibn Jubayr that 0 Abdullah Ibn Khatal [after his 
conversion] came to the Prophet and asked to be one of those who wrote down the 
Qur’an. The Prophet accepted and stalled to tell him what to write. Ibn Khatal 
purposely changed the order of the wording. Instead of writing ‘the most 
Knowledgeable, the Wise’ as told by the Prophet, Ibn Khatal would change
the order, putting forward ‘the Wise, the most Knowledgeable’ He then read
back to the Prophet what he had written in an attempt to confuse him. Eventually, Ibn 
Khatal went to Quraysh and told them that “his message is nonsense” o^.
Thus Ibn Jubayr concludes: “So he became one of the four whom the Prophet did not 
give aman to” ^  upi' ^  c^  (al-Suyutl, 1993, vol.8, p.517).
Concerning the third person, Maqls Ibn Dababa, I could count eighty reports about him 
in different books114. The majority concentrate on how he was killed, but some do make 
mention of why he was killed.
Al-cAynI (n.d, vol. 18, p. 182) reports the story at length: When Maqls discovered that 
his brother Hisham was killed by Ban! al-Najjar, he told the Prophet. The Prophet sent 
with him a messenger to Ban! al-Najjar and ordered them to hand over the killer, should 
they know him. Ban! al-Najjar swore that they did not know the killer and showed their 
willingness to pay the blood money. After they paid Maqls a hundred camels, he killed
113 In the narration of al-Bayhaql (1989, vol.2, p.205) about the same incident he adds that the two slave 
singers used to sing songs to ridicule the Prophet so the Prophet ordered to kill them with him (Ibn 
Khatal).
114 See for example, al-NasaT (1991, vol.2, p.302), al-Tahhawi (1978, vol.3, p.330), al-Hindl (1998, 
vol.10, p.233), al-Bazzar (1988, vol.3,p.350), al-Shashi (1989 ,vol,l, p.153) and Ibn cAbd al-Barr (1991, 
vol.4, p.1539).
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the messenger of the Prophet who was with him. Then he reverted to disbelief and 
returned to Mecca. When the Muslims conquered Mecca, they killed him in the 
market115.
A-HaythamI (1987, vol.6, p. 168) offers a more graphic account. When al-Fahii [the 
Muslim from the tribe of BanI Fahr] slept Maqls got up, took a big stone and smashed 
his head. Then he said these verses:
Aha (Jf®
J j  U^J^' J '  L$ "9
He has cured the soul the one who has died and stretched in the Qac116 
With the blood [of his nose and head] covering his cloths 
The stress, before getting him killed used to attack 
me to the extent I that I could not sleep 
I have taken revenge and attained my desire 
And I am the first to revert to the idols
His crimes were unforgivable. Acceptance of the blood money meant the negation of 
the right to revenge. But Maqis, after taking the blood money, deceived the innocent 
messenger who accompanied him and killed him. He then reverted to ku fr and went 
back to Mecca.
With regal'd to cAbdullah Ibn Abl Sarh, al-Tabari and al-Suyutl agree that he was the 
person mentioned in the Qur°anic verse (6:93) “And who could be more wicked than he 
who invents a lie about God,' or says, "This has been revealed unto me," while nothing 
has been revealed to him? - or he who says, "I, too, can bestow from on high the like of 
what God has bestowed"?" If thou couldst but see [how it will be] when these evildoers 
find themselves in the agonies of death, and the angels stretch forth their hands [and 
call]: "Give up your souls! Today you shall be requited with the suffering of humiliation 
for having attributed to God something that is not true, and for having persistently 
scorned His messages in your arrogance!".” fb  £d] b  iit ^  c'Jh
115 In the narration of Ibn Abl Shayba (1988, vol.7, p.399), his cousin Numayla killed him between al- 
Safa and al-Marwa near the Kacba.
116 The name of the place.
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Clll^ )5ic. A  (jjjJUall il j 5j  djjl La cjri {^3^° O^J CA
UJJ . '^ ul* t!A ffVSj (3^1 _^ P~ ^  A ^- U jb ^  baJ j^l>ic. ( j j j ^  -L^ lnail
Al-Tabari (1984, vol.7, p.272) explains that he used to write down the Qur’an as recited 
by the Prophet. He stalled to change the ends of verses and doubt crept into his heart. 
He reverted to disbelief and went back to Quraysh. Afterwards he would say: “If 
Muhammad is the recipient of revelations, then so am I. And if God brings down the 
Qur°an, well I have brought down the same. Muhammad says: The All-Hearing, the 
All-knowing and I say: the All-knowing, the Wise” ub Ai ^  A ' uJ
1 ri-w ba^Ic. h i dilka Lajlc- IjMahi {Jta t^ll 3 A  ba L"  b ^  A_A)
Moreover, he committed another crime by revealing the secret about the conversion of 
cAmmar and Jubayr to Bani cAbd al-Dar who took them, cut the ear of cAmmar and 
tortured them till they revelled to disbelief (al-Tabari, 1984, vol.7, p.272)
It could be that for these crimes the Prophet ordered his death. However, after the 
conquest of Mecca cUthman Ibn cAffan pledged to the Prophet to give him aman. The 
Prophet, as al-NasaT (1991, vol.2, p.302) reports, refused to give him aman three times 
but then agreed to do so unhappily. The Prophet’s comment after giving him the pardon 
is self-explanatory. He turned to his companions and said: “Was not there a reasonable 
man amongst you who is ready to go to this man and kill him when he saw that I 
withheld my hand so as no to accept his allegiance” trip, iri A) cJ^j ^  bd
Alma 4j*jj A b  (al-Suyutl, 1993, vol.4, p.351).
Regarding the two women, one of them was a slave singer who used to deride the 
Prophet while the other was Um Sarah, who was involved in spying against the 
Muslims, as al-Tabaranl (1994, vol.6,p.343), al-Suyutl (1993 vol.8, p. 127), al-Hindi 
(1998, vol.l0,p.234) report.
According to these reports Um Sarah was the messenger who carried a letter to Quraysh 
telling them that the Prophet was preparing to attack them. When the angel Jibril 
revealed this to the Prophet, he sent °Umar and °Ali to capture her. At first she refused 
to give them the letter, but under threat of death she untied her hair and surrendered it 
(al-Tabarani, 1994, vol.6, p.343).
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This type of crime could be classified by the Muslims or indeed by any nation 
nowadays, as one of the most dangerous crimes, since it threatens the security of the 
whole country and makes it vulnerable to enemies.
To sum up, after studying these incidents in details a common factor emerges. As Ibn 
Taymiyya (1984, vol.3, p.773) concludes: “In the year of conquest, the Prophet gave 
aman to all fighters except those who had committed a special crime that necessitated 
his killing” <-_!=>.j j  q A a . ^j =». a! (>  V] -Ac. u-d
In all cases the crimes were serious and in many resulted in killing innocent people. As 
for Ibn Khatal he killed the Muslim who was accompanying him. Moving to Maqls, he 
killed the man from Barn Fahr after taking blood-money from his tribe.
Killing a Muslim, from the Islamic perspective, is greater than the destruction of the 
whole world, as the Prophet said in the hadlth reported by al-Jirahi (1984, vol.2, p. 119): 
“Surely, the demolishing of the earthly life, in the eyes of God, is lesser than killing a 
believer without a rightful reason” 6=*- j£-i i »  ic. j j r i  Jljji. In the Qur°an
God gives killing one human a universal dimension. The verse (5:32) reads: “Because 
of this did We ordain unto the children of Israel that if anyone slays a human being 
unless it be [in punishment] for murder or for spreading corruption on earth-it shall be 
as though he had slain all mankind; whereas, if anyone saves a life, it shall be as though 
he had saved the lives of all mankind. And, indeed, there came unto them Our apostles 
with all evidence of the truth: yet, behold, notwithstanding all this, many of them go on 
committing all manner of excesses on earth” ^  ^  ^  6?
ULj  QnUi l  l i d I j l
tjjSj uiaI u) ^  CliUTuilj
Regarding Ibn Abi Sarh, the reason of his killing, according the accounts mentioned 
earlier, it could be that he cheated the Prophet, reverted to disbelief and stalled to mock 
the Prophet after the Prophet trusted him and made him one of those who write the 
Qurian.
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Lastly, the crimes of the two women could be explained. Um Sarah was involved in 
spying against the Muslims and was caught carrying a message to enemies of the 
Prophet revealing the secrets of the Muslims, while the other woman was involved in 
cursing the Prophet and vilifying the message of Islam according to the previous 
accounts.
What is more, the arguments of the scholars in regal'd to the punishment of those who 
commit severe crimes offer more evidence to strengthen the previous opinions.
They argued about the interpretation of the verses (5:33/34): “It is but a just recompense 
for those who make war on God and His apostle, and endeavour to spread corruption on 
earth, that they are being slain, or crucified, or have their hands and feet cut off from 
opposite sides, or are being [entirely] banished from [the face of] the earth: such is their 
ignominy in this world. But in the life to come [yet more] awesome suffering awaits 
them (34) save for such [of them] as repent ere you [O believers] become more 
powerful than they: for you must know that God is much-forgiving, a dispenser of 
grace” I j l  (jl ^  ^
qa \jjVj ^  0-4 13^ 5 (jSi
^  (j1 [JjI
Al-Tabari mentions the disagreements between scholars about the interpretation of these 
verses and quotes those who said that even if the Imam gave the criminal aman this 
does not mean the people he harmed would lose their right to retribution or 
compensation. He must return what he had taken (al-Tabari, 1984, vol.6, p.221). Al- 
Tabari then reinforces his argument by quoting Malik who affirms that the rights of 
other people will not be abolished by the aman that he might get from the Imam.
Furthermore, al-Tabari cites scholars who made granting aman conditional on the size 
of the crime, concluding that “his crime should not be big” o j^  Vl (al-Tabari,
1984, vol.6, p.223). He goes on to narrate on the authority of SacId Ibn Jubayr that he 
said: “If he [the one who committed a crime] came repentant and did not commit a 
robbery nor killed anybody then he will be left [given aman]. This is what God said: 
‘Except for those who repent before they fall into your power’. He means those who did
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not kill nor commit any robbery” V) Jta ^ j3  Vba bj\j *.U. j)
Vb» ^1=^3 f*ij <-JUun 4il tdiju ,f-Lg-)\t^  I j j ^  jjl (Jja (j-a Ijjti ^jjiil.
In addition, al-Tabari continues to naiTate on the authority of cUrwa Ibn al-Zubayr that: 
“He [the one who committed a crime and fled and then came back asking aman] should 
be punished for the crimes he committed and nobody is allowed to give him aman” ^  
jUl <ua 1j  j i  U ^  in the end, al-Tabari quotes a scholar, Abu °Amr,
saying that: If he [the criminal] fled in dai' al-Islam and the Imam  gave him aman, then 
this aman is not valid” 4-i^ l ^  ^kxal\ jh  ^  ja jj.
Al-Qairi (2001, vol.5, p.616) states straightforwardly that even Mecca will not give 
Sanctuary to the criminals like those who rebel against the Caliph.
From all these narrations it is apparent that certain crimes could not be tolerated or 
forgiven and that the criminal was not entitled to refuge or asylum in the Islamic state.
These examples illustrated the types of crime that demanded the withdrawal of the right 
to seek asylum in the Islamic state. The nature of the crime may vary from time to time 
and there is no clear text from the Prophet to determine these crimes. However, these 
examples from the Prophetic custom and the opinion of scholars give a clear signal to 
contemporary scholars of the kinds of crimes that demanded such a punishment.
Comparison
After examining the Islamic tradition in regard to the exclusion clause we can now 
compare the Convention exclusion clause to the Islamic tradition.
There is in fact a great deal of agreement between the two. Both agree in principle that 
some people should be excluded from asylum on account of then* crimes. They also 
agree that these crimes are so serious that they cannot be tolerated under any 
circumstances.
Regarding the definition of these crimes, the Convention has defined the categories, 
while in Islam there is no such clear classification. That could be due to universal nature
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of Islam and its validity in different places and times, as the Muslim scholars claim. In 
other words, Islam provides the general principles, while the scholars in every 
generation must shape the rulings in accordance with these general principles to suit 
then time and place.
Nonetheless, the Islamic tradition can and should adopt the categories outlined in the 
Convention. The Prophet considered the killing of one person grounds for exclusion 
from the right to seek refuge so it goes without saying that crimes of a larger scale, such 
as crimes against peace, a war crime, or a crime against humanity, should be included. 
Some examples mentioned above could fall under the category of war crimes, as 
defined by Goodwin-Gill (1996, p.98) which included killing of hostages. Moreover, 
the attacks against the Prophet and the attempts to destroy the core of his message could 
be of a universal nature from the Islamic point of view, especially when the Qur3an 
states clearly that the Prophet was sent a mercy to all mankind and his message is the 
final message that all humans should adhere to.
In regard to the second category in Article 1 F (c), “a serious non-political crime outside 
the country of refuge prior to his admission to that country as a refugee”, also applies in 
the Islamic tradition. Most of the previous examples fall under this category, like the 
incident of Maqls Ibn Dababa who killed a Muslim and the others who committed 
different crimes prior to conquering Mecca.
Even the third category in Article 1 F (c) “acts contrary to the purposes and principles 
of the United Nations” is generally endorsed by the Islamic tradition. The objective of 
these principles as stated by Goodwin-Gill (1996, p. 109) are “to prevent war, to 
reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, to establish the condition under which 
justice and respect for obligations can be maintained, and to promote social progression 
and better standards of life in larger freedom.” These humane principles do not, on the 
whole, contradict the Islamic principles. On the contrary, these principles broadly 
coincide with the Islamic teachings.
In terms of preventing war, we find in the hadlth narrated by al-Bukhari (1986, vol.6, 
p.2644) that the Prophet tells his followers: “Do not wish to fight the enemies and ask
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God the safety” ^  b ^ J  ^  V. In other words the Prophet tells them that 
if you can stop war from happening do that and pray to God not to have a war.
Concerning human rights, generally speaking many hadlths and verses of the Qur°an 
made people equal in their humanity. The Prophet likened them: “People are like the 
teeth of the comb” (al-Qada0!, 1986, vol.1, p. 145) huidl ^bil. The Prophet also 
said (Ibn al-Mubarak, 1986, vol.l, p. 147) “O people, your God is one and your father is 
one. Surely, no superiority for the Arabs over the non-Arabs, nor for the non-Arabs over 
the Arabs, nor for the black over the red and nor the red over the black save the piety of 
God” Ni j
iUl! V) JjjjI g^ic- 4^^ .1 Vj
Furthermore, justice and mercy to all human kind are repeated throughout the Qur3an, 
for example (21:107): V] <2iuLj1 by “And [thus, O Prophet,] We have sent
thee as [an evidence of Our] grace towards all the worlds”. We find lots of material in 
the Islamic tradition to support social justice, freedom from all kinds of oppression and 
noble morals. The hadlth narrated by al-Bayhaql (1989, vol. 10, p. 191) on the authority 
of Abu Hurayra that the Prophet said: “I was only sent to make the moral qualities 
perfect” Lu) fits in this context. Moreover, al-Haythaml (1986,
vol.8, p. 167) reports on the authority of Anas Ibn Malik that the Prophet said: “He is not 
a believer in me who sleeps with full stomach while his neighbour next to him sleeps 
hungry, and he knows about him” "9 pKi j *j  *9^  J ]  uW^ ^ 9  ( > ^ ^ 1 9 .  in
addition, Ibn Hibban (1993, vol. 11, p.571) narrates that the Prophet said: “Support your 
brother if he was the oppressed or the oppressor. The companions said; O the Prophet 
[we] support him if he was oppressed, but how can we support him if he was an 
oppressor? The Prophet said: Prevent him from oppression” bib* Ujik* J  Ullh j ^ \  
i^lall (jc- (Jli Ldlla I bjlhna b^
These narrations show that the Islamic tradition in principle does not contradict the UN 
principles, but supports them for the good of all mankind.
In brief, the Islamic tradition has legislated the exclusion clauses in practice but not in 
clearly stated principles. Moreover, the Islamic tradition leaves the door open for
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scholars to construct judgments that suit their time with regal'd to the crimes that exempt 
the criminal from the right to seek asylum in the Islamic state.
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Prohibition of expulsion or return ‘refoulement (Article 33)
The term “non-refoulement derives from the French re fouler, which means to drive 
back or to repel, as in an enemy who fails to breach one’s defences” (Goodwin-Gill, 
1996, p.l 17). To summarise the concept of non-refoulement m  relation to refugees, it is 
“a concept which prohibits States from returning a refugee or asylum seeker to 
territories where there is a risk that his or her life or freedom would be threatened on 
account of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or 
political opinion” (Nicholson et al. 2003, p. 89). This principle is “distinguished from 
expulsion or deportation, the more formal process whereby a lawfully resident alien 
may be required, to leave a State, or be forcibly removed” (Goodwin-Gill, 1996, p. 117).
This concept is enshrined in Article 33 of the 1951 Convention relating to refugees. It 
stipulates that;
1. No Contracting State shall expel or return *refoulef a refugee in any 
manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom 
would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership 
of a particular social group or political opinion.
2. The benefit of the present provision may not, however, be claimed by a 
refugee whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a danger to the 
security of the country in which he is, or who, having been convicted by a 
final judgement of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the 
community of that country.
The principle also appeared in various instrument according to Nicholson (2003, p.91) 
like;
(a) The 1966 Principle Concerning Treatment of Refugees, adopted by the 
Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, Article 111(3).
(b) The 1967 Declaration on Territorial Asylum adopted unanimously by the 
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) as Resolution 2132 (XXII), 14 
December 1967, Article 3.
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(c) The 1969 Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Convention Governing the 
Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa, Article 11(3)
(d) The 1969 American Convention on Human Rights, Article 22(8).
(e) The 1984 Cartagena Declaration, section III, paragraph 5.
This principle has been adopted by many countries. “State practice, individuals and 
within international organisations, has contributed to further progressive development 
of the law. By and large, States in their practice and in then' record views, have 
recognized that non-refoulement applies to the moment at which asylum seekers present 
themselves for entry... the concept now encompasses both non-retum and non- 
rejection” (Goodwin-Gill, 1996, p. 124).
Nevertheless, this issue was mentioned in the Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in 
Islam in the Nineteenth Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers, in 1993. In Article 12 
it indicates that: “The country of refuge shall be obliged to provide protection to the 
asylum-seeker until his safety has been attained”. Moreover, the Arab Charter on 
Human Rights, adopted by the League of Arab States in 1997 stated in Article 23 that 
“Political refugees shall not be extraditable”.
Non-refoulement in the Islamic tradition
Searching the various books of the Islamic tradition for incidents in the Prophet’s life 
that indicate to the modem principle of non-refoulement, few relevant passages were 
found in the account of sulh, the truce agreement of al-Hudaybiya, and other accounts.
Sulh al-Hudaybiya is the agreement signed between the Prophet and the delegate of 
Quraysh in 6 AH. This agreement is repotted in detail throughout the histories and sira. 
The details are not relevant here, but some incidents are worthy of mentioning.
11 *7
The first is about a group of slaves who fled Mecca to the Muslims. Most scholars 
report this incident with almost identical wording: “On the day of al-hudaybiya prior [to
117 They are: al-Tabrlz! (1985, vol.2, p.1163), al-Sajistani (n.d, vol.3, p.65), al-Bayhaqi (n.d, vol.7, p.159), 
al-Maqdisi (1989, vol.2, p.69), al-Zaylaci (1938, vol.3, p.280), Ibn Hajar (n.d, vol.2, p.85), al-Qarl (2001, 
vol.7, p. 485), al-Naysabiirl (1990, vol.2, p.136), Ibn Husain ai-Din (1998, vol.10, p.214) and al- 
Shawkanl (1973, vol.8, p. 175).
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signing] the agreement, some slaves fled to the Prophet. Their masters wrote to the 
Prophet and said: O Muhammad, by God they did not flee to you out of love for your 
religion, but they ran away fleeing slavery. Some people [of the companions] said: O 
the messenger of God they are right, hand them [the slave] back to them [Quraysh]. The 
Prophet got angry and said: I do not see you will stop, O the people of Quraysh, until 
God sends you who cut your necks for this118. He refused to hand them back and said 
they are God’s freed men” b IjftS j* aJJ c±Sa gdLdl -LmiaJl M j  J l  JjIjuc. frjL
^ jll Jlaa (_3jll b.3^ 1^^ ] [^^3^ b> ^
j i  t liA ^^ Ic. tjji iill Cluti} tsii. (jbJ3 b ^  ha (JUij 4j| tjj-uij c.,.1.^ x3
.ill :c^j
The other three nai*rations119 cite the account with almost the same wording but add that 
these slaves converted to Islam.
This account is significant here as it appeal's to be a typical form of seeking refuge, like 
we witness in modern times. All the factors appropriate to the principle of non­
refoulem ent are apparent. This group fled their place of residence because of the 
treatment they faced at the hands of Quraysh. They sought refuge with other people, the 
Muslims. When their masters asked for their return, the Prophet refused to allow it, 
despite the fact that they did not migrate to Muslims out of fondness of their religion, as 
some of the companions affirmed, but in search of safety.
What is important here is that this incident occurred before signing the agreement that 
included a condition that “anyone comes to you, even if he follows your religion, has to 
be sent back to us or you let us free to take him” 1$) V] 3^ 0]j ^  1% i2kfc V
‘rijk.j (al-Bukhaii, 1986, vol.2, p.967). On the other hand if a Muslim comes 
back to Quraysh, they are not obliged to send him back to Medina as stated in this 
agreement: “And whoever comes to you from us, [you have] to hand him back to us” 
Ulic. lia (>j (Muslim, n.d, vol.3, p. 1409).
When the bewildered Muslims asked the Prophet about these conditions he said; 
“Whoever from us go to them, then God has distanced him from us, and who comes
118 Al-Qari (2001, vol.7, p. 485) interprets this by saying it is the fanaticism or the refusal of the truth.
119 Ibn Jarud (1988, vol.l, p.275), al-Tabarani (1994, vol.4, p.316) and al-Fakihi (1414h, vol.5, p.72).
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from them, God will make away and exit for him” ^*4 i> j ‘4jI ^jJJ CL Ciaj 
14 j* ^  ^ 4 ^  (Ibn Abl Shayba, 1988, vol.7, p.385).
Immediately after signing the sulh the Prophet was tested on his adherence to the last 
condition in particular. Abu Jandal, the son of Suhayl Ibn cAmr, the Qurayshi 
negotiator, fled to the Muslims asking for refuge. He as al-Tabari (1984, vol.26, p. 100) 
reports “threw himself amongst the Muslim” ^ j .  When Suhayl saw
that, he said: “O Muhammad, this is the first I will judge you with. [You have] to return 
him to us” 4$ (J "4^ 4^ -=*  ^t> J J  4 The Prophet asked Suhayl twice to give 
Abu Jandal jiwar, but he refused. Then his companion named Mukriz told the Prophet 
that he will give him jiwar. Eventually, the Prophet retuned Abu Jandal to Quraysh. At 
that moment the shocked Abu Jandal shouted amongst the astounded Muslims: “O 
Muslims, [are you going] to return me to the disbelievers while I came to you as a 
Muslim? Do not you see what I have been through?” 4? ^ jL L ' J ]   ^J1 ^1
eniSJ jS U ojjj Vl None of the Muslims, however, was able to do anything after
the Prophet decided to return him to Quraysh, adhering to and fulfilling his promise.
To assert his adherence to the contract, the Prophet also returned Abu Baslr when he 
fled to Medina from Mecca. Al-Bukhari (1986, vol.2, p.979) reports the incident and 
says that when Quraysh learned about his escape they sent two men to the Prophet to 
get him back. They came to the Prophet and said: “[we ask you to fulfil] the Promise 
you made to us” U ^ * 4  The Prophet then handed Abu Bash' to them. On their
way back to Mecca the men stopped at a place called dhu al-Hulayfa to eat dates. While 
there, Abu Bash started to praise the sharpness of one of the men’s sword and asked to 
see it. Unwisely, that man gave the sword to Abu Bash who killed him. The narration 
goes on to tell that the other man escaped to tell the Prophet what had happened. When 
Abu Bash returned to Medina he told the Prophet what had happened. Fearing that the 
Prophet would hand him over again to Quraysh he went out of Medina and started to
190form a militia from others who had fled Mecca but could not go to Medina . 
Eventually, after the trade caravans of Quraysh started to suffer from attacks carried out 
by this group, Quraysh pledged to the Prophet to abolish this condition from the sulh, 
which the Prophet gladly did.
120 For the full details of this account see Ibn Hisham (1990. vol.4 p.290-293), al-Tabari, (n.d, vol.2 
p.125), Ibn Kathir (n.d, vol. 4 p.176) and al-Halabi (n.d, vol.2 p,719).
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Others came to the Prophet seeking refuge but the Prophet returned them all to Mecca 
as al-Bayhaql (1989, vol.9, p.229) says: “All the men who came to him in that period 
were returned even though they were Muslims” uJj s^Jl dlh ^  V] t> aAj,
1 i.ii,a
In these incidents it is quite apparent that the Prophet gave the sulh priority, and did not 
allow anything, even the maltreatment and the torture of his followers, to justify 
breaking his agreement.
Nevertheless, when it came to women the case was different. The exemption of women 
from this agreement was made by God. The first woman who migrated from Mecca to 
Medina after sulh al-Hudaybia was Um Kulthum Bint cUqba, as Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.8 
p.230) states: “We do not know any woman from Quraysh who converted to Islam and 
left her parents migrating to God and His messenger, except Um Kulthum Bint cUqba. 
She left Mecca on her own and then accompanied a man from Khuzaca until she arrived 
to Medina” ajac. cIuj V] Aijpujj a qjj Ap dp.^p. AjiAi_yi S^j
AAjJldl Ac. !_p. qa dip.Lua_j Ia AfLa Ap.
Upon her arrival to Medina her two brothers, al-Walid and cAmara, according to the 
narration of Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.8 p.230) followed her. They went to the Prophet asking 
him to hand her over to them, providing that this was one of the terms of sulh al- 
Hudaybiya. Um Kulthum then said to the Prophet: “I am a woman and status of women 
is weak as you know. If you return me back to the disbelievers they will examine my 
faith, and I do not have patience” ^ S& U »U» c-.\t uiii! ^ ^
Just then, the Qur°anic verse (60:10) was revealed to the Prophet121: “O you who have 
attained to faith! Whenever believing women come unto you, forsaking the domain of 
evil, examine them, [although only] God is fully aware of their faith; and if you have 
thus ascertained that they are believers, do not send them back to the deniers of the 
truth, [since] they are [no longer] lawful to then erstwhile husbands, and these are [no
121 The majority of the scholars say the woman was Um Kulthum, however, others say she was Subayca 
Bint al-Harith. See al-Razi (2000, vol.29 p.265) and Abu al-Sucud (n.d, vol.8 p.239),
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longer] lawful to them. Nonetheless, you shall return to them whatever they have spent 
[on their wives by way of dower]; and [then, O believers,] you will be committing no 
sin if you marry them after giving them their dowers. On the other hand, hold not to the 
marriage-tie with women who [continue to] deny the truth, and ask but for [the return 
of] whatever you have spent [by way of dower] - just as they [whose wives have gone 
over to you] have the right to demand [the return of] whatever they have spent. Such is 
God's judgment: He judges between you [in equity] - for God is all-knowing, wise” b 
( j A i t s  jdc-1 aSj! jjA_jisJLall Cllly-vlgJa djULayil! bj L^ -ii
j j A( j Aj ) i aAni  hi jpkSJu (jl V j IjSijl L2> ^Ajplj (j^l QjlaJ A^ V j ch- (jA V jLa i^l
\^c. jiily ^  La IjLuulj i‘iaa\t La IjiLuily ~ > Ij^ i u^ .i Vy
Obviously, after this revelation the Prophet refused to return her to Mecca. Then the 
Prophet examined her and all women after her by swealing that: “By God, nothing has 
driven you to migrate except the love of God, His Prophet and Islam and you have not 
migrated for the sake of husband or money” ^  VJ
Vj ^ j  jl She instantly replied positively, and the Prophet kept her in Medina.
The response of the Prophet towards this woman was totally different to his response to 
Abu Basil*. The difference could be due to the fact that the fleeing person in the first 
case was a woman who could not stand the persecution and examination. In the second 
case, the returned Muslim was not only a man, but also a defiant fighter, who could 
defend and take care of himself. What supports this analysis is the Prophet’s comment 
when he heard that Abu Bash* had killed his captor and escaped. The Prophet said: “He 
is capable of fuelling a war, if he had men” Jb \j iP* J  This c o m m e n t
shows that Abu Bash* was not a weak person, who could be oppressed and maltreated 
easily and the Prophet was not worried for him.
The Prophet’s expectations turned out to be true, when Abu BasTr formed a soil of 
militia and started to attack the trade caravans of Quraysh. Eventually, Quraysh sent a 
delegation to the Prophet requesting him to remove this term from sulh al-Hudaybiya, 
which the Prophet promptly did and Abu Bash and his group returned to Medina.
The Qur°anic verse specified women in this case, for non-return, because of their 
absolute need for protection and also for the certain danger and persecution they would
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face were they to be returned. However, in case of men the level of risk was not 
comparable, especially when it came to “honour' and shame” in that tribal society.
Nevertheless, the examination of migrating women mentioned in the verse (60:10) was 
meant to make sure that any migrating woman was genuinely migrating for the sake of 
Islam and not for anything else, therefore, the responsibility of protecting her life lay on 
the Muslims, particularly after the Qur°an (60:10) cut the ties between these women and 
their non-believer relatives: “Neither are these [women] lawful for them, nor are those 
[men] lawful for them” ^  ^  cK (>
Also, it could be said that this verse sets a principle of inspection and legislates for the 
examination of the migrant to make sure he is genuine in his claims. In the case of the 
migrant woman the examination was to make sure she was truly a believer. Thus, the 
verse could be extended these days to include all migrants to the Islamic state to see 
whether they are genuine migrants or not. This is not to say it restricts access for 
refugees, since that contradicts with the verse (9:6), but allows for making sure that they 
are genuinely in need of refuge122.
However, the exclusion of men from this term continued for some period. Quraysh 
requested the abolishment of this exclusion after what Abu Bash' and his brothers did 
and the rule was applied to everybody, men and women, that no immigrant would be 
returned to his country.
Another account of non-refoulement is narrated by Ibn Sacd (n.d, vol.7, p. 15). In the 
year 8 AH during the conquest of al-Ta°if, Abu Bakra, a slave of Thaqlf, fled to the 
Prophet during the siege imposed on them by the Muslims. When Thaqlf asked the 
Prophet to return him, the Prophet refused saying: “He is the freeman of God and his 
Messenger” ^  j*. However, in the account of al-Bayhaql he reports that
they were a group of slaves who fled to the Prophet and converted to Islam. When
122 Some scholars like al-Bayhaql (1989, vol.9, p.229) argue that the women were not included in the sulh 
in the first place. He reports the account with die following wording: “So Suhayl said: on tire condition 
that any man from us comes to you, although he is following your religion, you have to return him to us” 
lift (ji ftuuli (jl (jlc. aJVj (jij tlilj V) (jlc. ;jl£ Ljjj tic lilpiL V (jl ijlls. Then
al-Bayhaql commented that this is evidence diat women were not included in this condition.
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Thaqlf came to the Prophet asking him to return the slaves he refused and said: “They 
are the freemen of God” dUiSc. ^  (al-Bayhaql, 1989, vol.9, p.229)
This incident, which occurred after sulh al-Hudaybiya, shows that the general rule in 
such circumstances is to accept those who flee to Muslims and not to return them to 
where they were oppressed, while the condition of sulh al-Hudaybiya that stated 
otherwise for a shoit period of time, was an exception and should not be understood as 
the standard.
Another imperative issue in this verse is the phrase “make him attain his place of 
safety” This states that after providing him with protection and care,
Muslims should not put the life of the refuge-seeker at risk when ending his aman. On 
the contrary, they must ensure he reaches a safe place.
The verse does not specify where the refugee is to be returned to, whether it is his home 
or anywhere else. The Qur°an leaves it general, simply because the destination itself is 
not central in this context. The most crucial point here is safety and wherever safety is 
available the refugee should be able to get there. The verse also obliges Muslims to 
protect the refugee and get him to where he feels safe. In other words, the refugee’s 
safety should not be jeopardised or compromised and if he was expelled from a place, 
his safety must be assured.
Remarkably, this understanding of the verse fits perfectly with what contemporary legal 
experts think about the place of return. As Nicholson states:
“The word 4 territories' mentioned in the Article holds two important 
points, “the first point is that this expression does not refer only to refugee 
or asylum seeker’s country of origin (whether of nationality or former 
habitual residence), even though the fear of persecution in such territories 
may well be at the root of that person’s claim to protection. The reference 
is to the frontiers of ‘territories’, in plural. The evident import of this is 
that refoulem ent is prohibited to the frontiers of any territory in which the 
person concerned will be at risk- regardless of whether those territories are 
the country of origin of the person concerned”.
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The second point is “the word used is ‘territories’ as opposed to 
‘countries’ or ‘States’. The implication of this is that the legal status of the 
place to which the individual may be sent is not material. The relevant 
issue will be whether it is a place where the person concerned will be at 
risk”.
Thirdly, they state clearly that Article 33(1) of the 1951 Convention 
cannot be read as precluding removal to a ‘safe’ third country”, 
nevertheless, it should be interpreted to preclude “removal to a place from 
which the refugee would be in danger of subsequent removal to a territory 
of risk” (Nicholson, et al. 2003, p. 122-123).
Conclusion
The Islamic tradition has stipulated that the refugee should not be returned to his 
country or to any other place where his safety is threatened. When ending refugee 
status, the verse (9:6) places responsibility on Muslims to ensure that the refugee 
reaches his place of safety. This means that the Islamic state should bear all the costs 
and take all necessary measures to secure his journey to the safe place. The Prophet also 
demonstrated in practice that this principle is Islamic and must be respected.
In light of this discussion, it could be concluded that the Islamic tradition matches the 
spirit and the letter of Article 33 of the Geneva Convention about the principle of non- 
refoulement.
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The safety of the musta °min
The safety and the protection of the refugee are of course of fundamental importance. 
Protection from harm is the foremost right that should be guaranteed to him since in 
most cases he has fled the threat of physical or psychological injury.
“[E]ven though physical security is clearly fundamental to any notion of refugee 
protection, the Refugee Convention is silent on this issue” Hathaway (2005, p.448). The 
drafters failed to reach agreement on the wording and the proposal tabled for approval 
was rejected because it was too ambitious (Hathaway, 2005, p.448). However, the 
Convention as a whole is based on giving safety to refugees. In addition, refugees could 
rely on other Articles in the Convention to claim protection. For instance, “those who 
are threatened by armed conflict may invoke the protections of the Geneva Convictions 
on the Law of Aimed Conflict and their Protocols, in particular Common Article 3” 
(Hathaway, 2005, p.449).
The Islamic tradition, in return, affirms the safety of the refugee and places particular 
responsibility on the Islamic state to guarantee the safety of m usta0min, even after the 
cancellation of his aman according to the verse (9:6). Many scholars affirmed the 
m usta0m ins ’s right to good care, protection and welfare, like Tantawl123 who says: “The 
musta °min is not to be harmed, on the contrary, the Muslims should protect him in his 
person, his money and his honour as long as he stays in dar al-Islam” (Jj V
jta ^  j»ta L jc.j  <iLj 4-uij (ji (j^Ludl i-aj. Furthermore, al-Shnazi
(1982, vol.l, p.239) speaking about the rights of the musta°min says: “The Imam has to 
protect all those who live in dar al-IsJam, defend them against anyone who wanted to 
harm them as well as freeing those who are in captivity [by the enemy] <> -LL. ^  j
However, there was a hypothetical debate between scholars about the value of the life of 
the musta °min and whether it was equal to the dhim m l and the Muslim. This will be 
discussed below, but it is important here to explore the Islamic tradition in regal’d to 
harming the musta °min.
123(http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=7&tTafsirNo=57&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay 
=yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
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The hadlth, narrated in several books with different phrasing, was clear on this point. In 
the account of Ibn Abl Shayba (1988, vol.2, p.356) and al-Qazwinl (n.d, vol.2, p.896) 
the Prophet says: “Whoever gives aman to a person and kills him, will be given the flag 
of treason in the hereafter” riji Aina y+ j jri t>. In another
naiTation the Prophet says: “Whoever gives aman to a man and kills him, then I am 
disassociated from the killer even if the killed [person] was a disbeliever” ^ j  0*1 
IjalS Jj&dl ub <> bh Aiiia a*j124 (al-TabiizI, 1985, vol.2, p. 1146)
The point in this hadlth, “and even if the killed person is a disbeliever”, is significant in 
this context. It demonstrates that being a disbeliever does not diminish his value or 
humanity. More importantly being a disbeliever does not excuse the treason or the act of 
killing. The significance of this hadlth will be more apparent in relation to the scholarly 
discussion regarding the punishment of a Muslim who kills a musta °min.
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah states clearly: “The musta°min is protected and his blood- 
monay is gauranteed” C y ^ j  Alia ^ H o w e v e r ,  if he was killed by a Muslim 
the scholars of Islamic jurisprudence differed over the punishment for that crime. Some 
maintained that the Muslim should only pay blood-money since the musta °min was a 
harbl a fighter and his life was not equal to that of a Muslim. Others claimed that then 
lives were of equal value and that the killer should be treated as if he had killed a 
Muslim.
Remarkably, scholars of the first opinion were in a majority. Al-Shafici even claims 
that: “There is no dispute [between all the scholars] that [the Muslim] should not be 
killed [for killing] the fighter musta °min” cp&bri* $*1 V Ail c a u  y  (al-Jassas,
1984, vol.l, pp.173-178). This opinion should be considered in light of the perception 
of the musta°min. The musta°min as was defined as an enemy in the first place who 
decided for some reason to come from dar al-harb to dar al-Islam  for a short period of 
time. His immunity from killing is therefore temporary. After this appointed time he 
would return behind the enemy lines and may later fight the Muslims. Al-SarakhsI (n.d, 
vol.26, p. 133) puts it bluntly: “The dubiosity that allows the shedding of his blood is
124 Also narrated by Ibn Qani0 (1997, vol.2, p.202), al-Asbahani (1984, vol.9, p.24), al-QadacI (1986, 
vol.l, p.130), al-Hindi (1998, vol.4, p.156) and al-Manawi (1937, vol.6, p.19).
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that of being a fighter and the ability to go back to dar al-hai’b ’ j&j  ^ i l l
cjj=dl jb  J l  bjjp  ^ Moreover, Ibn cAbdm (2000, vol.4, p. 169)
declares: “No penalisation of the Muslim or the dhim m l for killing a musta°miri' V 
JSj ^  J  <*Ll* J& Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.5, p. 154) concludes that all the
killer has to do is give the blood-money. Moreover, al-Shafici (1973, vol.7, p.4) states 
that even if the killing of the musta °min was deliberate, a Muslim should not be killed 
for that.
As mentioned above, the scholars’ outlook was underpinned by their division of the 
world into two categories; dar al-harb and dar al-Islam, and the state of war between 
them. Thus, the killing of the disbeliever from dar al-harb is allowed, simply because 
their attempts to kill Muslims are ongoing. According to this understanding, the general 
rule is to kill the disbelieving fighters and the exception is to save them as long as they 
have aman. So, the aman is temporary and limited to an appointed time and that is the 
end of the contract.
On the other hand, scholars who held the second opinion like Abu Yusuf (al-SarakhsI, 
n.d, vol.26, p. 133) justified it, claiming that: “The dubiosity that allows the shedding of 
his blood is negated by the contract of amah’ J l  <jc. Thus, he
adds; “There is no doubt that the penalisation of killing must be applied upon the 
musta °min125 and the Muslim alike” Judlj  J w J l  aISj pj*. 5U.
In fact, this opinion more closely matches the spirit of the Islamic principles and the 
aims behind legislation regarding the aman contract. Refuge is provided to save those 
who fleeing death, oppression or humiliation in another place. Keeping him alive and 
safe is an obligation from God on Muslims through the verse (9:6) as we saw before.
However, this issue is related to a wider debate between the scholars regarding the
equality of Muslims and dhimmis in the Islamic state. This is relevant in view of the
\ r) ( \general rule in dealing with the musta °min as stated by many scholars that: “The 
musta °min in our dar, before becoming a dhimml is treated like a dhim m l’ J  
{S*. ja—xj J  bjb (ibn c Abdin, 2000, vol.4, p. 169).
125 He means if the musta °min was killed by another musta °miru
126 See al-Shirblnl (1994, vol.2, p.410), al-Nawawi (1984, vol.5, p.279) and al-Ramli (1983, vol.6, p.239)
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The scholars127 who claim the superiority of the Muslim over the dhim m l rely primarily 
on narrations combined with then* understanding of belief and disbelief in general. The 
hadlth they draw on was narrated by al-Bukhari (1986, vol. 3, p. 1110) and others128, on 
the authority o f c All Ibn Ab! Talib that the Prophet said: “A Muslim should not be killed 
[for killing] a disbeliever” V.
Others, according to al-Jassas (1984, vol.l, p. 177), support their opinion by the hadlth 
“The Muslims are equal in their blood” {31S35 ujrilbJi and conclude that “this makes 
the blood of the disbeliever unequal [to the Muslim]” ^  uj£ i^ j.
In addition, Ibn Taymiyya (n.d, vol. 14, p.85) justifies this opinion by saying that there is 
nothing in our religion that makes the blood of the Muslim equal to the blood of the 
disbeliever, since belief is the basis for hierarchy.
Those who say the Muslim and the dhim m l are equal in terms of the punishment 
strengthen their position with reference to other proofs. Regarding the first hadlth “a 
Muslim should not be killed [for killing] a disbeliever” <J% V, al-Jassas (1984,
vol.l, p. 175) rejects their interpretation, explaining that this hadlth belongs to certain 
circumstances and should not be generalised. He says that the Prophet mentioned this in 
his speech on the day of the Mecca conquest. A man from Khuzaca tribe had killed a 
man from Hudhayl tribe in the jahiliyya  and it seems he wanted revenge for that killing. 
The Prophet said that hadlth to stop the killing of a Muslim because he killed a man in 
the days of the jahiliyya. In other words, the Prophet wanted to open a new chapter and 
to draw a line under the all killings and demands for vengeance between tribes before 
the advent of Islam. The Prophet acted as a leader who wanted to spread peace and 
harmony among his people.
To support this view, al-Jassas (1984, vol.l, p. 176) also cites the hadlth of the Prophet 
during the same speech: “Every blood spilt in the jahiliyya is placed under my feet”
0^. Thus, there is no revenge any more and a Muslim 
should not be killed for something he did in the jahiliyya.
127 Like Ibn Shibrima, al-Thawrl, al-AwzacI and al-ShaficI.
128 See also Ibn Jarud (1988, vol.l, p.200), al-Nasa°I (1991, vol.4, p.220), al-Bayhaql (1991, vol.8, p.29), 
al-Daraqutnl (1966, vol.3, p.98) and al-Tirmidhl (n.d, vol.4, p.25)
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Concerning the second hadlth “The Muslims are equal in their blood” tl\S33 jjilLiril 
al-Jassas (1984, vol.l, p. 177) maintains that this does not negate the equality of the 
blood of Muslims and non-Muslims. The benefit of this hadlth, he says, is to affirm the 
equality between Muslims themselves. In other words, the Prophet wants to confirm 
that all Muslims are equal, whether they are young, old, pious, non-pious, white or 
black and so on. But the hadlth did not state that non-Muslims are not equal to Muslims.
Responding to those who claim that disbelief is what made their blood susceptible, al- 
Kasanl (1982, vol.7, p.237) says: “The equality in religion is not a condition [for 
revenge from the killer]. Do not you see that if a dhim m l killed a dhim m l and then the 
killer converted to Islam, he will be killed for that [his previous crime before 
converting]” ^  c)^ S ^ <JJ* Vl qA  gjSJl ^  eljtuiiil. He
continues to say: “It is not acceptable to say that disbelief makes killing him 
permissible. What could make it permissible is the disbelief that motivates war and the 
disbelief of the dhim m l is not [motivating him to fight the Muslims], so he is immune” 
t5lc. djc-ln (jjtA ajiSj tlic-hSl jA ji^ll
Furthermore, al-Kasani (1982, vol.7, p.237) supports his opinion by verses from the 
Qur°an, such as the verse (2:178): “O you who have attained to faith! Just retribution is 
ordained for you in cases of killing: the free for the free, and the slave for the slave, and 
the woman for the woman. And if something [of his guilt] is remitted to a guilty person 
by his brother, this [remission] shall be adhered to with fairness, and restitution to his 
fellow-man shall be made in a goodly manner. This is alleviation from your Sustainer, 
and an act of His grace. And for him who, nonetheless, wilfully transgresses the bounds 
of what is right, there is grievous suffering in store” ^  cjA Ijiri QuJl b
c&ta (jllttaAj 4j!| AJ I^c, lj  Oiilb Juillj j i i l
He also cited the Qur°anic verse (5:45): “And We ordained for them in that [Torah]: A 
life for a life, and an eye for an eye, and a nose for a nose, and an ear- for an ear, and a 
tooth for a tooth, and a [similar] retribution for wounds;" but he who shall forgo it out of 
charity will atone thereby for some of his past sins." And they who do not judge in
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accordance with what God has revealed, they are the evildoers! 6^* 3  IjjSSj
a!  Sj U S  Aj (J-aljLsa2 £  p lu ib  ( j l d l j  ( j ^ l j  p i i ^ b  C a jS f lj  g jI i lU  ( j l i l l j  ( j j i i i lb
i2hJjla iiil (jjil bw ij^3
Also he employed the verse (17:33): “And do not take any human being's life -[the life] 
which God has willed to be, sacred-otherwise than in [the pursuit of] justice." Hence, if 
anyone has been slain wrongfully, We have empowered the defender of his rights [to 
exact a just retribution] but even so, let him not exceed the bounds of equity in 
[retributive] killing. [And as for him who has been slain wrongfully] behold, he is 
indeed succoured [by God]” Agyj Uki. aSs UjSka (Jja pay JjaJb Vj 3M <^ 1 Vy
( j lS  (Jjiail 5ta U tla iiji.
These verses, he claims, are general and “do not differentiate between a killed [person] 
and another, or between a soul and another, or between an oppressed person and 
another. Whoever says that this is restricted to Muslims has to bring the evidence [for 
such restriction]” t s ^  ^jlkay (jb ly  JiSay J jjI pju <JLal jlc. p*
Finally he cites the verse (2:179): “For, in [the law of] just retribution, O you who are 
endowed with insight, there is life for you, so that you might remain conscious of God!” 
h ^  and comments that: “What is really meant by
life [in this Qur°anic verse] is more evident in relation to killing a Muslim for killing a 
dhimmT rather than killing a Muslim for killing a Muslim, because religious enmity 
drives him to kill especially when angry, so a deterrent is even more necessary”
AAc. LLajjloik (Jlia!) AjIiaSI fijiAil) l^iubalb ^luuJl (Jill k Aia ^JaAib (JjS ^k SbaJl
l J )  ^4^1 (al-Kasani ,1982, vol.7, p.237).
In addition, those scholars who equalise between Muslim and dhim m lhke Abu Hanrfa, 
Abu Yusuf, Muhammad, Zufar’, Ibn Abu Layla, cUthman al-Battr and al-Jassas used 
other hadlths to support their’ stance. Al-Jassas states that the Prophet “killed a Muslim 
because he killed a dhim m l and said: I am the first to fulfil my obligation [to grant 
protection]” bl J l j  ^ a j  blbi a\I1.
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This hadlth was narrated by some scholar’s with different wording in regard to the 
person who was killed initially. Al-Zaylaci (1895, vol.6, p. 103) and Abu Dawud (n.d, 
vol.l, p.207) narrate that the killed person was dhimml, while Ibn Hajar (n.d, vol. 12, 
p.262) adds significant detail. He says: “The Prophet killed a Muslim for killing a 
disbeliever and said I am the first to fulfil his obligation” ^  J^ j jal£j LLw M J_^uj Js§ 
c> J j l  This description is particularly significant since it shows clearly that the 
killed person was a non-Muslim without defining what his status was, which means he 
could be m ustasmin or dhimml. Lastly, al-Sancanr (1959, vol.3, p.242) narrates this 
hadlth saying that: “The Prophet killed a Muslim for killing a m ucahid29 and said I am 
the first to fulfil his obligation” t> cdJ bi Jll j  ULw JjS jl.
Additionally, al-Jassas (1984, vol.l, p. 175) states that it was narrated upon cUmar, CA1I 
and c Abdullah that they killed a Muslim for killing a dhimml. After allowing the 
relatives of the killed dhim m l the opportunity to apply the law of retaliation, c Air Ibn 
Abu Talib commented: “We gave them what we gave them to make then blood like 
ours and our blood-money like theirs” UyLj jjij]  ^iLkcd ^21
This comment is relevant to this discussion. Although CA1I was talking about the 
dhim m l it certainly applies to the musta °min in the sense that both the dhim m l and the 
musta °min had a covenant with the Muslims with a common factor between them, 
namely the aman. In essence the aman the Muslims gave to both of them was identical 
in regard to safety but different in terms of length: the dhim m l contract is permanent 
while the musta 5m in contract is temporary. Therefore, there must be equality between 
the dhim m l and the musta °min in terms of the value of their lives, at least during the 
period of aman.
Conclusion
Muslim scholars in general affirm the need to give the musta °min protection. The 
debate between scholars regarding the equality between the Muslim and the musta °min 
does not mean that the musta °mdn was vulnerable and subject to harassment and attack 
by Muslims. On the contrary, even those who supported the inequality between the 
Muslim and the musta °min, such as Abu Hanlfa and Ibn c Abdin, state categorically that
129 Mu °Miid is the person who has a covenant with the Muslims. It applies for both the dhimml and 
musta °min.
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Muslims should treat the musta °min well in order to show him the value of Islam and 
induce him to convert. They also place a duty on the Imam  to support the musta °min 
(ShaykhI Zada, 1998, vol.2, p.452)130. Effectively, therefore the discussion was 
theoretical rather than practical. Nevertheless, this research contends that the musta °min 
is equal to the dhim m l and both of them are equal to the Muslim, as Abu Yusuf said. 
Once the Muslims give him the aman he was eligible for then: full protection and care. 
The essence of the aman contract is safety and anything that diminishes this safety must 
be rejected.
Additionally, the Qur°an does not differentiate between humans when it comes to 
killing, particularly the verse (5:32). So, a soul is a soul whether it is the soul of a 
Muslim, a dhim m l or a musta °min and it should not be slain without rightful reason.
One of these rightful reasons, according to the hadlth narrated by Ibn Kathir (1980, 
vol.l, p.535), was “a soul for soul” again, without differentiation between
the souls.
Commenting on this verse, al-Buhutl (1996, vol.3, p.328) and al-Suyutl (1961, vol.6, 
p. 146) say that it is the same whether the killed person was a m usta3min or a Muslim 
because both are humans.
This opinion is perfectly in tune with the message of mercy in Islam and the core aims 
of granting refuge. This message, as we’ve seen, welcomes the refugee and obliges the 
Muslim to take good care of him. Diminishing the value of their lives does not fit with 
this message.
130 See also what the scholars said about the interpreting of the verse (9:6) in the previous chapter.
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General obligations (Article 2.)
In Article 2 under the title ‘General obligations’ the Geneva Convention states that: 
“Every refugee has duties to the country in which he finds himself, which require in 
particular that he conform to its laws and regulations as well as to measures taken for 
the maintenance of public order.”
When drafting this Article, “a number of governments felt that such a provision was 
superfluous in view of the general duty of foreigners to obey the law of their country of 
residence” (Hathaway, 2005, p.98). However, some governments argued that the 
obligation of the refugees should be stated clearly. “Largely out of respect for the 
significant refugee protection contributions made by France, it was decided to include a 
specific reference in the Convention to the duties of the refugees” (Hathaway, 2005, 
p.99).
If it goes without saying that refugees should comply with the laws of the country they 
are in, a problem arises in how to apply these laws without conflict with the basic 
human rights of the refugee in terms of freedom of expression. Refugees as Johnson 
(Chimni, 2000, p.208) explains, are “persons whose fundamental rights have been 
violated. They seek refuge abroad precisely in order to be able to continue to enjoy their 
basic human rights, including the right to freedom of opinion and expression... The 
repeated call by States that refugees have a duty not to engage in subversive activities, 
should not prohibit them from enjoying such rights. The only permissible limit would 
be when, for example, in the exercise of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, 
refugees incite violence or the use of force”.
Another relevant question here is that if the refugee committed a crime or did not adhere 
to the law of the country he was seeking refuge in, would he be expelled or his rights 
forfeited?
According to Hathaway, after a lengthy discussion between the contracting states “the 
legal position is that Art. 2 does not authorise the withdrawal of refugee rights for even 
the most serious breaches of a refugee’s duty to the host state. Because there is no 
reciprocity of rights and obligations under the refugee Convention, refugees must be
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dealt with in the same ways as any other person who violate a generally applicable law, 
regulations, or public order measure” (Hathaway, 2000, pp. 104-106).
The duties of the refugee from an Islamic perspective
Like the drafters of the Geneva Convention, the Muslim scholars dealt with this issue 
briefly and in general terms. Zaydan sums up the duties of the musta °min by saying that 
he should refrain from “what is demerit to the Muslims or disrespect to their religion” 
oatittJlj U& (Zaydan, 1982, p.208)
Among the works of jurisprudence, al-SarakhsI (n.d, vol.9, p.56) affirms this point and 
denys that aman may allow disrespect of the Muslim faith: “We did not give him aman 
to deride the Muslims” i jUV' alidac.1 Uj. In practical terms that means he
has to respect the Muslims, their faith, way of life and certainly the general order.
To be clear on this point, Ibn Taymiyya states clearly that: “His [the musta °mln\ deride 
of the Prophet and his harm to God the Almighty and his messenger will not make it 
possible to grant him aman and covenant” V j j  A elilj <j!
^  Vj (Ibn Taymiyya, 1983, vol.3, p.768). In this context, he also relates the case of 
two slave singers whom the Prophet allowed the shedding of then- blood in Mecca 
Conquest for abusing him, as a proof that the aman contradicts with the abuse of the 
Muslim faith.
This particular point is important and will be dealt with at length when discussing the 
terms and conditions of cancelling the aman and expelling the musta °min. However, it 
is clear that Ibn Taymiyya requires respect for the Islam as a precondition of aman to 
the musta °min. Respecting the faith necessarily involved respecting the way of life and 
rulings.
In regal’d to punishment for crimes committed and the question of nullification of the 
aman, it is interesting to note that the Muslim scholars engaged in a discussion very 
similar to that which took place among the drafters of the Geneva Convention over this 
Article131. Some of them, such as Ibn Taymiyya, held that certain crimes, like abusing 
the Muslim faith, invalidated the aman. Others went to the extreme and made any crime 
a valid reason for cancelling the aman. Among them was Ibn Muflih (1979, vol.3,
131 See Hathaway (2005, pp.98-107)
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p.394) who judged that: “If [the harbi\ came to us with aman and then treated 
[someone] unfairly his aman will be nullified” 4JL»1 jWi b).
Others still argued that committing a crime did not abolish the contract although the 
perpetrator should be held to account for it. Abu Yusuf and al-ShaficI declare: “He is 
subject to punishments like the dhimml, and as long as he stays in our dar he should 
adhere to our rulings” Ljb ^b La 4iV pUy 4ii& (al-
Sarakhsi, n.d, vol.9, p.56). They justify then opinion with reference to the fact that these 
rulings are applied in dai' al-Jsalm to protect it. In this case, anyone comes to it must 
adhere to the general order of that dai\
Elsewhere, al-Shafici is more specific about the musta °min who kills a Muslim. He (al- 
ShaficI, 1973, vol.6, p.46) says: “If a musta °min committed a crime the law of 
retaliation should be applied upon him”4^  b]
By making these general judgements, Abu Yusuf and al-Shafi3! do not differentiate 
between the rulings that relate to crimes against God or rulings relating to crimes 
against people. They make it obligatory on the musta °min to adhere to them. Abu Yusuf 
validates his opinion as follows: “When he [the musta °miri] enters dar al-Islam, he then 
commits himself to the rulings of Islam as long as he stays there, so he becomes like the 
dhimmV l$_ia 4i<A3l ^  ^klay\ jb  Lil ^  (al-Kasani, 1982,
vol.7, p.34). Neveitheless, Abu Yusuf excludes the punishment of drinking alcohol, 
because it is not applicable to the dhim m l and should not therefore be applicable to the 
musta °min (Ibn Nujaym, n.d, vol.5, p. 19).
Other scholars do not agree with this trend. They, like al-Sarakhsi for instance, 
differentiate between the crimes for which the musta°min might be punished. They 
make a distinction between crimes committed against people and those committed 
against God. Al-Sarakhsi concludes: “The musta °min is liable to be punished for [the 
crimes] concerning the rights of other people” i> j* ^  (al-
SarakhsI, n.d, vol.9, p. 109). This means that because he is a non-Muslim he is forgiven 
for other crimes concerning the faith, for which a Muslim would be punished. Abu 
Hanlfa and his student Muhammad state clearly: “The punishments which relate to 
crimes against God the Almighty do not apply to the m ustac'min, even if it was proven 
evidently or by observation or by his confession” plft V
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<i jal |jj tSUiSj J  4-iiiilj ch& j l j  (al-Sarakhsi, n.d, vol. 18, p. 170). Al-cAdawI
(1991, vol.2, p.426) declares that: “There is no h add132 applicable to the harbP ^  V
Fuithermore, Abu Hanifa believes thal “there is no punishment applicable to the 
musta 3m in or musta°mina133 except the punishment for qadhf134”135 ^  pZ V
tjjSll k. V] jjSaJl (> He excludes this crime because it involves the right of
other people and when the musta °min accepts caqda al-aman it means he commits 
himself not to harm Muslims (al-Kasani, 1982, vol.7, p.34). Abu Hanifa defends his 
position: “The application [of the punishments] is built on loyalty, and loyalty is built 
on adherence [willingly]. If we were to force him to adhere [to our rulings] without his 
commitment, this will drive him away from our dai\ and God has ordered us to treat him 
in a way that leads him to enter our dar to see the beauties of Islam and convert” 
ujij jSj Ujh qa ejjijj siixijit jl
h jh  ^  JjiSlI ^  JlaUA J j  (al-ZaylacI, 1895, vol.3, p. 182).
It seems that Abu Hanifa is affirming here that so long as the musta°min is not a 
Muslim, he should not adhere to the same rulings and punishments applicable as those 
who converted to and embraced the rulings of Islam. Yet, when it comes to the public 
order and the rights of other people, the musta°min should adhere to public rulings. Abu 
Hanifa states plainly: “He by accepting aman had committed [himself to respect] 
peoples’ rights... and to treat them justly as he is treated justly and do not harm them as 
he is not harmed, so he is committed to these things by his acceptance [the aman]. As to 
God’s rights they are not applicable to him because he did not commit himself to [them 
by conversion]” V !^ a.1 V olj U£ glj ...9^ *1' <0$' gbaVh j&j
l * J l , J  *3Sr fcofe JU2 i l  3 j k  mlj - (al-ZaylacI, 1895, vol.3, p. 182).
Abu Hanifa gives an example of the crimes that are not applicable to the musta °min\ “If 
the musta °min committed adultery witl 1 a female Muslim or female dhim m l or female 
musta°min, there is no punishment for him or her [female m ustaDm ih\” ti]
V hJj jl Lj (al-Kasani, 1982, vol.7,
132 Hadd is the technical term for the punishments of certain acts which have been forbidden or 
sanctioned by punishments in the Qur°an and have thereby become crimes against religion (Lewis, et al. 
1971, p. 20).
133 The female of musta °min
134 Qadhf. false accusation of unlawful intercourse (Lewis, et al. 1971, p.20).
135 See also (Nizam et. al, 1990, vol.2, p. 149)
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p.34). Furthermore, if the musta°min stole from a Muslim, the punishment of cutting his 
hand should not apply to him as it is hadd. This example appears confusing, because it 
involves the rights of others and, as we have seen above, the musta °min is punished for 
the crimes he commits against other people. However, Abu Hanifa says this hadd i.e. 
cutting off his hand, is not applicable here because the hudud are applicable only to 
Muslims. This musta 3min, however, could be punished with other penalties called 
ta czu i36 which could be decided by the judge.
With regal'd to financial dealings with the m usta3min, the scholars imposed a tax called 
the cushtJ3? on those engaged in trading. Al-Ghazali (1996, vol.7, p.76) reports that: 
“cUmar Ibn al-Khattab imposed the cushr on every harbltrades in our country’ <_£ 
<Ue. ii! J&11 Al-Ghazali (1996, vol.7, p.76) and Ibn
cAbdIn (2000, vol.4, p. 169) affirms this.
Al-ShaficI, however, maintains that this condition should be imposed while granting the 
aman (Ibn cAbd al-Barr, 2000, vol.3, p. 165). Ibn cAbd al-Barr gives a new dimension to 
this tax and makes it subject to the customary law between states. He (Ibn c Abd al-Barr, 
2000, vol.3, p. 165) says: “The cushr should be taken from the haihi unless his people 
take less from us,138 if so, it should be taken from them like what they take from us. If 
they do not take from us we should not take anything from them” V]
lijjuS -J lb  lj.ii.Ls ylj lb  Ijiii La {Jib p&b (Jiil lb  U lA
Conclusion
The similarities between the Geneva Convention and the rulings of Muslim scholars in 
regard to the duties of the refugee/ m usta0min towards the host state are quite 
remarkable. Both asseit the need to adhere to the general laws of the host state and the 
measures taken to ensure public safety.
In addition, the Muslim scholars stressed that refugees must respect the faith of the 
majority in the Islamic state and behave respectfully. At the same time, they exempt the 
non-Muslim refugee from certain rules due to his disbelief, particularly the rules
136 Ta czlr. a term of Islamic law meaning discretionary punishment, e.g. by the qndf [the judge] for the 
offences for which no hadd punishment is laid down (Bearman, et al. 2000, p.406)
137 TJshr is a tax on the land owned by Muslims, or a tax on the commercial goods to be paid by Muslim, 
dhimml, or /wrfr/merchants horn non-Muslim countries (dar al-harb). (Bearman, et al. 2000, p.917)
138 He means when the Muslims go to dar al-harb.
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relating to the Islamic faith and its obligations. So, he may retain his identity, customs, 
dress and even unashamed behaviours, such as drinking alcohol or eating pork, as far as 
this does not harm Muslims or disturb public order. This particular issue contrasts with 
the requirements of some modem democratic states such as France which require even 
their own Muslim citizens, for example, to remove their headscarves in order to attend 
school.
In terms of the punishment, the Convention does not give any exemptions in this regard. 
Yet it states that the crimes committed by the refugee should not invalidate his status. 
Muslim scholars, as we have seen, differentiate in regal'd to punishment and take into 
account the faith of the refugee. Generally speaking, they respect his faith and allow 
him to act accordingly despite the fact that, in some cases, it contradicts with the social 
and religious rules of Muslim society.
Finally, regarding taxation and other financial dealings, it is left to scholars to decide on 
according to the circumstances of the time. There is nothing permanent in this regal'd. It 
is, as Ibn cAbd al-Barr said, subject to the international law and what states can agree 
on.
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Non-discrimination (Article 3)
The issue of non-discrimination in dealing with refugees is vital. The legislators and 
experts who framed the Geneva Convention gave it precedence, making it the first right 
to be granted to the refugee. Article 3 in the Convention states: “The Contracting States 
shall apply the provisions of this Convention to refugees without discrimination as to 
race, religion or country of origin”.
In the Islamic tradition, there is no text which stipulates this right with equal clarity. 
However, there are general principles in Islam which serve the same purpose of this 
Article.
The issue of race was addressed by the Qur°an in different verses. It is clear that the 
Qur°an and hadlth opposed those pre-Islamic Arab customs which discriminated against 
people on the basis of race. First, the Qur’an declares all human beings are equal by 
virtue of the fact that all emanate from the same origin. The Qurianic verse (25:54) 
states: “And He it is who out of this [very] water has created man and has endowed him 
with [the consciousness of] descent and marriage-tie thy Sustainer is ever infinite in His 
power”'jJ^a (jl^j 5* 3 k  . Al-San°anl (1959, vol. 3,
p. 128) comments on the verse: “It is deduced from this verse the equality between the 
sons of Adam”^  ^  ow s l j U  AjVI kmuila. in another verse (4:1) the Qurian 
reasserts this fact and clarifies that all peoples were created from one soul: “O mankind! 
Be conscious of your Sustainer, who has created you out of one living entity, and out of 
it created its mate, and out of the two spread abroad a multitude of men and women. 
And remain conscious of God, in whose name you demand [your rights] from one 
another, and of these ties of kinship. Verily, God is ever watchful over you!” kj
Ij SjI
3^Yj  ^  6) The Prophet affiimed this meaning: “All people are the sons
of Adam and Adam was created from soil” <> $=» ^  139 (al-Suyutl,
1993, vol.7, p.580)
Furthermore, God states that He has honoured humans, all humans, and made them 
superior to many of His creatures in the verse (17:70): “Now indeed, We have conferred
139 See also al-Tirmidlil (n.d, vol.5, p.734).
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dignity on the children of Adam, and borne them over land and sea, and provided for 
them sustenance out of the good things of life, and favoured them far above most of Our 
creation” LSla. cjtihll q* j ^ I j  jiSl ^  UijS lalj
Stlj-iaU
Yet, the Islamic principles establish a standard for superiority among humans, the 
criterion for which is piety and good conduct. In verse (49:13) God directs His speech 
to all humans, Muslims and non-Muslims, regardless of colour, telling them: “O men! 
Behold, We have created you all out of a male and a female and have made you into 
nations and tribes, so that you might come to know one another Verily, the noblest of 
you in the sight of God is the one who is most deeply conscious of Him. Behold, God is 
all-knowing, all-aware” cfebaj bjiii ill i^Sil 1^ 1 b
j ^  6j ^  %- Al-Asfahanl (n.d, vol.l, p.429) comments on the nobleness
mentioned here and says: “It is the praised actions” jUi^l.
This standard was repeated and rephrased by the Prophet in many hadlths, like that 
reported by Muslim (n.d, vol.4, p. 1987) on the authority of Abu Hurayra: “Verily, God 
does not look at your appearances and monies, but He looks at your hearts and deeds” u)
V M 140. The Prophet emphasised the 
significance of this principle, in his last pilgrimage: “O people, verily your God is one. 
Verily, your father is one. Verily, no favour for the Arab over the non-Arab, there is no 
favour for the non-Arab over the Arab, there is no favour for the black over the red and 
there is no favour for the red over the black except by piety” Vi ^ I j  o) ^  W  ^ 
O jjJ J A 2 lV  V j  V j  V Vi £ ]
Vj (al-Suyutl, 1993, vol.7, p.579).
This piety, however, is not just a claim devoid of substance. On the contrary, it should 
be practical and people should feel its good effect. The Prophet was asked about the 
best Muslim and said: “[The best Muslim] is who people are safe from his hand and 
tongue” f-Uj ^  ^uii ^  141 (ibn Hibban, 1993, vol.2, p.76). In the narration of al- 
Nasa°i (1991, vol.6, p.530) the Prophet added: “And the true believer is the one to
140 See also, Ibn Hibban (1993, vol.2, p.119), Ibn Rahawayh (1991, vol.l, p.369) and Ibn Hanbal (n.d, 
vol.2, p.284).
141 See also, al-Haythaml (n.d, vol.l, p.37) and Ibn al-Mubarak (1986, vol.l, p.16).
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whom people entrust their blood and money”^ M j  l>“^ ' ^  . So, it
is the practice and the action that makes some people excel over others.
This question of who is the best was asked directly to the Prophet who replied: “[The 
best] is the one who lives longer and makes his deeds better” j  6j** <J-k t> 142
(al-Naysaburi, 1990, vol.l, p.489).
To enshrine this principle in the minds of Muslim’s required far more than one hadlth. It 
was a long process that was particularly difficult for those Arabs who could recall the 
jahiliyya and its customs. Pride in race and tribe was engrained in that society143 and it 
was not easy to relinquish. Despite then* sincere adherence to the teachings of the 
Prophet, some Muslims on occasion failed the test and longed for the days of the 
jahiliyya unconsciously. In an incident reported by al-Tabari (1984, vol.4, p.23), two 
men of al-Aws and al-Khazraj recalled the days of the jahiliyya  and recited its poems 
when the two tribes met each other in the famous battle of Bucath. Then, each one of 
them stalled to call on his people to fight in his line. When the Prophet heard about this 
he immediately went to them and stalled to blame them for this ja h iliyyi act. His speech 
is well known: “[Do you fight each other] in the name of the jahiliyya  whilst I am still 
alive amongst you?” oh blj ^jc.^1 (al-Tabari, 1984, vol.4, p.23).
In such cases, the Prophet would frequently deter Muslims from taking pride in their 
tribal linage, making it a sign of the jahiliyya. On the authority of Salman the Prophet 
said: “Three things are from the jahiliyya\ the pride of the tribal line, the tarnishing of 
ancestry and lamentation [over the dead]” oildlj ujUAVLj jilll o?
k ^ l j 144 (al-Tabarani, 1983, vol.6 , p.239)
On other occasions the Prophet thanked God publicly for stripping his companions of 
this negative trait. Ibn Humayd (1988, vol.l, p.253) reports that the Prophet would say: 
“All praise due to God who removed from you the stain of the jahiliyya  and its pride in 
the forefathers” l& jjSoj ‘UIaLxII 3jqc. ^ic. 145.
142 See also al-Nahhas (n.d, vol.4, p.215), Ibn cAbd al-Wahid (1989, vol.9, p.43) and Ibn Abi Shayba 
(1988, vol.7, p.89). ’
143 See ch.l of this thesis.
144 See also Ibn Husam al-DIn (1998, vol. 16, p. 13)
145 See also al-ZaylacI (1993, vol.3, p,349) and al-Suyuti (1993, vol.7, p.579)
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When the Prophet felt that his leniency was not having the desired impact, he threatened 
those who still exhibited jahiliyya behaviour: “If those who take pride in their 
forefathers do not stop, then God will make them lower than the ju clan146” pjS
r& h  (al-Suyuti, 1993, vol.7, p.582).
Discrimination based on colour was a] so reprimanded and associated with the jahiliyya. 
Individuals who made such mistakes were admonished by the Prophet. Abu Dharr, one 
day called a companion while quarrelling “O the son of the black mother” 1 b 
when the Prophet heard about it he summoned him and told him: “You are a man with 
remains of the jahiliyyd’ 4^ (al-Bukhari, 1986, vol.l, p.20). Abu Dharr
was regretful and asked the forgiveness of that companion147.
With regard to the issue of religion, the Qur°anic verse (9:6) is considered the 
cornerstone in legislating the refuge principle in the Islamic tradition and does not 
differentiate between refugees on the basis of colour or country of origin. The term used 
to describe the refugee is “one of the disbelievers” a=J without any
specifications, descriptions or limitations. So, it is general and could encompass all non- 
Muslim refugees.
However, when it comes to Muslim refugees we find that the Islamic tradition dealt 
with them differently as the sh'a shows. When the Prophet and his companions fled 
Mecca to Medina they were treated no less favourably than the residents of Medina 
itself. The brethren contract the Prophet struck between the people of Medina made the 
M uhajkun and the Ansar equal in duties and responsibilities from the day the Meccan 
migrants arrived in Medina148. They not only became residents, but also rulers and 
occupied high positions in Medinan society. The non-Muslim musta 3min, meanwhile, 
had to secure an aman contract to sta) ’ in the Islamic state for a short period which could 
be extended to a year, according to th'3 most tolerant opinions of the early scholars149.
146 The ju  ilin is plural of ju  cl which is a smai 1 animal with a bad smell (Ibn Manzur, 1956, v o l.ll, p.112)
147 See also al-Sancam (1982, vol.9, p.447) aj id Abu °Uwana (n.d, vol.4, p.73).
148 See the section entitled ‘The migration to Medina’ in this thesis p.72.
149 This issue also will be discussed at the section concerning ‘Naturalization’ p.265.
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This is due to the fact that aman at the time was obtained also by converting to Islam. 
So, once the disbeliever converted, he had the full right to be protected in the Islamic 
state which was built on the basis of religion and not geography, boarders or linage.
The religious relationship was stronger and superior to any other relation. The 
relationship of blood linage, geography, marriage and any other relation were inferior. 
The concept of loyalty (to God, his Prophet and the fellow Muslims) and dissociation 
(from the disbelievers, even if they were relatives) was manifest. On this relation 
Islamic society was built.
However, after migration to Medina and the establishment of the Islamic state there, the 
issue of migration emerged as another condition for participation in the Islamic state. 
Nonetheless, there was still some relationship between those who did not migrate and 
the Islamic state. This relationship was illustrated by the verse (8:72): “Behold, as for 
those who have attained to faith, and who have forsaken the domain of evil1 and are 
striving hard, with their possessions and then' lives, in God's cause, as well as those who 
shelter and succour [them] - these are [truly] the friends and protectors of one another. 
But as for those who have come to believe without having migrated [to your country]" - 
you are in no wise responsible for then* protection until such a time as they migrate [to 
you]. Yet, if they ask you for succour against religious persecution,' it is your duty to 
give [them] this succour-except against a people between whom and yourselves there is 
a covenant' for God sees all that you do” ^  l>]
^  '"fc (_y* ^ 1  b i (J J ^ j > j-iT \ I j ja -I  Ij; jill
So, non-resident Muslims could expect some rights from the Islamic state subject to its 
own capacity, like the right of support, as al-Ghanushi (1993, p.46) states.
This means that Muslim migrants had more rights than the others in terms of obtaining 
permanent stay and being part of that Islamic society.
Such rules applied to the Caliphate state at the time. It is significant, however, that in 
the modern age of national states, the rules should be different, as al-Mawdudl states. 
During a discussion on the status of dhimmis in the Islamic state he claims: “It should 
be clearly borne in mind that an Islamic State is essentially an Ideological state, and is
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thus radically different from a national state. This difference in the very nature of these 
two types of states has an important bearing on the problem under discussion” 
(Mawdudr, 1961, I). Thus, this issue should be readdressed by Muslim scholars who 
must also detail the rulings and judgements concerning refugees to the modem national 
state away from the rulings that governed the Caliphate state.
Conclusion
The Islamic tradition in principle rejects any sort of discrimination based on race or 
colour and makes such discrimination a sign of backwardness and of reverting to the 
jahiliyya. One of the main principles in Islam is the equality of humanity. There is no 
superiority for one race over another. The measurement for superiority is the excellence 
in serving the good and acting positively, regardless of race, linage or colour. From 
these principles, which came without restriction or limitation, we can generalise for 
application to all refugees.
In regal'd to religion, the Islamic tradition afforded Muslim migrants priority over non- 
Muslims in terms of the speed of assimilation into and membership of Muslim society. 
This was due to the nature of the Caliphate state that was established on religion and 
had different duties and responsibilities towards Muslims. However, the favourable 
treatment of Muslim migrants did not entail a rejection of non-Muslims refugees. 
Practically it meant that Muslim refugees did not fall into the same category because of 
their faith and their theoretical relationship to the Caliphate state.
Nevertheless, with the disappearance of the central Caliphate state and after the advent 
of the modern national states, the whole concept of support and loyalty had to be 
revised according to current realities.
Thus, in regard to Article 3 of the Convention, it could be concluded that the Islamic 
tradition provides sufficient grounds to match this Article, particularly in terms of non­
discrimination based on colour or country of origin. Concerning religion, the Islamic 
tradition was not in full tune with this Article, based on the nature of the Caliphate state. 
Yet, in the modern national state, the favourable treatment of Muslim migrants should 
be dropped and there must be equality in the treatment of refugees since all refugees
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generally share a common experience of suffering and a need of protection. It could be 
said that the Islamic tradition provides the basis for contemporary Muslim scholars to 
revise, think and detail the appropriate judgement from the tradition in light of current 
realities.
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Religion (Article 4)
In its fourth Article entitled “Religion” the Geneva Convention states: “The Contracting 
States shall accord to refugees within their territories treatment at least as favourable as 
that accorded to their nationals with respect to freedom to practise their religion and 
freedom as regards the religious education of their children”.
The need for such an article was not initially felt according to Hathaway (2005, p.570). 
However, at the conference of Plenipotentiaries there was overwhelming support for 
codification of this right to impose a contractual obligation on states to respect the 
religious liberties of refugees. This vast support was partially due to the fact that lack of 
religious freedom was a frequent cause of refugee flight. Thus “it would clearly be 
unacceptable if refugees forced to flee religious persecution were to be required to 
accept as “protection” conditions of life which denied them the very freedom which 
forced them abroad” (Hathaway, 2005, p.572).
The place this Article occupied in the Convention demonstrates the importance the 
drafters attached to it. “It is the only article in the Convention which comprises a 
principled obligation on states to take steps for the benefit of refugees beyond even 
what is done for their own citizens” (Hathaway, 2005, p.572).
In regard to educating children, the Article “ensures that refugee parents are free (if they 
have resources) to enrol their children in schools which provide their preferred form of 
religious instructions; and if they are not able to fund education of that kind, they enjoy 
the liberty to withdraw their children from any non-preferred form of religious 
instructions provided within the public school system” (Hathaway, 2005, p.583).
The view of the Islamic tradition in regard to Article 4
In their extensive debate about the rights and duties of the musta °min, Muslim scholars 
discussed the religious freedom of non-Muslims who seek aman in dar al-Islam. They
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also debated the religious freedom of the dhim m l whose state was similar to the 
musta °m in50.
According to Ibn Qudama there was consensus among the scholars that forcing the 
dhim m l and musta°min to convert to Islam was prohibited. He states: “The people of 
knowledge agree that so long as the dhim m l and the musta°min keep their contract, it is 
prohibited to abolish it or force them to do something that was not agreed on, ... like 
professing [that no God but Allah and Muhammad is his Prophet]” d  ^  lM
... jai La p^lc. Vj  ^ (jvailuLallj Allc. La li] (Ibn
Qudama, 1982, vol.9, p.29).
The scholai's based their judgement on the Qur°anic verses that prohibit Muslims from 
coercing non-Muslims to convert, for example verse (2:256): “There shall be no 
coercion in matters of faith. Distinct has now become the right way from [the way of] 
error: hence, he who rejects the powers of evil and believes in God has indeed taken 
hold of a support most unfailing, which shall never give way: for God is all-hearing, all­
knowing” i2lliualuil & JiL CjjLLkiL js£u fa* iuijJl ^  ^  V
|L\c. ^>alu i&lj L^Laiul V.
Al-Nasafi (n.d, vol.l, p. 125) comments: “There is no compulsion to follow the true 
religion, and that is the religion of Islam” OP j* j i3=^  uM  jW  Ibn Kathir 
(1980, vol.l, p.311), al-SacdI (2000, vol.l, p . l l l )  and al-Samarqandi (n.d, vol.l, p.195) 
affirm this meaning: “Do not force anyone to convert to this religion because it is clear, 
obvious, its proves are apparent and it does not need anyone to be forced to follow it” V
The contemporary commentator Sayyid Qutb, who was imprisoned, tortured and 
eventually hanged for his beliefs, glorified this freedom and widened it to include the 
freedom to preach the faith. He said: “The religious freedom is the first right to the 
human with which he is rightly described ‘a human’. He who dispossesses a human of 
his religious freedom actually dispossesses his humanity. Religious freedom should be
150 See Ibn °Abdin (2000, vol.4, p. 169), al-Shirblnl (1994, vol.2, p.410), al-Nawawi (1984, vol.5, p.279) 
and al-Ramli (1983, vol.6, p.239).
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accompanied by the freedom to preach the faith securely from any harm or inquisition. 
Otherwise, it is a freedom by the name only, without any meaning in real life” u) 
<uLuU LoiJ j Ulsc-VI ( . b in  i i -o j  l$J A] d u l l  "(jluuV l11 {Jjl ^VUc-VI
(JjlAa V V Jj .A iiailj oAsajdi ajc.Jii! A jja . aIaIc-VI .f-lilil Aliiluuj
»b=dt ^sij ^  t$i (Qutb, 1967, vol.l, p.'SO).
These scholarly interpretations are strengthened by the actual reasons for the revelation 
of this verse. These reasons are immensely important in this perspective as they give 
practical examples of how Muslims dealt with the issue of freedom to religion.
The scholars mentioned two reasons for the revelation. The first account was reported 
by al-Nasa°i (1991, vol.6 , p.304), Abu Dawud (n.d, vol.3, p.58) and Ibn Hibban (1993, 
vol.l, p.352) on the authority of Ibn cAbbas: “If a woman happens to be barren she 
vows that if her baby lives she will convert him to Judaism. When Banu al-Nadlr were 
evacuated from Medina, some of the Ansai’s sons were with them. They [the Ansaf\ 
said we will not let our children [go away with the evacuated tribe], so God the 
Almighty revealed “There shall be no coercion in matters of faith”, truly the right way 
has become clearly distinct from error’ ’ <y SJj 1*1 (jilt jl u j^
^  V Y IjSl^ a jbLtaiVl frbll (JA ffg  (jl£ jU clula.1 Lda eAj*J
^iil Slijll as. in the narration of jil-Tabari the Ansai' asked the Prophet what to do 
and the Prophet said: “Give them the choice, if they chose you, they belong to you and 
if they chose them [Barn al-Nadrr] then they belong to them” ^  jli ^SA=^\ Ijj±l
^  j l j  (al-Tabari, 1984 vol.3, p. 15).
The other reason for revelation, however, is similar* to this and also was narrated on the 
authority of Ibn cAbbas who said: “This verse was revealed because of a man from the 
tribe of Barn Salim Ibn 0 Awf from the Ansar called al-Husayn. He had two Christian 
sons and he was a Muslim. He asked tb e Prophet [permission] to force them to convert 
after they refused [to convert willingly] and stayed Christians, so God revealed this 
verse” j* jl^ j jLut a! jl£ <S J li jc. L^ui ^  jj* cal jj
*113 <&! Jjjti Vj Lul aS La^jSLnl yl Jlaa Lduw (al-Qurtubr, n.d,
vol.3, p.280).
151 See also al-Tabari (1984, vol.3, p.14) and al-Nasafi (n.d, vol.l, p.125).
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These two incidents are the true embodiment of this principle. The Muslims could 
easily have forced their sons to convert to Islam, especially since at that time they were 
victorious, very close to the Prophet and had strong belief in him and his message. 
However, then* enthusiasm for their religion did not make them exceed the limits 
established by God. God revealed this verse to establish a universal principle spelling 
out that freedom of religion should be protected in the Islamic state even though it may 
allow the existence of faiths and creeds that contradict with the fundamentals of the 
Islamic faith.
Another explanation for the peaceful reaction of those Muslims could be the fact that 
they themselves had been subject to harassment and torture at the hands of the 
disbelievers when they chose a different religion and way of life. So, they did not want 
to do the same with then* sons and become then* oppressors.
The religious freedom enshrined in this verse is general and should be valid for all ages 
and generations. It should not be restricted to any time or specific incident, since the 
general jurisprudential rule is: “The point is in the general phrasing and not in the 
specific cause” o a j * - V  -tattl j^ ojj*11152 (al-Ghazalr, 1992, vol.l, p.236)
The other verse the scholars depended on in their verdict is the verse (10:99) “And if 
thy Lord willed, all who are in the earth would have believed together. Wouldst thou 
(Muhammad) compel men until they are believers?” ^  jly
( jA W ji  (> U i l  b j ^ i  C liitlt
Al-Kalbl (1983, vol.2, p.99) comments on this verse, maintaining that the question here 
is for negation and the meaning of the verse is: you, the Prophet cannot put faith in 
peoples’ hearts to make them convert. Yet, al-Zamakhshari (n.d, vol.l, p.331) explains 
more: “God could have forced people to convert if He wished, but He did not do that 
and made conversion the subject of a personal choice” ^  jl
Al-Alusi (n.d, vol.l 1, p. 195) in turn asserts that the verse orders the Prophet “not to 
force people to convert but to point them towards that which may bring them to it” V
152 See also (al-Razi, 1979, vol.4, p.77).
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<uij Uu l>“^  6j^ .  With no uncertainty, Ibn al-JawzI (1994,
vol.l, p.39) concludes that “faith is not proper by compulsion” <*-« ^ ^  V oWA
These verses, however, were interpreted practically in the life of the early Muslims. The 
trend of religious tolerance and freedom continued to the following generations. Al- 
Asbahan! (1984, vol.9, p.34) reports that cUmar the caliph, had a servant called Wasaq. 
cUmar used to invite him to convert by making him offers: “If you convert I will use 
you to help me in carrying my duties, as I am not allowed to use, in ruling the Muslims, 
someone who is not from them” u' ^  V Ajli j jAnJl t5l& A* c:n> u»l <jl 
qA  ,>j J&. But Wasaq refused and then cUmar said: “There shall be no
coercion in matters of faith”. When cUmar was dying he freed that servant and told him 
to go wherever he wished153.
Although cUmar was surely able to force his servant to convert, he did not do so 
because conversion should be based only on absolute convection and persuasion. cUmar 
believed that conversion is not just a matter of a few words to be uttered, but it is belief 
in the heart and no one can make that happen by force, as al-Nasafi (n.d, vol.2, p. 143) 
said.
As a result, this tolerance and religious freedom was asserted by the scholars when they 
judged that forced conversion is not acceptable and no ruling may be built on that. Ibn 
Qudama (n.d, vol.4, p. 164) stresses: “He who was forced wrongly to convert like the 
dhim m l and the musta smin, his conversion is not acceptable and no Islamic ruling 
should apply to him” A cAh jdj ^  ^  ejSl
in another book he repeats this opinion and adds that this conversion will not be 
accepted until there is a proof after the removal of force that he still adheres to Islam, 
otherwise if he died he will not be considered a Muslim (Ibn Qudama, 1984, vol.9, 
p.29).
Al-Nawawl (1997, vol.9, p. 151) agrees, stating that if enforcement happened then it was 
wrong since the basic term of the contract was to leave him free with his religion.
153 See also Ibn Abi Shayba (1988, vol.3, p.108).
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Besides, many scholars in their debates concerning the rights of the dhim m l and the 
musta°min repeatedly used the phrase: “We gave them aman subject to the condition 
that we leave them with what they believe in” ^ y *  J  154 (al-
SarakhsI, n.d, vol.9, p.56). Al-Kasanl (1982, vol.2, p.311) affirms this rule and adds: 
“They should not be harmed in their worshipping other than God, although it is 
forbidden [for the Muslims]”^ u ) j  4il ^  j*jj V .
To fortify this principle and demonstrate sincerity in its application, the Muslim 
scholars granted the musta °min rights supplementary to the right of religious freedom. 
The scholar's gave him the freedom in personal affairs such as marriage, wills, food, 
dress etc. according to his belief, with the exception of only a small number of areas 
which impacted on wider community like dealing in usury, for example155.
Moreover, al-Zaylacr reports that Abu Hanifa also said they are allowed to drink and 
sell alcohol and pork in dar al- Islam, as “we are ordered to leave them with what they 
believe in”156. Not only that but if a Muslim, out of anger or enthusiasm, decided to 
destroy his forbidden goods, like alcohol, he will be forced to compensate him (Shaykhr 
Zada, 1998, vol.4, p.94).
Furthermore, the scholars argued about the right to places for worship. Some of them 
refused, stating that the Islamic state should be a place for worshipping God in the 
Islamic way only and thus no churches should be built there. Al-Subki (n.d, vol.2, 
p.373) claims that: “It is a consensus [between all the Muslims scholars] that building a 
church is prohibited” *Uj. To support his claim he mentions a few
hadlths like: “There is no church building in Islam and no refurbishment to the old 
ones” ^  Vj ^  3-uuiS y and ‘There is no emasculation in Islam and
there is no church building” kuui£ jUn Vj ^  V and “Demolish the churches 
and the abbeys”<y^ ' .
The irony in al-Subkl’s position is that he himself judges that these hadlths are weak (al- 
Subkl n.d, vol.2, p.373). Therefore, we cannot consider them, let alone deduce a valid
154 See for example, Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.5, p.81), al-Mirghinanl (n.d, vol.l, p.214) and al-Kasan! (1982, 
vol.2, p.311).
155 See section ‘Personal Status’ in this thesis p.206.
156 See also al-Kasanl, (1982, vol.7, p. 147) and Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.8, p.519).
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judgment from them on such an important issue. Moreover, the Qur’an and the hadith 
clearly show that non-Muslims could live in the Islamic state despite the fact that they 
are disbelievers. This by default means that they may practise their religion and 
certainly they would need a place to practice it.
Above all, the sira of the Prophet and his companions show that they did not demolish 
any church or place of worship. On the contrary, we find the Prophet and his caliphs 
ordering then* armies to avoid worshippers and the places where they worship. Ibn 
Husam al-Din (1998, vol.4, p.203) reports an account that Abu Bakr ordered Yazld Ibn 
Abu Sufyan, cAmr Ibn al-cAs and ShurahbTl Ibn Hasana, the leaders of his army: “Do 
not demolish an abbey” ^  V. In the narration of al-Bayhaqi (1989, vol.9, p.90) he 
told them: “You will find people who have locked themselves in these abbeys [for 
worship], leave them with what they locked themselves for” ^  Ijxia*. Uljal jja>Ln
However, another opinion is that they are allowed to build and rebuild the demolished 
churches. This was the opinion of Abu Hanlfa (Shaykhi Zada, 1998, vol.4, p.452) and 
some ShaficI scholars according to (al-ShlrazI, n.d, vol.2, p.255). Contemporary 
scholars such as al-Ghanushl (1993, p.47) and Zaydan (1982, p.99) also support this 
opinion.
This opinion seems the most logical and agrees with the spirit of the Qur°an and the 
Prophetic teachings. It goes hand in hand with the fact that Islam not only allowed the 
disbelievers to live among Muslims, but also left the door open for non-resident 
disbelievers to come in and see the beauty of its principles, as we have seen in the 
interpretation of the verse (9 :6 ). This obviously places certain responsibilities upon the 
Islamic state, such as allowing those non-Muslims to worship and a place to worship in.
Conclusion
Freedom of religion in the Islamic tradition is ingrained in the Quraan and the teachings 
of the Prophet. This freedom was not just theoretical but also practical. It was the right 
of non-Muslims and particularly of those who sought refuge in the Islamic state. The
157 Also narrated by Ibn Sa°Id al-UmawI (n.d, voll, p.72) and Ibn Hibat Allah (1995, vol.2, p.50)
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verse (9:6) justifies granting aman to them, as some scholars said, by the probability 
that they may listen to the word of God and convert. In other words, Islam allowed them 
to enter so they had the opportunity to learn about Islam and forcing them to relinquish 
their beliefs did not fit this aim.
By this verse too the Imam , as al-Jassas (1984, vol.4, p.273) concludes, is obliged to 
“protect the musta°min, take care of him and prevent people from harming him”
i>  Without doubt, the worst harm would be in
forcing him to change his faith or preventing him from practicing what he believes in.
Moreover, the musta °min in the Islamic state is not only free to believe in the religion 
he prefers, but enjoys the right to practise it the way he wants. This obviously requires a 
place to practise it in and the right to build places of worship if need be.
Additionally, they have the right to live according to then* beliefs with respect to most 
areas, including marriage, food, dress and any other personal affairs, but excluding 
those few areas that affect the wider Muslim community, such as dealing in usury, as 
some scholars158 said.
Finally, based on the above discussion it can be concluded that the Islamic tradition 
agrees with Article 4 of the Geneva Convention. Religious freedom is a firmly-fixed 
principle in Islam and certainly applies to refugees in the Islamic state.
158 See al-Siwasi (n.d, vol.3, p.386).
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Personal status (Article 12)
In its 12th Article the Geneva Convention tackles the personal status of the refugee and 
formulates:
1. The personal status of a refugee shal] be governed by the law of the country 
of his domicile or, if he has no domicile, by the law of the country of his 
residence.
2. Rights previously acquired by a refugee and dependent on personal status, 
more particularly rights attaching to marriage, shall be respected by a 
Contracting State, subject to compliance, if this be necessary, with the 
formalities required by the law of that State, provided that the right in question 
is one which would have been recognized by the law of that State had he not 
become a refugee.
Despite lengthy discussions about the definition of the term domicile, the contracting 
states failed to agree a definition and left it to “the courts of the reception country to 
determine the domicile” (Hathaway, 2005, p.216).
Still, the adoption of this Article is important in that it enables “persons to move 
between countries without thereby jeopardizing basic entitlements” (Hathaway, 2005,
p.2 1 0 )
Personal status in the Islamic tradition
The debate which took place between drafters during the coding of the Convention159 is 
remarkably similar- to the discussion that occurred between Muslim scholar's concerning 
the musta°min and his personal affairs, including the status of his marriage and will 
before entering dar al-Islam. Such discussions and especially those relating to the 
marriage issue are of relevance in the current context, since the Convention gives 
special attention to it.
159 See Hathaway (2005, pp.210-223).
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As is well known in Islamic jurisprudence, the groom has to give a dowry to his bride. 
In terms of the barbs who is a non-Muslim, the Hanafites, as repotted by al-Kasanl 
(1982, vol.2, p.312) agree that: “If a harbi married a harbiyya160 in dar al-hai'b without 
dowry, it would be accepted” dlli jt4- 'Sir* V £} Jo. jl5 ^  j i  jlj.
Obviously that is in contradiction with the Islamic tradition, but it is nonetheless 
acceptable and Muslims do not have the right to compel the musta °min to do otherwise. 
The Hanafites agreed on the basis of this ruling and expressed it in different wording. 
Muhammad and Zufar161 justify it on the grounds that “they are not obliged to adhere to 
our rulings” UjSli U UjSV, while Abu Hanlfa validates this on the basis that “we 
are ordered to leave them with what they believe in”162.
This opinion is stressed again by al-Mirghinanl (n.d, vol.l, p.214) but more explicitly. 
He says that if a musta 3m in got married and the dowry was a dead animal, it would be 
accepted. Obviously, this is a hypothetical case to demonstrate that whatever they agree 
on, it will not be rejected by the Muslims, notwithstanding the fact that it might 
contradict their rulings. In this particular example it is clear that such a marriage is not 
allowed for the Muslims, since firstly the dowry is a condition for the correctness of the 
marriage and secondly the dowry should not be something prohibited for the Muslims to 
eat or to deal with. What the scholars agreed was that in practical terms the personal 
status of the refugee prior entering the Islamic state is respected regardless whether it 
agrees with the Islamic rulings or not.
This opinion was straightforwardly endorsed by al-Jassas (1984, vol.5, p.330): “If the 
harbi entered to us with aman, the divorce between him and his wife should not occur” 
l&j y 3 fi gbbL USIJ lKj jJ. This is further confirmation from a well-
known scholar to respect the personal status of the musta °min when he is in the Islamic 
state.
Another issue of particular importance to the personal status of the musta °min was not 
addressed by the Convention but was discussed in detail by the Muslim scholars. That is 
the issue of religion and conversion to Islam after entering dar al-Isalm . The Muslim 
scholars placed certain rulings on the m usta0min when he converted. Al-ShaybanI (n.d,
160 The female of harbi
161 The famous students of Abu Hanlfa (al-SJwasI, n.d, vol.3, p.386).
162 See also al-Zaylaci (1895, vol.2, p.159) and Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.8, p.519).
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vol.l, p. 189) presents ten different scenarios of the m usta0m iri s marriage and the 
rulings after his conversion. Obviously, discussing these cases is beyond the terms of 
this research, but the point here is that conversion, by necessity, changed the rulings 
relating to the musta °min and could affect his personal status.
Nonetheless, some of these rulings could be very serious in relation to the marital status 
of the musta °min and might nullify it completely according to some scholar's. Malik, al- 
Uzaci, al-Layth, al-ShaficI and Abu Hanlfa say: “If one of them converted while they 
were in dar al-hai'b and then entered dar al-Islam their marriage will be void” pkJ u! 
c 1^ 1 jh  cJ^j ejjail jh  yi U&j (ibn Qudama, 1984, vol.7, p. 120). On
the other hand, al-Buhutl argues that this is not necessarily the case, since Um Hakim 
converted in Mecca while her husband cIkrima fled to Yemen and later converted and 
their marriage remained valid despite “the difference in the homestead and religion” 
(al-Buhuti, 1996, vol.2, p.6 8 6 ).
Religion, therefore, plays a clear role in determining the personal status of the refugee 
in the Islamic tradition. Obviously, the focus of this research is not to show how it could 
be affected, but rather to demonstrate in principle that the conversion to Islam by the 
musta°min might have some impact on his personal status.
Another issue concerning the personal status of the refugee discussed by the Muslim 
scholars was the will of the musta °min in dar al-Islam. They argued over its validity and 
whether to execute it in the way he determined or in conformity with Islamic rulings.
Abu Hanlfa rules that the musta °mln,s will should be treated like the dhim m l s: “If a 
dhim m l bequeathed his house to be a church for unnamed people it will be correct like 
the will of the musta °miri’iy^L& L iS  ji (Ibn
Nujaym, n.d, vol.8 , p.519). He defends his position by saying: “This is a good deed in 
their belief and we are ordered to leave them with what they believe in, so it is allowed 
[to do that] according to their belief’ <j-fe ^ j J  <>2 j  ^  soa
£\L. However, Muhammad and Zufar disagree: “The will is invalid because it 
is actual sin although it is a good deed in their belief. To determine a sin by a will is null 
and its execution is affirming the sin” ^  3)3 f e k  ^Lajll
J jjjSj Uiiah (ibn Nujaym, n.d, vol.8 , p.519).
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Al-Shafici in turn affirms the opinion of the latter and gives a clear example of the void 
will: “If he determined by his will to use his money to buy alcohol and pigs and then 
donate them to the needy ... we will invalidate his will” J  I J  
UilJ >>t jjjtii. (al-ShaficI, 1973, vol.4, p.213).
The Islamic law of inheritance is too detailed for a full discussion here. However, 
concerning the point above, while is allowed to determine a sin by his will, the Muslim 
is not, otherwise his will is nullified, according to al-Kasanl (1982, vol.7, p.341). This 
shows that the Islamic tradition gives the m usta0min some rights which the Muslim is 
not entitled to, simply because the the musta°min has a different religion which should 
be considered in the Islamic state.
Conclusion
From this discussion we may conclude that the Islamic tradition respects the personal 
status of the musta °min as governed by the laws of his domicile including rights 
previously acquired. In regard to status of marriage particularly the non-Muslim 
refugees have the right to adhere to them beliefs and Muslims must respect that.
Although the Islamic tradition provides the refugee with much liberty to pursue his 
personal matters, some lights in certain cases have to be in agreement with Islamic 
principles, otherwise they could be rejected. This understanding conforms to the 
condition put by the Convention on the nature of the personal issue and its legality in 
the host country. A clear and relevant example of this could be the issue of the same sex 
marriages. This right in some countries has been legalised, while in others it is rejected 
and is still considered an issue for debate. In the Islamic tradition this right is not 
recognised since it is prohibited by the Qurian and the Prophetic custom. Thus, the 
refugee may not enjoy this right as it is at odds with one of the fundamental principles 
of Islam concerning the family in Islamic society. This is simply an example and the 
scholars could impose other conditions to preserve the identity of the Islamic state, keep 
the public order and secure the national interests.
2 1 2
To sum up, the Islamic tradition of jurisprudence provides sufficient grounds to argue 
that the principles of Article 12 can be accepted subject to certain conditions. These 
conditions could be verified by the scholars of law according to their circumstances.
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Movable and immovable property (Article 13)
Article 13 of the Geneva Convention states: “The Contracting States shall accord to a 
refugee treatment as favourable as possible and, in any event, not less favourable than 
that accorded to aliens generally in the same circumstances, as regards the acquisition of 
movable and immovable property and other rights pertaining thereto, and to leases and 
other contracts relating to movable and immovable property.”
This Article according to Hathaway (2005, p.524) “not only protects the right to acquire 
all forms of property, but also guarantees non-discrimination in regard to “other rights 
pertaining thereto,” specifically including related contractual interests.” However, 
Hathaway maintains that the article does not establish “an absolute guarantee of 
property rights for refugees” (Hathaway, 2005, p.524) because “the drafters rejected 
pleas fully to enfranchise refugees in order to promote their speedy assimilation. Some 
states took the view that there was no good reason to privilege refugees relative to other 
non-citizens. Others simply wanted to be able to reserve some property rights for either 
their own citizens, or for citizens of states with which they were allied in an economic 
or political association.” (Hathaway, 2005, p.525-526)
However, Hathaway (2005, p. 527) concludes that “the benefits of Ait. 13 can now be 
invoked by any refugee under a state’s authority, including those not yet formally 
recognized as refugees.”
The stance of the Islamic tradition on this issue
The amount of time and space devoted to this issue by scholars is quite remarkable. So 
too is their neutral and unbiased approach to the rights of the musta °min in possessing 
property in dai' al-IsaJm. They simply did not allow ‘religious passion’, as Zaydan 
(1982, p. 133) states, to restrict the rights the musta DmJn was entitled to.
However, it is worth noting that the scholars generally thought of the musta °min as a 
trader musta °min. This is quite clear from the justification they give for then* judgement.
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Ibn Nujaym, for example, asserts that Muslims should permit the musta °min to stay for 
a short period of time, because if we did not allow him to stay it “will cause the 
cessation of importing provisions and closing the door for trading” ^
^  This opinion was also affirmed by al-Mirghinam(n.d, vol.2, p. 154),
al-ZaylacT (1895, vol.3, p.268) and al-Siwasi (n.d, vol..6 , p.22).
The protection of the musta 3m id  s properties
The Muslim scholars expressed the inviolability of the musta °miri’s possessions in 
different ways and stressed that his money was protected as much as himself. Ibn 
Qudama (1984, vol.9, p. 198) judged that: “By his entrance to dar al-Islam  with aman, 
the aman of his money is confirmed” cfdl “dbb jLaVl cjjj jbL  jb  Al-
Buhuti (1996, vol.l, p.653) and al-Suyutl (1961, vol.2, p.579) extend his personal aman 
to include his relatives and his money: “The aman fulminates into the m usta°m in,s 
accompanying relatives and money unless it [the aman] is restricted to him only” <j
V )  l a t i j  ( J b j j  ( J a I  ( J A  1 IIaII <j\ 4jlw<4 ^ j A  ( j b a V l .
Al-Siwasi (n.d, vol.7, p.39) in his turn affirms that: “His money has become protected 
by the amad’ u^Vb jb-* <1U. Ibn cAbd al-Barr (2000, vol.3, p. 166) phrases it
differently: “The aman saves the blood and the money” i M j  fdl jUV'. Al-SarakhsI 
(n.d, vol.7, p.200) agrees with the other scholars: “The property of the musta °min is 
respected by the amad’ u^Vb dlL. He reaffirms this elsewhere (n.d, vol. 10,
p.52): “It is prohibited to possess the money of the musta °min by force” cJL* <iSUi V
g^jilb lnoil.
Any money taken from the m usta3m in without his consent is not allowed as Ibn 
Duwayyan (1984, vol.l, p.277) states: “What is taken from the disbeliever by 
oppression like the money of the musta °min is not a spoil” 6*13^1 UUa jal£ U 
His money according to al-Kasanl (1982, vol.7, p. 132) “is protected against 
any damage” Jc.
Moreover, in order to emphasise the inviolability of the musta °mid‘s money, the 
Muslim scholars consider the aman of his money absolute and separate from his 
personal aman. This means that if his personal aman is nullified for one reason or
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another, the aman of his money could remain unharmed. Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, 
p. 198) refutes the saying that: “The aman of the money is secured by attachment [to the 
musta amin\ and once it is invalidated in the followed [the musta °min\ it is nullified in 
the follower” ^  dW ^  Jkj lili l*±i a\\A jlA/I caAj. He asserts that: “The aman of 
the money is attained for itself since it got into [dar al-Islam] with him” A cAb
^  jAj He adds: ‘This requires the affirmation of the aman to the money
even if it is not affirmed to the person”. He then supports his argument by saying: “If 
the musta°min sends his money with a trader or an agent, the aman is affirmed to his 
money, while it is not affirmed to his person” cuAs <uU JjSj ji A < _ j ^  aIu jl
AjjA qUVI ciiAj (Ibn Qudama, 1984, vol.9, p. 198). Al-Shirazi (n.d, vol.2, p.264) 
supports this opinion using very similar wording: “The aman is confirmed by originality 
as if he sent it with a trader or an agent” J  ^  jl Jc- aJ jUVl
Establishing such protection for the possessions of the harbi who comes from dar al- 
hai'b, is remarkable, especially given the state of war between dar al-Islam  and dar al- 
hai’b.
In addition to this protection, the scholars gave the musta °min the absolute right to do 
whatever he chose with his money. Apart from harming the citizens or disturbing public 
order, as we shall see, only the musta °min himself could decide how to spend or invest 
his money. Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p. 198) states clearly: “If he conducted actions like 
selling, granting or anything else, his conduct is correct” j l j
Al-SuyutI (1961, vol.2, p.582) justifies that on the basis of “His continuity of 
ownership”
Based on that, it was natural for the musta amin to buy any land163 in the Islamic state 
without restrictions. Therefore we find the scholars debating the consequences of 
purchasing land in terms of its affect on the musta °min's status and whether the 
purchase itself entitles him to become dhim m l or paying kharaf64.
163 The land in the Islamic state was divided into categories, like al-aradl al- °Ushnyya, arndf al-kharaj 
and each one has subcategories. See al-Smarqandl (1984, vol.l, p.320) and Ibn cAbdIn (2000, vol.2, 
p.334).
64 Kharaj is the tax imposed on the person and the outcome of the land. See al-Siwasi (n.d, vol.6, p.31).
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Al-Kasam (1982, vol.7, p.l 10) stipulates that: “If the musta °min purchased land subject 
to khai'aj and he committed to pay the khai'aj he would become a dhim m l’ ‘J j
^  ^  j  '4* islsiaill. Shaykhi Zada looks at a different scenario
but even then the musta °min is the one who purchases the land. He (Shaykhi Zada et al., 
1990, vol.2, p.235) says: “If the musta °min purchased land on the contract of 
muqasama165 and rented it to a Muslim, then the Imam took the khai'aj from the tenant 
providing that [this kharaj] is for the outcome, the musta °min will not become a 
dhim m l' qa aj<Uh1juJ| ^  j!L2l yj
\5ii (ji^166. What Shaykhi Zada is saying here is that as far as the
musta °min did not pay his personal tax he would not become a dhimm / 67.
Elsewhere the scholars debated the fate of the land subject to cushi' after purchase by the 
musta 3min and whether it remained land subject to °ushr or became land subject to 
khai'aji Al-SlwasI (n.d, vol.6 , p.23) reports that according to Muhammad it remained a 
land subject to cushr while for Abu Hanlfa it became a land subject to kharaj.
Al-SarakhsI examines a case wherein the musta°min purchases land and hues a Muslim 
to plant it: “If the musta Dmin purchased land subject to cushr or subject to kharaj and 
gave it to a Muslim on muzai'aca contract, that would be correct and the outcome [of the 
land] is divided between them as they agreed” ^  J  ^hjuidi l £ A ?
LLjlul U L^iij £ jUJlj jU  3£.j O  J ]  (al-Sarakhsi, n.d, vol.23, p. 121).
Additionally, the scholars gave the musta °min the right to sell the land as well as lease it 
out without restriction or limitation. Again, while debating the legal status of the 
musta °min in dar al-Isalm  we find them saying: “If he sold it before the due date for its 
khai'aj he would not become a dhim m l by its purchase” ^ lA-'A 3  oU
1*1 (Shaykhi Zada et al., 1990, vol.2, p.235). On the issue of renting, al-Kasam 
(1982, vol.7, p. 110) asserts: “And if he rented land subject to kharaj and planted it, he 
will not become dhim m lby planting” ^  ^  $  168.
165 It is a kind of contract between the landlord and the tenant. See al-Sarkhas! (n.d, vol.23, p.34).
166 See also al-Kasam (1982, v o l.7 ,110).
167 I will discuss this point in more details when I come to the issue of nationality.
168 See also Shaykhi Zada et al. (1990, vol.2, p.235).
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Clearly, the musta °mln has the right to purchase, sell, lease out and rent land in the 
Islamic state without restrictions. Moreover, the scholar's gave the musta °min the right 
to execute all these dealings by himself or appoint a procurator on his behalf. This agent 
could be from dar al-Islam  or dar aAfari5*(al-Sarakhsi, n.d, vol. 19, p. 138).
From such arguments, it is apparent that the scholars gave full rights to the musta°min 
to engage in various financial activities with nearly no limitation except public security.
When it comes to security and the public interest we find that the scholars do tend to 
impose restrictions and conditions on the m usta3mln. Al-Shawkani (1984, vol.4, p.563), 
for instance, bars the musta °min completely from purchasing any kind of weaponry: 
“The musta°min should not be able to purchase the war* machine” t> tji«j V
All. He defends that on security grounds: “The reason for that is he goes back to 
dar al-harb and this weaponry would strength the disbelievers over the Muslims”
jj£ia J j  W* ^  Al-ShirwanI (n.d, vol.4, p.231)
shares this view: “It is prohibited for the musta °min to purchase weaponry” <^Ll5
Al-Qalyubr (1998, vol.2, p. 196) gives examples of the weaponry prohibited for the 
musta °min\ “The war* machine is like the sword, shield, horse and boat, either he 
possessed all or one or some of them” dXLz f- Aiiiuij k *a;ui£ L-j^ pn Ail
A±^a*J j l  iriJi q a  A i r i j  ( j £  j l  fcdlj.
However, Ibn Nujaym eases the ban and imposes conditions to guarantee the security of 
Muslims: “If the hai'bi came to \_dar al-Islam] with a sword and exchanged it with an 
arrow, spear or a horse, he would not be allowed to get out of [dar al-Islam] with it. And 
so if he exchanged his sword with a better sword, but if the sword was equal to it or 
worse than it, he would not be barred” J  J  Haj§ uqIuj <!J»
4 X 0  ! j x u  A l i a  q \ j  A i n  I j l a .  U j l i i  A a u » <  m l  I a ]  I a S j j  A j l } L !  ( j t 5^  A j  ( I b n
Nujaym, n.d, vol.5, p.87)
The pui'pose of these restrictions and conditions was not to harm the musta °min or to 
strip him off of his possessions, but rather to protect the national interest and public 
safety. This is clear from the example offered by Shaykhi Zada: “If a harbi from the
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Romans entered to us by aman [possessing] horses, weapons or slaves, then he wanted 
to enter the land of the Turks, the Day lam 01* any other land of the enemies to sell it to 
them he would not be allowed to” J  lM j UjSI o* 3
tiiii QA ‘1 if! J^Llul {llic.i QA ajjfr ji £A\ J i S^jSl ,j^j1 ^  &l°4 3 (Shaykhi Zada,
1990, vol.2, p.234). The danger here is obvious and no state would allow such a threat.
In the following example Shaykhi Zada makes clear that the ban was not pointless or to 
harm the musta°min\ “If two m usta0m ins of the Romans entered our dai'by aman and 
one of them has slaves and the other has weapons, then they exchanged their goods or 
each one of them sold his goods to the other for a certain price, none of them would be 
banned from getting into dai' al-harb with the prices they got” (Shaykhi Zada et al., 
1990, vol.2, p.234) So, their possessions would be safe and rather than taking weaponry 
that may strengthen the enemy, they can cash it and take the money with them wherever 
they wish to go.
The aman of money remains after the expiry of the personal aman
To demonstrate their care for the property of the musta °mln, many scholars agreed that 
if he returned to dai' al-harb his property would be secure and would still have the right 
to get it back. Ibn Taymiyya (1983, vol.2, p. 181) gives his verdict: “If a musta°min 
gives his money to a Muslim as a trust or lends him some money or leaves his money 
and goes back to settle in dai' al-harb... the aman of his money remains” uJajSl jl uJ 
jUl JLj ...4 -0 ^ ^  J  VI* Lduw ( jJ w 169. This aman remains despite the
fact that his personal aman is nullified as al-Buhutl explains: “Because when he entered 
dai' al-Islam  the aman of his money was affirmed, so if his personal aman was cancelled 
by his entering [dai' al-harb\ the aman of his money remains valid as it did not enter [dar 
al-hai'b^’ ^ "dba tgjS] ^  (JLj lili dull (jLdj V^-mVI jb  L&l <sV
(al-Buhutl, 1981, vol.3, p. 108). This means that the Muslim has to pay back the money 
to al-hai'blin dai' al-hai'b who theoretically has returned to being his enemy.
On the other hand, if the musta °mln was indebted to a Muslim or dhim m l in dar al- 
Islam  and went back to dar al-harb without paying off his debt, they have the right to 
take their money from his remaining possessions (Ibn c Abdln, 2000, vol.4, p. 173)
169 See also Ibn Muflih (1997, vol.6, p.229).
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In case of death either in dai■ al-Isalm  or dai' al-harb there is no difference according to 
Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p. 198): his money should go to his heirs and it is prohibited 
for the Muslims to take any of it170.
Furthermore, Ibn Qudama disputes al-Shafici and Abu Hanlfa who say the aman of the 
money expires after it is transferred to the inheritors. He defends his position by saying 
that: “The aman is an indispensable right attached to the money” pJV aJ j |
JLJU and if money is transferred to the inheritors it transfers with it. He also claims that 
al-Muznl supports his opinion (Ibn Qudama, 1984, vol.9, p. 198).
By default, if the musta °min does not have inheritors his inheritance goes to the treasury 
of the Islamic state according to cUlaysh (1988, vol.3, p. 175) and others171.
The issue of keeping the money of the musta °min even after going back to dai' al-harb 
and becoming an enemy is worth pondering. One may hastily jump to the conclusion 
that this money is permissible to loot as the musta °min has become a disbeliever in dar 
al-harb.
The Muslim scholars even stressed the duty of Muslims to send the musta °min’s money 
to the harbi in dar al-hai'b. Ibn cAbdm (2000, vol.6 , p.768) claims: “Getting the money 
to his inheritors is his right as it is in the majority of the books, so it is prohibited to 
send it to the Muslim treasury” ^  ^  US <> j j i  4lU JL-ajj
lM . Al-Dardlr (n.d, vol.3, p. 125) also affirms that his money should be sent to his 
inheritors.
However, al-Suyuti (1961, vol.2, p.582) and al-ShlrazI (n.d, vol.2, p.264) go further, 
emphasising that the money of the musta °min should be respected at all times even if 
this m usta3min returned to dar al-harb as a fighter. Al-Qurafi (1994, vol.3, p.446) 
judged that: “If the musta °mm left some money as a trust with us, then he went back to 
his country and died or was killed in fighting us, his money should be returned to his
170 See also Ibn Taymiyya (1983, vol.2, p.181), al-Buhutl (1996, vo l.l, p.654), al-Siwasi (n.d, vol.6, p.23), 
Ibn cAbdIn (2000, vol.6, p.768), Shaykhi Zada (1990, vol.2, p.235) and al-Shaybanl (1975, voll, p.174).
171 lik e  Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p.198), Ibn Taymiyya (1983, vol.2,p.181) and al-Buhuti (1996, vol.l, 
p.654).
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inheritors” ^  (JjS jl cjLia oA* J^l -d VL« U^ jc. ^liui^il ^ j l  jlj. The
duty of the Muslims according to al-Quraf! is not only to allow him to keep his money 
but also to get it to him in dar al-harb even after he was killed while fighting the 
Muslims.
This view was reaffirmed by al-cAbdari (1977, vol.3, p.363): “If he was killed while he 
was fighting the Muslims we should send his money which is still with us” ^  cJ3 jl 
Uiic. 4J C'.la \ \ bli
Moreover, the spoils which the musta °min may gain from fighting the Muslims should 
be respected also when he enters dar al-Islam  as a musta °min, according to al-Dardlr 
(n.d, vol.3, p. 126). Nonetheless, Abu al-Hasan disliked the idea of Muslims purchasing 
it from him so as not to encourage him to do that again. Moreover, its purchase by 
another Muslim meant that the original owner [the Muslim who owned it before he lost 
it in the war] would miss the opportunity to get it back, since purchasing it would be the 
only way to regain it. He explains his position: “The harbi has owned the goods through 
aman, i.e. aman has maintained his possession on those goods” .^Uil dlL
a! (jjbu (jUVl J  (al-Dardlr, n.d, vol.3, p. 126).
Such great protection and the liberty to transfer the possession anywhere the refugee 
liked is in tune with Article 30 of the Geneva Convention entitled Transfer of Assets.
Nevertheless, to give more protection and security to the possessions of the m ustasmin, 
the scholars ruled that he who destroys the properties of the musta °min has to 
compensate him and pay back what he damaged because his property is protected by the 
aman112 (al-Kasam, 1982, vol.7, p.71).
What is more, the state of war that could exist between dai' al-Islam  and dar al-hai'b does 
not allow the Muslim to loot or to take the money of the disbelievers unlawfully. Al- 
Zarkashl (1981, vol.l, p.354) gives an example of that: “If a hai'bi borrowed some 
money from another harbi and got to us by aman and then converted, he has to
172 Ibn cAbdIn (2000, vol.4, p. 113)
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reimburse the money, because he took it as a way of reciprocity” lP3j 2 ' uJ
AjJajbud! AjV 4ji*-9 lid] VLs17'1.
Supposedly, if a Muslim steals from the musta°min, al-Siwasi (n.d, vol.5, p.462) gives 
the verdict that it is “Prohibited to buy the stolen properties because the moneys of the 
musta°min cannot be possessed by theft” ^ jjJb  tdhj V J 'i . irtl Aid Oyl^ JjU V.
The punishment of the Muslims in this case however, was a point for debate between 
the scholars. Some of them said the punishment should be cutting off his hand as it is 
the Islamic punishment for theft, according the verse (5:38) “Now as for the man who 
steals and the woman who steals, cut off the hand of either of them in requital for what 
they have wrought, as a deterrent ordained by God: for God is almighty, wise” Sj &Mj
^  ^jllullj. Others said the thief should not
be punished by cutting off his hands because the property of the musta °min is not 
permanently inviolable, since he is allowed to go back to dai' ai-hai'b. The scholars of 
the latter opinion base then judgement on the same argument concerning the killing of 
the musta°min and whether the Muslim should be killed if he was convicted174.
Zufar, the student of Abu Hanlfa affirms that the thief should be punished by cutting off 
his hands because “His [the musta '"minis] properties in our dai' are inviolable like the 
dhhnmi'ig*&\ <JU£ Ujta aSU (al-Sarakhsi, n.d, vol.9, p.181). In another
part of his book al-Sarakhsi gives a brilliant explanation of this judgement and replies to 
those scholars who say the punishment should not be cutting of the hands: “Cutting off 
the hands for theft is a right for God the Almighty. Its implementation depends on the 
crime” 24 ^ \  ^  He continues: “The meaning of the
crime is present in stealing the money of the dhimml as well as the musta °mhr j  
^ il l  JL* Zljx* ^  Aliril (al-Sarakhsi, n.d, vol.26, p. 132). In other words, the 
crime is a crime whether it is against a Muslim, dhim m l or musta °min and the 
punishment is for committing the crime in itself regardless of the victim.
After mentioning these two opinions, al-Kasam (1982, vol.7, p.71) comments: “His 
hands should be cut off because he stole a protected money, since the hai'bi has got the
173 See also Ibn Qudama (n.d, vol. 4, p.336), al-ShirazI (n.d, vol.2, p.264) and Ibn al-Sayyid (n.d, vol.4, 
p.204).
74 See the previous section entitled ‘The safety of the musta °min ’ p. 177
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protection by aman so he is like the dhim m l’. In his discussion about the punishment of 
gangsters who attack the caravans, kill and loot, Shaykhi Zada (1998, vol.2, p.402) 
states that if the people in the caravans were m usta0mins, the attackers should be 
punished by the hadd and must reimburse the money, because the musta °min’s moneys 
are protected.
On the other hand, Ibn cAbdm (2000, vol.4, p.84) believes that; “The thief who steals 
from the musta°min [his hands] should not be cut o ff’. Al-ZaylacI (1895, vol.6 , p. 104) 
defends this opinion: “The money is attaching to the soul, and the money is less 
important than the soul. So, once [his hands] are cut off for his theft, it would be more 
adequate to kill the killer [of the musta °min\, because the soul is greater than the 
money” (jjiiill 3 ^  u i (jJisiSl (3 * 3 3 ^  (JL&Sl
jull t> Obviously, he differentiates between the musta °min and the dhim m l in 
terms of the value of then lives and possessions, so he believes that the punishment of 
stealing the money of the musta °min should not be cutting off the hands of the thief.
This opinion, however, has less reasoning and logic than the first. The first opinion 
accords with the general principles of Islam that call for equality in humanity and more 
particularly agrees with the aims of legislating the aman. Making the punishment for 
stealing his money less than other citizens will make the musta °min vulnerable and less 
protected. Undoubtedly that contradicts with the verse (9:6) which obliges the Muslims 
to take good care of the musta °min. It also disagrees with the unprecedented attention 
and respect the scholars gave to the possessions of the musta °min. Finally, the issue of 
differentiation in rulings between the dhim m l and the musta °min on the basis that the 
dhim m l’s contract is permanent while the musta°min ’s is temporal does not stand up to 
scrutiny. As Zaydan (1982, p.235) says the dhim m l could cancel his contract and leave 
to dai' al-harb like the musta°min. Even the Muslim could do that. So, the rulings should 
not be based on what might happen in future but rather should be based on the current 
situation. In the current situation the musta °min has aman and any violation of it should 
be met with the proper sentence.
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Conclusion
This profound care for the properties of the musta 3min is amazing. The reasons for that 
might owed to the Islamic principles mentioned in many verses and hadlths which order 
Muslims to fulfil their promises and render back the trusts to their owners, such as the 
verse (4:58) “Behold, God bids you to deliver all that you have been entrusted with unto 
those who are entitled thereto, and whenever you judge between people, to judge with 
justice. Verily, most excellent is what God exhorts you to do: verily, God is all-hearing, 
all-seeing!” jiil jl {JAriu IjjaSaj jl (jjUSi qu b|j tiiUbsVl jl ^  jj
lab-ali] j l £  j j
Al-Daraqutnl (1966, vol.3, p.35) also reports on the authority of Abu Hurayra that the 
Prophet said: “Restore deposits to their owners and do not deceive who deceived you” 
« j* ja3 Vj j* JJ  J  l75. Besides, Ibn Khuzayma (1970, vol.4, p.51) reports 
a narration on the authority of Anas that the Prophet said: “There is no faith for he who 
does not keep the trust” a! AjUl 7 j J  jUjJ V. In the account of al-Haythami (n.d, vol.l, 
p.41) and Abu Yacla (1984, vol.5, p.247) the Prophet adds: “And there is no religion for 
who he does not keep his covenant” ^  ^  V j*l jj^ Vj.
From the above discussion the properties of the musta°min whether movable or 
immovable is protected and should always be inviolable.
In regal’d to his right to possess properties in the Islamic state it is clear that his right is 
almost absolute with very limited exceptions relating to security and the public interest. 
Such limitations could be determined by the authorities in the Islamic state according to 
its situation.
It was also clear that the musta °min has the same rights in regard to the protection of his 
possessions even after returning to his country. Not only that, but he still has the right to 
manage his properties in dar al-Islam  through an agent. This precisely coincides with 
what Hathaway (2005, p. 527) concludes, that “Non-resident refugees are entitled to the 
same protection of property rights as is afforded comparably situated non-resident 
aliens”.
175 See also al-Hakim al-Naysaburl (1990, vol.2, p,53) and al-QudacI (1986, vol.l, p.432).
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Lastly, after thorough research, it may safely be concluded that the Islamic tradition 
endorses Article 13 of the Geneva Convention in principle and actually goes further in 
detailing the rights of the refugee in this regard.
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Right of association (Article 15)
Article 15 of the Geneva Convention states that: “As regards non-political and non- 
profit-making associations and trade unions the Contracting States shall accord to 
refugees lawfully staying in their territory the most favourable treatment accorded to 
nationals of a foreign country, in the same circumstances.”
After examining the history and discussions between the Contracting States of the 
Convention, Hathaway (2005, p.891) concludes: “Overall, the best that can be said for 
Ait. 15 is that it is an important affirmation of the right of refugees - at least once they 
are lawfully staying, and to the same extent as most-favoured foreigners -  to undertake 
quite a broad range of associational activities, including not only the right to join trade 
unions, but also to participate in the activities of a diverse array of associations, 
including those with cultural, sporting, social, or philanthropic aims”.
Obviously any activities of a political nature are not expressed clearly by this Article. 
The rationale for that was “to avoid interstate tension” as well as “to deny refugees the 
right to participate in domestic political association” as Hathaway (2005, p.884) states.
In regal'd to the Islamic position on this Article it is difficult to find a straightforward 
opinion from the classical scholars simply because the association is a modem mode of 
expressing opinions, gaining or defending rights for a given group. However, we still 
find general principles in the Islamic tradition that could relate to this Article.
Freedom of expression was and remains an issue of debate between modem Muslim 
scholars. In his book “The general freedoms in the Islamic state” ^
al-Ghanushl discusses the freedoms of Muslims, dhimmls and even atheists. He 
defends the right of dhimmls and all disbelievers to express their beliefs free from fear 
of oppression or torture. He justifies that based on the verse (2:256) “There shall be no 
coercion in matters of faith” ^  djSI V, as well as historical accounts in which non­
believers or the digressed groups such as the khawarijheld public debates with Muslims 
scholars to dispute the very origins of the Islamic faith, in an atmosphere of religious 
and intellectual tolerance. Al-Ghanushi also supports his ideas with reference to many 
contemporary scholars.
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Additionally, when interpreting the verse (9:6) many scholars stated that the musta°min 
should stay in dai' al- Islam  as long as it takes for him to understand the Islamic
1 '7(i _principles . They also gave him the full right to ask and argue with them about the 
Qur’an, the hadlth and the fundamentals of Islam without restricting his freedom in this 
regard. Obviously the result of such discussions was not necessarily the conversion, but 
the musta°mm  could adhere to his beliefs and still enjoy the right to stay in daral-Isalm.
Therefore, guaranteeing the expressive freedom for the refugees in dar al-Islam  by 
default entails them to join or even establish associations, since they are a means of 
expression.
Furthermore, we can look at freedom of association from another angle to understand its 
legitimacy from the Islamic perspective. Tentatively, joining an association could also 
be to protect one’s legitimate rights through collective efforts. In this sense freedom of 
association is not only permissible but also recommended by the Qur°an and the hadith,
God orders people through the Qurianic verse (5:2) to: “Help one another in furthering 
virtue and God-consciousness, and do not help one another in furthering evil and 
enmity; and remain conscious of God: for, behold, God is severe in retribution” 
sJSJl ajajuj I&l £)l IjiSlj ijijUj Vj
In order not to think that this verse is exclusive to Muslims only, al-Akhfash says it is 
“an order to all humans to cooperate in goodness and piety”
lsjP&j (al-Qurtubl, n.d, vol.6, p.46). Al-Samarqandl (n.d, vol.l, p.391) affirms this: 
“The verse is general for all people”o4jll ^  V^t . Al-Kalbi (1983, vol.l, p. 167) 
also endorses this meaning, claiming that the verse is “a general obligation” j.
These interpretations mean that the Muslim, the dhimmJ and the m usta0min are all 
included in its order and are urged to cooperate in everything that is considered a good 
cause.
176 See section entitled The interpretation of the verse (9:6) and its relation to amah! p. 118
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Al-Sacdl (1984, vol.l, p.219) comments on the good cause by defining the meaning of 
al-bm: He says it is “a general term that includes everything that God loves and is 
satisfied with [like] all the apparent and covert deeds that relate to God’s rights and 
humans” ^  u* 44LIaS!j SjAUail th* c^ aj i j  4il qa p-*4. So,
the good deed here relates not only to the deeds of the hereafter, but also to any well- 
intentioned endeavour by a human being. The doer of any earthly action that could be 
considered beneficial to people will also be rewarded on the Judgement Day because the 
term al- bur encompasses it, as al-Razi (2000, vol.5, p.32) states.
In regal’d to the Prophetic custom on the issue of cooperation, the Prophet used to urge 
Muslims to extend then hands to help the needy. Al-Hindl (1998, vol. 15, p.381) reports 
on the authority of Ibn c Abbas that the Prophet said: “God will keep helping the man as 
long as he helps his fellow human” pb ^  i^lJ#
In another account the Prophet tells his companions about the great reward for those 
who help the disadvantaged. He says on the account narrated by al-Mundhirl (1996, 
vol.3, p.263) on the authority of Ibn c Abbas that: “Whoever gets involved in his 
brother’s need to attain it, [then that] will be better for him than ten years of F tika f177”
ijjiui ^ i c .  L I 4 -via.
At the same time the Prophet tries to deter Muslims from supporting each other in doing 
evil. Ibn Kathir (1980, vol.2, p.7) reports an account of the Prophet saying: “Whoever 
walks with an oppressor to help him, knowing that he is an oppressor, then he has gone 
out of Islam”p^Vl <> pkh pi*j jAj  <hxA pilh £* c_s2ia ^  . This punishment is
severe from an Islamic perspective, but indicates the seriousness of the Islamic 
teachings on resisting oppression and oppressors.
This meaning is precisely repeated in another hadlth narrated by al-Bukhari (1986, 
vol.6, p.2550) on the authority of Anas in which the Prophet says: “Help your brother
177 I°tikaf is a particularly commended pious practice consisting of a period of retreat ina mosque, the 
vow for which stipulates s certain number of days in a ccordance with the believers own wish. He must 
not leave it, save for the performance of his natural functions and his ablutions, He will there practice 
fasting, ritual prayer and recitation of the Qur3an (Lewis, et al., 1978, vol.4, p.280). The reward for that is 
great in Islam as the Prophet says: “Who make one day of i ctiklif God will distance him from the hellfire 
by three trenches [each one of them] is further than the two ends of the world” t>
0 ^ ^ '  dw ^  ^  cLl^ j jUll OjUj 4iij ill (al-Suyutl, 1993, vol.l, p.486).
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whether he is oppressed or an oppressor. A man said O the messenger of God, I help 
him when he is oppressed but how can I help him if he is an oppressor, [the Prophet] 
said: stopping him from oppressing is your help” 9 d^a li jk a  J  Up, p J l  
tdijl ( j l i  AjlIxJ j l  e (Jli l/allk, q U  lij UajijaJa b ]  £p ^a j!
Such general statements from the Qur°an, the Prophet and the scholars enable us to 
generalise that such cooperation is not exclusive to Muslims. Rather, all people are 
urged to cooperate in good causes and unite in the fight against evil.
In light of this discussion, there is no apparent reason not to extend this verdict to 
include refugees. On the contrary, in the case of refugees the need is more urgent to 
cooperate in removing the banders which obstruct their normal lives. This could be 
through establishing then* own associations or by joining existing ones. There is no 
difference as long as legitimate aims are served.
Regarding political activities, the previous principles do not differentiate between the 
nature of the association and whether it is economical, social, cultural or political. Thus, 
freedom is still guaranteed for the refugee to express his political opinion through the 
legal channels provided. Indeed, since political opinion could be the reason behind his 
flight, it is illogical to deprive him from the right that he fled in search of. Also, 
according to the above mentioned principles, cooperation in fighting aggression, 
oppression and tyranny could be more important than cooperation to improve and 
perfect living conditions for refugees. That is not to say that improving the living 
conditions of refugees in not important, but that struggle against tyranny in certain 
circumstances might have priority.
However, would that mean allowing refugees to join a political association? According 
to the general principles of cooperation mentioned above, the only condition the 
scholars put on this issue is that the cooperation may not to be based on or advocate “sin 
and aggression” So, in theory the refugee has the right to join or establish a
political party that does not contradict with the fundamentals of Islam or threaten 
national secmity or the public safety.
178 Also narrated by Ibn Hibban (1993, vol. 11, p.571) and al-Baykaql (1989, vol.6, p.94).
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Nevertheless, occupying an official political position in the Islamic state is another 
thing. That is because the refugee was considered by the scholars a foreigner who could 
stay temporarily in dar al-Islam  to meet a particular* need then go back to his country. 
According to Zaydan (1982, p.85) Muslim scholars did not allow the refugee to occupy 
public positions in the Islamic state. Remarkably, this is exactly what the Civil and 
Political Covenant states: “Freedom of association is not tantamount to a right to self- 
govern, because only citizens of a state have the light to take part in the conduct of 
public affairs, to vote, and to hold elected offices” (Hathaway, 2005, 896).
Conclusion
As a matter of principle the Islamic tradition urges cooperation in doing good deeds, 
individually and collectively. The form or the shape of the means is not as important as 
serving the good cause. So, it could be through establishing an association or by any 
other means.
Refugees are not excluded from this general principle; hence there is no objection to 
them establishing new associations to protect their rights in the field of work, sport, 
culture, or to preserve then* identity or for any other reason. They also have the right to 
join existing associations for the same purpose.
In regard to political activities and joining political parties, it could be said that the 
Islamic principles do not object here either. The door is left open to scholar's and the 
state to define the framework for organizing such participation. Theoretically, there is 
no objection to establishing or to joining any political association as long as it respects 
the fundamentals of Islam.
Finally, in light of the above discussion it could be concluded that the Islamic tradition 
agrees with Article 13 of the Geneva Convention in terms of the right of the refugee to 
join associations. Regarding the nature of the association, be it political or non-political, 
the Convention does not state the right of the refugee to join or form a political 
association. However, from the debate above it could be concluded that the Islamic 
tradition does not object to the refugee joining a political association to serve the 
struggle against tyranny and oppression.
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Access to courts (Article 16)
According to Hathaway (2005, p.626), the significance of this Article lies in identifying 
the refugee and granting him the protection and other rights he is entitled to. This right 
enables him to go to court in order to obtain refugee status under the law. The drafters 
of the Refugee Convention put primary responsibility for assisting refugees to enforce 
then' rights on the state parties themselves (Hathaway, 2005, p.628). After much 
discussion they agreed to codify Article 16 under the title ‘Access to courts’:
1. A refugee shall have free access to the courts of law on the territory of all 
Contracting States.
2. A refugee shall enjoy in the Contracting State in which he has his habitual 
residence the same treatment as a national in matters pertaining to access to 
the courts, including legal assistance and exemption from cautio judicatum  
so lv l.
3. A refugee shall be accorded in the matters referred to in paragraph 2 in 
countries other than that in which he has his habitual residence the treatment 
granted to a national of the country of his habitual residence.
The stance of the Islamic tradition on this issue
In principle Muslims are obliged by God in various Qur°anic verses to be just in judging 
between people. For example, the verse (4:58): “Behold, God bids you to deliver all that 
you have been entrusted with unto those who are entitled thereto, and whenever you 
judge between people, to judge with justice. Verily, most excellent is what God exhorts 
you to do: verily, God is all-hearing, all-seeing!” '^]j J j  Ij Sjj J  pijifc-sil o]
I j j \ <-ij ( j l £  ( j j  A j p S la x .}  I fk s j  i l l  £)] y |  ( j A l i l  ( j i i
In another verse (16:90) God commands fairness and forbids injustice: “Behold, God 
enjoins justice, and the doing of good, and generosity towards [one's] fellow-men and 
He forbids all that is shameful and all that runs counter to reason, as well as envy; [and] 
He exhorts you [repeatedly] so that you might bear [all this] in mind” ill 5)
frLuiA.ilI j^ jc.
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Moreover, even if a Muslim were to judge people he does not like, he still has to be fail' 
with them, according to the verse (5:8): “O you who have attained to faith! Be ever 
steadfast in your devotion to God, bearing witness to the truth in all equity; and never 
let hatred of anyone lead you into the sin of deviating from justice. Be just: this is 
closest to being God-conscious. And remain conscious of God: verily, God is aware of 
all that you do” t V j  A (jidja IjjjS IjisJ b
Uj ill ill tj^lj vj!1 yk. Al-Zamakhshari (n.d, vol.l, p.647) maintains 
that this verse obliges Muslims to act justly even towards disbelievers who are the 
enemies of God. Ibn Kathir (1980, vol.2, p.6), however, states a general rule: “Acting 
equitably is obligatory on everybody towards anybody in any situation” <Jc- cW  
JU. <J£ .iJ JS JS. Al-Sacdl (2000, vol.l, p.224) endorses this opinion and makes 
acting justly part of the religion.
In order to motivate Muslims to act justly the Prophet in various hadlths mentions that 
they can expect a great reward for doing so. Al-Bayhaqr (1993, vol. 10, p.87) repoits a 
hadlth in which the Prophet states: “The fair people at the Judgment Day will be on 
rostrum made of light on the right hand side of God and both His hands are right” 
^  j j j  t> (\ja ^  uj)l->u'^ \l, in another account
reported by al-Bayhaqr (1991, vollO, p.88) the Prophet states: “The most loved and the 
closest to God in the hereafter is the just Imam, and the most hated and the most 
severely punished is the unjust Imam” pUJ huik* aIa ^bSlI ^jj 4il J j  ^bll t_tJ y!
‘Lubil! 4ll (jubll (_paiui
Such strong statements in affkming justice and equity in Islamic society are of great 
relevance to refugees and their right to access courts as stated in Article 14 of the 
Convention. The fairness and justice Muslims are commanded to abide by do not 
exclude refugees, even though they might follow another religion.
The importance of such principles in dealing with refugees in particular' is clear in 
regard to the modem tendency to regard refugees as a burden and to try to circumvent 
the state’s legal obligations. The examples of such attempts cited by Hathaway (2005, 
p.630) support this opinion.
179 Narrated also by Ibn Hanbal (n.d, vol.3, p.22) and Ibn Jacd (1990, vol.l, p.295).
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However, the Muslim scholars touched upon the issue of access to courts for non- 
Muslims when they discussed the Qurianic verse (5:42) and its commands regarding the 
dhimmls and their right to access Islamic courts in dar al-Islam.
The verse (5:42) reads: “Those who eagerly listen to any falsehood, greedily 
swallowing all that is evil!" Hence, if they come to thee [for judgment]," thou mayest 
either judge between them or leave them alone: for, if thou leave them alone, they 
cannot harm thee in any way. But if thou dost judge, judge between them with equity, 
verily, God knows those who act equitably” up
(jdn.iuiril L.,.'7fcJ (j| Jalnaiu j ij\j 1 ulV) (jls j^ V- ujj ‘Ir'- j)1.
This verse and the verse before it (5:41) speak clearly about the dhimmls. However, the 
meaning of this verse is apparent in giving the Prophet and any judge after him the 
choice to judge or not between the dhimmls when they come to him in a dispute (al- 
Kalbl, 1983, vol.l, p.177).
Yet, scholars were at odds in terms of the abrogation of this verse. According to al-Razi 
(2000, vol. 11, p. 186) some of them, like, Ibn c Abbas, al-Hasan, Mujahid, cIkrima and 
the school of al-ShaficI said it is abrogated by the verse (5:49) “Hence, judge [between 
the followers of earlier revelation] in accordance with what God has bestowed from on 
high, and do not follow then errant views; and beware of them, lest they tempt thee 
away from aught that God has bestowed from on high upon thee. And if they turn away 
[from His commandments], then know that it is but God's will [thus] to afflict them for 
some of their sins”, dj^ u^*j £f  lA f t  Vj 3m dj^ gb
.(jjIuiUI (jjiUi! (j2> dJj ^  Ijjj bajl I^c.11 ijljj (jli (2hll iiil Thus, the free
choice is not valid any more, and the dhimmls in dai' al-Islam  should adhere to the 
Islamic rulings, in their disputes.
Nevertheless, others, like, al-NakhacI, al-Shacbi, Qutada, cAta3, Abu Bakr and Abu 
Muslim (al-Razi, 2000, vol.l 1, p. 186) assert that the verse is not abrogated and the 
choice in judging between them remains.
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After examining all the evidence carefully, Zaydan (1982, p.573) concludes that the 
overriding opinion is that a Muslim judge has to give a verdict if non-Muslims, whether 
dhimmls or musta °mlns, decide to go to court.
The relevance of this discussion to Article 14 is that it gives the musta °mln the right to 
go to court in dai' al-Islam  and obliges the judge to look at his case and give a suitable 
verdict. So, he can go to court as a claimant to defend his rights against anybody, or he 
goes there accused by someone else.
Concrete evidence that the Muslim scholars gave musta °min the right to access the 
courts appeal's in the scholarly discussion about the illegal musta °min in dar al-Islam. 
Throughout their debate it is apparent that any final verdict had to be thoroughly 
considered. Claimants, proofs, witnesses, judges and deliberations between them were 
all necessary before considering the verdict. So, it is a legal process that may lead to 
endorsing the stay of the m usta0min in dar al-Islam  or invalidate it completely requiring 
his transfer to his original place.
Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p.281) for instance, goes through the scenario of having a 
musta °min in dar al-Islam  without aman and rules that this musta °min should be asked 
about his aman, and if he claims he is a messenger to the Muslims, he should be 
believed, because “it is impossible to prove otherwise as the messengers usually come 
without a previous aman” cM JF-1>  plj dtij Jo. 4iuli jiali. However,
Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.5, p. 109) disagrees with him on this point and says that if he 
claims to be a messenger, it is necessary to look and see whether he has a letter or not. If 
he has a letter, then he gets aman, if not he will be captured. Nonetheless, al-Nawawi 
(1984, vol. 10, p.299) and al-Shirblnl (n.d, vol.4, p.243) propose that if he does not carry 
a message, he has to swear to prove that180.
Al-Sawi (1994, vol.2, p. 186) however, requires further efforts to verify the conditions 
surrounding the musta °min and suggests looking for any link that may support him, 
such as the wind which might have forced him to come to dar al-Islam. Or, the link
180 This debate shows the care the Muslim scholars gave to keep the diplomatic customs between the 
nations.
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could be against him like finding weaponry on him, which might mean he was a fighter 
and not a m n s t a °m in .
If the m usta0m in claimed that a Muslim had given him aman, the scholars were at 
variance. Al-Shirblni (n.d, vol.4, p.243) and al-Ramll (1983, vol.8, p.86) say “he should 
not be believed without a proof, because [proving it] is feasible” ^  V.
Yet, al-Ghazall (1996, vol.7, p.58) mentions the two options without weighing any one 
against the other, and al-NawawI (1984, vol. 10, p.299) after mentioning the two 
possibilities, suggests believing him without proof.
Furthermore, if a Muslim claimed that he had given him aman, Ibn c Abdin (2000, vol.4, 
p. 168) and Shaykhi Zada (1998, vol.2, p.452) judge that this Muslim should not be 
believed until he brings two witnesses with him.
The significant point here is that the scholars do not hastily reach a verdict. It is a 
thorough process involving a judge, defendant, prosecutor, witnesses and proofs, which 
means practically that a legal process should take place in a court. All the elements of 
the court are available and at the end there must be a verdict that should be respected by 
all parties, either to the benefit of the refugee or against him, and that is the essence of 
Article 14 of the Convention.
The other element to take into account here is that engaging in legal process costs 
money. Thus having the right to be heard before the judge to defend himself and table 
his evidences, the m u s ta  Dm in  by default should also have the right to be assisted and 
given legal aid by the state to pursue the process and be able to cover the expenses 
including any necessary fees. Otherwise, if we say that he should not be assisted then 
his right to sue or to be sued becomes meaningless and virtually unattainable. Indeed 
refugees in most cases are “unable to enforce their rights without assistance from state 
or international authorities” (Hathaway, 2005, p.626). This would then be in 
contradiction with the principles of justice established in the Islamic legacy.
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Conclusion
Following the above discussion it is evident that the Islamic tradition clearly affirms the 
principles of justice through the verses of the Qur°an and the different hadlths. That 
justice should encompass the Muslim and the non-Muslim alike. By virtue of this 
principle allowing the musta °min to access to court to determine his refugee status and 
claim his rights or to defend himself becomes a duty of the Islamic state to guarantee 
the principles of justice and equity.
Also, the m usta0min in the Islamic state should adhere to the legal system implemented 
there in regard to his rights and duties.
The historical discussion of the scholars shows clearly that issues relating to the 
circumstances of the musta °min’s entrance should be solved by the court. In other 
words, the essence of Article 14 was practically implemented although phrasing that in 
a legal format was not as plain as the practise itself. In modern terms, the musta °min has 
the right to go to the relevant Islamic court to establish his legal status. By default the 
Islamic state should fund the legal process and undertake all the expenses evolving from 
it.
In light of this it can be safely concluded that Article 14 is in conformity with the 
Islamic tradition and its principles of justice.
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Gainful Employment (Article 17, 18 & 19)
The refugee’s right to work was and remains a sensitive issue in all countries whether 
they are developed or less developed. That is because it affects the local economy and 
workers in the host state. The sensitivity of this issue is particularly apparent at election 
time when the impact of migrants on job opportunities for nationals often surfaces.
With regard to ‘Wage-earning employment’ Article 17 of the Geneva Convention 
states:
“1. The Contracting States shall accord to refugees lawfully staying in their 
territory the most favourable treatment accorded to nationals of a foreign 
country in the same circumstances, as regards the right to engage in wage- 
earning employment”.
The drafting of this Article, according to Hathaway (2005, p.742) was not conceived in 
naivety. Governments were keenly aware of the domestic political and other risks of 
allowing refugees to compete with then’ own citizens for employment opportunities. 
These governments, just recovering from the Second World War, were anxious not to 
jeopardise then plans for economic recovery by allowing the free entry of refugees into 
the workforce. Nonetheless, it seems there was “a clear awareness among the drafters 
that there are few rights more central to refugee self-sufficiency than the right to 
work... it was therefore decided that it made more sense to set the right to work at a 
meaningful high level” (Hathaway, 2005, p.745).
The drafters of the Convention “were determined to provide refugees with better than 
the lowest common denominator of state practice, under which non-citizens are often 
excluded from the labour market. The drafters clearly recognized, and intended, that 
Article 17 would require states to grant refugees a preferential access to work 
opportunities, even though this has not been the case under earlier refugee treaties” 
(Hathaway, 2005, p.742).
Gainful Employment from an Islamic perspective
Due to the different circumstances, as well as the limited importance of the issue in their 
times, the early Muslim scholars did not feel the need to formulate or codify the right to
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work for the musta °min in a clear legal text. However, while there was no overall legal 
ruling, they dealt with a number of related matters separately. For example, they 
detailed the musta 0m in’s right to trade in dai’ al-Islam  with all the surrounding issues 
relating to it. They also discussed the issue of purchase, selling, letting and renting of 
land by the musta°min. So, generally speaking, they allowed the must°amin freely to 
engage in various activities in the work field, except in a small number of fields not 
deemed to be in the public interest. Gathering all these scattered issues will shape the 
stance of the Islamic tradition on the musta °mln,s right to work and eventually enable 
us to compare it with Article 17 of the Geneva Convention.
The right to trade
The sheer volume of texts and discussions by scholars about the m usta0m id s rights and 
duties in the field of commerce affirms the conclusion reached in the previous 
section,181 that commerce was the practical and tangible purpose of aman in the early 
days182 of the Islamic state.
Concerning this issue, we do not find the scholar's stipulating the right of the musta °min 
to trade. Instead they usually discuss trade-related matters such as the tax imposed on 
him and the kind of goods he can trade with and so on. This means the musta °min’s 
right to trade was accepted as a matter of fact and a judgement was not required.
The phrase used by many scholar's183 to impose the amount of tax on the musta °min is: 
“If a hai'bi trades with us he has to pay [a tax called] cushf' ^  M  tgiJ* 3 ^ ' 0]j 
(Ibn Mufih, 1979, vol.3, p.427). However, this tax was subject to debate between the 
scholars. Al-Nafrawr (1994, vol.l, p.339) states that even this tax could be altered and 
reduced if the Imam  saw fit, or if another percentage of tax was agreed with the 
musta °min before he entered dai'al-Islam.
To encourage and facilitate the entrance of the musta°mln to dai' al-Islam  al-Shaficr and 
other scholar's went further to abolish the c ushr tax imposed on the musta °min provided 
he brings needed provisions to Muslims. They said: “If they entered to provide rations
181 See section “Movable and Immovable Property” p.211
182 The clearest manifestation of this could in the Mamluk period. See Wansbrough (1971, pp.20-35).
183 See for example al-Mirdawi (n.d, vol.4, p.243), al-Buhutl (1970, vol.2, p.19), Ibn Qudama (n.d, vol.l, 
p.157), Ibn Muflih (1997, vol.6, p.253), al-Buhutl (1981, vol.3, p.100) and al-Khiraql (1982,vol.l, p.133).
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needed by people, they are allowed to enter without cu sb f\ Al-ShafTr substantiates his 
decision on the ground that “their entrance is of benefit to the Muslims”
(Ibn Qudama, 1984, vol.9, p.281).
So, the musta °mln according to these opinions is not only allowed to trade in dar al- 
Islam,, but also encouraged to do so. All in all, the musta Dmins had considerable liberty 
in then* commercial activities and the kinds of good they were permitted to trade with in 
dar al-Islam.
The scholar's, by and large, widen the scale of trade for the m usta0min. We find them 
giving a clear verdict to allow the Muslim and the musta °mln to be partners in business. 
Al-Kasani (1982, vol.6, p.81) states: “If a harblenters dai'al-Islam  with aman and then 
he gives his money to a Muslim to trade for him on a mudaraba184 contract, or the 
Muslim gives his money to him on a mudaraba contract, that will be permissible” cjia jl
j l  i l - k A  AJba p.11 h/l AjI] £9A j l  pfu'.Ja AlLo £.3 AS (jb ilj ^SLuiVl j l i
Other scholai's, however, envisaged different scenarios for this partnership and gave 
solutions for each one. Ibn cAbdrn (2000, vol. 8, p.327), for instance, rules that: “If a 
hai'bl gives his money to a Muslim on mudai'aba and the Muslim then enters dar al-harb 
with a permission from the owner of the money, the contract will be intact” ^  j l j
(JlC. JL J I  L _ J J  ( j ib
Shaykhr Zada (1990, vol.4, p.334) adds that if two musta °mlns entered dai'al-Islam  with 
aman and one of them gave money to the other on mudai'aba contract and the latter then 
went to dar al-harb, Shaykhr Zada affirms that the contract is unbroken.
Al-SarakhsI (n.d, vol.22, p. 129) endorsed the commercial contract between the Muslim 
and the musta °mln even if the agreement was to share the profits equally.
Nevertheless, on the agricultural side, the scholars allowed the musta °min to engage in 
all sorts of dealings, including purchase, selling, hiring and renting the agricultural land. 
Al-Sarakhsr devotes a section in his book called: “The muzaraca18S contract with the
184 A mudaraba contract is a contract between two people whereby one provides the funds and the other 
provides the labour and the revenue will be shared on an agreed percentage. See al-Mirdawi (n.d, vol.5, 
p.427) and Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.7, p.263).
85 Al-muzara ca is an agricultural contract between the owner of the land and the worker to share the 
harvest on a certain percentage. See al-Kasani (1982, vol.6, p.175)
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h a r b i ^  j (>  specifically to matters relating to this contract. He says: “If a harbl 
entered dar aJ-slam with aman and a [Muslim] man gave him his land and seeds on 
muzara%  [then the contract] is permissible and the harvest at the end of the year should 
be shared as agreed” o'at, ^e. jl_>« Ij-^ j Ai Ljajl aA\ jLaL jta (J=k^  lilj 
LhjiiSI U ^  jrjbLlIj jjU  j$i »■ (al-SarakhsI, n.d, vol.23, p. 121).
Concerning another type of contract al-Dardlr (n.d, vol.6, p.235) asserts: “The Muslim 
is approved to give his grape trellis to a dhim m i or a m ucahid or hai'bl on a musaqa 
contract providing that he [the Muslim] makes sure that [the musta °min, mu cahid or the 
dhimmi] does not make the grapes alcohol” #lSL«u J  jl AhjU jl <1
A iju  La j l  ALa j r i j  j^
What’s more, the scholars gave the musta°min great liberty in the field of work to the 
extent that they allowed the Muslim to appoint the musta °min to act on his behalf on 
variety of dealings, like trading, attaining his legal rights and so on (Shaykhi Zada, 
1990, vol.3, p.563). This basically means allowing him to work as a solicitor to defend 
the rights of his clients before the court if need be.
Additionally, the scholars allowed the musta °min to work in financial matters and to be 
involved in borrowing, lending and depositing money with the Muslims and vice versa 
(al-Suyutl, 1961, vol.2, p.582)187. In practical terms this could be interpreted today as 
permission to work in the financial markets as an advisor, banker, and so on.
The musta °min also has the right to work as an employee in various fields. Al-Sarakhsr 
(n.d, vol. 16, p.56) confirms that: “If a Muslim hired a dhim m i or musta°min to serve 
him that would be permissible” 4iaA=J Luliuw jl UA jakLul jl . Also al- 
Shirblni (n.d, vol.2, p.362) permits the musta °min to work in the field of “cutting trees, 
collecting grass and hunting” vLki^VI.
In practical terms, these different permissions might today mean that the musta°min is 
permitted to work in diverse sectors of the market place. To be a trader would by default
186 Al~musaqa is a contract between the owner of the field and another person on the condition that latter 
takes care of all the needs of the filed including irrigation and the harvest to be shared on an agreed 
percentage. See al-Husaynl (1994, vol.l, p.291) and Haydar (n.d, vol.3, p.504)
187 Se also Ibn Muflih (1997, vol.6, p.229) and al-Buhuti (1996, vol.l, p.654)
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mean to employ other people, such as accountants, workers, drivers, solicitors, bankers 
and any other needed staff. The same applies to allowing the musta °min to be a farmer. 
In other words he has the right to employ people or to be employed as well as the right 
to be self-employed.
Restrictions on the musta °min concerning some kinds of work
Yet, with this extended freedom granted to the musta°min to work in dai'al-Islam, some 
scholars introduced restrictions and reservations on particular types of work that could 
be detrimental to the national interest or in conflict with the identity of the Islamic state.
The scholars, for instance, do not allow the musta °mln to trade in certain goods with the 
Muslims because they are forbidden for Muslims, such as pork and alcohol (al-NafrawI, 
1994, vol.l, p.339). However, if there are dhimmls in that area of dar al-Islam  the 
musta°mln can still sell them these goods, according to al-NafrawI (1994, vol.l, p.339).
Other scholars, such as al-Shawkani (1984, vol.4, p.563), al-Qalyubi (1998, vol.2, 
p. 196) and Ibn Nujaym, (n.d, vol.5, p.87) imposed other restrictions on the musta 3min 
in regard to his trade in weaponry especially with the non-Muslims in dar al-harb.
Also, some scholars imposed restriction on work in excavating treasures especially gold 
and silver, unless there was permission from the Imam (Shaykhi Zada, 1990, vol.l, 
p. 184). Otherwise, anything he finds should be taken from him, because these treasures 
belong to the people of dar al-Islam  (al-Samarqandl, 1984, vol. 1, p.328). In the case that 
the Imam  allows him to excavate treasures, he has to pay one fifth of what he finds to 
the Muslims (al-Qaffal, 1980, vol.3, p.95). However, if he worked there as an employee 
with a permission, that would be acceptable, according to Shaykhi Zada (1990, vol.l, 
p. 185).
The significance of these opinions is in then lead to contemporary scholars who face 
different challenges and circumstances. It could be rightfully said that the musta °min is 
prohibited from working in certain fields due to their sensitive nature. Nonetheless, 
these limitations and restrictions are the exception, not the rule, and should not be used 
as an excuse to deprive the refugee of his right to engage in a gainful employment.
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Conclusion
The Islamic tradition in principle and practice allows the refugee a wide range of 
freedoms to engage in work in the Islamic state. As noted, he has the right to work in 
merchandise, financial activities and agriculture and can be an employee or an employer 
or even be self-employed.
Naturally, the musta °min in his work in the Islamic state has to adhere to the general 
rules governing work there. There are, however, a small number of fields the musta °min 
cannot work in, which relate to national security or the public interest.
Based on that, it is clear that there is a large measure of agreement between Article 17 
and the Islamic position concerning the same issue. Moreover, in light of these findings, 
the Islamic tradition could also be in agreement with Articles 18 and 19 of the 
Convention, because of the very close nature of these two Article with the Article 
discussed above. Article 18 entitles ‘Self-employment’ states:
“The Contracting States shall accord to a refugee lawfully in them territory 
treatment as favourable as possible and, in any event, not less favourable 
than that accorded to aliens generally in the same circumstances, as 
regards the right to engage on his own account in agriculture, industry, 
handicrafts and commerce and to establish commercial and industrial 
companies”.
Remarkably, some of these fields were mentioned by name by Muslims scholars, for 
example agriculture, and stated that the refugee has the right to engage in it. Also we 
saw that the scholars stipulated the right of the musta °min to establish partnerships and 
be involved in various contracts either with Muslims, dhimmls or even with musta °mins 
like him.
Article 19 entitled ‘Liberal professions’ reads:
“1. Each Contracting State shall accord to refugees lawfully staying in then 
territory who hold diplomas recognised by the competent authorities of that 
State, and who are desirous of practising a liberal profession, treatment as
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favourable as possible and, in any event, not less favourable than that 
accorded to aliens generally in the same circumstances.”
Based on the discussion above, in principle this Article is in line with the Islamic rules 
and teachings that urge the Muslims to put the best qualified man in the right position 
according to the Qur°anic verse (28:26): “Said one of the two [daughters]: “O my 
father! Hue him: for, behold, the best that thou couldst hue is one who is [as] strong and 
worthy of trust” u*?Sn ^  jlk  5] Sjaiibl cjd b UaIi L! crib The qualifications
are the capability to do the job and honesty as well. Capability by default means the 
knowledge, experience, and the physical ability too.
The Prophet also recommends that Muslims do their work to perfection. On the account 
narrated by Abu Yaria (1984, vol.7, p.349) on the authority of cA°isha the Prophet said: 
“If one of you does a job, God loves him to do it just right” ci bl riil yl
<U&188.
Thus, it could be said that Article 19 matches to a great extent the principles of the 
Islamic tradition and could be endorsed by contemporary Muslim scholars.
188 Also narrated by al-Bayhaqi (1989, vol.4, p.334), al-Jirahl (1984, vol.l, p.513) and al-Numayri (1996, 
vol.l, p.67).
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Welfare (Article 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24)
To guarantee one of the very basic human rights of refugees the Convention dedicates 
articles, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 of chapter 4 entitled ‘Welfare’ to the rights of the refugee 
that will help him benefit from public assistance and ensure he will not be left alone 
struggling to secure basic needs in his new domicile.
Article 20 speaks about the rationing system and the refugee’s right to be treated like 
nationals where this system exists. Article 21 states the refugee’s right to housing and 
the treatment should be as favourable as possible and, in any event, not less favourable 
than that accorded to aliens generally in the same circumstances.
Article 22, however, grants the refugee the right to education, access to studies, the 
recognition of foreign school certificates, diplomas and degrees, the remission of fees 
and charges and the award of scholarships. Moreover, Article 23 obliges the contracting 
states to give the refugee the right to public relief on the same level of their own 
nationals.
Lastly, Article 24 regulates the labour legislation and social security.
In regal’d to the Islamic position towards these Articles we find well-established 
principles in the Islamic tradition that oblige Muslims collectively and individually to 
help the needy and the distressed.
There are numerous hadJths in which the Prophet urges his followers to be generous and 
help the deprived, the destitute, the distressed and anybody needs help.
Al-Bukhaii (1986, vol.l, p. 13) narrates an account on the authority of Ibn °Umar that a 
man asked the Prophet about the best thing in Islam. The Prophet said: “Feeding, saying
J 9 4 a ^
the greeting of peace to anybody, whether you know him or not” Ij Sjj
Liijij ^ In another hadlth narrated by al-Hindl (1998, vol.3, p. 168) the
Prophet says: “God loves helping the afflicted” Aillij i^! jl. Abadi (1995,
vol. 14, p.9) comments on this account that: “Helping the afflicted is obligatory” 
ja Al-Munawl (1937, vol.4, p.268), however, explains the meaning of al-
m alhuf to include “the oppressed who ask for help or the grievously distressed” fjlhril 
jjuiaUl jl ^mnL^II. To support this interpretation he cites a hadlth that states:
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“People are the dependents of God and the most loved ones those who are of help to his 
dependents” <lj1) M JU& (jkll, especially when the need is dire, as he
comments.
To encourage Muslims to extend their help to whosoever needs it, the Prophet tells his 
followers about a man189 who deserved to get into Paradise for going down a well to 
bring water to a thirsty dog (al-Bukharl, 1986, vol.2, p.833). The amazed companions 
asked the Prophet: “Are we rewarded for [doing good] to animals? ^  til <y]j”
and the Prophet said: “There is a reward [in showing kindness to any creature that has] a 
fresh [live] liver” jkl jtikj ^  ^
The Prophet also warns Muslims of the wrong-doing of denying help to the needy; even 
if the needy were an animal. Ibn Hibban (1993, vol.2, p.305) reports on the authority of 
Ibn cUmar that the Prophet said: “A woman was punished [in hellfire] for a cat she tied. 
She neither fed her, nor did she allow her to look for food outside” Sja ^  oljJ Cuic.
(jJsLuii. (jrij j  \ g A* i-n
Also, al-Bukharl (1989, vol.1, p. 137) naiTates on the authority of Jarit that the Prophet 
said: “God will not show mercy to those who do not show mercy to people” V t> 
y  (jjitill.
As we can see therefore, these are very general principles that encompass not only 
humankind, but other creatures as well. Thus the musta °min is, by default, included in 
these principles. Al-SuyutI (1993, vol.4, p. 133) in his interpretation of the verse (9:6) 
narrates on the authority of al-Dahhak that Muslims were not only ordered to protect the 
disbeliever who wants to listen to the word of God [i.e. the musta °nuri\ but also to take 
care of them financially as long as they are there” ^  (3H! J  Hence, it
is the responsibility of the Muslims as individuals and the Imam  as the head of the state 
to take financial care of the musta °min and provide him with the material he needs.
In addition to the above principles, the Qurianic verse (2:271) may lend itself to support 
this attitude. It reads: “If you do deeds of charity openly, it is well; but if you bestow it
189 In the narration reported by Muslim (n.d, vol.4, p.1761) it was a prostitute of Bani Israel who gave 
water to the dog, and God forgave all her sins for that good deed.
190 It was narrated also by Muslim, (n.d, vol.4, p.1760)
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upon, the needy in secret, it will be even better for you, and it will atone for some of 
your bad deeds. And God is aware of all that you do” o]j  uijlllLJ! Ij Sjj jl
i&lj ^'\\ \un (jl piic. jiSlj jlL j$i pljSail U b T h e  verse does not 
differentiate between the needy on the basis of religion. The general terms employed in 
the verse ensure the poor dhim m i is included in its verdict as Al-Kasani (1982, vol.2, 
p.49) maintains. Other scholars like Ibn Rushd (n.d, vol.l, p.297) say that: “The rulings 
of the harbl, when he gets aman, are the same like the dhim m i’ ^  lMj til ^  j=4! ^
This means that the poor musta °min is also included.
They also refer to the verse (60:8) to suppoit their opinion: “As for such [of the 
unbelievers] as do not fight against you on account of [your] faith, and neither drive you 
forth from your homelands, God does not forbid you to show them kindness and to 
behave towards them with full equity: for, verily, God loves those who act equitably” V
^ iill j l  jig jtl l^laJJliljj J [jl j ^  jiljj jjA ll ^ 3  ^1 j j .^ 1  jC - *jlll J 'J
Abu Hanlfa and Muhammad conclude that spending money of sadaqa191 on the 
dhimmls is a way of showing kindness and we are commanded to do that. They go 
further to say that had it not been for the hadlth of Mucadh192, it would have been 
permissible to give them zakat193 as well (al-Kasani, 1982, vol.2, p.49).
To reinforce his argument in permitting spending money of sadaqa on the dhimmls, al- 
Slwasi (n.d, vol.2, p.267) mentions an account on the authority of SacId Ibn al- 
Musayyib that the Prophet gave money of sadaqa to a Jewish family. He also cites the 
account of the Prophet who says: “Give alms to the people of religions” iW (J& 
jU&l (al-SIwasi, n.d, vol.2, p.267).
Despite these great principles we still find some scholars who argue that the musta°min 
is not entitled to financial help from the state. Then* rationale is that the musta °min in 
essence is an enemy and only temporarily allowed to stay in the Islamic state. When the
191 Sadaqa means voluntary alms (Bosworth et al, 1995, vol.8, p.708).
192 On the authority of Mucadh, he said when the Prophet sent him to Yemen, he ordered him to take the 
money from their rich Muslims and return it to their poor people <j lisjj o* (al-Shaybani, 
1985, vol.l, p.123) see also (al-TahhawI, 1987, vol.4, p.372), (Ibn Hajar, 1964, vol.3, p.112) and (al- 
ZaylacI, 1938, vol.2, p.398). From this hadlth the scholars concluded that zakat should only be taken from 
Muslims and returned to the poor Muslims only, i.e., all non-Muslims are not allowed to take from the 
money of zakat.
193 Zakat is the obligatory payment by Muslims of a determinate portion of specified category of their 
lawful property for the benefit of the poor and other enumerated classes (Bosworth, et al, 2002, vol.6, 
p.406-407).
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period of his stay expires he goes behind enemy lines. So, eventually helping him will 
strengthen the enemy camp and this is not acceptable.
Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.2, p.261) claims that: “It is a consensus that all the kinds of 
sadaqa, whether it is obligatory, mandatory or voluntary are prohibited to the hai'bP
^ jS J  pUiLJl. He justifies that with reference to the
verse (60:9): “God only forbids you to turn in friendship towards those who fight 
against you because of [your] faith, and drive you forth from your homelands, or aid 
[others] in driving you forth: and as for those [from among you] who turn towards them 
in friendship; it is they who are truly wrongdoers!” gpM ^  gjill ^  \A\
gjiitkll ~jt> 3  CA He then
comments that the verse is general and it includes the musta °min.
Additionally, al-Kasani (1982, vol.2, p.49), asserts that the sadaqa is not permitted to be 
spent on the harbl while it is permitted for the dhimmi, because spending it on the harbl 
will help them in fighting us and this is not permissible, while this probability is not 
available in the case of the dhim m i k.jJ ^  cjk-ril Ik j V Iky UMS ^  ^  ^  gV
Al-ZaylacI (1895, vol.l, p.300) also endorses this opinion depending on the verse 
(60:9). He comments that all the needy of dar al-hai'b are excluded from the poor people 
in general and the harbl in dai'al-Islam  is excluded from it as well.
Moreover, al-Sarakhsi (n.d, vol.3, p. I l l )  excludes the m ustaDm in from the eligible 
people of sadaqa because the musta °min is a fighter and we were ordered not to show 
kindness to those who fight us as God commands in the verse (60:9) k j  
lihlAi g* sjfdl g&
Therefore, the apparent reason that opponents would deny the m usta0m in sadaqa is that 
he is an enemy and helping him will reinforce the enemy camp and encourage them to 
fight the Muslims. This assumption, however, is clearly not valid in the case of refugees 
today, who are usually forced to flee their homes either because of oppression, war, a 
natural disaster, or other unfortunate circumstances. These people cannot be the enemies 
of the Islamic state and feeding and sheltering them do not threaten national security, 
nor will it strengthen the enemy as the scholars feared.
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A debate on the sources of money
In addition to the above discussion the scholars also debated the sources from which the 
musta °min is eligible for money. Generally speaking the main sources of money in the 
Islamic state were: the fa ycI94, khum s al-ghanlma195, al- cushuiJ96, al-jizya197, al- 
sadaqat198, al-kharaf" ', the left money with no inheritor and the natural resources'
The main two sources the scholars debated were the zakat and sadaqa. The vast majority 
of scholars do not allow the state to spend the money of zakat on the dhimmi or the 
musta Dmin, while regarding the money of sadaqa some of them allow it and others do 
not.
It seems there is a consensus between the scholars that the dhim m i is not eligible to 
receive the money of zakat according to al-Kasani (1982, vol.2, p.49): “It is a consensus 
that spending money of zakat on the disbeliever is not permitted” JJ  ^
^  jaisii. The basis of this verdict is the hadlth200 narrated on the authority of 
Mucadh that when the Prophet sent him to Yemen, he ordered him to take the money 
from theu rich people and return it to their poor people ^  &O j Al-
Kasanl concludes that the zakat is taken from the rich Muslims and should be returned 
only to the poor Muslims and not to anybody else, as stated by this hadlth.
Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.2, p.261) puts it rather bluntly: “It is not paid to the dhimmi 
because of Mucadh’s hadlth” Al-Shaybanl (1985, vol.l, p. 123)
and Shaykhi Zada (1998, vol.l, p.329) as well affirm the same meaning.
Moreover, al-SarakhsI (n.d, vol.2, p.202) generalises that any disbeliever, [whether a 
dhim m i or a harbl\, should not take from the money of zakat Sl£jll <> <^ 3=^  Vj. Al-
194 Al-fay ° is the possessions of the disbelievers which they left to Muslims without war (Ibn Qudama, 
1984, vol.6, p.312).
195 The fifth of the war spoils (Ibid).
196 The tax that is paid by the non-Muslim traders who enter dar al-Islam (Ibid)
197 Al-jizya is the poll-tax which in the traditional Muslim law, was levied on non-Muslims in Muslim 
state (Lewis, et al., 1965, p.559).
198 Al-sadaqat is the monies that the Muslim gives out seeking the reward of God. They are two kinds, the 
first is obligatory and that is called zakat and the other one is voluntary and called sadaqa
199 Kharaj is the tax imposed on the person and the outcome of the land (al-SIwasI, n.d, vol.6, p.31).
200 This hadlth was also narrated by al-Shaybanl (1985, vol.l, p.123), al-Tahhawi (1978, vol.4, p.372), 
Ibn Hajar (1964, vol.3, p.112), Ibn Hajar (n.d, vol.l, p.266) and al-ZayIa°I (1938, vol.2, p.398).
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Mirghinam (n.d, vol.l, p.l 13) and al-Tahhawi (1900, vol.1, p.473) emphasize that zakat 
should not be paid to d h i m m i Vj.
However, the only scholar who permitted zakat to be paid to the dhim m i is Zufar 
according to al-Sarakhsi (n.d, vol.2, p.202). His rationale for this is that: “The purpose 
of the zakat is to satisfy the needs of the poor by seeking God’s satisfaction, and that 
has happened” <1*-=*. jSj vjSM ^  jV. Yet, Zufar did not
explain how to refute the other opinion or how to interpret the straightforward hadlth of 
the Prophet narrated by Mucadh, which states clearly that zakat should be taken from 
the rich Muslims and returned to the poor Muslims.
In regard the voluntary sadaqa, al-Sarakhsi (n.d, vol.3, p. 111) affirms that it is permitted 
to give the voluntary sadaqa to the dhim m i and says that if we were to use q iy a ^ 1 then 
giving zakat would be allowed, but, we dropped qiyas here because of Mucadh’s hadlth. 
Nonetheless, it is allowed to give sadaqa and other alms to them.
Moreover, al-SIwasi claims that there is an agreement between the scholars about 
permitting spending of alms on them jlja. (al-SiwasI, n.d,
vol.2, p.267). Al-Sarakhsi and al-Siwasi speak about the dhim m i and since the rulings 
of the musta °min are the same as the dhim m i once the musta °min gets into dai’ al-Islam. 
So, these ruling apply to him.
Explaining the rationale behind this permission al-Kasani (1982, vol.5, p. 104) states: “It 
is permissible to give them sadaqa as it is permissible to give it to the Muslim. It is, 
rather, better to give sadaqa to them because this will attract them to Islam and lead 
them to convert” ^ic. (jiLajJi {ji dJi -Jlnri! £$jl] PaLJI
Ajlc. y  La,
Al-Shirblnl (n.d, vol.3, p. 121) goes further to say that the sadaqa is allowed to a non- 
Muslim and supports his view by the hadlth “There is a reward [in
showing kindness to any creature that has] a fresh [live] liver”. He also reports a scholai' 
called al-Sayrami that there is no difference between the harbl and the other
201 Qiyas is reasoning by analogy, it is the fourth source of Muslim law (Bosworth et al, 1986, vol.5, 
p.23 8).
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disbelievers. Al-Ramli (1983, vol.6, p. 173) as well reports the same thing on al- 
Sayraml.
In regal'd to the opponents, al-Kasanl (1982, vol.2, p.49) reports that they base their 
judgment on two things; the first is that they considered zakat like sadaqa and since they 
are forbidden from receiving zakat they should also be forbidden from receiving sadaqa. 
The second thing is that it is not permitted to give sadaqa to the hai'bl and so it should 
not be permitted to give it to the dhimmi.
From the above presentation it is clear that the scholars do not allow spending zakat on 
the dhim m i and by default to the musta °min. Concerning the sadaqa, the position of the 
proponents of spending sadaqa money on the dhim m i is much stronger than the 
opponents. However, when it comes to the musta °min the case is different.
The interpretation of the two verses (60: 8-9)
Due to their important place in this discussion, an examination of some of the 
interpretations of these verses will shed more light on the topic.
The reasons for the revelations were disputed by the scholars according to al-Thac alibi 
(n.d, vol.4, p.292). Some said that those we are commanded to show kindness to, are 
those who have a covenant with the Prophet. Others said they are those who converted 
in Mecca but did not migrate. Others also said they are the women and children. 
However, cAbdullah Ibn al-Zubayr said the reason for revelation is the incident that 
took place between Asma3 Bint Abi Bakr and her mother who came to visit her. Asma3 
Bint Abu Bakr refused to welcome her mother because she was a disbeliever. So, the 
Prophet ordered her to accept the gifts from her mother, take good care of her, be 
generous and show kindness to her202. Nonetheless, Ibn cAbbas says the disbelievers 
mentioned in the verse were a tribe of BanI al-c Abbas who were driven forcibly to fight 
in Badr expedition (al-RazI, 2000, vol.29, p.263).
However, al-Shafici (n.d, vol.2, p. 192) adds another reason for the revelation. He says 
that some Muslims felt bad when God ordered them to fight against the disbelievers and 
to cut relations with them, so they feared that their financial help to then* non-Muslim
202 Abu al-Sucud (n.d, vol.8, p.238), al-Suyutl (1993, vol.8, p.130) and al-Zamakbisharl (n.d, vol.4, p.515) 
support this account.
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relatives in Mecca would be illegal. Therefore God revealed this verse to allow them to 
continue sending the money.
This actually means that helping the harbl even in dm- al-hmb let alone dm- al-Islam  is 
allowed providing that: “It is not to support the disbelievers to fight or there is harm that 
may befall Islam” fXjVI ^  lAj ^ as Ibn al-JawzI (1994, vol.l,
p.56) states.
Al-Qurtubi (n.d, vol.3, p.338) emphasises this meaning by saying that: “The apparent 
meaning of the verses obligates the permission to spend money of all kind of sadaqa on 
them, but the Prophet excluded the money of zakat' by the hadlth of Mucadh”.
Al-Nahhas (1987, vol.l, p.713) also confirms that assisting non-Muslim relatives in dar 
al-hmb is not prohibited as long as it does not strengthen the fighters by weapons or 
horses and does not expose the Muslims to danger.
Al-Tabaii agrees with these conditions and states that a Muslim may assist a needy 
h m b lin dar al-hm'b even if they are not related by kinship (Ibn al-JawzI, 1984, vol.l, 
p.239).
Lastly, Ibn cAbdin (2000, vol.2, p.352) reports that al-ZaylacI confirmed that it is 
permissible to give sadaqa to the musta °min. He also narrates an account of the Prophet 
to underline this view. The account explains that when there was a drought in Mecca, 
the Prophet sent 500 dinars to Abu Sufyan and Safwan Ibn Umayya to distribute them 
among the poor there.
Though the people of Mecca were obviously enemies in dar al-hmb, the Prophet sent 
them money to help the needy at that difficult time. Thus, if it is allowed to help the 
needy in dar al-hmb, it would be possible to help those needy when they come into dar 
al-Islam.
Therefore, the practical way of showing mercy to a musta °min is by providing him with 
food, shelter, medical care and all the necessary means of life.
Conclusion
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The principle of helping the needy is enshrined in Islamic teaching in the Qur°an and 
the hadlth. The help mentioned in these sources is not restricted to a particular field. 
Hence, it could include any kind of help, like social secmity, housing or any other thing 
to guarantee a decent life, free from humiliation and disrespect.
The scholars who opposed helping the musta °mln did not mean the needy and 
vulnerable refugees, but the fighters who temporarily stay in the Islamic state for a short 
period of time, then go back to dai' al-harb. The reason for this prohibition is that the 
scholars feared this help may strengthen the enemy camp and encourage them to 
continue fighting the Muslims. This scenario is not relevant in the modem context and 
does not apply to present refugees.
Despite this understanding some scholars allowed help to the harbl in dar al-harb, 
providing that it will not harm the Muslims. So, by default helping them in dar al-Islam  
is more appropriate.
In his interpretation of the verse (9:6) al-Suyutr (1993, vol.4, p. 133) narrates on the 
authority of al-Dahhak that the Muslims were not only ordered to protect the disbeliever 
who wanted to listen to the word of God but were also ordered to take care of them 
financially as long as they were there. In practical terms this means an entitlement to 
social secmity benefits, housing, rations when the rationing system exists, public 
education and any other needs.
Another point here is that the Islamic state has certain peculiarities regarding its 
financial system owing to its nature and identity. Zakat should be collected from 
Muslims and spent on Muslims according to the above mentioned hadlth. Other non- 
Muslim residents in the Islamic state could enjoy financial help from other sources, 
such as sadaqa. This issue is minor as long as the help is available for the needy. As 
Henkin of the United States commented during the discussion to draft Article 23 of the 
Convention: “The principle of article (23) was clear” the refugees should be accorded 
the same treatment with respect to public relief and assistance as was accorded to 
nationals, and it did not matter how the treatment was accorded, provided the results 
were the same” (Hathaway, 2005, p. 812)
To sum up, it could be concluded that the Islamic tradition provides strong principles 
that obligate Muslims individually and collectively to help the needy. These principles
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are sufficient to rely on in granting the modern refugee the care and material assistance 
he needs. So there is enough evidence to conclude that the Islamic tradition is in 
keeping with Articles 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 of the Geneva Convention.
It is significant that there is also a responsibility on the Islamic state to look after and 
take care of the refugees financially. Despite the fact that the modem state is 
dramatically different to the traditional Islamic state in regal'd to financial resources, the 
responsibility remains the same and the Islamic state is still obliged by these principles 
to take care of the refugee financially.
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Freedom of movement (Article 26, 27, 28 &29)
The issue of movement was dealt with by the Geneva Convention in Ait. 26 which 
states “Each Contracting State shall accord to refugees lawfully in its territory the right 
to choose then place of residence and to move freely within its territory subject to any 
regulations applicable to aliens generally in the same circumstances.”
Despite that, states still have the right to limit freedom of movement “in two 
circumstances: during a mass influx, or while investigating the identity of and possible 
security threat posed by an individual seeking recognition of refugee status” (Hathaway, 
2005, p.705). Otherwise, “once lawfully in the territory of a state party, refugees should 
be subject only to whatever restrictions govern the freedom of internal movement and 
residence of other non-citizens” (Hathaway, 2005, p.705)
The Islamic tradition and freedom of movement
Like many other issues relating to the musta °min the Muslim jurisprudents touched 
upon the issue of movement, not only within the Islamic state but also outside it, as well 
as the m usta°m in’$ residence in dar al-Islam. Interestingly, they dealt with the 
m usta°m in’& right to move outside the state more than they did with his movement 
inside it, as if it was by default to the musta °mln to move within the state freely.
Before elaborating on the issue of movement it is appropriate to mention the issue of 
residence first, as both issues are very much connected. The issue of nationality is also 
relevant and will be discussed below, but this debate will shed more light on the 
relationship between freedom of residence and movement.
To stait with, the vast majority of scholars dealt with the musta °min ?s stay as a 
temporary period which in any case should not exceed a year. Nevertheless, referring to 
the Qur°anic verse (9:6) which deals with the issue of refuge, and the interpretations of 
the scholars we find that the verse itself associates the length of the stay with attaining 
the safety of the musta °mln. So, it is not a matter of months and years as much as a 
matter of safety, protection and shelter.
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Al-Qummi affirms that: “[Regarding the time of stay], there is nothing in the verse that 
shows it. It could be left to the judgment of the Imand’ d j^ ^
g i C_s-Sj
Tantawi, who assumes that the musta °min comes to learn about Islam, also stresses that 
the length of stay is left to the Imam, and that this period of time should be long enough 
for the musta °min to understand the truths of Islam204.
It is clear then that the musta 3mln whether he comes to dar al-Islam  for trading, learning 
about Islam or looking for protection has the right to stay there as long as it takes to 
meet his needs. The other important note is that length of the stay is left to the Imam to 
judge according to his assessment of the need.
However, in terms of his movement outside the state we find the majority of scholars 
agree that the musta 3min has the right to travel outside the Islamic state and come back 
to it without violating his aman. The primary condition for endorsing this action is that 
his travel to dar al-harb should not be for the purpose of settling there permanently or 
for fighting the Muslims.
Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p. 198) affirms that: “If he enters [dai* al-harb] to settle, his 
personal aman will be nullified” (jUVt <j)j. Ibn Muflih (1979,
vol.3, p.395) looks at a scenario where a musta°min deposits or lends his money to a 
Muslim or to a dhim m i and then travels to dar al-harb, to settle there. Ibn Muflih 
differentiates between the personal aman and the aman of his money. While his 
personal aman is nullified, according to him, the aman of his money remains intact. Ibn 
Taymiyya (1983, vol.2, p. 181) however, agrees with Ibn Muflih on the personal aman 
and goes further to say even the aman of his money will be cancelled205.
Without doubt, if he goes back to dar al-harb to fight the Muslims his personal aman 
will be void JLo UjU^ Ac. as Ibn Qudama (n.d, vol.4, p.335) states.
203http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=4&tTafsirNo=38&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfiie=0)/ [cited April 2006].
04http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasii-.asp?tMadhNo=7&tTafeirNo-57&tSoraNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay= 
yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006].
205 Regarding the aman of money see section ‘Movable and immovable properties’ in this thesis, p.211.
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Apart from these two cases the musta °min has the right to travel outside dar al-Islam  for 
different reasons providing that his intention is to return to dar al-Islam . Al-Buhuti 
(1981, vol.3, p. 108) asserts that if the musta °min goes back to dar al-harb lo t trading or 
to fulfil a need, as long as his intention is to go back [to dar al-Islam] his aman is still 
valid fjc- j^ ic. J  s jUjil L_sj=dl jb  J J  ^lluidt Ac. b t. Moreover, if he
goes back to dar al-harb as a messenger his aman will be intact, according to al-Suyutl 
(1961, vol.2, p.582).
Even more, Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p. 198) says that if the musta°min goes back to dar 
al-hai'b on an excursion, his aman will still be valid because this is not considered to be 
in conflict with his intention to stay in dar al-Islam  j'aj Aa liibj ^ ^  <uV.
What is worth noting here is that the Muslim scholars gave the musta °min this right of 
freedom of movement outside the Islamic state after he was lawfully considered a 
musta °min. The Geneva Convention, however, did nearly the same but did not allow the 
refugee to enter the original country from which he had fled from because of fear or 
other difficult circumstances. The Islamic tradition did not make any exception in this 
regard and the reason for that could be the fact that the scholars when debating this 
issue thought of the musta °min as a trader, not as a conventional refugee.
Regarding internal movement, the general attitude of the scholars was not to speak 
about it, as if it were a matter of fact, especially when they discussed the trader 
musta °mln, who by the nature of his aman needs to travel in the state. Some of them 
went even further, allowing him to enter Mecca, which is prohibited to disbelievers.
The issue of entering Mecca and settling there was the only issue concerning internal 
movement that was widely debated between the scholars. This might owe to the fact 
that it was a real and practical issue at that time.
Although the majority of scholars prohibit the musta am in from entering Mecca, we find 
scholars who object to that ruling. In his interpretation of the Qur°anic verse (9:28): “O 
you who have attained to faith! Those who ascribe divinity to aught beside God are 
nothing but impure: and so they shall not approach the Inviolable House of Worship 
from this year onwards And should you fear poverty, then [know that] in time God will 
emich you out of His bounty, if He so wills: for, verily, God is all-knowing, wise!”
Q A  iill Cijlua Allc. (jjjj IjlA qjaSI
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^  &! ^  oS 5 ^  al-Jassas (1984, vol.4, p.280) goes through the evidences of his 
opponents and refutes them, and then he concludes that the dhimmls are allowed to 
enter Mecca. Al-STwasI (n.d, vol.2, p.350) also reports that it was narrated that Abu 
Hanrfa allowed them to enter Mecca.
On the other hand we find scholars strictly prohibiting that, such as Ibn Taymiyya 
(1983, vol.2, p. 186) who states: “As for the haram it is strictly prohibited for them to 
enter it” uj*1^  f The same opinion with slightly different wording is
given by al-NawawI (1997, vol.7, p. 104) and al-Ramli (1983, vol.7, p.316) who affirm 
that “the dhim m i is not enabled to enter the haraizt” Jj®»s i>
Other scholars, however, put it straightforwardly that the harbl is not permitted to enter 
H ija£m for trading (> V (al-Shirwani, n.d, vol.9, p.282).
Al-Ramli (n.d, vol.4, p.214) also reports on a scholar' called al-Balqrnr that he said the 
same and reports a saying of al-Shaficr in support of this opinion.
Nevertheless, al-Shirbmr (n.d, vol.4, p.246) makes some exceptions to this verdict. He 
states that if the hai'bl asks for permission from the Imam to enter Mecca, the latter has 
the right to do so should there be a benefit to the Muslims, like delivering a message, 
striking a contract of dhimma or cahd or if this disbeliever brings immensely needed 
provisions. Otherwise he should not be allowed.
Even in these cases, al-Shirbmr (n.d, vol.4, p.247) asserts that the harbl should not stay 
more than three days there.
Conclusion
Following the above discussion it could be safely concluded that the musta °min has the 
right to stay in the Islamic state until the need that drove him to flee has been removed.
After being lawfully recognized as a musta Dmin by the state he has the right to travel 
inside and outside the state, providing that he still wants to come back. In certain cases 
where the musta°min goes back to his homeland to live there permanently or to fight or 
to harm the Islamic state he loses his contract of aman.
206 IRjaz is the area that encompasses Mecca, Medina, Yamama, Khaybar, Yanbu0 and Fadak (Ibn 
Taymiyya, 1983, vol.2, p.186).
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In regard to the restrictions on his movement the scholars gave the musta°min a great 
deal of liberty to move outside and inside the state except within Mecca, as the majority 
of scholars rule. Therefore, it could be also said that the Islamic tradition in regard to 
the freedom of movement granted to refugees is in keeping with Article 26 of the 
Geneva Convention.
Finally, this freedom of movement granted by the Muslim scholars may have 
repercussions for the Islamic state trying to make this right a practicable reality. This 
may mean that the Islamic state should deal with issuing travel documents for refugees 
to enable them to travel, or else this freedom is hypothetical. In this vein it could be 
concluded that the Islamic tradition is in conformity with Article 27 and 28 of the 
Convention that regulates the issue of travel documents for the refugee to facilitate his 
travel outside the host country.
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Refugees unlawfully in the country of refuge (Article 31)
Dealing with the illegal entry of refugees to the country of refuge, Article 31 of the 
Convention states “The Contracting States shall not impose penalties, on account of 
theh illegal entry or presence, on refugees who, coming directly from a territory where 
then* life or freedom was threatened in the sense of article 1, enter or are present in their 
territory without authorization, provided they present themselves without delay to the 
authorities and show good cause for then illegal entry or presence”. Refugees as 
Goodwin-Gill (1998, p. 152) rightly says “have no time for immigration formalities”, 
especially when there is a threat or any unfortunate circumstances that drive them to 
flee then homes. In this perspective, the significance of this Article becomes more 
evident.
The view of the Islamic tradition concerning this Article
Unlike other issues concerning the m usta0min, illegal entry to dar al-Islam  did not 
occupy much space in the scholars’ discussions. This could be due to the norm that the 
harbl does not enter dar al-Islam  without getting aman, as al-Shirbini (n.d, vol.4, p.243) 
states: “The norm is that the harbl does not enter our dai' without aman” t>  jAlkil
b jh  V This meant it was not a major issue then and the scholars
did not feel the need to give it much attention.
The general rule the scholars adopted in this situation is that the people of dai' al-harb 
were not allowed to enter dar al-Islam  without aman, according to Ibn Qudama (1984, 
vol.9, p.281) ilM jb  (JaV The rationale behind this rule is the
high probability that the harbl could be a spy, as expressed by Ibn cAbdIn (2000, vol.4, 
p. 168), especially when we know that the relation between dar al-harb and dar al-Islam  
is enmity and war207.
However, the opinions of the jurisprudents about the harbl who enters dar al-Islam  
without getting aman and claims that he is a musta °min varied. While some scholars 
took the extreme view and invalidated his allegation from the outset, others were at ease 
with this claim and accepted it to protect his “blood from spilling” as al-Ramli (1983,
207 See section “Definition of dar al-harb and dar al-Islam” p. 91
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vol.8, p.86) explains. A third group, who are the majority, were in the middle and called 
for examining him to prove his truthfulness and sincerity.
Starting with the first group we find Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.5, p. 109), ShaykhI Zada 
(1998, vol.2, p.452) and al-Shaybanl (1975, vol.l, p. 178) affirm that: “If he [the haihl\ 
enters our dar without aman then he and what he possesses are fa y 3 20S” ^  Uj!3 J  
ajw Uj jUl. This meant that he would be enslaved and shipped of his possessions. 
Whether his possessions went to the Muslim who captured him or to the state treasury is 
another debate209.
Nonetheless, other scholars took a much more tolerant approach, tending to accept the 
slightest evidence which the harbl may give, or even if he did not produce any evidence 
they were satisfied with his mere claim.
Al-Nawawl (1984, vol. 10, p.299) presumes that if the harbl alleges that he entered dar 
al-Islam  to listen to the word of God or to deliver a message he ought to be believed and 
he should not be exposed to any harm regardless whether he has the letter or not. 
However, if this harbl purports that a Muslim had given him aman, al-Shirblni (n.d, 
vol.4, p.243) gives a verdict that his aman is correct and he should not be harmed 
because it is probable that his claim is right. To save his blood from spilling, all that al- 
Ramll (1983, vol.8, p.86) asks from the harbl, in case of suspicion, is to swear, if he 
does, then he should be left to stay.
Concerning the third group of scholars, their position was to examine the claimant and 
judge accordingly. Ibn Qudama (1984, vol.9, p.281) argues that if the harbl purports 
that he is a messenger he has to show the message he is carrying. If he claims he is a 
trader he has to show his goods. If he claims that a Muslim gave him the aman that 
Muslim must be asked to check whether this is true.
Taking the same approach, al-Ghazall (1996, vol.7, p.58) affirms that if the harbl claims 
that he entered dar al-Islam  to listen to the word of God he has to be believed. In 
addition if he claims that he is a messenger his claim should be accepted. But if he
208 Fay 3 is the spoils which the Muslims get from the disbelievers without war (Ibn Taymiyya, n.d, vol.28,
p.276).
See Ibn cAbdin (2000, vol.4, p. 135), Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.5, p.109) and al-SIwasI (n.d, vol.6, p.23).
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claims that a Muslim gave him aman there are two options, either to trust him or to 
reject his allegation. Ibn cAbdin (2000, vol.4, p. 168) elaborates more on this and states a 
condition to accept this claim. He states that if the harbl alleges that a Muslim gave him 
aman that Muslim has to bring with him two witnesses to prove that he did indeed give 
the haibihis aman.
Al-SiwasI (n.d, vol.6, p.23), however, concentrates on another issue during the test of 
the harbl who claims to be a messenger. He demands verification of the letter which the 
harbl carries to see if it was authentic. If it was, then he should be granted aman, 
otherwise he will be fa y 0.
So, the third group of scholars principally shows some kind of tolerance towards the 
harbl but want to verify that he is truthful in his allegations.
Conclusion
It is significant that the milieu in which the Muslim scholars made then judgments is 
vastly different from the present day. Despite the state of war between dai' al-Islam  and 
dar al-hai'b, and the dangerous probability of the harbl being a spy against the Muslims, 
we still find that the majority of scholars granted the illegal musta °min the right to stay 
in dai' al-Islam. In the modem period, this could actually mean that if refugees fleeing 
life threatening dangers seek safety in the Islamic state, they have to be granted the right 
to stay there.
The principle of examining the genuineness of the refugee’s claim does not contradict 
with the above Article. From the examples shown here it is clear that the examination is 
a lengthy process. This by default entails the right of the refugee to stay in the Islamic 
state until this process ends either to the benefit of the refugee, if he succeeds in 
producing the necessary evidences, 01* it leads to the rejection of his case.
In regal’d to the extreme opinions of some scholars concerning the fate of the harbl who 
fails to defend his case, they must be put in the relevant context and be viewed in light 
of the state of war between the dar al-Islam  and dai' al-harb. Moreover the concepts and
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the international relations that governed the situation then should be borne in mind 
when discussing such opinions.
Briefly, it can therefore be concluded that the Islamic tradition shares much common 
ground with Article 31 of the Geneva Convention.
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Expulsion (Article 32)
The issue of expulsion is a sensitive one both for refugees and for host states. The 
Geneva Convention deals with it in Article 32:
1. The Contracting States shall not expel a refugee lawfully in their territory, 
save on grounds of national security or public order.
2. The expulsion of such a refugee shall be only in pursuance of a decision 
reached in accordance with due process of law. Except where compelling 
reasons of national security otherwise require, the refugee shall be allowed to 
submit evidence to clear himself, and to appeal to and be represented for the 
purpose before a competent authority or a person or persons specially 
designated by the competent authority.
Although the Article gives flexibility to the state to defend its interests and protect 
its public from the danger posed by a refugee, it still guarantees the refugee the 
basic right of fair trial. As Goodwin-Gill concludes “Article 32 may yet have both 
advantages and disadvantages for the refugee”.
The Islamic tradition and the issue of expulsion
One of the most fundamental conditions the Muslim scholars stipulated for the 
correctness of the aman contract is that it should not harm Muslims’ interests. Ibn 
Muflih (1997, vol.6, p.228) and al-MirdawI (n.d, vol.4, p.203) state clearly: “[For 
the correctness] of the aman it must not bring harm to us” 
i vfe..
Brief but straight to the point, al-Dardh' puts a rule that should govern the aman 
contract. He says (n.d, vol.3, p. 124) “[Bringing] benefit is not the condition, but 
[what is compulsory] is not bringing harm” ^  ijLSS V.
If harm was expected the Imam has the right to terminate the aman. al-ZaylacI 
(1895, vol.3, p.247) states that the Imam is entitled to end the aman given by a 
Muslim if there was harm, in order to keep the interests of the Muslims: dM &
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(jaJImIi h It j  ^IjSl. This opinion is also affirmed by al-Buhuti (1981,
vol.3, p. 105) who says the Imam is not to cancel the aman given by a Muslim unless 
he fears the treason of the one who has been given it Alike. I IjUi. i_aUj q\ V).
Al-Qalqashandi (1981, vol. 13, p.323) also asserts that: “It is prohibited to terminate 
[the aman] unless harm is expected from the musta °min, if this was expected then it 
is permitted to cancel his am aif ^  tela * VJ
AaSj Jlfj
Based on this principle many scholar's reached the conclusion that if the musta °min 
posed a threat to Muslims interests or showed enmity towards the Muslims, or 
fought against them, then his aman should be cancelled.
Al-Buhuti (1981, vol.3, p. 108) explains that the scale of the harm that allows the 
Muslims to terminate his aman is treason. Al-Shiirazi (n.d, vol.2, p.220), however, 
is satisfied with the fear of treason to terminate it. He states that “The temporary210 
aman is invalidated when treason may be suspected” i> oiafiuj ciayril
Also, al-Qalqashandi gives the example of the musta°min being a spy to 
cancel his aman. He says: “As to its condition that no harm should accrue to 
Muslims from the musta Dmin, like his being a vanguard or a spy” (al-Qalqashandi, 
1981, vol. 13, p.322) J
This example is also used by al-Qurafi (1994, vol.3, p.446) to show the case 
where the Muslims could invalidate the aman of the musta °min.
Fighting against the Muslims is obviously a valid reason for terminating the aman, 
as stated twice by Ibn Qudama. He (n.d, vol.4, p. 151) says: “The condition of the 
aman is not to fight against the Muslims”ojriuiril tjhlis Vi (>. Affirming the
same point in another book he says (1984, vol.9, p. 14): “One of the conditions for 
its correctness is to stop fighting the Muslims”u^4uuJl jlj <>.
Therefore if the m usta3min was involved in fighting against the Muslims or 
collaborating to do so, his aman will certainly be nullified.
210 The word temporary is used here to distinguish this aman from the dhimmi contract which is 
permanent.
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Nonetheless, if the Muslims decided to terminate the aman of the musta 3min they 
have to send him to his place of safety211, Al-Nawawi (1984, vol. 10, p.290) puts 
emphasis on this point by saying that: “Without dispute, if the aman of the 
musat°min had been terminated he ought to be sent to his place of safety and his 
belongings should not be exposed to any harm” Vj (>Li1 in lilj
4m  LJ Al-Qalqashandi (1981, vol. 13, p.323) also asserts that in case
the aman is cancelled the musta °min should be sent to his safe place” .
Conclusion
From the above discussion it is clear that there are similarities between the Islamic 
tradition and Article 32 of the Geneva Convention. Both agree that the refugee can 
be expelled only on the grounds of being a threat to national security and the public 
interest.
Both also agree that even in these rare cases the refugee should not be sent to a 
place where he might be subject to persecution. Instead he must be sent to a place 
where he feels safe.
Although there are no citations in the Islamic tradition about the fact that refugees 
should be granted access to a court hearing in the event that then' aman is 
terminated, it still can be said that the general Islamic principles of justice and 
equity will serve the refugee in providing him with a fair healing as this is a basic 
norm of fairness which the Islamic legal system should give to the refugee. 
Moreover, in the previous section it was proved that the musta °min has the right to 
access courts in the Islamic state to prove his legal status, thus that right can be 
applied here to defend his stay in the Islamic state.
Lastly, determining what is a threat to national security and the public interest must 
be left to governmental authorities and courts of law, as these matters vary from one 
time to another.
211 For more details about the place of safety and what the scholars said about it see the section entitled 
4non-refoulement’ in this thesis, p. 169
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To sum up, it could be rightly concluded that the Islamic tradition is in keeping with 
Article 32 of the Geneva Convention.
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Naturalisation (Article 34)
The Geneva Convention addressed this issue in Article 34 that states: “The Contracting 
States shall as far as possible facilitate the assimilation and naturalization of refugees. 
They shall in particular make every effort to expedite naturalization proceedings and to 
reduce as far as possible the charges and costs of such proceedings.”
This provision according to Hathaway (2005, p.981) is “without precedent in 
international refugee law”. It “sets a duty only to “facilitate” assimilation and 
naturalization, not an obligation of result... however, “despite the minimalist nature of 
the duties it sets, Ait. 34 is breached where a state party simply does not allow refugees 
to secure its citizenship, and refuses to provide a cogent explanation for inaccessibility 
(Hathaway, 2005, P. 987).
The Islamic tradition and the issue of naturalization
The concepts of ‘nationality’, ‘citizenship’, ‘naturalisation’ and then relation and 
implementation in the traditional Islamic state is quite a major issue, and the debates 
about it continue between modem scholars212. This debate is not my specific focus, but 
it is necessary to discuss it briefly in order to contextualize the opinions of the early 
scholars.
In the book ‘Citizenship and democracy in the Arab countries’ ^  i d a l j  4jhl
a group of historians, legal experts and Muslim scholars debate the issue of 
citizenship in the Islamic state and other related issues. One of the papers presented by 
El-Afendl deals with the concept of citizenship and its base whether it is religion or 
race. After explaining the historical context of the issue and comparing it to modem 
times he concludes that the equivalent of the term ‘citizen’, the term ‘Muslim’ was used 
in the Islamic tradition to indicate to the same meaning (Nafic, et al., 2001, p.56). The 
reason for that, according to the author, is that the religious and political identity which 
shaped the Islamic society at the beginning was an essential requirement to guarantee 
the full rights of a given person in that society. However, the status of the non-members 
[non-Muslims] depended on their contractual relationship with the original group [the
212 See (Nafic et al., 2001) to find an example of such debate.
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Muslims] j^LaVl ^  eLia&Vl (NafiQ, et al., 2001,
p.57). In. other word, due to the religious nature of the Islamic state citizenship was 
granted automatically to Muslims while the other non-Muslims living there have to 
prove then commitment to the Islamic state by paying jizya. In return their protection is 
guaranteed by the Muslim army.
Nonetheless, this concept has changed through the course of time as El-Afendl claims 
(Nafic, et al., 2001, p.61) and the modern scholars like FathI cUthman, Fahml Huwaydl, 
Tariq al-Bishri, Salim al-cAwwa, Kamal Abu al-Majd and others have developed new 
ideas about giving equal citizenship to all citizens of the Islamic state regardless of 
religion.
Going back to the early Muslim scholars, then, it goes without saying that the term 
‘naturalisation’ was not used, since this is a modem term that came into use after the 
advent of the national state. However, the core of the issue of naturalisation was 
discussed by the Muslims scholars in the legal tradition. In their debates we find that 
they clearly differentiate in their rulings between foreigners who come to dai* al-Islam, 
like the musta °min, and the residents there such as Muslims and dhimmls. As evident 
above, Muslim scholars placed duties and allocated rights to the musta °min which were 
different than the rights and duties of the dhim m i and the Muslim. Additionally, the 
scholars also debated the circumstances under which the musta °min could be treated 
like a dhimmi; i.e. a member of the society.
In principle the scholars did not allow the musta Dm in to stay long in dai* al-Islam , as 
stated bluntly by al-Kasam (1982, vol.4, p.37): “[The Imam] should not enable [the 
musta °mlh] to stay long in dar al-Islam” ^  julSyi fALj Vj. Shaykhi Zada
(1998, vol.2, p.45) and al-Haskafi (1966, vol.4, p. 168) clarify the length by saying: 
“The musta °mln should not be allowed to stay for a year in our dai” J  V
The reason for this limitation as explained by the these scholars (Shaykhi Zada, 1998, 
vol.2, p.45), (al-Haskafi, 1966, vol.4, p. 168) and al-ZaylacI (1895, vol.3, p.268) is the 
suspicion of the m usta0min harming the Muslims by being a spy of the disbelievers 
tip. O'0
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Nonetheless, other scholars argued the year limitation and left it to the Imam to decide 
upon it as he deems fit to the interests of the Muslims. Al-Shaybani (1985, vol.l, p.321) 
states that: “The Imam  should approach [the musta °min] once he enters [dai' al-IsJam] 
and give him a certain period of time to stay, depending on his opinion” u' <4^
*ulj U a] U Jjl a21. Going even further, al-Shawkanl
(1984, vol.4, p.567) refutes the whole idea of limiting the period to a year and says: 
“There is no justification for restricting the period to a year. It is permissible for the 
Imam  to give the period to [the musta°mih\ which he thinks is right even though it 
might be long’^ A-dl dJLla gjjj LOL-a aA U» (^ ie- a \1. —j gjl jja J  c_Jj ‘liuiilj a^.j .
Al-Jassas (1984, vol.4, p.273), however, does not agree with the idea of limiting the 
period to a year, but at the same time refuses to allow the Imam  to let the musta °min 
stay in dai' al-Islam  without an excuse or a valid reason which requires his stay. He 
affirms that: “[The musta °mih\ should not be left to stay more than he requires for 
fulfilling his need” AK.U. jS&aj VJ \^ A V.
The circumstances that entitle the musta°min to become a dhimmi
The dhim m i as we have seen in the previous section is a citizen in the Islamic state. So, 
when the scholars spoke about the m usta0min becoming a dhimmi that practically meant 
he became a citizen, if we were are to use modem terms.
The circumstances that enable the musta°min to become a dhim m i in dai' al-Islam  vary. 
Some scholars make the length of stay a valid reason to be treated like a dhimmi. So, if 
he stays more than a year he becomes a dhimmi, provided that there is an agreement 
between the m usta0m in and the Imam on this, from the first day of his stay. Al-RazI 
(1996, vol.l, p. 187) asserts that when the musta°min enters dai' al-Islam  he should be 
told that if he stays a year he becomes dhimmi. However, if he deliberately stays a year 
then he becomes automatically a dhimmi, [even without telling him that at the 
beginning]. Affirming this opinion, Shaykhi Zada (1990, vol.2, p.234) and al-Zaylaci 
(1895, vol.3, p.268) add that the period should be considered from the day of agreement 
between the musta °min and the Imam  and not from the day of entrance i>
L^LsVI j \a Aljii cAj qa V AaS] jjSsSil. Thus, the agreement and its date it comes into force are 
essential pre-conditions for becoming a dhimmi. Al-Haskafi (1966, vol.4, p. 168) asserts
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that if the musta °min stays a year or two before the Imam tells him the condition he will 
not become a dhim m i Emphasizing the same point al-Shaybam (1985, vol.l, p.321) 
says that if the musta°min stays year's without the Imam approaching him, then he will 
not be a dhimmi.
Relating to the period of time also we find some commentators stating that the verse 
[9:6] does not have any kind of limitation on the time that the musta°min who comes to 
learn about Islam, can stay. Al-Razi [2000, vol.2, p. 182] states: “There is no evidence in 
the verse that shows the limits of the period [al-musta Dmin could stay], however, it may 
only be known by customary practice. Once there are remarks from him that he is a 
seeker for the truth and researcher for the decisive evidence he should be permitted to 
stay. And when it appears that he rejects the truth and wants to gain time by lies, then 
no account should be taken of him [and his aman be ended]”.
Al-QummI also reaffirms this: “As regarding the time of reflection, there is nothing in 
the verse that shows it. It might be left to the discretion of the Imam”213 jktil ^
1 aAx\j  (jSc. (Jai La AjVI
Hence, it means that the process is not automatic nor is it compulsory. It is a two-way 
process where the Imam  has to make the offer including the period of stay to the 
musta °min, and on the other hand the m usta3min has the full right to agree or not on 
becoming a dhimmi. If not, he still has to adhere to the agreed period of stay.
Other scholars however, made paying kharaf14 a valid reason for the musta 3min to 
become a dhim m i Ibn Nujaym (n.d, vol.5, p.l 10) clearly states: “He becomes a dhim m i 
by the adherence to pay kharaf j£^j. Even if the kharaj of the land,
which the m usta3min had purchased, becomes due in less than a year of its purchase the 
musta °min becomes a dhimmi, according to al-Kasarh (1982, vol.7, p. 110) 
tjaj jU-=, JSiu {> ^  Al-SiwasI (n.d, vol.6, p.23) moreover,
rules that his commitment to pay the kharaj of the purchase land will be enough to make 
him eligible to become a dhim m i lili oUU rijk u.'j
213(http://www.altafsir.com/Tafasir.asp?tMadhNo=4&tTafsirNo=38&tSoiaNo=9&tAyahNo=6&tDisplay 
=yes&UserProfile=0)/ [cited April 2006]
214 Kharaj is the tax imposed on the person and the outcome of the land. See al-SiwasI (n.d, vol.6, p.31).
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Lui jL-a jr! jaJI. Thus purchasing a land subject to kharaj and committing to pay it is a 
valid reason for becoming a dhimmi.
Nonetheless, some of the scholars went even further to say that the mere purchase of a 
land subject to kharaj is a valid reason to become a dhimmi, according to al-ZaylacI 
(1895, vol.3, p.268) ^  ^  i> £42^1 6?j. Others215 still believe that the
mere purchase is not enough until the kharaj is imposed on it V
ajL (al-ZaylacI, 1895, vol.3, p.268).
Another possible reason for becoming a dhim m i is the marriage of a musta °mint?16 to a 
dhimmi. Al-KasanI (1982, vol.7, p. 110) and (al-ZaylacI, 1895, vol.7, p. 110) state that: 
“If a hai'biyyd17 got married to a dhim m i she becomes a dhimmiyya218 due to her 
commitment to stay with him” Am f&il 'a). They
justify that on the ground that: “A woman is attached to the man in his residence”
^  (Jijii XzJS If she got maiiied to a Muslim, by default she will become a 
dhimmiyya as Shaykhi Zada states (1998, vol.2, p.453). While if a musta°min got 
married to dhimmiyya he will not become a dhim m i because this is not a commitment 
from his side to stay with her, as she is attached to him in his residence and not vice 
versa, according to al-Shaybanl (1985, vol.l, p.321) and al-Kasanl (1982, vol.7, p. 110).
This justification is quite interesting as it symbolises the whole issue of naturalisation. If 
we look carefully at all previous cases where the musta °min is eligible to become a 
dhim m i we find that there is a common factor between them, namely loyalty and 
adherence to the Islamic state. In the first case we find that if the musta °min stays in dar 
al-Islam  according to the conditions set by the Imam he then is allowed to become a 
dhimmi, even if he stays there a month or so as stated by Shaykhi Zada (1998, vol.2, 
p.453). So, the point is not the length of stay as much as showing the willingness to 
adhere to the Islamic principles and rules.
We can say the same regarding the second case which is purchasing land subject to 
kharaj. The discussions evidently show that the scholars were looking for any sign from
215 Shaykhi Zada (1998, vol.2, p.451) and al-Shaybanl (1985, vol.l, p.321) also agree with this condition.
216 Musta °mina means the female of musta °miru
217 The female of harbl
218 The female of dhimmi.
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the m usta0w in  that reflected his willingness to adhere to Islamic regulations, such as 
purchasing land or commitment, to pay khaiaj.
Concerning the third case, the justification the scholars gave to excluding the musta °min 
who gets married to a dhimmiyya from becoming a dhimmi is significant and illustrates 
that the lack of his commitment to stay in dar al-Islam  is the reason behind that 
exclusion. Al-Kasanr (1982, vol.7, p. 110) states clearly that “the husband is not a 
follower to the woman, so his marriage to her is not evidence of his satisfaction to stay 
in our dar.; hence, he will not become a dhimmi'' ^  gpj <>$
^  This very meaning is reaffirmed by al-Sarakhsr (n.d,
vol. 10, p.84) who says: “He [the musta°min] by this marriage [the dhimmiyya] did not 
[show his] satisfaction to stay in our dar perpetually” b jh  j  ^  ^t&ib
iuhSi J o . Moreover, al-Mirghinanr (n.d, vol.2, p. 154) gives the same explanation in 
different wording: “The musta °min can divorce her [the dhimmiyya] and go back to his 
country, thus he is not committed to stay [in dai* al-Islam]’’ ^  J J  J
La j jL i  y S j
Conclusion
Following the above discussion it is quite apparent that the Muslim scholars in principle 
give the musta °min the right to reside permanently in the Islamic state. Although the 
term ‘naturalisation’ was not used by those scholars, the essence of the principle was 
addressed in practical terms.
The other important issue evident from this discussion is that the Muslim scholar's were 
very keen to give the musta °min the right to become a dhimmi, i.e. a citizen. They were 
satisfied with any sort of evidence that indicates the sincerity of the musta °min to 
assimilate to Islamic society and become a citizen, either by purchasing land, agreeing 
to stay a period of time in the Islamic state or getting married of a dhim m i or a Muslim.
This keenness and flexibility of the Islamic legal scholar’s to grant the musta°min the 
right to stay permanently and become a dhim m i coincides with the spirit of Article 34 
which calls upon the contracting state to facilitate the assimilation and naturalization of 
refugees.
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V. Final Conclusions
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The purpose of this study is to clarify the position of the Islamic tradition with regard to 
refugees and to establish whether this tradition has any views, principles, rules or 
regulations concerning refugee status.
The study is composed of four chapters. The first three deal primarily with the Islamic 
tradition in terms of the protection it offers to those who seek it. The first chapter 
explains the concept of jiw ai' (protection) in the Arabs’ life in the jahiliyya, before the 
advent of Islam. The second chapter traces the concept of jiw ar after the advent of Islam 
in Mecca, then examines the migrations to Abyssinia, the journey to al-Ta°f and the 
migration to Medina. The third chapter deals mainly with aman (safe conduct) in the 
Islamic tradition. It also defines several relevant terms, such as dai'al-harb, dar al-Islam, 
mustajh; muhajh', musta °min and dhimmi.; in order to put the concept of aman in 
context. Finally, the fourth chapter comprises a comparison between the Islamic 
tradition relating to the laws of aman and the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the 
status of refugees, in an attempt to identify the similarities and differences, if any, 
between the two.
The conclusion of this study is divided into two main parts. The first relates to the first 
three chapters concerning the Islamic tradition and the principle of protection. The 
second discusses the comparison carried out between the Islamic tradition relating to the 
laws of aman and the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the status of refugees.
Main conclusions of the first three chapters: The Islamic tradition and the principle of 
protection
It is now apparent that the custom of jiw ar was in effect the recognised customary law 
of refugee status for the Arabs in the jahiliyya . With it were associated clear rights and 
duties both for the person or tribe who grants jiw ar and for the person who receives it. 
While no written text detailed this law, it is clear* that each party knew their rights and 
responsibilities and, on the whole, abided by them.
The reasons requiring a person to seek jiw ar in the jahiliyya  were various. In general, 
requesting jiw ar was not a complicated process. It was so natural and deeply rooted in
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society and custom that few would hesitate to seek jiw ar for any reason deemed 
appropriate in order to preserve life, property, honour and so on.
The issue of jiw ar held an important and far reaching position in the customs of the 
Arabs before Islam. This was no doubt partially due to the direct correlation between 
protecting the m ustajlr and preserving one’s honour, maintaining one’s fame and 
elevating one’s status in the tribal society. In addition, granting protection was directly 
relevant to the status of the tribe in a very unforgiving environment. It was a 
demonstration of power and a flexing of muscles before other tribes. The level of 
protection a tribe could provide for the vulnerable was an indication of its ability to 
protect itself and its members. Moreover, the religious reasons for granting jiw ar were 
manifest in the practice. These were evident not only in the preservation of the 
sacredness of the Kacba and the refugees who come to seek asylum there, but in the 
building of tents and naming them Kacba in order to emulate that sacred status and to 
make it available to the mustajir.
In this context, poetry played a tremendous role in strengthening and maintaining this 
custom. It was the strongest medium of communication and for spreading news among 
the tribes. Through poetry praise for granting jiw ar and ridicule for infringing its rules 
rapidly transmitted all over the Peninsula. Desire for such public praise and fear of 
public humiliation were thus amongst the strongest motivations for granting jiwar.
However, after the advent of Islam in Mecca the custom of jiw ai' not only continued to 
exist but was maintained and affirmed by the Muslims through the acts of the Prophet 
and his companions.
Owing to the grave threats and challenges experienced by the new religion and its 
followers at the hands of the disbelievers, Muslims were in desperate need of protection. 
Heavenly protection surrounded the Prophet from his childhood until he became the 
messenger of God. In Mecca, the Muslims were persecuted for then beliefs and invoked 
the custom of jiw ar to assure themselves of temporary protection. The Prophet himself 
and the elite of his companions drew on it sometimes to enjoy a degree of protection.
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The vulnerability of the Prophet, the fact that he was an orphan and his constant need of 
protection at different stages in his life ensured that the values of mercy, protection and 
assistance for the needy were deeply entrenched in him. Having said that, it could be 
rightly concluded that the Prophet was the first asylum seeker in Islam219. Certainly, the 
difficult experiences and the persecution he and other Muslims endured helped them to 
understand the needs of the destitute, the weak and those in need of protection.
Moreover, the Prophet’s permission to the Muslims to migrate to Abyssinia was the first 
Islamic legislation of immigration to non-Muslim countries when oppression and 
injustice occurred. However, it was clear that migration should not compromise the 
faith and if a contradiction did exist between them, then faith took priority. On the other 
hand, Muslims should respect their obligations and adhere to the conditions of refuge; 
otherwise they should end the contract of refuge without treason.
The migration to Abyssinia was also the first example of a woman migrating in search 
of justice and a place to worship God without fear of oppression. This research has not 
revealed a single example in the life of Arabs before Islam in which a woman migrated 
to seek jiw ar from another tribe.
In terms of the migration of the Prophet and his companions to Medina, this was an 
event of major significance that altered the course of history. It was the clearest example 
of refuge, with the Prophet and his companions migrating en masse from Mecca to
Medina in search of the protection and care of its inhabitants.
This was also the first time in history that Muslims would have a state in which they 
could practice their religion without fear, oppression or persecution. The Prophet was 
able to demolish many of the tribal customs, tradition and relations, and form instead a 
very strong and coherent society which was later capable of vanquishing empires.
The hospitality of the people of Medina towards the Meccan migrants was a rare 
historical occurrence, notwithstanding the opposition of some factions there. 
Additionally, the integration of the migrants into Medinan society was remarkably
219 A  quick survey of the stories of the prophets reveals that most of them had to experience exile at a 
certain stage of their lives. They were forced to migrate looking for protection and asylum, including, for
example, the Prophets Ibrahim, Musa, Yunus and others.
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smooth and the fact that the migrants assumed power and leadership of the host society 
without oppression or tyranny was also unprecedented. This was made possible by the 
fact that the Islamic faith dissolved yaMfrelations and shaped new relationships that did 
not differentiate between the migrants and the indigenous peoples.
Due to its history and its constituents, this new society felt the pain of the oppressed and 
the weak. It was natural then that the Prophet should endorse the principle of jiw ar and 
even more for it to become a Heavenly obligation on Muslims through the Prophetic 
practice and verses of Qur°an.
Briefly, from such migrations it could be concluded that the Islamic tradition rejects 
oppression and tyranny and calls for freedom. If this freedom was not available in a 
particular place, then the oppressed should migrate to a safer place. In another respect, 
this legislation also imposes certain obligations upon the Islamic state. The Muslims 
tasted torment and understood what oppression meant. As such, their state should not 
only be free of oppression, suppression and tyranny, but should also be ready to do 
whatever was in its power to protect the weak and oppressed and provide a safe haven 
for those seeking justice.
Furthermore, the term hijra, migration, in the Islamic tradition goes beyond the apparent 
legal circumstances to a much wider and more complicated context. It contains a 
philosophy that deals with emigration from a new perspective, combining heavenly and 
earthly needs. The Islamic tradition portrays human life in this world through many 
verses and hadlths as a journey or emigration from Paradise to earth and then to the 
hereafter. In other words, all humans on earth are in this sense migrants waiting to 
return to their homes.
Besides, the Islamic tradition deals with the trials of exile and attempts to ease them in 
two ways, firstly by considering exile a kind of worship and sacrifice in the cause of 
God and secondly by making it an obligation upon Muslims to welcome emigrants and 
be generous in then hospitality towards them.
Within this philosophy there is no holiness attached to a place simply because it is the 
place of one's birth. It gives first priority to religion and the freedom to practice it. It
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even makes the rejection of emigration a cause for blame and punishment in the 
hereafter.
Nonetheless, the term muhajir, emigrant, is used in the Qur°an exclusively to describe 
Muslim emigrants usually with positive connotations, while the term m ustajlr was used 
for both Muslims and non-Muslims alike.
In relation to the definitions of dar al-Islam  and dar al-kufi\ scholars throughout Islamic 
history have differed. Generally, they were influenced by the environment in which 
they lived and shaped their definition accordingly. The categorisation of the world into 
two or three dars in fact requires further scholarly attention. This is particularly the case 
since neither the Prophet nor the Qur°an categorize the world as such. Moreover, the 
world at the time of the Prophet differed significantly from the contemporary world. 
Modem times have witnessed the rise of national states within recognised borders, 
international law and universal conventions as well as the disappearance of the Islamic 
Caliphate. Yet it can be concluded that the definition of dar al-Islam  in modem times 
should be based on the implementation of the main Islamic principles and on the rights 
that Muslims enjoy like freedom to practice then religion and express their beliefs and 
opinions.
Regarding dhimma, there is a clear break between the early Islamic tradition and 
contemporary Muslim scholars. While some early scholars occasionally dealt with the 
dhimmls as ‘second class citizens’, denying them sensitive positions in the state because 
they were a conquered people, modern scholars have made serious attempts to identify 
the concept of citizenship in the light of national states that gives the non-Muslim equal 
rights with Muslims in Islamic states.
However, the vagueness and confusion of some modem scholars on this issue is due to 
then' attempts to accommodate and apply the concepts of Caliphate rulings regarding 
the dhimmls to non-Muslim residents in national states today. In fact, many of the 
historical circumstances and concepts have changed and modern scholars should revisit 
the concept of dhimma to reinterpret it in light of the principles of equal citizenship in 
modem national states.
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The verse (9:6) forms the clearest Qur°anic evidence for legalising aman, the principle 
of safe conduct. Interpretation of the verse was subject to change over time. Some 
scholars were exceptionally restrictive and rigid in their interpretation while others were 
flexible in defining the m ustajirand by extension the musta°min.
From the painstaking discussions between scholars about this verse, it can be concluded 
that the interpretation of verse (9:6) should be as follows: If a non-Muslim, whether he 
is a follower of another religion or without religion at all, seeks the protection of the 
Muslims they should grant him or her protection. The reasons that may drive such a 
person to seek protection in dar al-Islam  are of no relevance in this context, since the 
verse itself does not specify any reason for that.
Based on that, the majority of scholars who founded their interpretation on the 
assumption that the disbeliever comes to dai' al-Islam  to hear the word of God are not 
accurate as this interpretation is in contradiction with the grammatical and linguistic 
rules of the Arabic language.
Also, the verse obliges Muslims to give refuge to the non-Muslim who asks for it, while 
the Islamic society has a duty and a message of mercy towards other peoples, as stated 
in many verses of the Qur°an. The greatest manifestation of this mercy is the offering of 
shelter and protection to those fleeing oppression and persecution.
More notably, the structure of the verse obliges Muslims to be hasty in granting refuge 
to the asylum seekers and at the same time to be slow and careful in ending this contract 
of refugee status determination. This sense of speed in granting protection is crucially 
important in the case of destitute, distressed and fearful asylum seekers who flee their 
homes in search of safety.
Obviously the state has the right to organize the refuge process without harming public 
interests or violating the right of others to look for a refuge in the Islamic state.
The final crucial point here is that the verse makes it obligatory on individual Muslims 
to give refuge to the seeker as an Islamic duty, while according to the modern refugee 
law asylum is a right of the State and not of the individual.
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Conclusion of the fourth chapter: A comparison between the Islamic tradition relating 
to the laws of aman and the 1951 Geneva Convention
The comparison here between the Islamic tradition and the Geneva Convention was 
based on the fact that the Islamic tradition offered a system of protection to those who 
came into its land seeking protection, through the laws of aman (safe conduct) which 
covers numerous aspects of the 1951 Convention. Although the term refugee had not 
been used to describe the protection seeker, the spirit of the term, its connotations and 
implications were present in dealing with them.
Definition (Article 1)
Based on this study no exact definition of the term ‘refugee’ exists in the Islamic 
tradition. However, the Islamic tradition has several terms related to the term ‘refugee’ 
at different levels. They are muhajir, m ustajir and musta 3min. The common factor 
between the three terms is need for protection. However, the closest of them to the 
modern term ‘refugee’ is the term * musta 3m irf which is a loose term that includes all 
foreigners who enter the Islamic state looking for protection, whether they are refugees 
or not, without specifying the reason for that. However, after entering dar al-Islam  the 
status of each one would differ. The muhajir who is a Muslim would enjoy permanent 
protection like other citizens, while the m ustajir would enjoy temporary protection. In 
regal'd to the m usta3min, he would also enjoy temporary protection unless he becomes a 
dhim m lm  which case he would enjoy permanent protection like the Muslim.
Nonetheless, in our times and after the advent of the national states the situation has 
become different. All those who come seeking protection are called refugees and their 
status is determined based on the laws of the national state. Theoretically at least they 
enjoy temporary protection and if they stay longer they are entitled to enjoy the 
nationality of the state.
Also, it should be said that the term musta °min, which was applied to non-Muslims in 
the Islamic tradition, could be applied by analogy to Muslims nowadays. So, it could be 
concluded that the term refugee in the Islamic tradition is “any person (Muslim or non- 
Muslim) who enters the Islamic state looking for refuge, regardless of the reasons that
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drove him to do that, be it oppression, fear, natural disaster or any other unfortunate 
circumstances”. In this sense this definition is wider than the definition of the Geneva 
Convention, as the earlier does not put any restriction or limitation on the reasons that 
may drive someone to seek asylum.
Demonstrating that Muslims and non-Muslims have equal status in terms of refuge, 
Muslim scholars in general affirm the need to provide the musta°min with protection. 
As also stated also by Zaydan (1982, p.) my opinion here is that the life of musta 3min is 
equal to the life of the dhim m land both of them are equal to the Muslim’s. The essence 
of the aman is safety and anything that diminishes this safety should be rejected. 
Additionally, the verses of the Qur°an do not differentiate between humans when it 
comes to homicide. Thus, the value of life is the same whether it is that of a Muslim, a 
dhim m l or a musta °min and that life should not be taken without just cause.
General obligations (Article 2)
The correspondence between the Geneva Convention and the opinion of Muslim 
scholars in relation to the duties of the refugee/musta °min towards the host state is quite 
remarkable. Both assert the need to adhere to the general laws applied in the host state 
and the measures taken to secure public safety. However, the Muslim scholars stress the 
need for refugees!musta smin to respect the faith of the majority in the Islamic state and 
to act in a way that shows respect. Unlike the Geneva Convention, Muslim scholars 
allow the non-Muslim refugee to be exempted from certain rules due to his disbelief, 
especially the rules which relate to the Islamic faith and its obligations. So, he has the 
right to keep his identity, customs, mode of dress and even non-Islamic behaviours, 
such as drinking alcohol or eating pork, as long as he does not harm the Muslims or 
disturb public order.
In terms of the punishment, the Convention gives no exemptions, yet it states that the 
crimes committed by the refugee should not invalidate his status. Muslim scholars also 
differentiate between punishments and take into consideration the faith of the 
musta °min. Regarding taxation and financial dealings, these are left for scholars to 
decide on according to contemporary circumstances, as there is nothing permanent in 
this regal'd. It is, as Ibn °Abd al-Baix said, subject to the international law and what the 
states can agree on.
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Non-Discrimination (Article 3)
The Islamic tradition in principle rejects any sort of discrimination based on race or 
colour and makes such discrimination a sign of backwardness and reversal to the 
jahiliyya. A fundamental principle in Islam is the equality of humanity. There is no 
superiority for one race over another. The measurement for superiority is excellence in 
serving the good and acting positively, regardless of race, linage or colour. From these 
principles, which are without restriction or limitation, we can generalise and extend 
them to all refugees. In regal'd to religion, the Islamic tradition gave Muslim migrants 
some soil of advanced status over non-Muslims in terms of assimilation into Muslim 
society and membership of it. This was due to the nature of the Caliphate state, 
established as it was on religion with different duties and responsibilities towards 
Muslims. However, the favourable treatment of Muslim migrants did not mean rejecting 
non-Muslims refugees. Practically it meant that Muslim refugees did not fall into the 
same category because of their faith and their theoretical relation with the Caliphate 
state.
Nevertheless, with the disappearance of the central Caliphate state and the advent of 
modern national states, the whole concept of support and loyalty should be revised. In 
this context, the Islamic tradition provides grounds to meet Article 3 of the Convention 
in terms of colour and country of origin. I believe it should be extended to include no 
discrimination based on religion, country of origin or colour.
Religion (Article 4)
Freedom of religion in the Islamic tradition is ingrained in the Qur°an and the teachings 
of the Prophet. This freedom was not just theoretical but practical. This principle is a 
right for non-Muslims whether they are residents there or came as refugees to the 
Islamic state. Without doubt, the worst harm one could do would be to force them to 
change their faith or to prevent them from practicing what they believe in. Moreover, 
the refugee/musta °min in the Islamic state is not only free to believe in the religion he 
prefers, but also has the right to practise it in the way he wants. This obviously requires 
a place to practise the faith, so they have the right to build their own places of worship. 
Also, they have the right to live according to their beliefs with respect to marriage, food,
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dress and any other personal affairs, except a small number of very minor things that 
affect the wider Muslim society. Based on this, it could safely be said that the Islamic 
tradition agrees with Article 4 of the Geneva Convention.
Personal status (Article 12)
The Islamic tradition respects the personal status of the musta °min as governed by the 
laws of his domicile, including rights previously acquired. With regard to the status of 
marriage in particular, non-Muslim refugees have the right to adhere to their beliefs and 
Muslims are required to respect that.
Although the Islamic tradition provides the refugee with a great deal of liberty to pursue 
his personal affairs, particular rights in certain cases must be in agreement with Islamic 
principles, otherwise they could be rejected. This understanding conforms to the 
condition put by the Convention on the nature of personal issues and their legality in the 
host country. A clear and relevant example of this could be same sex marriages. This 
right in some countries has been legalised, while in others it is rejected and remains the 
subject of debate. In the Islamic tradition this right is not recognised, since it is 
prohibited by the Qurian and the Prophetic custom. Thus, the refugee may not enjoy 
this right as it is at odds with one of the fundamental principles of Islam concerning the 
construction of the family in the Islamic society. This is simply an example and scholars 
may identify other rules and conditions refugees have to meet to preserve the identity of 
the Islamic state, keep the public order and secure the national interests. Briefly, the 
Islamic tradition of jurisprudence provides sufficient grounds to argue that the 
principles of Article 12 can be accepted subject to certain conditions. These conditions 
could be verified by the scholars of law according to their circumstances.
Movable and immovable property (Article 13)
The Islamic tradition has shown profound care for the properties of the musta°min. The 
reason for that might be owed to the Islamic principles of fulfilling promises and justice, 
on one hand. And on the other hand it could be to encourage the traders to trade in dar 
al-Islam. Also, the commercial dealings with the musta °min in the past left its print on
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the judgement of the scholars regarding the protection of the refugee’s properties. The 
Islamic tradition agrees fully with Article 13 and 14 of the Geneva Convention.
Right of association (Article 15)
As a matter of principle the Islamic tradition urges people to collaborate in doing good 
deeds, both individually and collectively. The form or the shape of the means is not as 
important as serving a good cause. So, it could be through establishing an association or 
by any other means. Refugees are not excluded from this general principle; hence there 
is no objection to them establishing new associations to protect their rights in the field 
of work, sport, culture, or to preserve then identity or for any other reason. They also 
have the right to join existing associations for the same purposes.
In regard to political activities and the joining of political parties, it might be concluded 
that the Islamic principles do not object to this either. The door is left open for legal 
experts to set up the frame for organizing such participation. Theoretically, there is no 
objection to establish or join any political association as long as it respects the general 
Islamic fundamentals.
Therefore, it could be said that the Islamic tradition agrees with Article 13 of the 
Geneva Convention in terms of the right of the refugee to join associations. Regarding 
the nature of the association and whether it is political or non-political the Convention 
does not state the right of the refugee to join or form political associations, which is the 
same in the Islamic tradition.
Access to courts (Article 16)
The Islamic tradition affirms the principles of justice in the clearest and most robust 
way, through the verses of the Qur’an and the hadlths of the Prophet. Justice should 
encompass Muslims and non-Muslims alike. By virtue of this principle, it allows the 
musta °min access to comt to determine his refugee status and claim his rights. In 
addition, the historical discussions of scholars about this point show clearly that the 
issues relating to the circumstances of the m usta0m iris entrance should be solved by the 
court. In other words, the essence of Article 14 was practically implemented although
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phrasing that in a legal format was not put as straightforwardly as the practise itself. In 
modem terms, we can say that the musta °min has the right to go to the relevant court in 
the Islamic state to establish his legal status. By default, the Islamic state should fund 
the legal process and undertake all the expenses arising from it. In light of this it can be 
safely concluded that Article 14 is in conformity with the Islamic tradition and its 
principles of justice.
Gainful employment (Articles 17, 18 & 19)
The Islamic tradition in principle and practice has given the refugee a wide range of 
freedoms to engage in work in the Islamic state. He has the right to work in 
merchandise, financial activities, agriculture, to be an employee or an employer or even 
self-employed. Naturally, the musta°min in his work in the Islamic state has to adhere to 
the general rules governing work there. There are, however, very few fields the 
m usta0min cannot work in. These restrictions should be limited to the venues that are 
sensitive and relate to the national security, the strategic interest of the public or any 
other field that the Islamic state genuinely deems to be of a special nature that may 
affect the Muslims public interest.
Based on that, it is clear that there is a large measure of agreement between Article 17 
and the Islamic position on the same issue. Moreover, in light of these findings, the 
tradition of Islamic jurisprudence could also be in agreement with Articles 18 and 19 of 
the Convention, because of the very close nature of these two Articles with the Article 
discussed above.
Also, the musta °min has the right to establish partnerships and be involved in various 
contracts either with Muslims, dhimmls or even with other musta °mins.
Regarding Article 19, the Islamic tradition also agrees with it since it is a well- 
established principle in Islam to employ the best qualified and most honest person in the 
right position.
Welfare (Articles 20, 21, 22,23 & 24)
The principle of helping the needy is enshrined in Islamic teaching in the Qur°an and 
the hadlth. The help mentioned in these sources is not constrained or restricted to a
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certain field. Hence, it could include any kind of help, like social security, housing or 
any other factor to guarantee a decent life, free from humiliation and disrespect.
Scholars who opposed helping the musta °min did not mean the needy and vulnerable 
refugees; rather they meant the fighters who temporarily reside in the Islamic state, then 
return to dar al-harb. The reason for this prohibition is that the scholars feared this help 
may strengthen the enemy camp and encourage them to continue fighting the Muslims. 
This scenario has not materialized and does not apply to present day refugees. Despite 
this understanding, we found scholars allowing the help to the harbl in dar al-harb, 
providing that it will not harm the Muslims. So, by default, helping them in dar al-Islam  
is more appropriate.
The other issue to be highlighted here is that owing to its nature and identity the Islamic 
state has certain peculiarities regarding its financial system. Zakat should be collected 
from Muslims and spent on Muslims. The non-Muslim residents of the Islamic state 
could enjoy financial help from other sources, like sadaqa. The modern Islamic states 
have changed dramatically from the traditional Caliphate with regal’d to the financial 
resources, but the responsibility remains the same and Islamic states are still obliged by 
these principles to take care of the refugee financially. So, in principle, there is 
sufficient evidence to suggest that the tradition of Islamic jurisprudence is in keeping 
with Articles 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 of the Geneva Convention.
Freedom of movement (Articles 26, 27, 28 &29)
The musta smin in principle has the right to stay in the Islamic state until the need that 
caused him to flee has been removed. After being lawfully recognized as a musta °min 
by the state he has the right to travel inside and outside the state, providing that he still 
wants to come back. In certain cases, where the musta°min goes back to his homeland 
to live permanently or to fight or to harm the Islamic state, he loses his contract of 
aman.
In regard to restrictions on his movement the scholars have given the musta °mln a great 
deal of liberty to move outside and inside the state except Mecca, as the majority of 
scholars rule. Therefore, it could be said that the Islamic tradition in regard to the 
freedom of movement granted to refugees within the state’s territories is largely in
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keeping with Article 26 of the Geneva Convention, except in regard to Mecca and 
Medina.
Finally, this freedom of movement granted by the Muslim scholars might have certain 
implications for the Islamic state in order to realise this right and to make it practicable, 
for example issuing travel documents for refugees to enable them to travel. Otherwise, 
this freedom would be hypothetical. In this vein, it could be concluded that the Islamic 
tradition is in conformity with Article 27, 28 and 29 of the Convention.
Refugees unlawfully in the country of refuge (Article 31)
It is of significance here that the environment and circumstances on which the Muslim 
scholars based then* judgments are different than the actual situation today. Despite the 
state of war between dai' al-Islam  and dai* al-harb, and the dangerous probability of the 
harbl being a spy against the Muslims, we still find that the majority of the scholars 
tended to grant the illegal musta °min the right to stay in dar al-Islam. In modem times 
this could mean that if refugees flee then homes looking for safety in the Islamic state, 
they have to be granted the right to stay there even if they enter illegally.
The principle of examining the genuineness of the refugee’s claim does not contradict 
the above principle. Briefly, it could be concluded that the Islamic tradition provides 
common grounds with Article 31 of the Geneva Convention.
Expulsion (Article 32)
There are similarities between the Islamic tradition and Article 32 of the Geneva 
Convention. Firstly, both agree that the refugee is expelled only on the grounds of 
being a threat to the national security and the public interest. Secondly, both agree 
that even in these rare cases the refugee should not be sent to a place where he 
might be subject to persecution. Instead he must be sent to a place where he feels he 
is safe.
Although there are no citations in the Islamic tradition about the fact that musta °min 
should be granted access to a court hearing in case his aman is terminated, it still
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can be said that the general Islamic principles of justice and equity will serve the 
refugee in providing him with a fair hearing as this is a basic norm of fairness which 
the Islamic legal system should give to the refugee. Moreover, it was proved that 
the musta °min has the right to access courts in the Islamic state to prove his legal 
status, thus that right can be applied here to defend his stay in the Islamic state.
Lastly, determining what is to be considered a threat to national security and public 
interest must be left to governmental authorities and courts of law, as these matters 
vary from one time to another.
Prohibition of expulsion or return "refoulem ent1 (Article 33)
The Islamic state is obliged by the verse (9:6) to grant their protection to the non- 
Muslims if they ask for it. When ending the refugee status, his safety should not be 
jeopardised or compromised in any way, according to the verse. Making him attain his 
place of safety means that the Islamic state should bear the costs and take all necessary 
measures to secure his journey to the safe place, whether it is his original country or 
anywhere else. The verse did not specify the place but described it as a place of safety. 
The Prophetic custom also shows that the refugee should not be sent back to where he 
might be harmed. Regarding the terms of the hudaybiya agreement it was temporary 
and was only in special circumstances. The general rule after that is that the refugee 
should not be returned to where he might be harmed. This tradition matches the spirit 
and the text of Article 33 of the Geneva Convention about the principle of non- 
refoulem ent
Naturalization (Article 34)
The Muslim scholars in principle give the musta°min the right to reside permanently in 
the Islamic state. Although the term ‘naturalisation’ was not used by those scholars, the 
essence of the principle was dealt with in practical terms.
The other important matter is that the Muslim scholars were very keen to give the 
m usta3m in the right to become a dhim m l; i.e. a citizen. They were satisfied with any 
sort of evidence that indicated the sincere wish of the musta °min to assimilate to Islamic
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society and become a citizen, either by purchasing land, agreeing to stay for a period in 
the Islamic state or marrying a dhim m l or Muslim.
The eagerness and flexibility of the Islamic legal scholars to grant the musta °min the 
right to remain permanently and become a dhim m l corresponds to the spirit of Article 
34 which calls upon the contracting state to facilitate the assimilation and naturalization 
of refugees.
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Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study it could be said safely that the Islamic tradition 
concerning the musta °min provides very strong grounds to claim that the Muslims in 
their history welcomed the non-Muslim aliens in then countries and provided them with 
the needed protection. By analogy this tradition could be interpreted into contemporary 
laws to apply to the refugee status in our modem times. However, when deducing such 
laws the difference between the Caliphate and the national states should be noted and 
present in minds of the scholars and the legal experts, since the rulings, the 
circumstances and the nature of the two are different. Because of this difference the 
issue of dhimma should be revisited by the scholars in order to give them full 
citizenship in terms of rights and duties like their Muslim fellows in the modem 
national Islamic states.
Most importantly, the Islamic tradition and the Geneva Convention have very close 
similarities. The suggestion made by Bognetti and quoted in Wansbrough (1971, p.34) 
that “European medieval safe conduct must have owed a good deal to Islamic law” 
raises a very interesting point here. If it were to be proven that the European medieval 
safe conduct was the ancestor of the 1951 Geneva Convention then it might be claimed 
that the Islamic tradition exerted strong influence over the present international law 
concerning refugees and that the 1951 Geneva Convention owes a great deal to the 
Islamic tradition. Obviously this requires further study, which I recommend, to examine 
the relationship between medieval safe conduct and international law concerning 
refugees, especially the 1951 Geneva Convention, to establish to what degree the 
Islamic tradition influenced both.
Armed with these findings my recommendation to Arab and Islamic governments is to 
endorse the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the status of refugees and if necessary 
make reservations concerning certain Articles taking account of the internal 
circumstances of each state. I know that many of Muslim states do have the judiciaries 
and the right institutions to adopt this judgement; however, this should not be an excuse, 
since these states have to undergo a serious reform in many areas, and certainly signing 
the Convention and dealing with the issue of refugees in the light way is one of the 
main and important issues.
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Thus, I disagree with those who call for drafting an Arab or Islamic Convention relating 
to refugees, like Elmadmad. I believe the Geneva Convention is fully in tune with the 
Islamic tradition and the Arab and Islamic states should sign it.
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